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CHAPTER 1

Introduction

As time-scales inherent to stellar evolution are much longer than our human lifetime, we
might not always realise it, but as it is very natural on earththat “mother nature” re-uses
material, it is equally normal in the universe. Stars are born out of clouds, the remnants of
earlier generations of stars. Depending on their initial mass they evolve according to differ-
ent physical processes. Some stars produce during their lifetime large amounts of dust which
they give back to their surroundings. Also gas is ejected into the interstellar medium by e.g.
the stellar winds of massive stars. Due to the processes in the interior of the star, all this dust
and gas which is now given back to the universe, is enriched. Anew generation of stars will
be born from the remnants of this generation. And as is also the case on earth, this cycle of
life goes on and on. . .

In this thesis, we will present work done on the stellar populations in the inner galaxy.
We will study OH/IR stars in the Galactic Centre (GC) which are believed to originate from
different stellar populations (see Chapter 2). In Chapters3 to 6 we will study a sample of the
stellar population of AGB stars in the Galactic Bulge (GB) and study the dust formed around
these stars, which will eventually be used to enrich the interstellar medium (ISM). And last
but not least we will study the characteristics of the GB and its stellar population using a
“galaxy model” (see Chapter 7).

In this chapter, we will give a general but brief introduction to the topics that cover this
thesis. Unless mentioned otherwise, this introduction is based on the different chapters in
Habing and Olofsson (2003).
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1.1 Stellar populations

One of the keywords in the title of this thesis isstellar populations. A population of stars is
a sample of stars that for some reason can be categorised intothe same group of stars. The
most often used definition of a stellar population is that of apopulation consisting of stars
with a range of masses, all of which were formed at roughly thesame time, so that they have
a common age and comparable chemical composition. An example of this kind of population
is e.g. stars located in a stellar cluster (see e.g. right panel in Figure 1.1).
Using the distribution of stars we can define a second definition for a stellar population in
which we consider the phase-space distribution. The phase-space distribution function of
stars gives the amount of stars as a function of their location in the galaxy and their velocity.
If we consider the entire phase-space distribution as the composition of smaller groups of
stars, than also these groups of stars can be called a stellarpopulation. Examples of this are
e.g. stars in the disk or stars in the halo.

AGB stars in particular are often used to study stellar populations as these objects can be
used as tracers of the broader underlying population. The AGB stars are luminous and are
therefore easily detected throughout our Galaxy, as well asin galaxies within about 10 Mpc.
If a galaxy is too far away to distinguish individual stars, the presence of AGB stars may still
show up in the integrated spectrum of the galaxy. Therefore,AGB stars make good probes to
study galactic structure and dynamics, as well as star formation histories.

1.2 AGB stars

An important part of this thesis is dedicated to AGB stars, therefore we will give a general
introduction to AGB stars, their structure and evolution, variability, and dust formation pro-
cess in this section.

1.2.1 Low-mass stars: from the Main Sequence to the Asymptotic Giant
Branch

The evolutionary path a single star follows, depends on its initial mass. Figure 1.1 shows
two Hertzsprung-Russell diagrams (HR diagram). Dependingon a star’s temperature and
luminosity it gets a place in the HR diagram. The left panel ofFigure 1.1 shows also some
evolutionary tracks, which depend on the initial mass of thestar.

The majority of stars studied in this thesis are so calledlow-mass stars, meaning that
these objects have an initial mass somewhere between 0.8 and2.3 M⊙. Therefore we will
only briefly introduce the pre-AGB evolution for these stars.

Low-mass stars have similar masses as our Sun and start theirlife in theSolar-like region
shown in the left panel of Figure 1.1. This phase of their lifeis called theMain Sequence
(MS) and during this period hydrogen is burned into helium inthe stellar core. The left panel
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Main Sequence

Figure 1.1: The left panel shows a theoretical Hertzsprung-Russell diagram. Thex-axis
indicates the temperature, they-axis the luminosity. This figure also shows types of variable
stars, among which are AGB stars (semi-regulars (SR) and Mira’s). The figure on the right is
an observed colour-magnitude diagram for the globular cluster M3. On thex-axis theB− V
colour is given and on they-axis theV-band magnitude (taken from Habing and Olofsson
2003).

in Figure 1.1 shows in detail the evolutionary track these stars follow.
When the hydrogen in the core is exhausted, the star leaves the MS. Since the hydrogen burn-
ing in the stellar core stopped, there exists no energy source to counter the gravity in the
stellar core and the star begins to contract. Due to this contraction the temperature rises and
at a certain moment the temperature is high enough to start hydrogen burning in a thin shell
around the helium core. The star is now located on theRed Giant Branch(RGB).
The hydrogen burning shell increases the temperature of thecore until the temperature is
high enough to start helium burning. Since the core of an RGB star is degenerate, the helium
burning does not trigger an expansion of the star, but instead causes a helium-flash. This
helium-flash lifts the degeneracy of the core and so the RGB phase ends and the star moves
to theHorizontal Branch(HB).
When all helium in the core is burned to carbon and/or oxygen,the core contracts and heats
up. Due to the rise in temperature, hydrogen shell burning occurs and the star moves up to
the right in the HR diagram and starts theAsymptotic Giant Branch(AGB) phase.

Also the so-calledintermediate-massstars (with initial masses lower than 8− 9 M⊙)
eventually become AGB stars, nevertheless in a slightly different way. These objects have a
helium core which is hot enough to prevent the electron gas tobecome degenerate as occurs
for the low-mass stars. The intermediate-mass stars start helium-burning in a non-explosive
way, similar to that on the HB.
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Figure 1.2: Schematic and not at scale overview of an AGB star. The division into the four
major parts (the degenerate C/O core, the stellar envelope,the atmosphere, and the circum-
stellar envelope) and some important physical/chemical processes are indicated (adapted by
J. Hron from an original idea by Th. Le Bertre).

1.2.2 Internal structure

Notwithstanding that the lifetime of a star on the AGB is veryshort compared to its MS life-
time, the AGB phase is a very complex and eventful phase. In general, an AGB star can be
divided into four main parts:(a) a small, very hot, and dense core,(b) a large, hot, and less
dense stellar envelope,(c) a tenuous, warm atmosphere, and(d) a very large, very diluted,
and cool circumstellar envelope (see also Figure 1.2).

1.2.2.1 The core and stellar envelope

At the beginning of the AGB phase, theearly-AGB(E-AGB), the material around the CO
core consists of hydrogen. The temperature around the core is high enough to ignite H into
He, which results in a hydrogen-burning shell. This H-burning shell produces most of the
energy in the star.

The star continues to increase its luminosity and when it reaches a luminosity of about
3000 times the solar luminosity the temperature is high enough to ignite the He formed by
the H-burning shell around the core. The AGB star is now able to burn both helium and
hydrogen in shells. At the beginning of thedouble-shell burning phase, the He-burning shell
dominates. Because the H-burning shell continues to burn H into He, the mass of the thin
He layer increases, separating the core from the mantle. This causes the He-burning shell to
become unstable and the He burning occurs now in a degenerateenvironment, causing the
He-layer to burn He into C very rapidly. This is called a He-shell flash or thermal pulse,
therefore this part of evolution is called thethermally pulsing AGB phase(TP-AGB).
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Figure 1.3 shows the interior of an AGB star during the TP-AGBphase. The upper panel
shows one thermal pulse in detail, the middle panel two consecutive thermal pulses, and the
lower panel shows the luminosity in function of time. They-axis of the two upper panels
shows the mass fraction. A thermal pulse can be divided in 5 phases indicated at the top of
this figure. During the “off” phase at the beginning and the end of a thermal pulse, the energy
of the star is mainly created by the H-burning shell. During the “on” phase, the He-shell burns
very strongly. The energy deposited by the He-burning reactions cannot be transported by ra-
diation alone and a convective shell develops immediately above the He-burning region, the
inter shell convective zone. During the “power down” phase,the He shell burning decreases
and the inter shell convective zone disappears. Because of the loads of energy released by
the previous inter shell convective zone, the H-shell burning zone is pushed upwards in mass
fraction to lower temperatures and densities so that it is (almost) extinguished. During the
next phase of the thermal pulse, the convective layers (shaded regions in Figure 1.3) reach
the layers where nuclear processing takes places. These convective layers take the processed
material to the stellar surface, which therefore becomes enriched. This is called adredge-up.

Because of this dredge-up, especially the newly created carbon will become visible at the
surface. In some stars this continues long enough so that theabundance of carbon exceeds
that of oxygen and acarbon-rich staris born. This will not happen in all stars: stars that
have sufficient mass experiencehot bottom burning(HBB) which causes the carbon to burn
into nitrogen before it can reach the surface of the star. Also in low-mass stars the conversion
from oxygen-rich (O-rich) to carbon-rich (C-rich) will notoccur: all the matter between the
core and the stellar surface will be ejected and further evolution will be terminated before the
conversion can take place. The initial mass is not the only factor playing a role here, also
the metallicity is important. An AGB star with a lower metallicity has a smaller absolute
difference between the amount of C and O-atoms and thereforethis star needs a shorter time
of dredge-up to become a carbon-rich star.

1.2.2.2 The atmosphere

The atmosphere is mostly defined as the stellar region visible from the outside. In general,
the atmosphere can be considered as the region responsible for the electromagnetic emission
one observes. Based on the effective temperature of a star (Teff, the temperature a black
body would have if it emitted the same amount of energy per unit area as the star), it can
be classified in terms of a spectral type. The oxygen-rich AGBstars studied in this work
are classified as spectral type M. As these spectral classes are quite broad and contain many
different objects, they are often sub-divided from categories 0 to 10, in our case from M0 to
M10. The spectral classification of M-giants is generally based on absorption features (Fluks
et al. 1994) such as e.g. TiO bands in the optical and near-Infrared (near-IR) spectrum. The
TiO bands are sensitive to the effective temperature of the star and become stronger when the
effective temperature decreases or equivalent when an M-giant evolves from M0 to M10.

Since the effective temperatures of these objects are low (around 3000 K), molecules are
formed and have a larger impact on the near-IR spectra than atoms. The relative importance
of different molecules determines the spectral signature of cool stars such as e.g. M giants
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Figure 1.3: The upper panel shows some details of interior evolution during one thermal
pulse, while the two lower panels show two consecutive pulses. Shaded regions are convec-
tive regions. The He-burning shell is indicated by the full line at the bottom of the middle
panel. The position of H-burning shell is indistinguishable from the position of the base of
the convective envelope in this panel (taken from Lattanzioand Wood 2003).
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studied in this work. Decin (2000) shows based on model spectra how the relative strengths
of molecular bands in the near-IR spectrum change as function of the stellar parameters such
as the effective temperature. Therefore molecules such as TiO bands or CO bands can be
good indicators of the effective temperature.

The atmospheres of AGB stars are unstable against convection in the deeper layers, pul-
sations, and the thermal pulses. These events have a large influence on the stellar atmosphere,
the latter two can create (strong) shocks. Because of these shocks, grain condensation can
take place in the post-shock gas at higher latitudes. Another effect of the shocks is mass-loss.
In the beginning of the AGB phase, this will be at a very low rate (10−9 M⊙/yr), but at the end
of the AGB this can be as high as 10−4 M⊙/yr.

1.2.2.3 The circumstellar envelope

Because of the mass-loss a circumstellar envelope (CSE) of escaping gas and dust particles
will be formed. Depending on the temperature molecules are located in envelopes with dif-
ferent sizes in the CSE. The two biggest envelopes are formedby H2 and CO. The dust grains
are located much further away from the central star than the molecules. The highest tem-
perature at which dust grains exists is about 1800 K (see alsoSection 1.2.4). The kind of
molecules and dust grains formed is highly dependent on the C/O ratio. Oxygen-rich stars
show molecules and dust grains with more oxygen than carbon,while carbon-rich stars have
mainly carbon in their molecules and dust grains.

1.2.2.4 End of the AGB

At the end of the AGB phase the radius of the star becomes smaller, as the rate of ejection
of matter is higher than the growth rate of the core. From now on, the mass-loss process
determines the evolution. This causes the star to move in theHR diagram towards the blue.
When all the matter around the core is dispersed into space, the object leaves the AGB phase
and enters thepost-AGBphase. Due to the high mass-loss at the end of the AGB phase, the
inner parts of the star become more exposed. Since the inner regions of the star are hotter, it
is possible that the previously lost mass becomes ionised. If this occurs, the material becomes
visible as a Planetary Nebula (PN).

1.2.3 Variability

As could already be seen from the previous section, variability is a very common feature of
AGB stars. Therefore, AGB stars are also often classified based on their variability type.
There exists four broad groups: the irregular variables, the semi-regular variables, the Mira
variables, and the dust-enshrouded infrared variables.

The irregular variables are the less evolved AGB stars and have little periodicity. The
semi-regular variables are the next stage of evolution, have some definite periodicity, and
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a pulsation amplitude less then 2.5 mag in theV band. The Mira variables have a larger
pulsation amplitude (> 2.5 mag in theV-band) and show relatively regular variations. The
dust-enshrouded infrared variables have the longest periods (> 600 d) and the highest pul-
sation amplitudes (in theK-band up to 3 mag) of the four groups. The oxygen-rich stars in
this group are known as the OH/IR stars. These stars are the most evolved AGB stars and are
believed to be progenitors of Planetary Nebulae (see e.g. Cohen et al. 2005; Habing 1996)
(see also Section 1.2.6).

Period-Luminosity relation

Figure 1.4 shows the Period-Luminosity (PL) relation for optically visible semi-regular and
Mira variables in the Large Magellanic Cloud (LMC) (Wood 2000). The figure shows four
parallel PL sequences (A – D) and another sequence E.

Sequence E consists mostly of stars still on the RGB since this sequence lies below the
TP-AGB minimum luminosity (see arrows in Figure 1.4). The stars in this sequence have
quite regular light curves, which is an indication of some sort of binary or rotational origin.
As is indicated in Figure 1.4, the Mira variables are locatedat the top of sequence C and pul-
sate in one period. The period-luminosity relation found for large-amplitude AGB variables
in the LMC coincides with sequence C. This PL-relation can beaccurately reproduced by
fundamental mode pulsation. Therefore objects on this sequence are believed to pulsate in
the fundamental radial mode.
Sequences A, B, and the lower part of sequence C are occupied by the semi-regular variables.
The pulsations of semi-regular variables located on sequences A and B can pulsate in a num-
ber of modes, often simultaneously. These objects become first, second, or third overtone
pulsators.
The stars located on sequence D are invariably multi-periodic: they have one period that lies
on sequence D and another that lies on sequence A, B, or sometimes C. The origin of this
sequence is currently still unknown.

1.2.4 Dust formation and mass-loss mechanism

AGB stars are known to lose a significant fraction of their mass through a slow, massive wind.
The oxygen-rich dust condensation sequence describes in general the order in which the dust
grains could be formed in the winds of oxygen-rich AGB stars.To predict the condensa-
tion sequence one relies on the thermodynamic condensationsequences. In this section, we
describe the condensation sequence starting from alumina and from silica (based on Tielens
et al. 1997; Cami 2002).

For oxygen-rich stars a fairly abundant element is aluminium. Thermodynamic studies
predict that dust formation for the Al condensation sequence starts with the formation of
crystalline Al2O3 (corundum or crystalline alumina) at about 1760 K. Figure 1.5 illustrates
this sequence. When corundum cools down, it reacts with gaseous SiO, Ca, and Mg to form
melilite, first in the form of pure gehlenite (Ca2Al2SiO7), later to transform gehlenite par-
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Figure 1.4: The log P vsK0 diagram shows the period-luminosity relations for optically
visible red variables in a 0.5 × 0.5 degree area of the LMC. The crosses are MSX-selected
infrared sources from a 3×3.5 degree arc of the LMC (taken from Lattanzio and Wood 2003).

tially into akermanite (Ca2MgSi2O7) around 1550 K, corundum (above 1510 K), and spinel
(MgAl2O4) below 1510 K. At about 1450 K, melilite reacts to form diopside (CaMgSi2O6)
and spinel. The latter two are then through solid-solid interactions transformed into anorthite
(CaAl2Si2O8).

Only a small fraction of the Mg and the Si is involved in this part of the condensation
sequence. The main silicon bearing minerals are formed through a separate condensation
sequence. Most of the silicon nucleates and condenses first at about 1440 K as forsterite
(Mg2SiO4), which is the Mg-rich end member of the olivine family (a2xb2−2xSiO4 with a and
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Figure 1.5: The Al condensation sequence. Based on Cami (2002).

b Mg, Fe, Mn, Co, or Zn). The excess SiO will eventually convert forsterite at about 1350 K
into enstatite (MgSiO3), the Mg-rich end member of the pyroxenes, which are SiO6 chains.

What happens with Fe is not very clear in the described scenarios. Metallic iron is likely
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to be formed but iron could also transform enstatite into forsterite and fayalite (Fe2SiO4) at
1100 K. Magnesiowüstite (MgFeO), often observed in AGB stars in the form of Mg0.1Fe0.9O,
is not an expected condensate in these sequences. It is therefore not clear how this molecule
fits in these oxygen-rich dust condensation sequences.

Several observations, mostly IRAS/LRS and ISO/SWS have revealed the presence of
many different dust compounds in O-rich AGB stars (see e.g. Vardya et al. 1986; Onaka et al.
1989; Sloan and Price 1995; Waters et al. 1996; Speck et al. 2000; Fabian et al. 2001; Cami
2002; Posch et al. 2002; Blommaert et al. 2006). Many, but notall, of these compounds are
part of the theoretical condensation sequence: AGB stars with high mass-loss rates show co-
pious amounts of silicates, including crystalline olivines and pyroxenes, while the spectra of
AGB stars with low mass-loss rates, on the other hand, show evidence for aluminium-oxide
and magnesium-iron oxides. This difference in spectral structure of AGB stars is thought
to reflect the rapid “freeze-out” of the dust condensation sequence, a term used to indicate
that the densities in the dust formation zone are too low for certain condensation reactions
to occur, and therefore the dust condensation sequence stops at the intermediate step. Thus,
studying a sample of similar stars but with different mass-loss rates is a powerful way to
probe the dust condensation sequence observationally, as the freeze-out will occur at differ-
ent densities and therefore stop the condensation sequenceat different intermediate steps.
Chapters 3 to 6 will be dedicated to a sample of AGB stars in theGalactic Bulge, chosen to
study the oxygen-rich dust condensation sequence.

Basically one could describe the mass-loss process as a pulsation-enhanced dust-driven
wind: shock waves created by stellar pulsation lead to a dense, cool, extended stellar at-
mosphere, allowing for efficient dust formation. The composition in the dust grains is then
determined by the elemental abundances in the stellar atmosphere, with C-rich stars forming
carbon grains, and O-rich environments producing silicateparticles (Höfner and Andersen
2007). The dust formed in the outflow is not only dependent on the elemental abundances in
the stellar atmosphere, but also the temperature and the mass-loss rate, which depend on the
evolution along the AGB, play a key-role in the entire dust formation process.

This model works very well for C-rich stars and it was assumedthat it would also work
for O-rich stars. Only recently, it became clear that this driving mechanism for the wind is
not understood at all in the case of O-rich stars. Woitke (2006) shows that Fe is needed to
have a dust-driven wind. Silicates such as Mg2SiO4 without Fe-contribution are unable to do
this because they are almost completely transparent around1 µm where most of the stellar
flux radiates. So the role of solid iron and Fe-rich silicatesis crucial for the wind driving
mechanism. The drawback of this is that the Fe containing condensates are not stable with
respect to the temperatures close by the star and therefore form at too large distances from
the star to provide an efficient mass-loss mechanism. Gail and Sedlmayr (1999) showed that
also separate grains of metallic iron are formed in the windsof AGB stars. The contribution
of metallic Fe to the wind driving mechanism is not completely understood yet, but as it can
form at high temperatures, it may help driving the wind even at low mass-loss rates.

Höfner and Andersen (2007) came with another solution for the driving mechanism: they
propose that winds of O-rich AGB stars are driven by small amounts of carbon grains. This
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could only happen if not all the carbon is locked into CO as is generally expected for O-rich
AGB stars. The direct detection of carbon grains in the spectra of O-rich AGB stars is un-
likely to happen: the optical properties of amorphous carbon lead to featureless infrared (IR)
spectra, whereas SiC, which has a pronounced feature around11µm, would not be produced
enough to appear above amorphous carbon and the nearby silicate feature. Considering the
relative opacities of SiC and silicates, this would requireat least as much Si being bound in
SiC as in silicates, which seems unlikely in an environment with C/O< 1.

1.2.5 Evolution along the AGB

In Section 1.2.2 we mentioned the evolution and change in stellar parameters occurring dur-
ing the time a low- or intermediate-mass star spends on the AGB. Figure 1.6 shows this
evolution for certain properties of an AGB star. From top to bottom the panel shows the ef-
fective temperature Teff , the luminosity normalised to the solar luminosityL/L⊙, the period
P in days, the mass-loss rate in units of 10−6M⊙/yr (Ṁ6), and the total stellar massM. The
evolution in the beginning of the AGB phase continues without any abrupt changes. The
effective temperature decreases, the luminosity and the period increase, the mass-loss rate
is low and cannot be seen yet in the figure, and the stellar massdoes not change. At about
6 ∼ 7 × 105 year, the thermal pulses start. The He-shell flashes first cause an increase in
luminosity followed by a luminosity dip. The luminosity then increases again until the next
thermal pulse. The effective temperature reacts to the thermal pulses in the opposite way. At
about the 5th thermal pulse, also abrupt changes in the mass-loss rate can be noticed from
the figure. When the superwind phase starts and the star losesa significant fraction of its
stellar mass, the period grows more rapidly than before. Very long periods exhibited by the
dust-enshrouded AGB stars are a result of this.

To summarise: as AGB stars evolve, their luminosity, period, and mass-loss rate will in-
crease, while their effective temperature decreases. At the end of the AGB phase, the star
loses also a significant fraction of the mass in its stellar envelope.

1.2.6 OH/IR stars

OH/IR stars are oxygen-rich AGB stars at the end of the AGB evolution and go through the
superwind phase. During this phase, they lose a significant fraction of the mass in their stellar
envelopes. Because of this high mass-loss and the consequent dust formation in the outflow,
the circumstellar material becomes optically thick. Due tothis optically thick dust layer, the
central star is no longer visible and the object can only be detected at longer wavelengths.
Surveys searching for OH/IR stars therefore never search inthe optical wavelengths, but they
look in the infrared as well as at radio wavelengths.

OH/IR stars are not only AGB stars, they are also a subclass ofthe maser stars. Be-
cause of the OH maser at 1612 MHz, they can be clearly detectedat radio wavelengths. The
masering effect is a form of stimulated emission (see also Figure 1.7): photon-absorption
by a molecule, results in an excitation of the molecule from the lower levell, to the upper
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Figure 1.6: Various properties for a 1 M⊙ AGB star with chemical composition (Y,Z) =
(0.25, 0.016) in function of time (Y is the He-fraction,Z is the fraction of all other elements
except H and He). From top to bottom the panels show the effective temperature Teff, the
luminosity L, the periodP, the mass-loss rate in units of 10−6 M⊙/yr, and the total stellar
massM (taken from Lattanzio and Wood 2003; Vassiliadis and Wood 1993).

level u. When a similar photon meets an already excited molecule in levelu, the passing of
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Figure 1.7: Velocity profile of an OH/IR star (taken from Lamers and Cassinelli 1999).

this photon triggers a de-excitation of the molecule from level u to level l, which is called
stimulated emission of a photon with the same energy and direction as the one passing by.
In a normal situation, there is a higher probability that photons are absorbed than created
by stimulated emission. But in case of a population inversion, there is a higher probability
for stimulated emission than absorption. Population inversion occurs when there are more
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molecules in a higher rotational state than in a lower. When photons pass through a gas with
population inversion, this results in an increase in intensity, rather than in a decrease caused
by absorption.

The maximum masering occurs along a line of sight that has thehighest number of
molecules moving with the same velocity component to the observer. This is the case when
the line of sight goes through the central star. The gas in front of the star moves with a
constant Doppler velocity−v to the observer. The gas almost behind the star moves with a
constant Doppler velocity+v away from the observer. This causes the characteristic double
peaked profiles. The difference,∆V between the velocities of the two peaks is an indicator of
the initial mass of the star and∆V/2 is a good estimator of the gas expansion velocity (vexp)
of the CSE (Lamers and Cassinelli 1999).

1.3 The Milky Way Galaxy

Figure 1.81 shows the Milky Way Galaxy (MWG) in the near-IR as observed inthe 2MASS
survey (see Chapter 7 for more information on this project).The MWG is a spiral galaxy and
can in general be divided in four components: the disk, the bulge, the halo, and the centre.
Often, the disk is again divided into two parts: the thin and thick disk.

Since we are part of our own MWG and we cannot (yet?) send satellites outside our
MWG to observe it as a whole, it is very difficult to study the structure of our MWG. Nev-
ertheless it is a very interesting galaxy to study as we are part of it and therefore have 3
dimensional information on it, which is very hard to obtain for other galaxies.

In this thesis, we will study stars located in the Galactic Bulge (GB) and close to the
Galactic Centre (GC). Since the inner parts of our Milky Way are very crowded, they are an
extremely interesting place to study, and provide us with a wealth of possible targets all more
or less at the same (known) distance. On the other hand the crowdedness can make things
difficult: when observing a specific target, it is not always easy to identify the object due
to the crowdedness. Another difficulty is the heavy extinction in the inner regions. Luckily
there are a few regions with less heavy extinction. These 3 windows were selected by Baade
and are calledSgr I-window,Sgr II-window, andNGC 6522-window. The latter is the most
famous one and is often refered to asBaade’s window. Because of the lower extinction in
these regions, they are often used to select targets and partof the objects that will be studied
in Chapter 3 are also located in these regions. Because of theheavy extinction, it is easier to
study the objects in these regions in the IR than at optical wavelengths, as extinction in the
IR is significantly lower than in the optical.

In the centre of our galaxy a black hole, with a mass of 3× 106 M⊙, resides. The black
hole coincides with the radio source SgrA∗. Not only is SgrA∗ the position of the black hole,

1Atlas Image obtained as part of the Two Micron All Sky Survey (2MASS), a joint project of the University of
Massachusetts and the Infrared Processing and Analysis Center/California Institute of Technology, funded by the
National Aeronautics and Space Administration and the National Science Foundation.
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Figure 1.8: This panoramic view encompasses the entire sky as seen by Two Micron All-Sky
Survey. The measured brightnesses of half a billion stars have been combined into colours
representing three distinct wavelengths of infrared light: blue at 1.2 microns, green at 1.6
microns microns, and red at 2.2 microns.

it is also the dynamical centre of our galaxy. One of the studies confirming this is based
on radial velocity measurements of M-giants (McGinn et al. 1989). Another study based on
radial velocities of 18 OH/IR stars within 5 pc projected distance from SgrA∗ gives the same
result (Habing and Olofsson 2003, based on Lindqvist et al. 1992a).

The inner region of the Galaxy has been extensively searchedfor OH/IR stars in the past
two decades and it is believed that there are two different populations OH/IR stars in the GC.
The first population is expected to be older. This populationconsists of OH/IR stars which
have low expansion velocities, a larger spread in latitude,and a larger velocity dispersion
than the second group, which is believed to be younger. Figure 1.9 also shows the position
in longitudes of OH/IR stars in the inner regions of our MWG versus their radial velocity. In
Chapter 2 we will study near-IR spectra of a sample of OH/IR stars in the Galactic Centre.

Figure 1.9 gives a nice indication on the sub-structures in the inner parts of the MWG
(−30◦ < ℓ < +30◦). In this region, the Galactic Bulge (GB) is located. One of the substruc-
tures located in the GB could be a bar. A discussion on the GB istherefore inextricably bound
up with a discussion on the bar. Since the last decade of the previous century, the debate on the
GB and its bar is very vivid. Proof for the existence of such a bar comes e.g. from the COBE
(Cosmic Background Explorer) satellite. Figure 1.10 showsthat the contours of the near-IR
emission around the GC are skewed to positive longitudes. Also the distribution of AGB stars
observed with IRAS (Infrared Astronomical Satellite) shows an asymmetry consistent with
the presence of a bar (Weinberg 1992a,b). All evidence takentogether, it is extremely likely
that there exists such a thing as a bar, but the accurate determination of the basic properties
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Figure 1.9: The dots are radial velocities of OH/IR stars as afunction of galactic latitude.
Underneath the dots is the distribution of velocities measured for the interstellar CO molecule.
Straight lines indicate structures in the distribution of the CO gas (taken from Habing and
Olofsson (2003), diagram courtesy of M. Messineo).

such as total mass, shape, angle between the major axis and the sun-centre line, age,. . . are
not yet undoubtedly defined. Therefore it is still not clear whether one should draw a distinc-
tion between a triaxial central bulge and a bar component (Merrifield 2004). Sometimes the
bulge is referred to as the bar (see e.g. Sevenster et al. 1999) and in other cases studies find a
bar within the bulge (see e.g. López-Corredoira et al. 2007; Cabrera-Lavers et al. 2007). In
this thesis we will adopt the formalism described by Sevenster (1999): we will use the term
Galactic Bulgefor the Galactic component seen in the general direction of|ℓ| ≤ 10◦, we will
usebar if we refer to the prolate or tri-axal component of the GB.

Bahcall and Soneira (1980) were the first to construct a modelthat aims at explaining the
observed number counts in the galaxy. By studying the numbercounts of the galaxy, one
obtains not only information on the kinds of stars, but also on the geometry and the structure
in the galaxy. In such models, the galaxy is often divided in afew components such as the
disk, halo, and bulge. Models simulating the number counts in the galaxy then simulate the
density of stars within one of these components and afterwards bring things together. Another
assumption often used in these models, is to assume an intrinsic luminosity function which is
virtually independent of position. These luminosity functions can be obtained in two ways:
or one assumes an empirical luminosity function derived from e.g. star counts in globular
clusters or in the Solar Neighbourhood, or one assumes a theoretical luminosity function cal-
culated from a set of evolutionary tracks together with suitable distributions of stellar masses,
ages, and metallicities (Girardi et al. 2005). The first method was applied often in the past, but
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Figure 1.10: The contours of the distribution of near-IR emission at 2.2µm around the Galac-
tic Centre (taken from Dwek et al. 1995).

now most models use the second option. This option has significant advantages over the first
method, such as that the luminosity function is more easily expressed as a function of other
stellar parameters such as age and metallicity, while this is not possible in the first method.

In Chapter 7 we will study the characteristics of the GB in more detail. Using a galaxy
model we will try to model observations of the GB and its bar. Not only will we discuss the
parameters, also the star formation history and metallicity distribution will be discussed.



CHAPTER 2

Near-IR spectroscopy of OH/IR stars
in the Galactic centre

This chapter is based on the paper:
Vanhollebeke, E., Blommaert, J.A.D.L., Schultheis, M., Aringer, B., and Lançon, A.: 2006, “Near-IR

spectroscopy of OH/IR in the Galactic centre”,Astron. Astrophys.455, 645-652

The inner region of our Galaxy has been extensively searchedfor OH/IR stars in the past
two decades (see also Section 1.3). The studies of the GC region are severely hampered by
extinction and also source confusion, especially in the visible wavelength range. Searches for
OH/IR stars at radio wavelengths at the 1612 MHz OH maser linehave therefore been very
useful and also provided kinematic information on the detected stars. Lindqvist et al. (1992b)
searched for OH/IR stars in six VLA primary beam fields and identified 134 OH/IR stars.
Further searches, also using ATCA, were conducted by Sevenster et al. (1997), who found
145 new OH masering sources in the Bulge, and Sjouwerman et al. (1998), who discovered
an additional 52 new OH/IR stars in the GC region. Figure 2.1(a) gives an overview of the
OH/IR stars detected in the GC region.

Lindqvist et al. (1992a) studied the spatial and kinematic properties of their OH/IR sam-
ple and divided the stars into two groups based on their outflow velocities. The OH/IR stars
with low expansion velocities (vexp < 18.0 km/s) have a larger spread in latitude and a larger
velocity dispersion with respect to the Galactic rotation (see Figure 2.1(b)) than the group
with higher expansion velocities (see Figure 2.1(c)). Thiswas also found by Baud et al.
(1981) for OH/IR stars in the Galactic disk. The low-expansion velocity stars are expected to
be older objects with larger peculiar motions, whereas the other group may have a different
formation history; it might be a later addition to the GC, possibly via a merger. The outflow
velocity of the circumstellar shell is related to the luminosity of the star and to the properties
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Figure 2.1: These figures shows the OH/IR stars detected by Lindqvist et al. (1992b) (filled
circles), the dashed lines are the limits of this survey, andthe open circles are stars detected
by Habing et al. (1983). The top figure (a) shows all the OH/IR stars, the figure in the middle
(b) shows only the stars with lower outflow velocities and thebottom figure (c) shows the
OH/IR stars with the higher outflow velocities.

of the dust in the circumstellar shell (Habing et al. 1994; Elitzur et al. 2003).

Several groups have been searching for the infrared counterparts of the OH maser sources
(Jones et al. 1994; Blommaert et al. 1998; Wood et al. 1998; Ortiz et al. 2002). It would be
expected that the ‘older’ stars have lower luminosities than the high-expansion group. Blom-
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maert et al. (1998) found that the high expansion velocity group contains higher luminosity
stars but there is also a large overlap in the luminosity distributions of the 2 groups. Ortiz
et al. (2002) also compared the measured luminosities usinga larger number of stars and did
not find any evidence of a distinction on the basis of luminosities between the 2 groups. The
disadvantage of the latter study is that the luminosities were not corrected for variability and
that the luminosities spread over a wider range. Nevertheless, it seems that the differences in
luminosities between the 2 groups, if they exist, are not very big. If the luminosity is not suffi-
cient for explaining the differences in expansion velocities then it is expected that differences
in the gas-to-dust ratios and thus metallicities of the stars must exist. It was demonstrated
by Wood et al. (1992) for OH/IR stars in the Large Magellanic Cloud and by Blommaert
et al. (1993) for OH/IR stars in the outer Galaxy that the expansion velocities are low, even
though the OH/IR stars have high luminosities. In both the LMC and in the outer Galaxy,
it is expected that the stars indeed have low metallicities.The next logical step would be to
investigate the metallicities of GC OH/IR stars.

In this chapter we discuss our attempt to apply the results ofSchultheis et al. (2003) on
medium-resolution near-IR spectra on a sample of GC OH/IR stars. We take a look at the
influence of the water content on the atomic lines NaI and CaI, discuss how periodicity can
influence the water content and therefore also the near-IR spectrum, and we study a grid of
dust models and show that hot dust also has an influence on the near-IR spectrum.

The sample, observations, and data-reduction are described in the next section. In Sec-
tion 2.2, we explain our method of analysis and compare spectra we have in common with
other authors. The problems one encounters analysing near-IR spectra of OH/IR stars will be
discussed in Section 2.3, and finally in Section 2.4 we summarise and come to the conclu-
sions.

2.1 Observations and data reduction

The sample consists of 70 OH/IR stars located in the GC region. Almost all stars were se-
lected from Lindqvist et al. (1992b) and Sjouwerman et al. (1998). Our sample also includes
the 15 OH/IR stars observed by Schultheis et al. (2003) so that we can compare our results
and investigate the effect of the variability of this type ofstars. We also selected the three
“high-velocity” OH/IR stars that were detected in the direction of the GC (van Langevelde
et al. 1992). As we wanted to apply the metallicity versus EW(Na), EW(Ca), and EW(CO)
calibration used in Ramı́rez et al. (2000) and Frogel et al. (2001) to our sample, we also
observed 11 stars from Ramı́rez et al. (1997, K-band spectraof 43 luminosity class III stars
from K0 to M6) and Ramı́rez et al. (2000, K-band spectra of more than 110 M giants in the
Galactic bulge (GB)). Finally, to investigate the effects of the variability of our long period
variable stars (LPVs) on our analysis, we measured variablestars from Lançon and Wood
(2000, spectra of cool, mostly variable, giant, and supergiant stars) (see Tables 2.9 to 2.11).

The near-IR spectra were obtained with the 3.58m NTT (ESO) atla Silla, Chile between
June 28 - 30, 2003 using the red grism of the SOFI spectrograph. This resulted in spectra
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from 1.53µm up to 2.52µm. Before the actual spectrum was obtained, the instrument was
used in imaging mode to acquire the star in the slit. Several spectra were taken with the star
in different places along the slit. Standard stars of spectral types O to G were observed as
close as possible to the object stars’ airmass in order to correct for telluric absorption features.

The data was reduced using the ESO-Munich Image Data Analysis System (MIDAS).
The images were first corrected for cosmic ray hits. Several spectra of the same target along
the slit were obtained and subtracted from each other to correct for the sky level. The images
were flat-fielded using dome flats. A Gaussian fit perpendicular to the dispersion direction
was used to subtract a one-dimensional spectrum out of the two-dimensional image: columns
that fall within the FWHM of the Gaussian fit were added to the spectrum (3-4 columns on
average). A correction for distortion along the slit was unnecessary. During the extraction
process, a correction for bad pixels was made, they were leftout of the spectrum, and no
averaging was done around these pixels. The wavelength calibration was based on the spec-
trum of a Xenon lamp. This image was also flat-fielded using thedome flats and corrected
for bad pixels in the same way as the other spectra. The wavelength calibration resulted in a
dispersion of typically 10.13 Å/pixel andλ/∆λ ≈ 1000.

The standard stars were reduced in the same way. Thereafter they were divided by the
Kurucz-model that corresponds to each one’s spectral type.The resulting curve was used to
correct the objects for telluric lines and also to correct for the instrumental response func-
tion. Different curves for different airmasses were made inorder to correct for the air-
mass. The dereddening law used is based on Cardelli et al. (1989), Av values came from
Schultheis et al. (1999). The resulting spectra are shown inFigures 2.15 to 2.22. More de-
tailed figures for these spectra can be found in the electronic version of this manuscript at
http://www.ster.kuleuven.be/pub/index en.html.

2.2 Analysis

2.2.1 Equivalent line widths

The equivalent line widths of NaI, CaI, and12CO(2,0) (see Tables 2.9 – 2.11) were obtained
in exactly the same way as by Schultheis et al. (2003, see alsoRamı́rez et al. (1997); Lançon
and Wood (2000)). They were measured relative to the selected continuum bands using the
Image Reduction and Analysis Facility (IRAF) (see Table 2.1and Figure 2.2).

Ramı́rez et al. (1997) discuss how the equivalent line widthmeasurements of NaI and
CaI in medium-resolution spectra contain contributions from other elements such as Sc, Ti,
V, Si, and S. Thus, it turns out that a significant contribution of the NaI and CaI features is
due to other species. In the studied spectral region (1.53 – 2.52µm), the CN molecule causes
a noisy continuum (Origlia et al. 1993), introducing a pseudo-continuum opacity, which is
clearly shown in the high-resolution spectrum of RX Boo (an M8 III star) in Wallace and
Hinkle (1996). According to Ramı́rez et al. (1997), the continuum bands that were used to
determine the EW(Ca) are affected by CN absorption for starswith Teff < 3000 K. However,
synthetic CN spectra based on hydrostatic MARCS models for giant stars (for a description
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Table 2.1: Definition of band passes for continuum and features (Schultheis et al. 2003).

Feature Band passes [µm]
Na I feature 2.204 – 2.211
Na I continuum #1 2.191 – 2.197
Na I continuum #2 2.213 – 2.217
CaI feature 2.258 – 2.269
CaI continuum #1 2.245 – 2.256
CaI continuum #2 2.270 – 2.272
12CO(2,0) feature band head 2.289 – 2.302
12CO(2,0) continuum #1 2.242 – 2.258
12CO(2,0) continuum #2 2.284 – 2.291
H2O continuum 1.629 – 1.720
H2O absorption wing 1 1.515 – 1.525
H2O absorption wing 2 1.770 – 1.780

Table 2.2: Contribution of other species to the equivalent line-width measurement of NaI
(based on Wallace and Hinkle 1996).

Na I feature NaI continuum # 1 NaI continuum # 2
CN(0,2) CN(0,2) CN(0,2)
CN(1,3) CN(1,3) CN(1,3)
CN(2,4) CN(2,4) CN(2,4)
CN blend Si CN blend

V Fe
Na
Fe
Si
Sc

of such models see Aringer et al. (1997), in our case we assumed log(G [cm/s2]) = 0.0, solar
mass, and elemental abundances) show that CN is important inall cool objects below 4000 K,
and even gets weaker below 3000 K.

The effective temperature has a strong impact on the CaI and NaI features: as Teff de-
creases, the equivalent widths of both features increase. Tables 2.2, 2.3, and 2.4 give an
overview of what the respective NaI, CaI, and12CO(2,0) lines in a medium-resolution spec-
trum are really made of. The tables are based on the high-resolution spectrum of RX Boo in
Wallace and Hinkle (1996). For cooler oxygen–rich stars (Lançon and Wood 2000), such as
OH/IR stars, H2O absorption, instead of CN absorption, becomes very important (see Section
2.3.3).
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Figure 2.2: An overview of the chosen definition of band passes for continuum and features.
The top figure shows the overall spectrum for a typical OH/IR stars. The dotted lines indicate
the central positions of the features. The other 4 figures show for each line the selected
passband for the feature (dotted lines) and the selected passband for the continuum (dashed
lines). (For the12CO(2,0) the feature’s first dotted line overlaps with the last dashed line from
the continuum.)

2.2.2 Water absorption

The amount of water was obtained by measuring the curvature in the spectrum around 1.6µm,
as in Schultheis et al. (2003). The apparent bump around 1.6µm is caused by strong and wide
water-absorption bands around 1.4 and 1.9µm. Formally, our measurements are equivalent
widths of this bump relative to reference fluxes measured on either side of it in the wings of
the water bands. As for the other equivalent line width measurements, its value is given in Å,
but it takes negative values when water absorption is present (see Tables 2.9 – 2.11).

2.2.3 Comparison with previous work

We have 5 candidate Red Giant Branch (RGB) stars in common with Schultheis et al. (2003).
These candidate RGB stars are probably genuine ones, since we see no significant difference
between the Schultheis et al. (2003) observations of these stars and our own. Stars on the
RGB are expected to show weak variations compared to OH/IR stars and Miras.
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Table 2.3: Contribution of other species to the equivalent line-width measurement of CaI

(based on Wallace and Hinkle 1996).

CaI feature CaI continuum # 1 CaI continuum # 2
CN(0,2) CN(0,2) CN(2,4)
CN(1,3) CN(1,3) HF
CN(2,4) CN(2,4) S
CN blend CN blend

Si Si
Sc Fe
Ca V
Ti
Fe
Ni

Table 2.4: Contribution of other species to the equivalent line-width measurement of
12CO(2,0) (based on Wallace and Hinkle 1996).

12CO(2,0) 12CO(2,0) 12CO(2,0)
feature continuum #1 continuum # 2
CN(0,2) CN(0,2) CN(0,2)
CN(1,3) CN(2,4) CN(1,3)
CN(2,4) Si CN(2,4)

Ti CN blend
HF Ti

CO(2,0) HF

Schultheis et al. (2003) observed the stars with the same instrument (SOFI), using the same
grism. This results in spectra with the same resolution as our spectra. The time difference
between these observations is about 3 years. The spectra (normalised at 2.235µm) are com-
pared in Figure 2.3. Table 2.5 gives the mean values and standard deviations for the stars we
have in common. The absolute average differences in equivalent line widths for these RGB
stars are consistent with scatter due to formal errors (∼ 1Å). One expects these errors to
come from data-reduction issues and changing of observing conditions during the night. The
absolute average differences are: 0.25± 0.17 Å for EW(Na), 0.72± 0.42 Å for EW(Ca), and
0.87± 0.82 Å for EW(CO) (see also Figure 2.4).

We have 8 late-type giants in common with Ramı́rez et al. (1997) and 6 red giants sit-
uated in the Bulge with Ramı́rez et al. (2000). A comparison was only made for EW(Na)
and EW(Ca), since Ramı́rez et al. (1997) uses different continuum pass bands for obtaining
EW(CO). Tables 2.6 and 2.7 give the mean values for the compared equivalent line widths.
The absolute average differences with Ramı́rez et al. (1997) are: 0.39± 0.13 Å for EW(Na)
and 1.29± 0.41 Å for EW(Ca). The absolute average differences with Ramı́rez et al. (2000)
are 0.59± 0.23 Å for EW(Na) and 0.66± 0.35 Å for EW(Ca). The difference in EW(Na)
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Figure 2.3: RGB stars in common with Schultheis et al. (2003); black line: this work, gray
line: Schultheis et al. (2003). The features between 1.8 and1.9µm and around 2µm are due
to the atmosphere.

(Ramı́rez et al. 1997, 2000) and EW(Ca) (Ramı́rez et al. 2000) is again consistent with scatter
due to formal errors. There is no obvious reason why the difference for EW(Ca) (Ramı́rez
et al. 1997) is larger than∼ 1Å (see also Figure 2.5), although we have to keep in mind that
there is a difference in resolution between our spectra and the spectra of Ramı́rez et al. (1997,
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Table 2.5: Mean values for the equivalent line widths for thestars in common with Schultheis
et al. (2003).

this work Schultheis et al. (2003)
Na I 5.10± 0.74 5.21± 0.67
CaI 2.52± 1.29 2.06± 0.74

12CO(2,0) 19.95± 2.48 19.90± 1.69

Figure 2.4: Equivalent line width measurements for the candidate RGB stars in common with
Schultheis et al. (2003). The plus-signs are taken from Schultheis et al. (2003), the diamonds
from this work.

2000), which can influence the difference between the measured equivalent line widths. The
data from Ramı́rez et al. (2000) can be downloaded from the internet. After rebinning the
data to our lower resolution, the following values could be measured: 3.95± 0.78 for the
EW(Na) and 2.77± 0.47 for the EW(Ca), which resembles the values we found better(see
Table 2.7). A similar test for Ramı́rez et al. (1997) could not be done.

We have 7 luminous cool stars in common with Lançon and Wood (2000). Three of these
stars (WX Psc, AFGL 1686, and U Equ) are OH/IR stars (Lançon and Wood 2000), which
(not situated in the GC) are used as a comparison for the equivalent line width measurements.
The 4 other stars have periods in the range of 120 to 270 days. Some of the stars were ob-
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Table 2.6: Mean values for the equivalent line widths for thestars in common with Ramı́rez
et al. (1997).

this work Ramı́rez et al. (1997)
Na I 2.05± 0.62 2.39± 0.54
CaI 1.64± 0.70 2.93± 0.82

Table 2.7: Mean values for the equivalent line widths for thestars in common with Ramı́rez
et al. (2000).

this work Ramı́rez et al. (2000) Ramı́rez et al. (2000)
after rebining

Na I 3.55± 0.45 4.13± 0.54 3.95± 0.78
CaI 2.62± 0.20 3.13± 0.48 2.77± 0.47

served several times by Lançon and Wood (2000). The differences in equivalent line widths
between the measurements based on the available spectra of Lançon and Wood (2000) and
our measurements are shown in Figure 2.6. The differences seen in this plot are large in com-
parison with the differences seen in Figures 2.4 and 2.5, especially for EW(CO), and cannot
be explained by formal errors alone. The variability of the stars is responsible for the large
variations in the equivalent line widths (see Section 2.3.4). Our measured equivalent line
widths do fall within the range of equivalent line widths based on the spectra of Lançon and
Wood (2000, see Figure 2.6). We can expect that the OH/IR stars that we have in common
with Schultheis et al. (2003) will show similar variations in their equivalent line widths, as
illustrated in Figure 2.7. The mean absolute differences for the OH/IR stars in common with
Schultheis et al. (2003) concerning the equivalent line widths are: 1.56± 1.17 Å for EW(Na),
1.14± 1.16 Å for EW(Ca), 3.60± 2.47 Å for EW(CO) and 171.81± 193.03 Å for the water
absorption. These variations are caused by the variabilityof these OH/IR stars, as will be
explained in the following section.

Figure 2.8 gives an overview of the equivalent line widths for Na I, CaI, and12CO(2,0)
(see Section 2.2.1 and Table 2.1). The fourth histogram alsogives the amount of water. Only
the OH/IR stars are considered in this figure. Notice that theEW(Na), EW(Ca), EW(CO),
and the EW(H2O) are all in the same unit Å. The EW(H2O) are all negative values, indicat-
ing water absorption in the spectrum around 1.6µm, as can be seen from the spectra of the
OH/IR stars in Figure 2.15. A negative value for EW(Ca) and EW(Na) indicates that the line
could not been measured, since we do not expect these lines inemission. Figure 2.9 gives
an example of this. It is especially clear for CaI why the feature could not be measured: the
second continuum band pass shows a very deep feature, which causes the flux measurement
in the feature to be higher than in the continuum. This is alsothe case for the NaI feature,
but here the first continuum band pass causes it (less clear than for the CaI feature).

Fig. 2 in Ramı́rez et al. (2000) gives a 1 – 5 Å range for EW(Ca) and a 2 – 6 Å range
for EW(Na) for a sample of red giants in the GB. Figure 2.8 shows that our ranges for the
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Figure 2.5: Equivalent line width measurements for the stars in common with Ramı́rez et al.
(1997) and Ramı́rez et al. (2000). The plus-signs are taken from Ramı́rez et al. (1997), the
stars are from Ramı́rez et al. (2000) and the diamonds are from this work.

Figure 2.6: Variations in the equivalent widths for stars incommon with Lançon and Wood
(2000). The plus-signs indicate values taken from Lançon and Wood (2000), the diamonds
those from this work.
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Figure 2.7: Equivalent line-width measurements for the OH/IR stars in common with
Schultheis et al. (2003). The plus-signs indicate values taken from Schultheis et al. (2003),
the diamonds those from this work.

equivalent widths for both CaI and NaI are lower. Histograms for the equivalent line widths
of Na I, CaI, and12CO(2,0), and the water amount for the 15 OH/IR stars in Schultheis et al.
(2003) are also shown in Figure 2.8 (dotted line). Their average equivalent widths are: 0.42±
1.56 Å for EW(Ca), 2.50± 1.90 Å for EW(Na), and 16.01± 5.16 Å for EW(CO). The equiv-
alent widths for the OH/IR stars in this work are: 0.08± 1.88 Å for EW(Ca), 2.11± 1.27 Å
for EW(Na), and 15.60± 4.69 Å for EW(CO). The largest difference is seen for EW(Ca);a
lot of the OH/IR stars in this work and in Schultheis et al. (2003) have no measurable CaI

lines.
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Figure 2.8: Histograms for EW(Ca), EW(Na), EW(CO) and the water absorption for the
OH/IR stars from this work (full line) and the OH/IR stars from Schultheis et al. (2003)
(dotted line). All x-axes are in the same unit Å.

Figure 2.9: OH/IR star for which the NaI and CaI lines could not be measured. The dotted
lines indicate the NaI feature and the dashed lines the selected continuum points.The dashed-
dotted lines indicate the CaI feature with its corresponding continuum (dashed-triple-dotted).
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2.3 Discussion

2.3.1 Metallicities of OH/IR stars in the GC

Schultheis et al. (2003) have investigated the metallicitydistribution of 107 ISOGAL sources
in the GB. The sample consists of different types of stars: non-variable giants, OH/IR stars,
supergiants, and LPVs. The metallicity distribution is determined based on the equivalent line
widths of NaI, CaI, and12CO(2,0) (see Ramı́rez et al. 2000; Frogel et al. 2001; Schultheis
et al. 2003), and the calibration of the relation is based on giants in globular clusters in the
range−1.8 < [Fe/H] < −0.1. The mean [Fe/H] value in Schultheis et al. (2003) is consistent
with previous chemical abundance studies of the GB (Schultheis et al. 2003). Apparently,
variable stars, such as Miras and OH/IR stars, do not influence the peak in the metallicity dis-
tribution determined in Schultheis et al. (2003), althoughthey might broaden the distribution.
Applying their results to our sample of OH/IR stars could help to find a metallicity difference
between the two separate groups of OH/IR stars in the GC as discussed in Section 1.2.6.

The equivalent line widths of NaI, CaI, and12CO(2,0) are determined as described in
Section 2.2.1. The values in Tables 2.9, 2.10, and 2.11 are given in Å. A positive value in-
dicates absorption and a negative value indicates emission. One immediately notices all the
negative values for EW(Ca). One does not expect the CaI and the NaI lines to be in emission.
Inspecting the spectra for these stars (Figures 2.15 to 2.18) shows that for several stars the
CaI lines seem to disappear in the continuum. This effect is alsonoticeable for NaI in some
stars.

In the rest of this section we discuss the physical effects that can lead to the CaI and
sometimes the NaI to appear in emission.

2.3.2 Dust

OH/IR stars are AGB stars in their final phase on the AGB that are believed to be progenitors
of Planetary Nebulae (e.g. Cohen et al. 2005; Habing 1996). These stars have high mass-loss
rates betweeṅM = 10−6 M⊙/yr and 10−4 M⊙/yr. It is likely that the dust formed around the
star has an influence on the near-IR spectrum (Tej et al. 2003).

To study the effect of dust on the NaI and CaI lines, the dust radiative transfer model
of Groenewegen (1993) was used. In this model, the radiativetransfer equation and the ra-
diative equilibrium equation for the dust are solved simultaneously in spherical geometry
(Groenewegen et al. 1994). For the dust properties we assumesilicate dust (Volk and Kwok
1988) of radiusa = 0.02 µm and a specific dust density ofρd = 2.0 g/ cm3. As the input
model we used a blackbody with Teff = 2500 K and with the CaI and NaI lines imposed upon
it. A dust-to-gas ratio ofΨ = 0.01 and an outflow velocity ofv = 15 km/s were assumed. For
a grid of mass-loss and dust temperature the models indicatethe influence of dust on these
lines. Typical AGB mass-loss rates (betweenṀ = 10−7 M⊙/yr and 10−4 M⊙/yr) and dust
temperatures (Tdust = 1500, 1000 and 750 K) were used. The model with no mass-loss is
used as a reference model.
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Figure 2.10: Equivalent line widths for the different models. The x-axis indicates the mass-
loss rate, and the y-axis the equivalent line widths for NaI (left) and CaI (right). The different
symbols indicate the different dust temperatures. Crosses: Tdust= 1500 K, diamonds:Tdust=

1000 K, and triangles:Tdust = 750 K. The dotted line indicates the equivalent line width for
the reference model. The line disappears when the equivalent width is below the dashed line.

Figure 2.10 shows the effect of the increasing dust amount onthe equivalent line widths
of Na I and CaI. For both lines a similar trend can be seen in which the equivalent line widths
decrease for increasing mass-loss rates. The effect is stronger for higher dust temperatures,
except at the 10−4 M⊙/yr mass-loss rate where the NaI and CaI lines become undetectable
for the three dust temperatures. This effect is also stronger with increasing wavelength and
affects the CaI more than the NaI. Unfortunately, we do know neither the temperature of
the dust, nor the mass-loss rate for our individual sources.We can only demonstrate here the
possible influence of the dust on the measured near-infraredspectrum. Surprisingly, negative
values for EW(Ca) were measured for these models. This is merely due to the chosen con-
tinuum: the change in the continuum’s slope is so drastic that it causes negative equivalent
line-width measurements.

2.3.3 Water content in OH/IR stars

Water absorption lines can influence the near-IR medium resolution spectra of AGB stars
severely in a way which depends on the phase of the variable star as shown in Tej et al.
(2003). The high-resolution spectrum ofo Cet, a M type Mira, in Wallace and Hinkle (1996)
shows that a lot of water lines are situated at wavelengths where the CaI and NaI lines are
observed. In the case of the CaI line, the strong water lines are situated where the continuum
of the line is determined. The water lines depress the continuum in a medium-resolution
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spectrum and make the equivalent line-width measurements unreliable. When the depression
of the continuum is strong enough, one can expect to start to see the CaI line in apparent
emission. In the case of the NaI line, the water lines affect both the continuum and the NaI

line, so that one can expect to see the EW(Na) decrease because of a smaller contrast be-
tween the continuum and the line, similar to what is seen due to the influence of the dust on
the spectrum, as discussed in the previous subsection.

These effects are reflected in Figure 2.11 where the EW(Ca) and the EW(Na) can be seen
in comparison with our determination of the water absorption. We see that the RGB stars,
with little water absorption, have higher EW(Ca) and the EW(Na) values than the LPVs and
OH/IR stars. This effect seems stronger for CaI where we basically have no more detections
for EW(H2O) below -300 Å. For the NaI line the decrease is more gradual with increasing
water absorption. Of course the effect of dust and other factors (such as pulsation amplitude,
Teff) on the spectra is also included in these figures and cannot bedistinguished from the
effect that the water absorption has.

2.3.4 Variability

Figure 2.7 shows the differences in the measured absorptionfor water clearly for the stars
we have in common with Schultheis et al. (2003). The water absorption is expected to be
largely correlated with the phase for a given star: the most intense water features are seen at
minimum light (Lançon and Wood 2000; Bessell et al. 1996; Tej et al. 2003).

Wood et al. (1998) determined periods for 80 GC OH/IR stars. We foundK-band light
curves for 41 out of the 50 stars in common with our sample. Thelightcurves were extrap-
olated using the fundamental period and the first harmonic (Wood 2004) to determine the
phase (= φ) when the star was observed in our campaign. The value ofφ has been calculated
in a non-traditional way, such that the maxiumum of the lightcurve is 0 and that the minimum
is always atφ = 0.5. The values of 0.25/0.75 were fixed when the lightcurve reaches< K >.
The other values forφ were then interpolated between the fixed ones (see Figure 2.12).

Figure 2.13 shows the phaseφ versus the equivalent line-width of water. The expected
correlation can be seen in this figure, but not as clearly as anticipated. Figure 2.13 indicates
that the water absorption is highest for all but one star forφ = 0.5, which indicates the light
minimum. For the other phases there is a large spread and no clear trend, which is expected
as the individual stars have different parameters.

2.3.5 Expansion velocities

Lindqvist et al. (1992b) determined the expansion velocitiesvexp for their sample of OH/IR
stars close to the GC. As mentioned in Section 1.2.6, they divided the sample into two groups
based on the expansion velocities. The first group with the lowest expansion velocities are
kinematically different and show larger dispersions in their radial velocities.
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Figure 2.11: Upper panel: EW(Ca) vs EW(H2O), lower panel: EW(Na) vs EW(H2O). The
OH/IR in this work are the crosses, RGB (Schultheis et al. 2003): stars, OH/IR (Schultheis
et al. 2003): diamonds, LPV (Schultheis et al. 2003): triangles. All equivalent line widths are
given in the same unit Å.
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Figure 2.12: Determination of the phaseφ. The dotted horizontal line gives< K >.

Figure 2.13: The phase at time of observation versus the equivalent line width of water ab-
sorption.
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Figure 2.14: Comparison of the expansion velocities with the equivalent line widths of NaI,
CaI, 12CO(2,0), and the water absorption. The dotted vertical lineseparates the 2 groups of
OH/IR stars.

Table 2.8: Mean equivalent line width values for the two groups of OH/IR stars.

vexp < 18 km/s vexp > 18 km/s
Na I 1.57± 0.70 2.44± 1.02
CaI -0.65± 0.69 0.67± 1.17

12CO(2,0) 15.73± 3.90 15.61± 3.44
H2O -452.90± 190.82 -294.97± 110.31

With our spectra we wanted to see whether we could find metallicity differences between
the two kinematically different groups. As shown in the previous sections, this is not possible
using the relationship based on the equivalent line widths of Na I, CaI, and12CO(2,0) in non-
variable stars with low mass-loss rates (see Ramı́rez et al.2000; Frogel et al. 2001; Schultheis
et al. 2003). We still wanted to investigate whether we find differences in the equivalent line
widths of the individual lines for the two groups. Figure 2.14 shows the comparison between
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the expansion velocities and the equivalent line widths of Na I, CaI, 12CO(2,0), and the water
absorption around 1.6µm, for our sample of OH/IR stars. Table 2.8 gives the mean values
with standard deviation for the measured equivalent line widths and the water indication for
the both groups.

Figure 2.14 and Table 2.8 seem to indicate that the OH/IR stars in the first group have
smaller EW(Na) and a larger spread for the water absorption.Based on the numbers in Ta-
ble 2.8, there is no difference between the EW(CO) for both groups. Concerning CaI, the
majority of the OH/IR stars in the first group have no measurable equivalent line widths.
Since the water absorption has a larger spread for this groupand because of the dependence
seen in Figure 2.11, it is consistent that we measure negative EW(Ca) for the majority of
these stars.

Decin (2000) indicates that the linestrength of H2O increases with decreasing metallic-
ity. This could explain why we see stronger water absorptionfor the OH/IR stars in the first
group, provided these OH/IR stars are older and have lower metallicities than the stars in the
second group, as suggested by kinematics and outflow velocities.

2.4 Conclusions

We obtained near-IR data (1.53 – 2.52µm) with SOFI on the NTT for 70 OH/IR stars located
in the GC. The spectra were analysed based on the equivalent line widths of NaI, CaI, and
12CO(2,0). The curvature of the spectrum around 1.6µm indicates the amount of water. The
equivalent line widths of NaI, CaI, and12CO(2,0) were found to have low values in compar-
ison to the GC static giant stars. For a large fraction of the OH/IR stars, we even found that
CaI lines could not be detected.

We discuss different elements which can influence the determination of the equivalent
line widths in the near-infrared spectra. The OH/IR stars have a variable amount of water,
which especially influences the CaI lines. The water lines just beside the CaI line depress the
continuum, causing the CaI lines to disappear in the spectrum. The effect is also noticeable
for Na I but is not as strong.

We also discuss the effect of the circumstellar dust on the near-infrared spectrum. By
using the radiative transfer model (Groenewegen 1993), it became clear that for the highest
mass-loss rates the dust has the same effect on the CaI and NaI lines as the water content: the
lines become weaker and in the extreme case of mass-loss rates of the order of 10−4 M⊙/yr
even disappear in the continuum and are no longer measurable. For the lower mass-loss rates
(∼ 10−6 M⊙/yr), the decrease in the equivalent line widths depends strongly on the dust tem-
perature. Since we do not know the exact dust temperature andthe mass-loss rates of these
OH/IR stars, we cannot distinguish between the possible effects that weaken the lines. The
different effects discussed above prevent us from finding a clear distinction between the two
groups of OH/IR stars.
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Table 2.9: Log of the stars observed on 28/06/03.
Name RA Dec Referencesa EW(Na) [Å] EW(Ca) [Å] EW(CO) [Å] H2O[Å] P b [days] vexp [km/s]
OH 359.576 +0.091 17 44 57.80 -29 20 42.5 Li012, A29 2.50 0.47 15.13 672.0 18.6
OH 359.598 +0.000 17 44 39.71 -29 16 46.1 Li014, A10 1.67 0.33 10.77 -232.39 664.0 19.2
OH 359.669 -0.019 17 44 54.16 -29 13 44.9 Li020, A23 0.50 -0.83 18.76 -557.33 481.0 17.5
OH 359.675 +0.069 17 44 34.33 -29 10 38.6 Li021, A07, B98, S98 5.35 2.08 24.42 -200.35 698.0 18.8
OH 359.678 -0.024 17 44 56.83 -29 13 25.5 Li022, B98 3.65 2.75 19.16 -245.18 21.5
OH 359.681 -0.095 17 45 16.43 -29 15 37.6 Li023, A51, S98 2.76 2.78 17.01 -43.64 759.0 19.3
OH 359.711 -0.100 17 45 19.26 -29 14 01.1 Li025, A58, S98 3.62 0.06 19.39 -318.34 686.0 19.2
OH 359.748 +0.274 17 43 57.05 -29 00 28.4 Li030 -0.11 -1.74 2.38 -335.99 437.0 13.1
OH 359.755 +0.061 17 44 47.94 -29 06 49.9 Li031, A14, B98, S98 4.50 2.01 21.01 -92.73 0.0 18.8
OH 359.757 -0.136 17 45 34.41 -29 12 54.1 Sj002, A71, S98 1.10 -0.78 17.02 -437.67 20.3
OH 359.762 +0.120 17 44 34.96 -29 04 35.7 Li033, B98, E51, S98 2.28 -0.57 13.62 -352.97 15.3
OH 359.765 +0.082 17 44 44.43 -29 05 37.9 Li035, A12, S98 2.75 -2.43 13.35 -126.89 552.0 15.9
OH 359.768 -0.207 17 45 52.62 -29 14 30.4 Li036 1.27 -0.99 9.92-436.23 602.0 19.2
OH 359.783 -0.392 17 46 38.12 -29 19 30.7 Li039 1.25 -1.38 7.51-312.88 559.0 13.3
OH 359.797 -0.025 17 45 14.27 -29 07 20.8 Sj004, A52, S98 1.54 3.48 13.96 -269.95 19.3
OH 359.799 -0.090 17 45 29.50 -29 09 16.0 Li040, B98, S98 1.11 -0.51 15.97 18.1
OH 359.800 +0.165 17 44 30.11 -29 01 14.3 Li041 3.49 -0.54 16.47 -349.81 461.0 14.2
OH 359.803 -0.248 17 46 07.10 -29 13 56.1 Li043, S98 4.72 3.94 20.13 -25.58 803.0 18.5
OH 359.810 -0.070 17 45 26.35 -29 08 03.9 Li044, A64, B98, S98 2.55 1.96 16.41 -297.19 22.1
OH 359.825 -0.024 17 45 17.83 -29 05 53.3 Li047, B98, S98 0.37 -0.25 19.95 -663.81
OH 359.837 +0.030 17 45 06.98 -29 03 34.9 Li048, A43, B98, S98 1.16 0.08 13.30 -344.67 402.0 7.8
OH 359.838 +0.053 17 45 01.70 -29 02 49.9 Sj011, A36 1.06 -1.21 13.87 -514.62 12.4
OH 359.889 +0.361 17 43 56.94 -28 50 30.8 Li054 2.54 -0.01 11.03 -227.34 389.0 18.1
OH 359.906 -0.041 17 45 33.17 -29 02 18.4 B98, S98 5.05 3.08 24.96 -106.08 19.8
OH 359.943 +0.260 17 44 28.17 -28 50 55.8 Li064, B98, S98 1.75 -0.34 12.33 -66.26 692.0 17.5
OH 0.001 +0.352 17 44 14.95 -28 45 06.0 Li076, S98 2.22 -1.07 19.15 -877.91 477.0 9.7
OH 0.019 +0.345 17 44 19.23 -28 44 21.8 Li079 1.52 0.35 11.54 -62.35 701.0 23.9
OH 0.138 -0.136 17 46 28.71 -28 53 19.5 Li094, S98 3.12 -0.29 16.60 -435.76 622.0 20.4
OH 0.173 +0.211 17 45 12.45 -28 40 44.4 Li096, S98 1.45 -1.86 16.49 -373.41 514.0 17.0
OH 0.200 +0.233 17 45 11.44 -28 38 43.2 Li101 1.43 0.43 15.44 -1279.67 825.0 15.8
OH 0.221 +0.168 17 45 29.02 -28 39 38.5 Li104 2.22 -0.86 13.53 -565.55 697.0 19.2
HD 130223 14 47 53.62 -32 14 49.5 R97 2.72 2.48 17.25 -11.74
HD 133336 15 04 52.37 -31 16 44.7 R97 2.32 2.37 15.65 -11.83
HD 181012 19 20 13.43 -36 13 39.8 R97 2.10 2.21 17.63 -17.89
HD 224715 00 00 09.82 -35 57 36.8 R97 1.84 2.04 14.44 -33.38
WX Psc 01 06 25.98 +12 35 53.0 L00 2.10 0.65 15.06 -290.88

aLi: Lindqvist et al. (1992b), Sj: Sjouwerman et al. (1998) and Ortiz et al. (2002), B98: Blommaert et al. (1998), A: Schultheis et al. (2003), HV: van Langevelde et al.
(1992), R97: Ramı́rez et al. (1997), R00: Ramı́rez et al. (2000), L00: Lançon and Wood (2000), and S98: Sjouwerman et al.(1998).

bPeriods are taken from Wood et al. (1998).
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Table 2.10: Log of the stars observed on 29/06/03.
Name RA Dec Referencesa EW(Na) [Å] EW(Ca) [Å] EW(CO) [Å] H2O[Å] P b [days] vexp [km/s]
OH 359.437 -0.051 17 44 28.30 -29 26 35.0 Li004 4.77 3.05 19.80 -45.15 0.0 15.3
OH 359.508 +0.179 17 43 44.74 -29 15 44.6 Li009 2.02 -0.44 14.67 -378.36 644.0 19.8
OH 359.513 +0.174 17 43 46.73 -29 15 38.4 Li010 1.26 -1.34 11.12 -411.05 461.0 10.2
OH 359.634 -0.195 17 45 30.45 -29 21 00.0 Li016 2.21 0.13 15.22-371.80 501.0 0.0
OH 359.636 -0.108 17 45 10.39 -29 18 12.3 Li017 0.86 -2.52 11.92 -425.97 847.0 22.1
OH 359.640 -0.084 17 45 05.29 -29 17 13.4 Li018 2.55 0.32 22.31-458.27 546.0 13.6
OH 359.684 -0.104 17 45 16.43 -29 15 37.6 Li024, S98 1.15 -0.19 18.91 -550.36 535.0 16.3
OH 359.716 -0.070 17 45 13.00 -29 12 54.0 Li026, S98 5.19 1.82 25.75 -124.72 691.0 22.7
OH 359.719 +0.025 17 44 51.25 -29 09 45.3 Li027 2.20 0.18 14.11-473.12 669.0 22.7
OH 359.760 +0.072 17 44 45.96 -29 06 13.6 Li032 1.12 0.56 17.08-487.08 676.0 20.9
OH 359.763 -0.042 17 45 13.07 -29 09 36.3 Li034, S98 1.05 -0.62 20.81 -726.67 453.0 14.2
OH 0.018 +0.156 17 45 03.30 -28 50 22.0 Li078, S98 2.02 0.23 20.96 -428.16 423.0 6.9
OH 0.036 -0.182 17 46 24.87 -29 00 01.4 Li080, S98 1.98 -1.61 7.64 -4085.92 660.0 18.8
OH 0.040 -0.056 17 45 56.08 -28 55 52.0 B98, S98 3.01 0.17 13.52-197.38 20.8
OH 0.060 -0.018 17 45 50.07 -28 53 38.1 B98 0.55 -0.69 10.01 -197.71 19.3
OH 0.076 +0.146 17 45 13.91 -28 47 43.2 Li086, B98, S98 1.97 0.11 12.73 -391.78 21.0
OH 0.129 +0.103 17 45 31.45 -28 46 22.1 Li091, B98, S98 1.77 -0.60 21.15 -557.53
OH 0.142 +0.026 17 45 51.33 -28 48 06.8 B98 1.35 -0.92 9.88 -258.59 23.2
OH 0.178 -0.055 17 46 13.85 -28 48 50.4 B98 1.73 -0.97 18.87 -632.77 16.5
OH 0.225 -0.055 17 46 22.11 -28 46 22.6 Li105, B98 0.11 -1.14 12.62 -359.80 521.0 16.5
OH 0.241 -0.014 17 46 14.96 -28 44 17.3 Li106 2.82 0.39 17.09 -506.51 535.0 18.7
OH 0.265 -0.078 17 46 33.12 -28 45 00.7 Li108 2.06 2.36 18.71 -92.13 595.0 18.1
OH 0.274 +0.086 17 45 56.08 -28 39 27.5 Li109 1.65 -0.67 14.80 -363.65 706.0 24.4
OH 0.307 -0.176 17 47 02.17 -28 45 55.8 Li110 1.22 -0.20 15.33 -324.90 657.0 20.4
OH 0.336 -0.027 17 46 31.30 -28 39 48.0 Li113 2.96 2.11 18.33 -182.05 514.0 17.0
HD 109467 12 35 04.30 -28 46 39.6 R97 2.73 1.84 17.68 -15.21
HD 115141 13 15 49.54 -40 03 17.1 R97 0.93 0.29 7.28 -8.41
HD 117927 13 34 15.34 -34 23 15.3 R97 0.90 0.19 6.03 -2.47
HD 121870 13 58 53.01 -32 47 32.5 R97 2.87 1.69 17.03 -24.24
AFGL 1686 14 11 17.61 -07 44 49.9 L00 1.96 -0.79 18.87 -528.16
R Phe 23 56 27.57 -49 47 12.5 L00 1.86 0.23 12.89 -118.80
S Phe 23 59 04.57 -56 34 32.3 L00 2.17 1.48 17.56 -15.30
V Tel 18 56 17.94 -49 29 09.7 L00 -1.20 0.29 11.69 -481.43
U Equ 20 57 16.28 +02 58 44.6 L00 -1.65 0.70 -2.35 -109.43
Z Aql 20 15 11.04 -06 09 04.0 L00 0.12 0.53 12.65 -201.51

aSee Table 2.9.
bSee Table 2.9.
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Table 2.11: Log of the stars observed on 30/06/03.
Name RA Dec Referencesa EW(Na) [Å] EW(Ca) [Å] EW(CO) [Å] H2O[Å] P b [days] vexp [km/s]
OH 359.746 +0.134 17 44 29.42 -29 04 58.6 Li029, S98 0.70 -1.30 22.96 -604.71 7.9
OH 359.778 +0.010 17 45 03.20 -29 07 12.6 Li038, S98 3.50 2.16 15.16 -255.61 557.0 21.0
OH 359.814 -0.162 17 45 48.48 -29 10 45.2 Li045, S98 2.76 0.96 13.45 -212.24 554.0 20.5
OH 359.836 +0.119 17 44 45.97 -29 00 50.9 Sj009, HV -1.31 1.01 14.06 -126.84
OH 359.855 -0.078 17 45 34.79 -29 06 02.7 Li050 3.44 2.69 18.89-225.50 617.0 22.1
OH 359.864 +0.056 17 45 04.71 -29 01 24.9 Sj013, A38, HV 0.09 0.57 22.89 -660.83
OH 359.918 -0.055 17 45 38.46 -29 02 03.9 B98, S98 0.42 0.90 10.53 -238.09 18.1
OH 359.943 -0.055 17 44 28.20 -28 50 55.0 S98 2.49 1.66 14.73 31.60
OH 0.017 +0.156 17 45 03.65 -28 50 27.7 S98 2.39 -0.29 20.53 -457.78 18.9
OH 0.037 -0.003 17 45 43.16 -28 54 21.8 S98 1.69 -0.54 21.52 -616.51 5.1
OH 0.335 -0.180 17 47 07.34 -28 44 28.3 HV, S98 3.33 1.65 17.06 -2.82
OH 0.352 +0.175 17 45 46.57 -28 32 39.5 Li115 1.96 0.96 12.99 -212.56 661.0 18.1
OH 0.379 +0.159 17 45 54.18 -28 31 46.0 Li116 3.48 -0.37 2.75 985.0 15.3
OH 0.395 +0.008 17 46 31.48 -28 35 37.3 Li117 0.92 -0.83 11.17 -34.99 461.0 13.7
OH 0.447 -0.006 17 46 42.29 -28 33 26.1 Li120 -0.33 -9.57 14.46 445.0 13.1
OH 0.452 +0.046 17 46 30.70 -28 31 31.0 Li121 1.96 1.47 14.14 -36.33 339.0 10.2
OH 0.536 -0.130 17 47 24.02 -28 32 42.9 Li127 2.91 1.94 13.87 -278.26 669.0 23.2

17 44 23.80 -29 08 55.3 A03 5.07 2.53 18.98 -10.57
17 44 48.60 -29 00 13.2 A16 6.46 1.16 20.84 -5.45
17 44 53.10 -28 59 46.5 A22 5.28 4.07 18.13 -6.80
17 45 09.80 -29 05 17.8 A45 3.28 0.68 16.53 -55.01
17 45 27.50 -29 04 39.9 A66 5.39 4.18 25.26 -58.05

BMB 55 18 03 08.16 -29 57 47.4 R00 3.42 2.31 19.45 -90.37
B-138 18 03 46.00 -29 59 12.1 R00 4.40 2.61 21.97 -48.03
BMB 205 18 03 54.85 -30 04 19.2 R00 4.04 3.05 21.95 -57.11
BMB 78 18 03 15.54 -29 51 09.0 R00 2.62 2.36 18.30 -28.21
BMB 289 18 04 22.72 -29 54 50.6 R00 3.54 2.78 22.39 -111.15
B-124 18 04 43.73 -30 05 15.3 R00 3.25 2.60 19.47 -33.46

aSee Table 2.9.
bSee Table 2.9.
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Figure 2.15: OH/IR stars. OH 359.437-0.051 is possibly a mismatch.
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Figure 2.16: OH/IR stars - continued. OH 359.803-0.248 is possibly a mismatch.
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Figure 2.17: OH/IR stars - continued. OH 359.943-0.055 is possibly a mismatch.
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Figure 2.18: OH/IR stars - continued. OH 0.452+0.046 is possibly a mismatch.
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Figure 2.19: High-velocity OH/IR stars (van Langevelde et al. 1992).

Figure 2.20: Stars in common with Ramı́rez et al. (1997).
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Figure 2.21: Stars in common with Ramı́rez et al. (2000).

Figure 2.22: Stars in common with Lançon and Wood (2000).
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CHAPTER 3

Spitzer-IRS observations of a
sample of Galactic Bulge AGB stars

This chapter uses data gathered with the Spitzer Space Telescope in Cycle I, program 3167: “The dust
sequence along the AGB”.

PI : J.A.D.L. Blommaert, Co-I’s: J. Cami, M.A.T. Groenewegen, H.J. Habing, F. Markwick-Kemper,
A. Omont, M. Schultheis, A.G.G.M. Tielens, E. Vanhollebeke, L.B.F.M. Waters, and P.R. Wood.

Low-mass stars are known to lose a significant amount of mass during the AGB phase.
During this phase, the AGB stars create a circumstellar envelope (CSE), in which dust can
be formed. The oxygen-rich dust condensation sequence as described in Section 1.2.4 has
been proposed to explain the dust formation process around oxygen-rich AGB stars (see also
Tielens 1990; Tielens et al. 1997). These condensation sequences are based on condensation
sequences developed in thermodynamic equilibrium in orderto explain the dust condensa-
tion in the solar neighbourhood (see e.g. Tielens et al. 1997; Speck et al. 2000, and references
therein).

Since IRAS and ISO it became possible to study the dust aroundAGB stars in the infrared
(IR) with satellites. Most studies which aim at evaluating the dust around oxygen-rich AGB
stars, analysed AGB stars in the solar neighbourhood (see e.g. Cami 2002). These samples
are inhomogeneous in terms of initial mass and also their current age on the AGB is un-
known. These samples are therefore not ideal to evaluate theoxygen-rich dust condensation
sequence. With the high sensitivity of Spitzer-IRS, it is now possible to obtain good qual-
ity IR spectroscopic observations of AGB stars located further away. Using Spitzer-IRS it is
therefore easier to create a homogeneous sample. Lebzelteret al. (2006) obtained Spitzer-IRS
observations of AGB stars in 47 Tuc to study the oxygen-rich dust condensation sequence.
AGB stars in such a globular cluster are believed to originate from the same population. Such
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samples are therefore homogeneous in terms of initial masses and age. Also AGB stars in
the Galactic Bulge (GB) are believed to originate from the same population (Groenewegen
and Blommaert 2005; Blommaert et al. 2006). Moreover for many AGB stars in the GB,
an estimate of the mass-loss rate is available. Based on the mass-loss rate, an idea on the
current age of the object on the AGB can be obtained (see Section 1.2.5). Another advantage
of studying AGB stars in the GB is the number of objects. Thereare much more AGB stars
located in the GB than in e.g. a globular cluster such as 47 Tuc. Therefore a larger sample
can be selected. The AGB stars in the GB are also located at about the same distance, which
makes that one can directly compare the spectra.

In the following chapters (Chapters 3 to 6) we will study a sample of AGB stars selected
in the GB to get a better understanding of the oxygen-rich dust condensation sequence along
the AGB. This chapter will focus on the presentation and analysis of the observations ob-
tained with the Spitzer Space Telescope.

3.1 Introduction to the Spitzer Space Telescope

The Spitzer Space Telescope (aka Spitzer or SST and formerlyknown as SIRTF - Space
InfraRed Telescope Facility) is the fourth and final elementin NASA’s family of Great Ob-
servatories. The Spitzer Space Telescope, was launched on August 25th, 2003 from Cape
Canaveral, Florida. A Delta 7920H rocket brought Spitzer ina earth-trailing heliocentric
orbit. This kind of orbit has several advantages, e.g. it prolongates the cooled lifetime of
Spitzer and the visibility is less constrained than it wouldhave been, when an near-Earth
orbit was chosen. Trailing the Earth in a heliocentric orbit, Spitzer drifts away from us at the
rate of∼ 0.12 AU/year. This drift will eventually cause needs for a different communica-
tion strategy. Another disadvantage comes from the lack of protection, Spitzer is outside the
protection area of the Earth’s magnetosphere, against solar proton storms and other Galactic
cosmic ray flux.

The in-orbit check-out showed that the pointing performance of Spitzer is better than ex-
pected. The star tracker has proven to be very accurate, it can be used to directly point the
telescope to better than 1”. Once the telescope pointing hassettled, it is stable to within 0.03”
for times up to 600 s. Figure 3.1 shows the Operational Pointing Zone (OPZ). It is the area
defined by two limiting hard pointing constraints: the anglebetween the boresight and the
direction of the sun may never be less than 82.5◦ nor exceed 120◦. Also bright objects, such
as the Earth are avoided because they would degrade the quality of the observation due to
direct exposure of stray light, but this is not a strict constraint.

Spitzer consists of five basic elements: the Cryogenic Telescope Assembly (CTA), the
spacecraft and the three science instruments. The overall layout of the flight configuration is
shown in Figure 3.2. The observatory is approximately 4.5 m high, has a diameter of 2.1 m,
and a mass of∼ 900 kg.
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Figure 3.1: The main geometric observing constraints form an area called the Opera-
tional Pointing Zone (OPZ) (taken from the Spitzer Observer’s Manual SOM, see also
http://ssc.spitzer.caltech.edu/documents/som/).

3.1.1 Cryogenic Telescope Assembly

Spitzer’s instruments are all observing in the IR. Therefore, they need to be cooled: the
thermal emission from the optics needs to be negligible compared to the natural zodiacal
background. All the parts that need to be cooled are gatheredin the Cryogenic Telescope
Assembly (CTA). The CTA is cooled by a combination of superfluid liquid helium, helium
boil-off gas and radiative cooling. The helium bath temperature is kept at 1.24 K, the tele-
scope temperature can be≤ 6 K and the outer shell temperature is approximately 34 K. The
missions minimum lifetime requirement was set at 2.7 yr. At this moment, the post launch
lifetime is expected to be 5.3 yr and 4.0 yr in the “worst case scenario”.
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Figure 3.2: Cutaway view of the Spitzer flight hardware (taken from Werner et al. 2004).

Up until August 2003 all satellites that need to be cooled in space, encountered acool
launch, i.e. the telescope was already cooled prior to launch and had to be kept cool during
the launch and in orbit. Keeping a satellite cool during launch requires huge amounts of cool-
ing fluids: it is a commonly know fact that launching a Delta rocket coincides with loads of
freed energy and thus heating. Spitzer, on the other hand, had awarm launch. The telescope
was at ambient temperature at the time of launch and reached over 45 days after launch its
lowest operating temperature. The warm launch was chosen over the cool launch, because in
the warm launch scenario, the telescope is less heavy as lesscooling fluids are needed.

3.1.2 The Spacecraft

The Spitzer spacecraft itself, handles all the basic operations: the observatory’s power gener-
ation, pointing and momentum control, data processing and storage, and telecommunication
functions. This part of Spitzer contains also the warm electronics of the scientific instruments.
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Figure 3.3: Spitzer focal plane layout as seen looking down from the telescope aperture. The
+Z direction points towards the sun (taken from the SOM).

3.1.3 Instruments on board Spitzer

The Spitzer Space Telescope has three infrared instrumentson board: the Infrared Array
Camera (IRAC), the Infrared Spectrograph (IRS) and the Multiband Imaging Photometer for
Spitzer (MIPS). Figure 3.3 shows the instrument payload. Not only the 3 instruments are
shown, also the locations of the two pointing calibration reference sensor (PCRS) arrays and
the two point sources that were used for ground-based focus checks and focal plane mapping.
Spitzer can only use one instrument at the same time.

In this thesis we will only make use of observations obtainedwith the Infrared Spec-
trograph. Therefore only a short introduction to this instrument will be given. For more
information about the other two instruments, we refer the interested reader to Werner et al.
(2004) and the Spitzer web site:http://ssc.spitzer.caltech.edu/.
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Table 3.1: Overview on the wavelength sensitivities of the different Spitzer-IRS arrays.

module Wavelength range Bonus order
[µm] [µm]

SL2 5.2 – 7.7 7.3 – 7.7
SL1 7.4 – 14.5
LL2 14.0 – 21.3 19.4 – 21.7
LL1 19.5 – 38.0

Infrared Spectrograph – IRS

The infrared Spectrograph on board Spitzer provides the astronomical community with low
and medium resolution spectroscopy. IRS is divided into four modules. TheShort-Low mod-
ule (SL) is sensitive in the wavelength range from 5.2 to 14.5µm and has a resolution of
∼ 60− 127. TheShort-High module(SH) is the medium resolution counterpart of the SL
module and has a wavelength range from 9.9 to 19.6µm with a resolution of∼ 600. The
Long-Low module(LL) is sensitive to the longer wavelengths: 14.0 – 38.0µm with a resolu-
tion of ∼ 57− 126. The last module is theLong-High module(LH) which is sensitive in the
wavelength range 18.7 – 37.2µm and has a resolution of∼ 600.

Concerning the SL and LL modules, each of this module is againdivided into two sub-
arrays. Table 3.1 gives an overview on the wavelength ranges. This table also shows that
both SL2 and LL2 have abonus order. This part of the array contains additional information
in the wavelength range overlapping the two sub-arrays in each module. This bonus order is
very useful when one needs to merge the different parts of thespectrum into one.

Apart from these 4 modules there are also two small imaging sub-arrays, thepeak-up
arrays, in the Short-Low (SL) module. These peak-up arrays allow objects to be placed ac-
curately into any of the IRS entrance slits and can additionally provide images of sources for
photometric or structural information. If the peak-up arrays cannot be used to aquire the star
in the slit, one can also use the Pointing Calibration Reference Sensor (PCRS). In general
the PCRS is used to periodically calibrate the telescope-to-star tracker. PCRS operates in the
visual wavelength range (5050 – 5950 Å).

3.2 Scientific goal and sample selection

Over the past years several studies were performed to get a better understanding of the
oxygen-rich dust condensation sequence. Especially afterIRAS and ISO scientists were able
to study the dust formation process around AGB stars in function of their mass-loss rate in
the infrared. Among the major drawbacks of these studies arethe inhomogeneous samples.
Because of the inhomogeneities in the samples the age on the AGB is unknown as well as
the initial mass of the star and no clear correlations could be found between the evolution
on the AGB and the observed dust properties. Because of the high sensitivity of Spitzer-IRS
with respect to IRAS and ISO, obtaining good quality infrared spectroscopy on AGB stars is
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not restricted anymore to the solar neighbourhood or very bright objects located further away.

To overcome the problem of an inhomogeneous sample, AGB stars located in the GB
and detected by the ISOGAL survey (Omont et al. 2003) can be used. ISOGAL, the second
largest survey program performed with the ISO satellite (Kessler et al. 2003), is a detailed
mid-infrared imaging survey of the inner galaxy (Omont et al. 2003). It provides a point
source catalogue in 5 wavelength bands and includes near-infrared (I , J, and Ks DENIS
observations, Epchtein et al. 1999), 7, and 15µm photometry. This survey covered about
16 square degrees in the inner galaxy. About 105 sources were detected which are mostly
AGB stars, red giants and Young Stellar Objects (YSOs). The survey is complete for sources
which are brighter than 9 magnitudes at 7µm and 8 magnitudes at 15µm (Omont et al. 1999).

Ojha et al. (2003) studied the ISOGAL sources in the “intermediate” galactic bulge
(|ℓ| < 2◦ and |b| ∼ 1◦ − 4◦). They combined the ISOGAL-DENIS Point Source Catalogue
with 2MASS J, H, andKS-photometry and MSX (mid-IR) in order to determine the nature
of the point sources. They conclude that almost all ISOGAL sources detected both at 7 and
15 µm on the line of sight of the bulge are AGB stars or stars at the tip of the RGB. Prior
to ISOGAL, it was already known that the (K − [12])0 colour, with [12] the IRAS flux at
12 µm, is a good mass-loss indicator (Ojha et al. 2003, and references therein). Ojha et al.
(2003) showed that also (Ks − [15])0 correlates with the mass-loss rateṀ, nevertheless with
a slightly different calibration than if one uses (K − [12])0. Also Blommaert et al. (2006)
confirm the use of this colour as a mass-loss indicator by analysing mid-IR (ISOCAM-CVF)
spectra of a sample of GB AGB stars.

Stars in these “intermediate” GB fields are also believed to belong to the bulge stellar
population which only shows a small range in masses. These giants have evolved from a
population of stars of about 1.5 − 2 M⊙ (Groenewegen and Blommaert 2005; Blommaert
et al. 2006). As (Ks − [15])0 can be used as a mass-loss indicator and since the ISOGAL
sample is complete in terms of magnitudes (to 8 mag at 15µm), the ISOGAL sample is also
complete for the lowest mass-loss rates (about 10−8 M⊙ yr−1, Blommaert et al. 2006). There-
fore, AGB stars from the GB which are detected in the ISOGAL sample cover the full range
of mass-loss rates, starting from the onset of (dust) mass-loss up to the mass-loss rates of
10−4 M⊙/yr associated with the so-called superwind phase in OH/IR type AGB stars.

In Chapter 7 we study the stellar populations in the GB using agalaxy model. In this
study, no intermediate age population could be revealed. This does not immediately prove
that there is no such population: the method described in Chapter 7, using 2MASS and OGLE
data, is unable to reveal this population. Therefore we willcontinue this work under the as-
sumption (based on Groenewegen and Blommaert 2005) that theselected AGB stars originate
from an intermediate age population and form a homogeneous sample.

With all the stars in these “intermediate” bulge fields originating from about 1.5 M⊙ stars,
the main difference between these objects is their age on theAGB. A Colour-Magnitude Di-
agram (CMD) for these stars, as the one presented in Figure 3.4, effectively corresponds to
the evolutionary track on the AGB for a 1.5 M⊙ star, characterised by varying luminosities
and mass-loss rates. These fields therefore offer unique opportunities to study the evolution
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Figure 3.4: [15]0/(Ks − [15])0 colour-magnitude diagrams. The left figure shows all sources
detected in our selected ISOGAL fields (see also Figure 3.5).A linear sequence of increas-
ing redder colours (and thus mass-loss rates) for brighter 15 µm fluxes can be seen. The
right figure shows the sources we have selected for this project, illustrating the fact that we
have a representative sample which covers the sequence of increasing mass-loss rate. The
overplotted curves represent 2 000, 4 000, and 10 000 L⊙ giant tracks with increasing mass-
loss rate (using a mixture of amorphous silicate and aluminum oxide dust, Blommaert et al.
2006). The mass-loss rates range from 10−9 to 3×10−6 M⊙ / yr. The squares on the 4000 L⊙
track indicate the following mass-loss rates: 10−9, 10−8, 5× 10−8, 10−7, 5× 10−7, 10−6 and
3 × 10−6 M⊙ / yr. The dot-dashed line represents a track of increasing luminosity without
mass-loss. The selected OH/IR stars have no corresponding 2MASS counterparts and are
therefore not shown in this CMD.

of 1.5 M⊙ stars and their circumstellar material as they evolve on theAGB. For all the above
mentioned reasons, AGB stars in the GB detected with ISOGAL are ideal to create a homo-
geneous sample in order to study the oxygen-rich dust condensation sequence along the AGB.

The left panel in Figure 3.4 shows a (Ks − [15])0 versus [15]0 CMD for all the objects in
the selected ISOGAL fields (c32, c35, ogle, NGC 6522, see Figure 3.5). ISO/SWS studies
of nearby AGB stars have revealed the presence of at least 5 distinct components in the
wavelength range 8 – 27µm, and several more features at wavelengths longer than 30µm (for
an overview see Blommaert et al. 2005). Judging from the variations in the dust composition
of these spectra and their range in mass-loss rates, we selected∼ 15 sources per logarithmic
bin in mass-loss rate (using (Ks − [15])0 as a mass-loss rate indicator) to fully sample the
dust variations in a statistically significant way. We included sources with (Ks − [15])0 values
close to zero to ensure that we can trace the dust at the onset of mass-loss. From the Bulge
fields in the ISOGAL sample, we selected 47 sources. We also included OH/IR stars, which
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Figure 3.5: Position of the objects in the sample with respect to the GC. The dotted lines
indicate different Ra and Dec values. The diamonds are Mira variables, the crosses are
semi-regular variables and the plus-signs are small-amplitude variables (as defined later in
Chapter 4). The name of the fields c32, c35, OGLE, and NGC 6522 refer to the fields in
the ISOGAL survey from which most of the objects were selected (see also Blommaert et al.
2006). The length of the vertical lines close to each (group of) object(s) indicates the relative
extinction values.

represent the highest mass-loss rates on the AGB. As the superwind phase is extremely short
(less than 10 000 years) OH/IR stars are rare in the ISOGAL bulge sample and we therefore
have included 6 IRAS detected OH/IR stars to enlarge our sample on the high mass-loss rate
end. These objects were selected from the same latitude range as our ISOGAL sources and
have similar luminosities as our Mira sources and are thus expected to belong to the same
population. Hence, we cover∼ 4 orders of magnitude in mass-loss rate (10−8 – 10−4 M⊙/yr)
and have a final sample of 53 sources. The resulting list of selected sources is presented in
Table 3.2. The sources are also shown in the right panel of Figure 3.4. Figure 3.5 shows how
these sources are distributed with respect to the GC.
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Table 3.2: Observed bulge stars with ISOGAL or IRAS name. The[7] and [15] magnitudes are taken from the ISOGAL catalogue and have uncertainties of
typically 0.15 mag (Schuller et al. 2003). The 2MASSJ, H andKs magnitudes have uncertainties in the order of 0.03 mag, alsoincluded is the Spitzer-IRS
observing date. In the two last column we giveAK values derived for each object and the reference (see Section 3.4).
S99: Schultheis et al. (1999), S04: Sumi (2004), M06: Marshall et al. (2006).

Number Star Ra Dec J H Ks [7] [15] Observation AK Ref
[J2000] [J2000] [mag] [mag] [mag] [mag] [mag] date [mag]

1 IRAS 17251-2821 17:28:18.50 -28:23:55.8 21/03/2005 0.368 M06
2 IRAS 17276-2846 17:30:48.31 -28:49:01.9 24/04/2003 0.495 M06
3 IRAS 17323-2424 17:35:26.00 -24:26:32.0 15/04/2005 0.574 M06
4 IRAS 17347-2319 17:37:46.28 -23:20:52.8 24/04/2003 0.498 M06
5 J174117.5-282957 17:41:17.50 -28:29:57.5 9.702 7.872 6.996 5.36 4.42 20/04/2005 0.571 S99
6 J174122.7-283146 17:41:22.70 -28:31:47.0 3.47 1.54 20/04/2005 0.602 S99
7 J174123.6-282723 17:41:23.56 -28:27:24.2 10.715 8.993 8.245 7.57 6.98 20/04/2005 0.518 S99
8 J174126.6-282702 17:41:26.60 -28:27:02.2 11.557 9.285 7.895 5.44 3.83 20/04/2005 0.518 S99
9 J174127.3-282851 17:41:27.26 -28:28:52.1 10.008 8.306 7.304 5.78 4.40 20/04/2005 0.507 S99
10 J174127.9-282816 17:41:27.88 -28:28:17.1 9.569 7.828 7.016 6.30 5.24 20/04/2005 0.507 S99
11 J174128.5-282733 17:41:28.51 -28:27:33.8 9.580 7.968 7.107 6.41 5.34 20/04/2005 0.507 S99
12 J174130.2-282801 17:41:30.15 -28:28:01.3 11.353 9.6628.880 7.77 7.44 20/04/2005 0.507 S99
13 J174134.6-282431 17:41:34.60 -28:24:31.4 10.902 9.1378.163 5.97 4.87 20/04/2005 0.507 S99
14 J174139.5-282428 17:41:39.48 -28:24:28.2 9.528 7.801 6.874 5.34 4.00 20/04/2005 0.507 S99
15 J174140.0-282521 17:41:39.94 -28:25:21.2 9.630 7.977 7.143 6.09 4.15 20/04/2005 0.497 S99
16 J174155.3-281638 17:41:55.27 -28:16:38.7 9.610 7.739 6.785 5.61 3.91 20/04/2005 0.528 S99
17 J174157.6-282237 17:41:57.53 -28:22:37.7 9.852 8.272 7.438 6.74 5.18 20/04/2005 0.476 S99
18 J174158.8-281849 17:41:58.73 -28:18:49.2 10.160 8.4157.348 5.57 3.85 20/04/2005 0.507 S99
19 J174203.7-281729 17:42:03.69 -28:17:29.9 10.262 8.5017.398 5.38 3.96 20/04/2005 0.518 S99
20 J174206.9-281832 17:42:06.86 -28:18:32.4 9.641 7.893 6.878 4.82 3.12 20/04/2005 0.550 S99
21 IRAS 17413-3531 17:44:43.45 -35:32:34.3 27/03/2004 0.283 M06
22 J174917.0-293502 17:49:16.96 -29:35:02.7 10.869 9.1578.199 7.40 6.49 20/04/2005 0.602 S99
23 J174924.1-293522 17:49:23.99 -29:35:22.2 10.466 9.0308.417 7.55 7.33 20/04/2005 0.539 S99
24 J174943.7-292154 17:49:43.65 -29:21:54.5 10.810 8.8897.970 6.97 6.23 20/04/2005 0.624 S99
25 J174948.1-292104 17:49:48.05 -29:21:04.8 11.401 9.5208.560 7.75 7.11 20/04/2005 0.550 S99
26 J174951.7-292108 17:49:51.65 -29:21:08.7 10.829 9.0438.116 7.39 6.24 20/04/2005 0.581 S99
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Table 3.2: continued.

Number Star Ra Dec J H Ks [7] [15] Observation AK Ref
[J2000] [J2000] [mag] [mag] [mag] [mag] [mag] date [mag]

27 J175432.0-295326 17:54:31.94 -29:53:26.5 8.906 7.623 6.957 6.00 4.49 20/04/2005 0.302 S04
28 J175456.8-294157 17:54:56.80 -29:41:57.4 8.827 7.438 6.757 5.81 4.48 20/04/2005 0.302 S04
29 J175459.0-294701 17:54:58.98 -29:47:01.4 10.422 8.5307.287 4.88 2.98 20/04/2005 0.302 S04
30 J175511.9-294027 17:55:11.90 -29:40:27.8 10.422 9.2548.841 8.17 7.89 20/04/2005 0.302 S04
31 J175515.4-294122 17:55:15.41 -29:41:22.8 10.005 8.7708.271 7.79 7.21 20/04/2005 0.302 S04
32 J175517.0-294131 17:55:16.97 -29:41:31.9 9.371 8.339 7.839 7.65 7.71 20/04/2005 0.302 S04
33 J175521.7-293912 17:55:21.70 -29:39:13.0 8.56 20/04/2005 0.302 S04
34 J180234.8-295958 18:02:34.78 -29:59:58.9 8.177 6.894 6.146 4.66 3.22 15/04/2005 0.127 S99
35 J180238.8-295954 18:02:38.72 -29:59:54.6 9.411 8.327 7.780 7.31 5.83 15/04/2005 0.111 S99
36 J180248.9-295430 18:02:48.90 -29:54:31.0 9.574 8.485 7.969 7.62 6.61 07/09/2005 0.155 S99
37 J180249.5-295853 18:02:49.44 -29:58:53.4 9.932 8.953 8.512 8.15 7.64 07/09/2005 0.180 S99
38 J180259.6-300254 18:02:59.51 -30:02:54.3 9.070 7.880 7.391 6.79 4.86 15/04/2005 0.106 S99
39 J180301.6-300001 18:03:01.60 -30:00:01.1 9.773 8.661 8.219 7.94 7.69 07/09/2005 0.106 S99
40 J180304.8-295258 18:03:04.80 -29:52:59.3 9.888 8.792 8.395 8.02 7.89 07/09/2005 0.063 S99
41 J180305.3-295515 18:03:05.25 -29:55:15.9 8.714 7.620 7.098 6.49 5.11 15/04/2005 0.090 S99
42 J180305.4-295527 18:03:05.33 -29:55:27.8 9.293 8.243 7.810 7.54 6.49 07/09/2005 0.090 S99
43 J180308.2-295747 18:03:08.11 -29:57:48.0 9.470 8.360 7.777 7.16 6.21 07/09/2005 0.106 S99
44 J180308.6-300526 18:03:08.52 -30:05:26.5 8.077 7.064 6.437 5.85 4.41 15/04/2005 0.095 S99
45 J180308.7-295220 18:03:08.69 -29:52:20.4 9.492 8.417 7.878 7.40 6.02 15/04/2005 0.063 S99
46 J180311.5-295747 18:03:11.47 -29:57:47.2 9.353 8.200 7.535 6.53 5.39 15/04/2005 0.106 S99
47 J180313.9-295621 18:03:13.88 -29:56:20.9 9.407 8.398 7.978 7.70 6.96 07/09/2005 0.085 S99
48 J180316.1-295538 18:03:15.99 -29:55:38.3 9.752 8.744 8.276 7.90 7.43 07/09/2005 0.063 S99
49 J180323.9-295410 18:03:23.84 -29:54:10.7 9.536 8.543 8.082 7.59 6.51 07/09/2005 0.063 S99
50 J180328.4-295545 18:03:28.36 -29:55:45.4 8.999 7.879 7.291 6.74 5.13 15/04/2005 0.085 S99
51 J180333.3-295911 18:03:33.26 -29:59:11.5 9.832 8.795 8.357 8.06 7.15 07/09/2005 0.106 S99
52 J180334.1-295958 18:03:34.07 -29:59:58.8 8.658 7.520 6.967 6.50 5.15 15/04/2005 0.099 S99
53 IRAS 18042-2905 18:07:24.40 -29:04:48.0 20/04/2005 0.172 M06
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3.3 Observations and data reduction

3.3.1 Observations

The observations of our sample were obtained using the Spitzer Space Telescope’s (SST)
InfraRed Spectrograph (IRS) (Houck et al. 2004). They were part of a GO-1 (General Ob-
servers) proposal and were performed in April and September2005 (see also Table 3.2).
Three stars of our selected sample appeared to be in the ROC database (Reserved Observa-
tions Catalogue) and were observed in 2003/2004 as part of a DDT (Director’s Discretionary
Time) program, principal investigator (PI) was F. Markwick-Kemper (see Table 3.2).

The targets were observed with Spitzer-IRS in low resolution mode over the entire wave-
length range (5.2 – 38.0µm). The resolution for the short wavelength range (SL mode:
5.2 –14.5µm) and long wavelength range (LL mode: 14.0 – 38.0µm) ranges between 60 –
125. For each target, we selected 3 observing cycles in each module in order to have a more
reliable background subtraction and cosmic ray hit removal(see next section).

3.3.2 Data reduction

The data reduction has been started on the pipeline level of Basic Calibrated Data (BCD)
S12.4.0. Detailed information about the processes performed in the pipeline can be found in
the IRS Data Handbook (2006) and the Spitzer Space TelescopeObserver’s Manual (SOM
2005). The additional reduction steps have been performed using SMART (Spectroscopic
Modelling Analysis and Reduction Tool, Higdon et al. 2004) unless mentioned otherwise.

The GB is a very crowded region with a highly structured and varying background, es-
pecially at lower latitudes (|b| . 3◦). This can cause problems when one wants to locate
a target. Because of the high background levels, the peak-upfor most of our targets has
been done using the Pointing Control Reference Sensor (PCRS) in stead of the recommended
IRS peak up (for field NGC 6522 and the OH/IR stars selected from the ISOGAL catalogue
the IRS peak up could be used). Using the reconstructed pointing keywords in the BCD fits
headers, we visualised the field of view at the time the observations were made in order to
make sure that the slit was positioned correctly with respect to the target. This showed that
the pointing was successful for all observations.

Figure 3.6 shows an IRAC 8µm-band image for J174117.5-282957 taken from the
GLIMPSE-II survey (a legacy program with the Spitzer Space Telescope, using the IRAC
instrument, see Benjamin et al. 2003). The star itself is located at the top of the figure inside
the thick red square. The rectangles also shown in this figureare the different slits overlaid
for this object. The smallest ones are from the SL module and the largest ones are the LL
module. The yellow rectangles are order 2 (SL2 and LL2) and the red rectangles are order 1
(SL1 and LL1). Not only does this figure illustrate the successful pointing for this object, but
it also gives a hint on the crowdedness in these spatial regions. Especially for the LL module,
the probability to observe additional stars is very large.
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Figure 3.6: IRAC 8µm-band image for J174117.5-282957 (inside the thick red square) from
the GLIMPSE-II survey (Benjamin et al. 2003). Overlaid are the different slit positions for
the two nods for the SL module (thin rectangles) and the first nod for the LL module (largest
rectangles). The red rectangles originate from the 1st orders (SL1 and LL1) and the yellow
rectangles from the 2nd order SL2 and LL2).

When observations are made with Spitzer-IRS, the object is always observed twice within
one cycle (the amount of cycles is chosen by the observer). Inthe short time span between the
two observations within one cycle, Spitzer nods and therefore the second observation gives
the object in a different position on the slit. Infrared observers typically use these nods to
correct for the background.
If Spitzer-IRS is used with the low resolution modules, there is also another possibility to
correct for the background. In Section 3.1.3 the layout of Spitzer-IRS has been explained.
The instrument has four modules of which we only used two: theshort and long low resolu-
tion modules (SL and LL modules). Each of these two low resolution modules can be split
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Figure 3.7: Background fluxes for the different nods and cycles used to correct J174127.9-
282816 for the background. The jumps seen in the 2nd order of SL and LL module originate
from the S12.0.4 pipeline calibration and are in the objectscorrected for using standard star
observations.

into two sub-arrays or orders: the first and the second order.When observations are made
with one of these low resolution modules e.g. in the second order, the first order of the same
module also gathers light because Spitzer has no shutters. The light detected in the first order
when observing in the second order comes from the vicinity ofthe object. This additional
light gathered in the first order, can then be used to background subtract observations made
in the first order. This is also true the other way around: if one observes a target with the first
order, the second order also gathers light from the vicinityof the object, which can then be
used to background subtract observations made with the second order.
Since the background in the GB can vary significantly within avery small area, the first op-
tion using the different nod positions is to be preferred over the second one: the background
spectrum obtained in the first method is closer to the target itself and therefore more reliable.
We always applied the first method unless it was not possible because of crowding, in that
case we applied the second method (see Section 3.3.3 for an discussion on the background
residuals in the spectra).

Figure 3.7 shows the typical shape of the background fluxes. The upper two panels il-
lustrate the background levels for the two orders in the SL module, the bottom two panels
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for the two orders in the LL module. The most pronounced features seen in the background
are polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbon (PAH) features and canbe seen around 6.2, 7.7, 8.6,
11.3, and 12.7µm (Peeters et al. 2004). Besides these well-known features,Van Kerckhoven
et al. (2000) identified an additional emission plateau between 15 and 20µm originating from
PAH molecules using ISO-SWS data of a sample of compact HII regions, YSOs, and evolved
stars. They show that although the overall shape of this plateau is very similar in all sources,
the detailed profiles vary from source to source.
Figure 3.7 also shows that there is a fairly large spread in the background flux at each wave-
length, indicative of small-scale variations in the shape and intensity of the background. This
is more pronounced in the LL module observations than the SL observations. The conse-
quences of these variations for the data reduction process will be discussed at great length in
Section 3.3.3. Finally, note that the flux values in Figure 3.7 should not be taken at face value
when comparing SL and LL observations since both slits have different widths.

The next step in the data reduction process is cleaning the images for bad pixels. This has
been done using the IDL routine “irscleanmask”. Bad pixels were defined by the bad pixel
mask that comes with the BCD data, the rogue masks for each campaign, and the interactive
routine within “irscleanmask” to search for additional bad pixels. For all observations within
one cycle, the same bad pixel mask was used.

The spectra were extracted using the column extraction method in the SMART package.
At this stage all parts of the spectra obtained with the LL module, were also corrected for
fringes using IRSFRINGE. After the extraction, the different nods and cycles were combined
into one spectrum for each module using 3-σ clipping. In this way cosmic ray hits that were
not corrected for using the “irscleanmask” routine, were left out of the spectrum. Also con-
cerning background residuals, this method improves the spectrum at longer wavelengths.

All the reduction steps described above were also performedon 3 standard stars: HR 6348,
HD173511, and HD166780 which were then used to flux calibratethe spectra. For most of
the stars, this resulted in spectra for each order and modulethat continuously overlapped. For
stars with a less reliable background subtraction, the different modules show rather big dis-
continuities. The two orders in the SL module overlapped nicely, therefore the orders of the
LL module were multiplied with a constant to form a continuous spectrum with the SL orders.

3.3.3 Remaining artifacts

Figure 3.7 already illustrated the variation in the background levels that can be found, Fig-
ure 3.8 shows this in more detail for J174951.7-292108 in thesecond order of the LL mod-
ule. This figure shows two background regions across the slit, parallel to the object in the slit.
Black is the pixel row 7 pixels left of the object, grey the pixel row 18 pixels to the right of the
target. One pixel in the LL module is about 5.1” (one pixel in the SL module is about 1.8”).
These regions give an idea on the varying background levels in function of the distance to
the object. This figure clearly illustrates that although all features are present at the different
positions across the slit, the intensities can vary significantly (to about 20% in the SIII line at
18.7µm and 10% in the PAH features around 17µm).
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Figure 3.8: Variation in the background. The two lines represent a pixel row parallel to the
object. Black: 7 pixels to the left of the object, grey: 18 pixels to the right of the object.

The background emission is very strong in the longer wavelength region and also in-
creases with wavelength. For most of the objects the background emission at these longest
wavelengths is equally strong or even stronger than the flux of the object itself. Especially for
these objects, uncertainties of 10 to 20% in the background levels result in much larger uncer-
tainties in the final dust spectra. Figure 3.9 shows the difference in the obtained spectrum that
can occur due to the variation in the background. The black line shows the spectrum when
using the background shown in Figure 3.8 as the black line, the grey line shows the spectrum
obtained when using the background shown as the grey line in Figure 3.8. The differences
between the two obtained spectra in Figure 3.9 can be understood based on the differences
seen for the two background regions shown in Figure 3.8.

Figures 3.15 to 3.17 show the spectra after extinction correction (see Section 3.4). Inspec-
tion of these spectra, reveals that there still remain some difficulties with the data. First, we
still see some residual effects of the non-perfect background subtraction in our spectra. Since
the background emission increases with wavelength, the effect of background residuals are
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Figure 3.9: Variation in the obtained spectrum due to using the two different background
regions shown in Figure 3.8. The spectrum in black is createdusing the background 7 pixels
to the left of the object, the grey line shows the spectrum created using the background 18
pixels to the right of the object.

larger at longer wavelengths. For the stars with number 7, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 21, 22, 23, 24,
25, 26, 35, 36, 43, or 49 we expect larger residuals from the background subtraction as we
had to use the second method, using the different order, for the background subtraction (see
e.g. the bump around 17µm in star number 12 in Figure 3.15). Especially J174948.1-292104
(number 25) had severe residuals in the longer wavelength regions due to the background
extraction, and therefore the longer wavelengths are neglected for this object in any further
analysis. The very pronounced features at 18.7µm and 33.5µm, seen in some spectra, are
artifacts caused by a forbidden line from SIII , also the feature at 34.8µm is linked with a
forbidden line from SIII and originates from the non-perfect background subtraction.

Also for J175511.9-294027 (number 30) the longer wavelength region is not shown in
Figure 3.15. This star was too weak to enable us to recover anyuseful information from the
Spitzer-IRS LL band images.
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Figure 3.10: Example on the 14µm teardrop, an artefact seen in many spectra.

Many spectra also show a bump around 14µm at the end of the SL1 band. An example
of this is given in Figure 3.10. The feature seen at 14µm is an artefact and is referred to as
the “14µm teardrop”. It is believed to originate from scattered light (for more information
we refer to the Spitzer Science Center web site at
http://ssc.spitzer.caltech.edu/irs/calib/teardrop).

The IRSFRINGE routine was not successful with all of our OH/IR star spectra. Fig-
ure 3.17 shows that most stars still suffer from fringes at the beginning of their LL band
(around 21µm.)

3.4 Extinction correction

This homogeneous sample of AGB stars located in the GB has been selected to study the
dust along the AGB (see Section 3.2). Although the location of our objects in the bulge has
many advantages, such as the AGB stars originating from the same population and the almost
identical distance to these objects, there is also a disadvantage inherent to the location of our
sample: extinction. There are not only many stars present inthe inner regions of our galaxy,
there is also a large amount of dust. This dust, located in theinterstellar medium (ISM) alters
the shape of the observed spectra, most notably around 10 and20 µmwhere strong silicate
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bands are present. Since we want to study the dust around our target stars and not the inter-
stellar dust, it is crucial to properly correct our spectra for interstellar extinction.

3.4.1 Dereddening law

There exist several dereddening laws in the literature thatcan be used to correct for extinc-
tion. Before ISO there were e.g. the extinction laws derivedby Draine (1989, who com-
bined independent studies based on reddening of stars and hydrogen line ratios from HII
regions), Cardelli et al. (1989, using parametrised extinction data for the ultraviolet, and vari-
ous sources for the optical and near-IR), and O’Donnell (1994, which is an update on Cardelli
et al. 1989).
Based on ISO-SWS observations Lutz et al. (1996) showed thatthe extinction law in the
direction of the GC does not show the deep minimum in the 4 – 8µm region as is seen in
e.g. Draine (1989) using graphite-silicate mixes. Therefore Lutz et al. (1996) conclude that
there must be an additional contributor to the extinction. They also state that as most of the
extinction to the GC arises in the foreground ISM rather thanlocally, it is likely that the new
extinction curve they derived is more widely applicable than only for the GC.
Based on near-IR and Spitzer IRAC data, Indebetouw et al. (2005) derive an extinction law
from 1.25 to 8.0µm. The derived extinction law is consistent with Lutz et al. (1996) and as
Indebetouw et al. (2005) derived very similar extinction laws for two very different directions
in the Galactic plane, they suggest that their relative extinction valuesAλ/AK may be gener-
ally applicable.
Chiar and Tielens (2006) constructed two interstellar extinction curves from 1.25 to 27µm
using ISO-SWS measurements towards four heavily extinctedgalactic WC-type Wolf-Rayet
stars. Because of the good agreement between Indebetouw et al. (2005) and Lutz et al. (1996),
Chiar and Tielens (2006) combined the two extinction curvesto represent the continuum ex-
tinction. Longwards of 8µm, Chiar and Tielens (2006) constructed individual extinction
curves for the local ISM and the GC as there is more silicate per unit of visual extinction to-
wards the GC compared to the local ISM (these extinction curves are shown in Figure 3.11).
Recently Román-Zúñiga et al. (2007) confirm that the extinction law in the 3 – 8µm region
towards the dense molecular cloud Barnard 59 is more or less flat. Nevertheless they find
some differences with Chiar and Tielens (2006). Although these differences are modest, this
could indicate that the extinction law in the near- and mid-IR may vary slightly as a function
of environment.

To correct our spectra for interstellar extinction, we willuse the extinction curves of Chiar
and Tielens (2006). The difference between these two extinction curves longwards of 8µm,
is the intensity in the silicate profiles at 10 and 18µm (see Figure 3.11). The silicate profile in
the extinction curve for the GC (based on ISO-SWS observations of GCS3: Galactic Centre
Source 3 in the direction of the quintuplet cluster) is more pronounced than in the extinction
curve for the local ISM (based on ISO-SWS observations of WR 98a). Using the three di-
mensional extinction maps of Marshall et al. (2006) one can estimate from which distance the
extinction originates. Their maps show a small increase inAK at distances from 4 to 8 kpc in
the direction towards our targets, in contrast to the extinction map in the direction to GCS3.
This increase in extinction around 8 kpc is larger for the objects in fields c32 and c35, than
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Figure 3.11:Aλ/AK extinction curves derived in Chiar and Tielens (2006). The full line gives
the GC extinction curve, the dotted line the local. The grey lines at the longest wavelengths
indicate how the curves were extrapolated.

for the objects in the fields further away from the GC, like e.g. NGC 6522, but still small in
comparison to the increase in extinction towards the quintuplet. Since most of the extinction
therefore seems to originate from the local interstellar medium rather than from the vicinity
of the GC for all fields, we used the local extinction curve from Chiar and Tielens (2006).

After applying the local extinction correction to the observed spectra, we verified that
no clear extinction residuals are present in the spectra. For these purposes, we used stars
without any sign of circumstellar dust (the naked stars, seeSection 3.6.1). Figure 3.12 shows
the spectrum of J175517.0-294131 (object number 32) in the ogle field after applying the
extinction correction. From comparison with a model spectrum shown in the same figure, no
obvious residuals can be discerned, and the local extinction curve of Chiar and Tielens (2006)
seems appropriate for this field. The same conclusion holds for all naked stars in the ogle and
NGC 6522 fields.

However, when performing a similar inspection for naked stars in the c32 and c35 fields,
we noticed that there are some residuals which peak around 9.7 µm. Figure 3.13 illustrates
this for J174924.1-293522 (object number 23) in field c35: when comparing the spectrum
of this object to the aforementioned naked star spectrum from the ogle field, there is a clear
absorption band which is reminiscent of the interstellar silicate absorption band. While this
may indicate that we have used too low a value forAK , we also note that when using the
Chiar and Tielens (2006) curve for the GC rather than for local extinction, this absorption
band disappears entirely, strongly suggesting that for these fields we should use the GC ex-
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Figure 3.12: Model (grey line) for J175517.0-294131 (object number 32, black line).

tinction curve rather than the local extinction curve. Again, this holds for all naked stars in
the c32 and c35 fields.

This result is surprising in view of the extinction maps fromMarshall et al. (2006) which
clearly show that most of the extinction arises from the local interstellar medium. However,
we should note that the c32 and c35 fields are the closest to theGC (see Figure 3.5) and
therefore it is not unreasonable that at least part of the extinction bears some resemblance to
the GC extinction curves. Most likely, the “perfect” extinction curve to use for our targets in
these fields is some combination of the local and GC curves since at least part of the extinc-
tion to these fields must be due to the local interstellar medium.

In view of these results, we therefore applied the GC extinction curve for the stars in the
c32 and c35 fields, and the local extinction curve for objectsin other fields.

Since the extinction curves derived in Chiar and Tielens (2006) only have data points from
1.25µm to 27.0µm, we extended the curves till 35µm by fitting a straight line longwards
of 21.0µm in the log-log plane ofAλ/AK vs λ, using the same slope as the extinction curve
from 21.0 to 27.0µm. This is indicated in Figure 3.11 by the grey lines.

3.4.2 Extinction values

Several extinction maps exist to determineAV values based on the position of a target in the
Galactic Bulge (see e.g. Schlegel et al. 1998; Schultheis etal. 1999; Sumi 2004; Marshall
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Figure 3.13: Effect of the used extinction curve for a star with no signs of circumstellar
dust in field c35. Upper panel: the full black line gives the spectrum for J174924.1-293522
using the Chiar and Tielens (2006) local extinction curve, the grey line gives the spectrum
for the same object using the Galactic Centre curve. The dashed black line is the spectrum
for J175517.0-294131, an object in the ogle field. The spectra in this panel are normalised to
the fluxes at 8µm. In the lower panel we divided the spectrum of J174924.1-293522 by the
spectrum of J175517.0-294131. The black line gives the residuals using the local extinction
curve, the grey line using the GC extinction curve.

et al. 2006). The extinction maps derived by Marshall et al. (2006) are consistent with the
extinction map of Schultheis et al. (1999) if one accounts for the differentAK/AV values used.
The map of Schultheis et al. (1999) is more dense in the regionof our targets and therefore
we will use Schultheis et al. (1999) whenever possible (sometargets fall outside the latitude
range of the map). Schultheis et al. (1999) useAKS/AV = 0.089 (Glass 1999) to convert
their extinction map inAKS to the publishedAV values. Chiar and Tielens (2006) normalised
their extinction curves to theK-band and therefore we will calculate the extinction inK from
Schultheis et al. (1999) usingAKS/AV = 0.089 andAK = 0.95AKS (Dutra et al. 2003).
For the targets with RA around 17:55:00 we could not use the extinction maps of Schultheis
et al. (1999). Since the closest point in the extinction mapsof Marshall et al. (2006) is a few
arcminutes away and these targets are located in fields 4 and 39 from the OGLE-II survey,
we used the extinction values from Sumi (2004). These two fields have extinction valuesAV

of 2.59 and 2.62 (Sumi 2004), thereforeAV = 2.60 has been chosen for the stars located in
this area. Using the results of Marshall et al. (2006), extinction values aroundAV = 2.17 are
found. Especially in the mid-IR the difference between thisvalue and the one derived from
Sumi (2004) is small. To deriveAK valuesAK/AV = 0.116 (Cardelli et al. 1989; O’Donnell
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Figure 3.14: Effect of the extinction correction for J174117.5-282957. The dashed line is
the spectrum not corrected for extinction, the full line gives the spectrum after extinction
correction.

1994) has been used. One should remind that theseAK/AV values are valid for a standard
extinction curve withRV = 3.1. The use of an anomalous extinction curve, as claimed by
Sumi (2004) and as explored in Chapter 7, would just slightlychange this ratio.
For the remaining OH/IR sources selected from the IRAS catalogue, Schultheis et al. (1999)
nor Sumi (2004) could be used. Therefore the extinction has been derived based on Marshall
et al. (2006). Since these objects are located further away from the galactic plane (see Fig-
ure 3.5), the extinction values are smaller and therefore also the error made based on applying
a lower resolution extinction map as Marshall et al. (2006) is likely to be small.

Figure 3.14 gives an example of the effect of the extinction correction for J174117.5-
282957. The dotted line is the spectrum before the extinction correction, the full line gives
the spectrum after the extinction correction.

Additionally the used extinction law has it effects on theA15 value and therefore also on
(Ks − [15])0. Based on the extinction curve for the local extinction we found thatA15/AK =

0.585, if we assume the GC extinction curve thanA15/AK = 0.484. These values are used to
correct the ISOGAL [15] observations for extinction based on the derivedAK values.

Table 3.2 lists in the last two columns the chosenAK and the reference. This resulted
in the spectra shown in Figures 3.15 – 3.17. The numbers in thefigures correspond to the
numbers in Table 3.2.
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Figure 3.15: IRS spectra after extinction correction for stars with the lowest (Ks − [15])0

value. The (Ks − [15])0 colour increases from bottom to top.
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Figure 3.16: IRS spectra after extinction correction for stars with higher (Ks − [15])0 values.
The (Ks − [15])0 colour increases from bottom to top.
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Figure 3.17: IRS spectra after extinction correction for stars with the highest (Ks − [15])0

values, except the OH/IR stars. The (Ks − [15])0 colour increases from bottom to top.
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Figure 3.18: IRS spectra after extinction correction for the OH/IR stars, ordered from bottom
to top with increasing depth of the 10µm silicate feature.

3.5 Stellar photosphere

Up to 8 – 9µm the spectra of our stars are dominated by the emission from the stellar photo-
sphere or the warm molecular layers around the star (see e.g.Tsuji et al. 1997). Figure 3.19
shows the stellar spectra up to 10µm together with template spectra (see Cami 2002) for
different molecular species that can be identified in the spectra. The spectra of the OH/IR
stars are not included as their optically thick circumstellar shells completely obscure the stel-
lar radiation. The shortest wavelengths of the IRS spectrometer covers certain ro-vibrational
bands from H2O, SiO, SO2 and CO2 which are commonly seen in the infrared spectra of
O-rich AGB stars. At the resolution of our IRS spectra detailed line profiles are smeared out,
but the molecular bands are often strong enough to leave a noticeable footprint in the spectra
of our target stars.

Water has a strong opacity over almost the entire wavelengthrange and can produce sig-
nificant continuum-like distortions to the spectrum. At high enough column densities, this
results in a very opaque layer of water vapour, the main effect of which is to lower the colour
temperature of the continuum flux in the infrared (Cami 2002). The presence of signifi-
cant amounts of water vapour in the mid-infrared spectra canmost easily be ascertained by
the fairly strong jump in flux around 6.5µm, but water vapour still has significant opacity
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Figure 3.19: The 5 – 10µm part of the spectra, showing the molecular features. The spectra
are ordered with increasing (Ks − [15])0 colour from bottom to top and left to right and are
normalised at 6µm. Template spectra for SO2, SiO, and water are shown for comparison
(see Section 3.5). Following parameters were used to createthese templates: a temperature
of 1 500 K and a column density of 1020 cm−2 for water and SiO and a temperature of 500 K
and a column density of 1018 cm−2 for SO2.
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at longer wavelengths too. Almost all the spectra show this jump in flux at about 6.5µm,
indicating the presence of a water layer, which may lower thecolour temperature of the con-
tinuum flux of these objects.

SiO is after CO (which has no clear features in the wavelengthrange shown in Figure 3.19,
only some absorption in the beginning of the Spitzer-IRS wavelength range) and H2O one of
the most abundant molecules in the atmospheres of AGB stars and is formed in all cooler
oxygen-rich stars. Model spectra show that significant amounts of SiO are formed in stellar
atmospheres with effective temperatures of∼ 4000 K and less (Aringer 2000). SiO is also a
primary constituent for oxygen-rich dust and can be considered a prerequisite for mass loss
(Lebzelter et al. 2001, and references therein). The fundamental vibrational mode has its
band head around 7.5µm; at high temperatures and column densities however, the red wing
of this band extends to typically 10 – 12µm and can therefore significantly alter the profile of
the 10µm dust feature. Figure 3.19 reveals that almost every objectshows clear signs for SiO
absorption, which is important to remember when evaluatingthe dust around these objects.

The SO2 ν3 stretch band is situated at 7.3µm and can appear in absorption or emission but
is not present in all oxygen-rich AGB stars. The discovery ofthis band in ISO-SWS spectra
in some oxygen-rich AGB stars is described in Yamamura et al.(1999). Time-series of T Cep
show that the SO2 band is not constant over the pulsation cycle. The drop in opacity at the
band centre is characteristic for this band profile which is sometimes seen in absorption and
sometimes in emission (Cami 2002; Van Malderen 2003). Figure 3.19 shows that there are
indications for this SO2 band in some spectra of our sample.

Also CO2 is often observed in Miras and semi-regulars at its fundamental bending mode
around 15µm. The first report on CO2 emission at 14.98µm from M giants was given in
Ryde et al. (1997) and has been confirmed by Justtanont et al. (1998). Justtanont et al. (1998)
detected strong emission lines at 13.87, 14.97, and 16.18µm in the ISO-SWS spectra of
oxygen-rich AGB stars. The lines were only found in the spectra of Miras and semi-regular
variables when they also showed a 13µm feature. Given the low resolution of our spectra and
the uncertainties at the longest wavelengths, we find no irrefutable evidence for the presence
of CO2 features in our spectra.

3.6 Circumstellar dust shell

To study the dust properties of our sample, the stellar contribution and the possible contribu-
tion from the molecular layers known to surround these objects need to be subtracted from
the observed spectrum corrected for extinction. How this isdone is explained in the following
subsection. Once the dust spectra have been created (Section 3.6.2), the dust contribution will
be analysed in a few different ways (Sections 3.6.3 to 3.6.6)to see whether there is a relation
between the mass-loss rates, the amount of dust, and the dustcomposition (Section 3.7).

The analysis of the dust around the OH/IR stars in the sample is very different from the
analysis of the other objects in this sample because the OH/IR stars have an optically thick
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dust shell. Therefore, the OH/IR stars are not considered inthis chapter, but will be discussed
separately in Chapter 5.

3.6.1 Naked stars

The so-called “naked stars” have no dust contribution, hence reveal best how the radiation
from the central star and a possible molecular gas layer looks like. These “stellar spectra”
can then be used as templates to remove the stellar emission from other spectra showing a
clear infrared excess caused by the circumstellar dust. Because of their importance as tem-
plates, a careful selection of naked stars is necessary, which is described in this subsection.

The Spitzer-IRS spectra of AGB stars without dust show a continuum spectrum with some
additional molecular bands (see Section 3.5). The main absorption features in the wavelength
range until about 11µm are H2O, SiO, and SO2 (in some cases SO2 can also appear in emis-
sion, see e.g. Figure 3.19). The Spitzer-IRS spectra of the naked stars can often be fitted
using a black body, except for the molecular bands present inthe wavelength region between
7 and 11µm. Figure 3.15 shows that J175517.0-294131 (object number 32) is a very good
example of this. This spectrum is also shown in the upper panel of Figure 3.20 (black line).
We fitted a black body to this spectrum (grey line) on the wavelength region from 5 to 7µm
and from 11 to 20µm, which illustrates the similarities between the star withno dust con-
tribution and a black body. The temperature of the black bodyis 2430 K. The lower panel
shows the spectrum divided by the black body. The main feature in this normalised spectrum
is the absorption feature around 8µm. Based on Figure 3.19, this feature can be identified as
SiO. Also water is present in this spectrum and can be seen by the jump in flux at 6.5µm.

In Section 3.6.3 the typical shape of the expected dust features for this sample of stars will
be described (see also Figure 3.32). Based on the shape of these dust features, the spectra
shown in Figures 3.15 to 3.17 were searched for obvious dust features. The objects for which
no clear dust features can be found are selected as candidatenaked stars. For these objects,
we fitted a black body to the spectrum as described in the previous paragraph. The spectra
of the candidate naked stars were then divided by the fitted black body to create normalised
spectra (similar to what is shown in Figure 3.20). These normalised spectra have again been
searched for residuals resembling the shape of the expecteddust features. When no dust fea-
tures are found, the object is labelled as a naked star. Usingthis method, 10 naked stars are
selected. These objects with their fitted black body overlaid are shown in Figure 3.21.

Figure 3.21 shows an unexpected large spread in colour temperatures of the naked stars.
These temperatures range from about 1360 K to 3000 K. The effective temperatures for the
objects in this sample are situated between 2500 and 3500 K (see Chapter 4). For all but four
naked stars we find temperatures significantly lower than these values based on the fit with the
black body. Cami (2002) showed that this could be due to the presence of a molecular water
layer: Fig. A.21 in Cami (2002) shows optical depth profiles of water vapour, one at 500 K
and another at 2500 K. These figures show that if a water layer is present around our objects
and if the column density of the water is high enough, it will lower the colour temperature of
the continuum flux even if the layer is not optically thick. Figure 3.19 showed that most of
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Figure 3.20: The upper panel shows the observed spectrum, corrected for extinction, of
J175517.0-294131 (black line). The grey line is a fitted black body of 2470 K. The lower
panel shows the observed spectrum divided by the black body.

the objects in our sample exhibit a jump around 6.5µm due to water absorption. This may
explain why the colour temperatures for the naked stars showsuch a large spread.

Table 3.3 shows the objects arranged for increasing (Ks − [15])0. The naked stars are also
listed in this table. Figure 3.22 shows the CMD for our objects, in which the naked stars
are indicated by diamonds and the other objects by crosses. We expect based on our sample
selection method that the naked stars are the bluest objectsin (Ks − [15])0 as these objects
are expected to have the lowest mass-loss rates. InspectingTable 3.3 and Figure 3.22 reveals
that there are objects with a dust contribution which have a smaller (Ks − [15])0 value than
the reddest naked stars. On top of that, there exists a large spread in (Ks − [15])0 values for
the naked stars: from -0.01 to 1.16 mag. This surprisingly large range in (Ks − [15])0 for
the naked stars seems to correspond to the large spread we findin IR colour temperatures
(Figure 3.21) for these objects. Indeed, if we calculate thespread in (Ks − [15])0 we would
find by using black body curves with the colour temperatures derived from the fit, we would
find a spread of about 1.9 magnitudes. Since the colour temperature variations are likely the
consequence of different water absorption and/or emissioncharacteristics, we thus find that
the presence of water around these objects causes a fairly large spread in (Ks − [15])0.
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Figure 3.21: Spectra for the naked stars with the fitted blackbody in grey.
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Figure 3.22: (Ks − [15])0 vs [15]0 CMD for the objects in our sample. The diamonds repre-
sent the naked stars, the crosses indicate the objects whichshow signs of a dust contribution.

In this subsection, we selected 10 objects which show no signof circumstellar dust con-
tribution, the naked stars. These objects will be used in thefollowing subsection to remove
the emission from the central star and a possible molecular layer to create dust spectra for
objects that do show a circumstellar dust contribution. Based on the analysis of these naked
stars, we must conclude that (Ks − [15])0 cannot be used alone to decide whether an object
is a naked star or not. There exists a large spread in (Ks − [15])0 of about 1.17 mag for the
naked stars and additionally there were objects found with adust contribution which have
bluer colours than the reddest naked stars. This indicates that (Ks − [15])0 is not a perfect
mass-loss indicator at the onset of dust formation.

3.6.2 Dust spectra

3.6.2.1 Creation of the dust spectra

We will now discuss the methods used to derive the dust spectra. A dominant feature in the
stellar spectra is the SiO absorption, which extends to about 11 µm (see Figure 3.19). It is
important to be able to correct properly for this broad feature as it overlaps with the 10µm
complex, caused by circumstellar dust. Most objects in thissample show a clear SiO ab-
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Figure 3.23: Example on the method used to obtain the dust spectra for objects with an
SiO absorption band. The star in black is J180334.1-295958.The template star, in grey, is
J180249.5-295853. The inset shows the resulting dust spectrum for this star.

sorption feature (see Figure 3.19). For these objects one ofthe naked stars is used to remove
the emission originating from the central star and a possible molecular layer to obtain a dust
spectrum. This method is illustrated in Figure 3.23. For each object with an SiO absorption
band, we selected the naked star with the SiO band that resembles best the SiO absorption
profile from the target. In most cases the slope of the template then also resembled the slope
of the object for which we want to obtain a dust spectrum. In order not to add additional
noise to the dust spectra, the template stars have been smoothed to remove the noise and keep
the information on the molecular bands. Figure 3.15 showed that it was not always possible
to reduce the data from the LL images (see also Section 3.3.3), therefore only the smoothed
short wavelength range (5.2 – 14.5µm) is used which is then completed with a black body
curve. The temperature of the used black body is the temperature derived in Section 3.6.1
(see also Figure 3.21). The grey line in Figure 3.23 shows thetemplate created in this way
used to remove the emission from the central star for this object. The inset shows the result-
ing dust spectrum. The dotted horizontal line in the inset isthe zero flux level and the two
dotted vertical lines indicate the area which will be used toestimate the amount of dust (see
Section 3.6.4).
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Figure 3.24: Dust spectrum for J174117.5-282957. The full black line shows the dust spec-
trum when using a template with a similar SiO band as the object. The grey line shows the
dust spectrum when a template is used with a too deep SiO band,and the dashed black line
gives the dust spectrum when a black body curve is used.

The method described above was not able to remove the entire SiO absorption band for
three of our stars (objects number 34, 41, and 49). To overcome this issue, we normalised the
naked stars by their fitted blackbodies and used the colour temperature of the object (deter-
mined based on the blue wavelength region) to create a new template. The templates created
in this way resembled better the slope of the blue wavelengthregion as well as the depth of
the SiO absorption feature.

If the SiO absorption in the estimated stellar spectrum is over- or underestimated, it will
affect the estimate of the dust contribution as well as the shape of the 10µm complex. This
is illustrated in Figure 3.24 for J174117.5-282957 (objectnumber 5), which exhibits an SiO
absorption band (see Figures 3.17 and 3.19). The full black line in Figure 3.24 shows the dust
spectrum when the SiO band is corrected for using the method described above. The grey
line shows the dust spectrum when the SiO band is corrected too much for (using a template
with a stronger SiO profile than what is seen in the target). The dashed black line shows the
dust spectrum when the SiO band is not corrected for (using a black body curve as template).
Especially when the SiO band is not corrected for, the shape of the dust spectrum changes
significantly. But also when the SiO band is overestimated, the shape of the 10µm complex
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Figure 3.25: Example illustrating the method used to createthe dust spectrum for objects
with no clear SiO absorption bands.

changes: the peak position of the complex is shifted to the blue in comparison with the full
black line.

The objects which show no sign of a clear SiO absorption feature are easier to correct for
the emission from the central star and a possible molecular layer. In this case, the emission
from the central star can be represented by a black body fittedto the wavelength region from
5 to 8µm. The dust spectrum is then obtained by subtracting this black body from the ob-
served spectrum. Figure 3.25 illustrates this method for J175459.0-294701. In this figure the
spectrum is shown (in black) with a fitted black body in grey. The inset shows the resulting
dust spectrum. The dust spectra for all the objects which were not labelled as naked stars and
which are no OH/IR stars are shown in Figures 3.29 to 3.31.

3.6.2.2 Uncertainties in the dust spectra

Before we can address the differences seen between the dust spectra, we need to obtain an
idea on the uncertainties in the dust spectra. Uncertainties in the dust spectra are caused by
several factors: the uncertainties of the original spectraand the fit to subtract the emission
from the central star.
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Figure 3.26: Dust spectra for the objects showing the clearest background residuals. The
spectra are normalised at 11µm.

Background residuals
The original spectra and therefore also the obtained dust spectra contain residuals from a
non-perfect background subtraction (see Section 3.3.3). Any residuals at wavelengths longer
than 33µm will be ignored, as this region will not be used in the analysis.

Figure 3.26 shows the dust spectra for the objects with the most apparent background
residuals. Object 24 shows very severe residuals longwardsof 14µm, originating from PAH
emission. This part of the spectrum is therefore unreliable. The same is true for object 26.
The dust spectrum beyond 14µm shows similar characteristics as the dust spectrum of object
24. The longer wavelength range of this object is also unreliable. These two objects also
show very clearly the forbidden SIII line at 18.7µm.

Smaller background residuals can be seen in objects 7 and 17.Object number 7 shows
a residual absorption feature just before 13µm and a sharp peaked emission feature around
17 µm, which are artefacts. The overall shape of the dust spectrum does not seem to be
contaminated by PAH emission residuals (a typical profile for such a background residual
can be seen in Figure 3.8 as well as in objects 24 and 26 in Figure 3.26). Object number 17
shows an artefact just before 10.5µm, as well as the absorption feature just before 13µm
already seen in the dust spectrum of object number 7. Also forthis object the residuals do
not seem to alter the overall shape of the dust spectrum.
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Figure 3.27: The creation of the dust spectrum for J174158.5-281849, using template star
J180333.3-295911. The top panel shows the spectrum in blackwith the template star in grey.
The bottom panel shows the resulting dust spectrum.

To estimate the influence of a non-perfect background subtraction in this area, the pixel
variations across the slit around 18.7µm are studied. The 18.7µm line is about 2 pixels on
the slit. For each star we derived the variation in background flux around this forbidden line
and averaged this over all nods and cycles observed for each object. The derived percentages
are given in Table 3.3. The listed numbers give an idea on the variation of the background:
the larger the number, the larger the possibility of background residuals in the spectra. Also
the amount of dust plays a key role in this. For objects with a larger amount of dust, variations
in the background have a smaller influence than for objects with a small dust contribution.
Therefore these percentages need to be considered relativeto the amount of dust.

Residuals of the emission from the central star
The fifth column in Table 3.3 indicates for which objects the removal of the emission origi-
nating from the central star was not fully satisfactory. We already discussed the effect of the
SiO absorption in Section 3.6.2.1. In the remainder of this subsection we will discuss the
possible residuals of emission from the central star in moredetail and show how these can be
recognised.

In Section 3.6.1 we mentioned that due to the large opacity ofwater over the entire wave-
length range (see also Fig. A.21 in Cami 2002), water can suppress the continuum flux of
the object and hence be a cause of errors when subtracting theemission from the central star.
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Figure 3.28: The creation of the dust spectrum for J174140.0-282521, using template star
J180249.5-295853. The top panel shows the spectrum in blackwith the template star in grey.
The bottom panel shows the resulting dust spectrum.

Because water has no features in the studied wavelength range that look similar to the dust
features we will discuss, we cannot accidently attribute a water residual to a dust compo-
nent. An example of this is given in Figure 3.27. For two of theobjects with the reddest
(Ks − [15])0 colour, the water absorption changes the slope of the spectrum: it becomes more
flat and the used templates do not fit anymore. Because these objects (J174158.8-281849 and
J174203.7-281729, numbers 18 and 19) have large dust contributions however, the relative
effect is small and we expect that this will not have a severe impact on our analysis.

The last molecule also shown in Figure 3.19 is SO2. Some objects show SO2 in emission
(see e.g J174140.0-282521, number 15, in Figures 3.19 and 3.28) while the templates cho-
sen to remove the emission from the central star only show SO2 in absorption. Figure 3.28
shows object J174140.0-282521 for which a dust spectrum is created using a template star
(J180249.5-295853). Because the template stars exhibit noSO2 emission, the dust spectrum
still shows an SO2 emission feature (see lower panel Figure 3.28). Also for objects with no
clear water or SiO absorption for which we used a black body toremove the emission from
the central star, SO2 residuals can be found in the dust spectra (see e.g. the dust spectrum
of J174134.6-282431, object number 13 in Figure 3.31). As wewill not use the dust spectra
shortwards of 8µm in further analysis (and the SO2 feature has its band between 7.1 and
7.8µm), this is not an important issue and has no effect on the analysis.
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Figure 3.29: Dust spectra, the horizontal dashed lines indicate the zero-flux level. The
(Ks − [15])0 colour increases from bottom to top. The spectra are normalised to their maxi-
mum flux.
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Figure 3.30: Dust spectra continued.
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Figure 3.31: Dust spectra continued.
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Figure 3.32: EfficienciesQ for different types of dust.

3.6.3 Dust features

In this section we describe the different dust species that can be easily detected in our sam-
ple of dust spectra, i.e. without need for radiative transfer modelling. Table 3.3 gives an
overview on the detected features for each spectrum. Figure3.32 shows the efficienciesQ of
some dust species described in this section. This parameterindicates how well a dust species
absorbs/emits at a certain wavelength and is here only mentioned for illustrative purposes.

3.6.3.1 Amorphous silicates

One of the most common features in oxygen-rich dust spectra are the broad features around
10 and 18µm which originate from amorphous silicates. Figure 3.32 shows in the upper left
panel the wavelength-dependent efficienciesQ for amorphous silicates. These features were
first detected by Woolf and Ney (1969) and are very typical foroxygen-rich AGB stars. Also
in this sample amorphous silicates can be very clearly seen,especially for the dust spectra
shown in Figures 3.30 and 3.31.

The efficienciesQ for amorphous silicate have been compared with all the dust spectra.
Based on this comparison, an inventory is made which lists the stars showing amorphous
silicates (see Table 3.3).
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3.6.3.2 Amorphous aluminum oxide grains

Another feature often seen in oxygen-rich dust spectra is a broad feature that peaks at∼ 11µm,
which is different from the amorphous silicate feature. This feature has already been detected
in Mira variables observed with the Infrared Astronomical Satellite’s Low Resolution Spec-
trometer (IRAS–LRS) by Little-Marenin and Little (1990), who propose crystalline olivine to
be the carrier of this feature. Cami (2002) shows, based on ISO-SWS spectra, that this feature
peaks at 11.1µm, while crystalline olivines peak at slightly longer wavelengths (11.3µm).
Begemann et al. (1997) and Miyata et al. (2000) relate the 11µm feature to amorphous alu-
minum oxide grains (alumina, Al2O3).

The upper right panel in Figure 3.32 shows the wavelength-dependent efficiencies for
alumina. This shows that not only the peak position of alumina is different than for amor-
phous silicates, but also the shape of the 10µm complex is different. Alumina shows a much
broader profile and has a less steep slope at the red wing than the efficiencies of amorphous
silicates show. Also for alumina we made an inventory of the objects that show this feature
(see Table 3.3).

3.6.3.3 The 13µm feature

Another feature which is clearly seen many spectra, but not in all of them, is the 13µm fea-
ture. Vardya et al. (1986) discovered this feature when theystudied IRAS-LRS spectra of
about 20 Miras. They attributed the feature to “some sort of silicate”. The feature was later
associated with oxygen-rich AGB stars (Sloan and Price 1995). In the recent literature, many
species have been proposed to be the carrier of the 13µm feature. The 3 main candidates
are corundum (crystalline Al2O3), spinel (MgAl2O4), and silicon dioxide (SiO2) (see DePew
et al. 2006, and references therein).

Because the carrier of the 13µm feature is still rather unclear, we do not show efficien-
cies for this feature, but it can be easily spotted in many objects. Object J174140.0-282521
(number 15) shows a nice example of a 13µm feature in its dust spectrum (see Figure 3.31).

3.6.3.4 The 19.5 micron feature

The 19.5µm feature (sometimes also called the 19.8µm feature) is a broad, but sharply
peaked feature. Little-Marenin and Little (1990) and Goebel et al. (1994) already detected
it in IRAS-LRS spectra. Cami (2002) proposed that the feature could be attributed to Mg-
Fe-oxides (Mg1−xFexO) based on ISO-SWS observations of a sample of oxygen-rich AGB
stars. Also Posch et al. (2002), Van Malderen (2003), and Heras and Hony (2005) prefer
Mg0.1Fe0.9O to explain the 19.5µm feature seen in the ISO-SWS spectra they studied.

The emissivities for this feature are shown in the lower panel in Figure 3.32. This sharply
peaked feature is clearly seen in only one object: J180259.6-300254, number 38 and possibly
in J180308.2-295747 and J180323.9-295410 (numbers 43 and 49). Because the feature is lo-
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Table 3.3: Analysis of the dust spectra. For each object thistable gives the (Ks − [15])0

colour, an estimate of the background residuals and an overview on the features seen in the
dust spectra in Figures 3.15 to 3.17. The objects are orderedwith increasing (Ks − [15])0

colour. –/Xindicates the absence/presence of emission from the central star and the different
features. The naked stars are also listed in this table.

Number & Star (Ks − [15])0 estimate residual alumina amorphous 13µm 19.5µm
background emission silicates feature feature

residuals [%] central star
32 J175517.0-294131 -0.01 10.99 naked star
40 J180304.8-295258 0.48 12.73 naked star
39 J180301.6-300001 0.48 16.31 naked star
23 J174924.1-293522 0.78 13.47 naked star
37 J180249.5-295853 0.79 9.24 naked star
30 J175511.9-294027 0.81 16.31 naked star
48 J180316.1-295538 0.82 9.49 naked star
31 J175515.4-294122 0.92 9.59 – X X X –
7 J174123.6-282723 0.97 40.02 – – X X –
47 J180313.9-295621 0.98 7.53 – – X – –
25 J174948.1-292104 1.14 34.67 naked star
12 J174130.2-282801 1.15 41.70 naked star
51 J180333.3-295911 1.16 8.26 naked star
42 J180305.4-295527 1.28 7.36 – X X X –
36 J180248.9-295430 1.29 6.83 – – X – –
22 J174917.0-293502 1.37 10.46 – – X – –
24 J174943.7-292154 1.39 14.62 – X – X –
11 J174128.5-282733 1.48 42.63 – X – X –
10 J174127.9-282816 1.49 30.65 – – X X –
43 J180308.2-295747 1.52 6.90 – X – X X

49 J180323.9-295410 1.54 7.42 X X X X X

26 J174951.7-292108 1.55 30.17 – X X – –
52 J180334.1-295958 1.77 6.62 – X X X –
45 J180308.7-295220 1.83 6.88 – X X X –
35 J180238.8-295954 1.90 8.76 – X X X –
41 J180305.3-295515 1.95 6.61 X X X X –
44 J180308.6-300526 1.98 8.95 X – X X –
17 J174157.6-282237 1.99 44.23 – – X X –
46 J180311.5-295747 2.10 9.44 X X – X –
50 J180328.4-295545 2.12 9.52 – X X X –
28 J175456.8-294157 2.14 7.75 – X X X –
5 J174117.5-282957 2.25 25.32 – X X X –
27 J175432.0-295326 2.33 7.84 X X X X –
38 J180259.6-300254 2.48 7.37 X X X X X

16 J174155.3-281638 2.57 21.03 – X X X –
14 J174139.5-282428 2.59 45.31 X X X X –
9 J174127.3-282851 2.62 25.47 X – X X –
15 J174140.0-282521 2.71 37.71 X X X X –
34 J180234.8-295958 2.87 8.13 X – X X –
13 J174134.6-282431 3.00 44.13 X X X X –
19 J174203.7-281729 3.14 21.52 X – X – –
18 J174158.8-281849 3.21 24.82 X – X X –
20 J174206.9-281832 3.45 19.49 – – X – –
8 J174126.6-282702 3.77 40.87 – – X – –
29 J175459.0-294701 4.17 9.74 – – X – –

cated on top of the 18µm amorphous silicate band, its presence is not always easy todiscern.

3.6.3.5 Crystalline silicates

Crystalline silicates produce sharp features around 11, 16, 19, 23, 28 and 32µm in the wave-
length range of Spitzer-IRS and can be detected in the OH/IR stars (see e.g. the bumps at
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Table 3.4: The dust characteristics. The normalised dust luminosity and its estimated un-
certainty are derived. This table also gives the relative amount of alumina with respect to
amorphous silicate and a 1-σ error and the silicate emission index as described by Sloan and
Price (1995) using the method to create dust spectra described in Blommaert et al. (2006)
The typical error on this SE index is about 1 (see text).

Number & Star normalised σndl alumina / σal SE
dust (alumina + index

luminosity silicate)
5 J174117.5-282957 0.553 0.022 0.240 0.010 5
7 J174123.6-282723 0.349 0.167 0.128 0.009 7
8 J174126.6-282702 0.735 0.020 0.177 0.005 6
9 J174127.3-282851 0.474 0.016 0.175 0.004 5

10 J174127.9-282816 0.592 0.052 0.151 0.011 7
11 J174128.5-282733 0.396 0.048 0.420 0.010 3
13 J174134.6-282431 0.582 0.054 0.260 0.009 5
14 J174139.5-282428 0.501 0.033 0.254 0.010 4
15 J174140.0-282521 0.779 0.040 0.234 0.007 5
16 J174155.3-281638 0.716 0.015 0.251 0.010 5
17 J174157.6-282237 0.609 0.084 0.237 0.014 5
18 J174158.8-281849 0.632 0.015 0.143 0.004 6
19 J174203.7-281729 0.648 0.014 0.117 0.010 6
20 J174206.9-281832 0.759 0.007 0.054 0.004 8
22 J174917.0-293502 0.267 0.030 0.189 0.015 5
24 J174943.7-292154 0.050 0.005 1.000 0.033 1
26 J174951.7-292108 0.330 0.087 0.352 0.015 4
27 J175432.0-295326 0.479 0.007 0.290 0.007 4
28 J175456.8-294157 0.519 0.008 0.286 0.012 4
29 J175459.0-294701 0.724 0.001 0.122 0.003 7
31 J175515.4-294122 0.316 0.052 0.323 0.019 4
34 J180234.8-295958 0.495 0.004 0.207 0.006 5
35 J180238.8-295954 0.545 0.030 0.320 0.015 4
36 J180248.9-295430 0.430 0.034 0.276 0.021 5
38 J180259.6-300254 0.755 0.015 0.268 0.011 5
41 J180305.3-295515 0.586 0.011 0.321 0.017 4
42 J180305.4-295527 0.564 0.016 0.293 0.019 4
43 J180308.2-295747 0.305 0.018 0.652 0.019 2
44 J180308.6-300526 0.563 0.006 0.139 0.004 6
45 J180308.7-295220 0.560 0.028 0.474 0.022 3
46 J180311.5-295747 0.452 0.018 0.585 0.037 2
47 J180313.9-295621 0.426 0.051 0.137 0.011 8
49 J180323.9-295410 0.433 0.035 0.519 0.039 3
50 J180328.4-295545 0.594 0.018 0.285 0.011 4
52 J180334.1-295958 0.594 0.014 0.299 0.018 5

longer wavelengths in Figure 3.18, see also Chapter 5).
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3.6.4 Dust luminosity

The amount of dust varies significantly between the different dust spectra shown in Fig-
ures 3.29 to 3.31. Assuming that the properties of the dust shells are identical except for
the mass-loss rate, the flux received from the dust shell willbe larger for an object with a
larger amount of dust. Therefore, the integrated area underthe dust spectrum, the integrated
spectral flux density, can be used to quantify the amount of dust. We will call this value
the dust luminosity. In most targets, the dust emission begins from 8µm onwards and most
spectra become very noisy beyond 33µm (see also Section 3.3.3). Therefore the wavelength
range used to calculate the dust luminosity is the interval between 8 and 33µm (see insets
Figures 3.23 and 3.25).

The dust luminosity provides a mass-loss estimator, which should be compared with the
(Ks − [15])0 parameter we introduced and discussed earlier. Before confronting both param-
eters,we point out a certain number of effects which may affect the accuracy of the dust
luminosity as introduced above as a mass-loss tracer.
The first uncertainty comes from the spectra themselves. Dueto the crowdedness, we could
not always use all pixels in the slit belonging to the object as they were also affected by
another close by object. Therefore, the spectra are not absolutely flux calibrated. In order
to overcome this uncertainty, we calculated the integratedspectral flux density in the same
wavelength range as for the dust luminosity (from 8 to 33µm) for the original spectra and
used it to normalise the dust luminosity. The calculated normalised dust luminosities are
listed in Table 3.4.
Also the background residuals influence the normalised dustluminosity. Based on the elec-
tron counts in the images around the SiIII line at 18.7µm, we estimated the relative variance
of the background (see Section 3.6.2.2 and Table 3.3), whichcan be used to estimate the
effects of background residuals. If the background subtraction can e.g. be 10% off, than
also the area under the spectra is about 10% off, both for the area under the dust spectrum
as the area under the original spectrum. As these two values are divided to account for the
possible offset in absolute flux calibration, error propagation is used to estimate the errors on
the normalised dust luminosity by:

σndl =

√

(σbg

b

)2
+

( a
b2
σbg

)2
, (3.1)

with σndl the estimated uncertainty on the normalised dust luminosity, a = the integrated flux
density of the dust emission,b = the integrated flux density of the dust and central star emis-
sion, andσbg the estimated uncertainties on the background. The derivedvalues are listed in
Table 3.4.

Figure 3.33 shows the (Ks − [15])0 colour versus the normalised dust luminosity. The
size of the symbols indicate the error-bars on the parameters. We will adopt this formalism
(unless mentioned otherwise) throughout the entire chapter.

Based on the calculations in Vassiliadis and Wood (1993), Lattanzio and Wood (2003)
showed that as the star evolves on the AGB and the mass-loss rate increases, also the pul-
sation period and the amplitude increase (i.e. Mira variables have larger amplitudes than
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Figure 3.33: (Ks − [15])0 colour used to select the sample versus the normalised dust lumi-
nosity. The error bars on (Ks − [15])0 only indicate the photometric uncertainties. The error
bars on the normalised dust luminosity are derived based on the values in Table 3.3 and are
also listed in Table 3.4. The axis at the top of the figure indicates the different mass-loss rates
as already shown in Figure 3.4.

semi-regular variables which are believed to be less evolved, see also Section 1.2.3). One
has to keep in mind, however, that these objects do not have a constant position in the HR
diagram and may alter between semi-regular and Mira variables (Speck et al. 2000, and ref-
erences therein). Therefore the evolutionary sequence is not that straightforward.
The observations of the 2MASSKs and the ISOGAL [15] magnitude have not been obtained
simultaneously. Especially for the redder objects which have larger amplitudes, there can be
a large shift in (Ks − [15])0 due to the variability: a Mira variable e.g. can have an amplitude
of about 1 mag inK. The uncertainties on (Ks − [15])0 shown in Figure 3.33 are based on the
photometric uncertainties listed in the 2MASS database forKs and in the ISOGAL database
for [15]. These uncertainties are therefore especially forthe redder objects, an underestimate
of the actual uncertainties as we did not account for variability. The error due to variability
for the bluest sources is negligible.

The uncertainties on the normalised dust luminosity plotted in Figure 3.33 are derived
based on the estimated variance in the background around theforbidden SiIII line, see
Eq. (3.1). As is to be expected, the variance in the background levels has a smaller influ-
ence on the objects with a larger dust contribution, which isillustrated in Figure 3.33.
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Normalised dust luminosities for naked stars have not been calculated as these objects
have per definition a zero dust contribution. In order to complete Figure 3.33 for the bluest
colours, the (Ks − [15])0 colour for the naked stars is added. For the reddest sources,the
normalised dust luminosity reaches till∼ 0.8. For the objects shown in this figure, a nor-
malised dust luminosity of 1 cannot be reached. As long as thedust shell is optically thin, we
always see the contribution of the central star. For the OH/IR stars on the other hand, the dust
shell is optically thick, and the central star is hidden fromthe observer. These objects would
therefore have a dust contribution of 1. We cannot show the OH/IR stars in this diagram: due
to the large dust contribution, these objects were not detected inKs and the objects selected
from the IRAS catalogue were also not observed with ISOGAL.

Notwithstanding the estimated uncertainties, Figure 3.33confirms that an increasing trend
between (Ks − [15])0 and the normalised dust luminosity occurs. From the uncertainties on
both parameters, it is not surprising that this trend is not aclear one-to-one relation: there is
a very large spread in normalised dust luminosity for objects with comparable (Ks − [15])0

values as well as there is a very large spread in (Ks − [15])0 colour for objects with compa-
rable amounts of dust. For (Ks − [15])0 ∼ 1 e.g. we see objects with no signs of dust (the
naked stars) as well as objects with a normalised dust luminosity of the order of 0.4. For
objects with the same normalised dust luminosity there can be a colour difference of 2. All
this indicates that (Ks − [15])0 can be used at first as a mass-loss rate indicator, to obtain an
initial idea, but independent methods are needed to derive good estimates for the mass-loss
rates of the bluest objects. Such independent methods couldcome from detailed radiative
transfer modelling, which is beyond the scope of this chapter.

3.6.5 Alumina and amorphous silicates

Alumina and amorphous silicates are the main contributors to the dust spectra in this sample
of stars. In terms of the oxygen-rich dust condensation sequence, alumina is to be formed
before amorphous silicates. To gain more information on thecomposition of the dust spectra
in terms of amorphous silicates and alumina, the 10µm complexes of the dust spectra were
decomposed in function of the shape of alumina and amorphoussilicates as shown in Fig-
ure 3.32. We fitted the dust spectrum from 8.5 to 12µm with these efficiencies multiplied
with a black body to estimate the relative contribution of alumina to amorphous silicates. We
did not fit the dust spectra longward of 12µm as many objects have a 13µm feature which is
not represented by this method. The temperature for aluminahas been put at 1700 K (based
on the condensation temperature of alumina, see Section 1.2.4), while the temperature for
amorphous silicates has been chosen at 1000 K. Above this temperature (the glass tempera-
ture) silicates are formed as crystalline silicates (Tielens et al. 1997) which are not observed
in AGB stars with optically thin dust shells, while amorphous silicates are one of the main
contributors to the majority of the 10µm complexes observed in this sample.

Figure 3.34 shows the 10µm complexes of 4 objects (full black lines). Each panel also
shows the efficienciesQ multiplied with a black body (dotted line represents alumina, dashed
line amorphous silicates). The thick grey line shows the resulting fit. Two columns in Ta-
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Figure 3.34: Dust spectrum for J174126.6-282702, J174128.5-282733, J174206.9-281832,
and J180308.2-295747 in the wavelength range 8 – 14µm. Shown underneath are the effi-
cienciesQ for for alumina (dotted line) and amorphous silicate (dashed line) multiplied with
a black body of respectively 1700 and 1000 K. The thick grey line gives the resulting fit.

ble 3.4 list the relative abundance of alumina to the total amount of alumina and amorphous
silicate and a 1-σ error on the derived ratio.

Figure 3.35 shows the abundance of alumina relative to the amount of amorphous silicates
(as listed in Table 3.4) in function of (Ks − [15])0. The majority of our objects has a relative
abundance of alumina with respect to amorphous silicates between 0.1 and 0.4. There is
only one object with no indications of amorphous silicate and an additional five objects have
slightly higher relative amounts for alumina than 0.4. There is also no object without alumina
based on this method.

In our fit we only included two dust species (alumina and amorphous silicates). Including
elements such as e.g. gehlenite (see Figure 1.5) would alterthe relative amounts derived here
as gehlenite has about the same profile as amorphous silicates in the 10µm region. We expect
that if we would have included also gehlenite, the importance of amorphous silicates would
be lower, but no higher amount of alumina would be found.

In contrast to our results, Blommaert et al. (2006) found a majority of alumina-dust spec-
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Figure 3.35: The relative abundance of alumina to amorphoussilicates in function of the
(Ks − [15])0 colour.

tra for their sample of GB AGB stars. The sample studied in Blommaert et al. (2006) is
however not as equally distributed over (Ks − [15])0 as ours: relatively more blue objects
were selected there which have a higher probability of exhibiting an alumina dominated dust
spectrum. Nevertheless for the 6 sources we have in common, Blommaert et al. (2006) pre-
dict for all but one a much higher amount of alumina. J174943.7-292154 (object number
24) is the only object that can be fitted by only alumina in our sample and this is also found
by Blommaert et al. (2006). In Section 3.4, we discussed the effect of the extinction law on
the data and found that especially for the objects closest tothe GC an additional correction
for interstellar silicates is needed, using the Chiar and Tielens (2006) GC extinction curve.
The majority of the objects in Blommaert et al. (2006) is located in fields c32 and c35, for
which this extra correction was needed and which is not included in Cardelli et al. (1989)
used by Blommaert et al. (2006) to correct their spectra for interstellar extinction. This alters
the shape of the 10µm complex in favour of the shape of alumina and therefore may explain
why according to Blommaert et al. (2006) the sources are dominated by alumina-rich dust.

Dijkstra et al. (2005) studied the 10µm feature of a sample of M-type stars in the LMC.
Their analysis revealed that the objects with the lowest mass-loss rates show a dust compo-
sition that can be attributed to alumina and amorphous silicates, while the objects with the
highest mass-loss rates are dominated by amorphous silicates. Heras and Hony (2005) stud-
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ied a sample of oxygen-rich AGB stars with optically thin dust envelopes, with the lowest
mass-loss rates in the order of 10−7 M⊙/yr. They found that none of the objects can be mod-
elled solely by alumina. Also Speck et al. (2000) found on a sample of AGB stars located
in the solar neighbourhood that the broad feature seen in oxygen-rich dust spectra of these
objects often assigned to alumina, cannot solely be attributed to alumina. The feature appears
to be due to a combination of alumina and silicates such as e.g. amorphous olivine. The
majority of objects in our sample can also not be explained with alumina alone, amorphous
silicates are needed to model the shape of the 10µm complex. In contrast to Speck et al.
(2000), Dijkstra et al. (2005), and Heras and Hony (2005) we have found one object which
shows a 10µm complex attributed to only alumina.

Based on the oxygen-rich dust condensation sequence and ourmethod to select this sam-
ple, we expected to find more objects with a large alumina content. One possible explanation
for this discrepancy is the Al/Si-ratio content in our sample. Rich et al. (2007) show, based
on high-resolution near-IR spectroscopy of 17 M giants in the inner GB, that the bulge is
enriched inα-elements (see also Ballero et al. 2007; Fulbright et al. 2007; Rich and Origlia
2005). As Si is anα-element, while Al is not, it might be that objects in the GB have a higher
intrinsic Si/Al ratio than what is seen for objects in the solar neighbourhood and therefore
have a higher chance of forming silicates than alumina.

Although there is clearly no one-to-one relation between (Ks − [15])0 and the relative
amount of alumina and amorphous silicate, there exists a trend of decreasing relative amount
of alumina with respect to amorphous silicates for objects with redder (Ks − [15])0 colours.
For the bluest objects on the other hand, there exists a very large scatter with respect to dust
composition and we therefore cannot predict the relative amount of alumina with respect to
amorphous silicates based on (Ks − [15])0. A possible explanation for this large scatter in
dust composition for the bluest objects could come from aspherical mass loss (Heras and
Hony 2005, and references therein). If there are clumps of higher density in the CSE, amor-
phous silicates could already be formed in these regions, although we may not have expected
their presence based on the integrated mass-loss rate.

3.6.6 Silicate Emission index

Little-Marenin and Little (1990) observed IRAS-LRS spectra of oxygen-rich Mira variables
and classified their spectra based on the emission features around 10µm into 7 groups. Also
Sloan and Price (1995) derived a classification scheme for oxygen-rich AGB stars based on
IRAS-LRS observations, consisting of 8 groups, the so-called silicate emission (SE) index
(see their Figure 3). The smaller the SE index of an object, the broader the 10µm complex.
Based on the oxygen-rich dust condensation sequence, the AGB stars are supposed to move
through these SE classes. The very broad 10µm complex indicates alumina dust. While mov-
ing through the classes, the feature becomes narrower and the peak position shifts towards
shorter wavelengths. This indicates that the amount of silicate increases with respect to the
amount of alumina. Stars in group 8 have a dust spectrum that is dominated by emission from
amorphous silicates. This SE index provides another approach to quantify dust spectra which
we here apply to the data we have obtained.
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Sloan and Price (1995) used a method to derive the dust spectra which is different from
the method explained in Section 3.6.2.1. To model the central star, Sloan and Price (1995)
used an Engelke function and modified it using IRAS-LRS observations of five bright naked
giants. This modification of the Engelke function is needed to model also the strong SiO
band around 8µm. To be able to compare our results with the results of Sloan and Price
(1995), we calculated additional dust spectra for our targets using the method described in
Blommaert et al. (2006). Their method is very similar to the method described in Sloan and
Price (1995). Blommaert et al. (2006) also adapted an Engelke function, but instead of using
naked stars to model the SiO profile, they used the absorptionprofile of the SiO band from
MARCS theoretical modelling for a 3500 K M giant and scaled the feature to get the same
absorption maximum as Sloan and Price (1995).

To derive the SE index, the fluxes at 10, 11, and 12µm were obtained from the dust
spectra. Sloan and Price (1995) found that the flux ratios follow a power law:

F10/F12 = 1.32(F10/F11)1.77,

with F10, F11, andF12 respectively the flux in the dust spectrum at 10, 11, and 12µm. The
silicate emission index (SE) is then derived using the ratioof the flux at 11 and 12µm:

SE= 10(F11/F12) − 7.5.

This ratio classifies the objects into the 8 different groups(see Fig. 2 in Sloan and Price 1995).
The value is truncated and not rounded.

The dashed line in Figure 3.36 shows the power law derived by Sloan and Price (1995).
The diamonds are the flux ratios derived from the dust spectracreated in this chapter. This
figure indicates that our data are very well represented by this power law. There are only
two objects that could be considered as outliers: J174917.0-293502 and J180313.9-295621
(resp. numbers 22 and 47). These two stars are among the objects with the bluest (Ks − [15])0

colours (see Figure 3.29 and Table 3.4) and therefore the subtraction of the central star in or-
der to obtain a dust spectrum has a larger influence on the finaldust spectrum than for stars
with redder (Ks − [15])0 colours. This could explain why these stars seem to be outliers. The
majority of the objects in Sloan and Price (1995) have anF10/F11 ratio between 0.6 and 1.4
and anF10/F12 ratio between 0.5 and 2. The majority of this sample of stars has anF10/F11

ratio between 0.5 and 1.5 and anF10/F12 ratio between 0.5 and 2.5, which is very similar to
Sloan and Price (1995).

The plus-signs in Figure 3.36 represent the flux ratios derived using the method in Blom-
maert et al. (2006). These flux ratios are very similar to the flux ratios based on the dust
spectra derived in Section 3.6.2.1 (diamonds). This is to beexpected as the method described
in Sloan and Price (1995) traces the shape of the 10µm complex. The shape of the 10µm
complex can be altered by the method used to create the dust spectra (see also Section 3.6.2)
and therefore the differences between the flux ratios using the two methods indicate the un-
certainty on the classification method described in Sloan and Price (1995). Because the flux
ratios between our method and the method described in Blommaert et al. (2006) are very sim-
ilar and because we want to derive SE indices in the same way asSloan and Price (1995), we
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Figure 3.36:F10/F11 vs. F10/F12. The dotted line indicates the power law from Sloan and
Price (1995). The plus-signs originate from the dust spectra created in the same way as
Blommaert et al. (2006). The diamonds represent the dust spectra created in Section 3.6.2.1.

will continue the analysis of the SE index with the dust spectra created in this section based
on the method of Blommaert et al. (2006). The resulting SE indices are given in Table 3.4.
If we would have used the dust spectra created in Section 3.6.2.1 the difference between the
derived SE indices is of the order of 1. Therefore we assume a typical error of 1 on the SE
indices induced by the creation of dust spectra.

Figure 3.37 shows the distribution of SE indices. At least one object is found for each
SE index; the majority of our objects have an SE index of 4 or 5.There is no obvious reason
based on a visual inspection of the dust spectra to why the objects are clustered at SE indices
4 and 5. Based on the decomposition of our objects in alumina and amorphous silicates in
the previous section, we already noted that we have very few objects dominated by alumina
rich dust. The majority of our dust spectra had a relative abundance of alumina to amorphous
silicates between 0.1 and 0.4. This is also reflected in the SEindices as the majority of our
objects are situated in classes 4 and 5. The shape of the 10µm complex for objects in these
classes are determined by a mixture of alumina and amorphoussilicate dust.

Based on the definition of the SE index and the method used to derive the relative abun-
dance of alumina with respect to amorphous silicates, we expect to find a clear decreasing
trend between these two parameters. Figure 3.38 shows the relative amount of alumina with
respect to the amorphous silicates in function of the SE index: the expected trend can be
clearly seen. This shows that these two parameters trace thesame aspect about the 10µm
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Figure 3.37: Histogram showing the distribution of SE indices.

Figure 3.38: The relative amount of alumina to amorphous silicates in function of the SE
index.
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complex: the shape which is dependent on the composition of the dust. Also the small spread
in the relative abundance of alumina within one SE index is expected because the SE index
is a discrete parameter while the relative abundance of alumina is defined as a non-discrete
parameter. We also have to keep in mind that the error on the SEindex (which is not shown
in this diagram) is about 1 index.

3.7 Discussion

As an AGB star moves up the mass-loss sequence as shown in Figure 3.4, it creates a circum-
stellar dust shell. Based on the oxygen-rich dust condensation sequence, the first dust species
to form is alumina. When the AGB star belongs to the reddest objects in (Ks − [15])0, the
dust spectrum of the star will be dominated by amorphous silicate emission (see also Sec-
tions 1.2.4 and 3.6.3.1). Since the stars in our sample are selected based on their (Ks − [15])0

colour, which is believed to be a mass-loss indicator (Ojha et al. 2003), the stars are observed
in different stages of the evolution on the AGB. Therefore weexpect to see different phases
of the oxygen-rich dust condensation sequence in the spectra because the freeze-out occurred
at a different steps in the condensation sequence (see also Section 3.2).

In this section we will discuss all the derived parameters based on the obtained dust spec-
tra in function of each other and the oxygen-rich dust condensation sequence.

3.7.1 Qualitative interpretation of the dust spectra in function of the
mass-loss rate indicator

As can be seen from Figure 3.15 the stars with the bluest (Ks − [15])0 colours show hardly
any dust. We also noted that there are already objects which show a small dust contribution
but which have bluer colours than the reddest naked star. This indicates that (Ks − [15])0 can
have a large spread for objects with about the same mass-lossrate, at least for the lowest
mass-loss rates.

Table 3.3 revealed that the bluest object in our sample exhibiting a dust contribution, not
only shows signs of alumina but also the 9.7 and 18µm emission bands of amorphous sili-
cates can be detected. There are only 4 objects in our sample which show no clear signs for
amorphous silicate dust. Table 3.3 also shows that most of these objects are situated in the
first half of the given sequence arranged for increasing (Ks − [15])0, but these objects do not
have the bluest (Ks − [15])0 colours.
Most of the objects which show no clear evidence for alumina dust have the reddest colours
and are therefore expected to have the largest mass-loss rates. There are also some of the
bluest stars that show no signs of alumina. Based on the oxygen-rich dust condensation se-
quence, this is quite unexpected. Because of the freeze-out, the bluest objects with the lowest
mass-loss rates are expected to be dominated by alumina richdust, rather than amorphous
silicate dust.
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To illustrate the differences (and similarities) in the dust spectra with respect to increas-
ing (Ks − [15])0, we selected 8 stars equally spread over the (Ks − [15])0 sequence through-
out this sample. The stars selected (with their numbers given between parenthesis) are
J175515.4-294122 (31), J174917.0-293502 (22), J180323.9-295410 (49), J180305.3-295515
(41), J175456.8-294157 (28), J174139.5-282428 (14), J174203.7-281729 (19), and
J175459.0-294701 (29). For these stars the dust spectra areshown in Figure 3.39 with in
addition the wavelength-dependent efficiencies for the different dust components shown in
Figure 3.32. This figure is merely an illustration of the possible presence of certain dust com-
ponents and does not have the intention to actually fit the shown dust spectra. The chosen
emissivities are compact alumina, amorphous silicate, andMg0.1Fe0,9O. As the carrier of the
13µm feature is still uncertain (see Section 3.6.3.3), we do notshow emissivities for a possi-
ble carrier of this feature.

J175515.4-294122 is the first object shown in Figure 3.39. Itis the object with the bluest
(Ks − [15])0 colour showing a dust contribution. The blue side of the 10µm complex coin-
cides with the efficiencies for amorphous silicates as well is there an 18µm emission band
present in the dust spectrum. The amorphous silicates alonecannot explain the entire 10µm
complex. The slope of the red wing of the emissivity of compact alumina is very similar to
the slope of the red flank of the 10µm complex, suggesting that this feature could also be
partially attributed to alumina. This object also shows a clear 13µm feature.
The next star in Figure 3.39 is J174917.0-293502. The dust spectrum resembles the emissiv-
ity for amorphous silicate and there does not seem to be any other feature present.
J180323.9-295410 shows a dust spectrum dominated by alumina dust and also a 13µm fea-
ture is present. Additional flux at shorter wavelengths thanthe emissivities for alumina can
be found in this object. Since there is also indication for anamorphous silicate band at 18µm,
the additional flux seen in this dust spectrum could be due to amorphous silicate. This object
also exhibits a 19.5µm feature.
The following three stars in the figure (J180305.3-295515,J175456.8-294157,and J174139.5-
282428) are very similar. For these objects, the slope of thered wing of the 10µm complex
resembles the slope of alumina, while the slope of the blue wing resembles the slope of amor-
phous silicates. For these objects, we also see a clear emission bump around 18µm, which
originates from amorphous silicates. This suggest that these stars contain both alumina and
amorphous silicates. These three objects also show a clear 13 µm feature.
The shape of the dust spectrum for the last two stars (J174203.7-281729 and J175459.0-
294701) resembles the shape of the dust spectrum of J174917.0-29350. These two stars are
dominated by amorphous silicate and show no sign for any other dust feature in their spectra.

Based on this analysis and the results given in Table 3.3 we see no obvious trend be-
tween the dust composition and the general shape of the dust spectra with respect to the
(Ks − [15])0 colour of the object, especially not for the bluest objects.This lack of a trend
between (Ks − [15])0 and the dust composition is unexpected.
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Figure 3.39: Normalised dust spectra for 8 AGB stars. TheKs,0 − [15] colour increases from
left to right and top to bottom. Overplotted are the emissivities for compact alumina (dotted
line), amorphous silicate (dash-dotted line), and Mg0.1Fe0.9O (dashed-triple dotted line).
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Figure 3.40: Silicate Emission index versus (Ks − [15])0.

3.7.2 The shape of the 10µm complex in function of the mass-loss rate

We investigated the shape of the 10µm complex in two ways in the previous sections. We
decomposed the 10µm complex in function of the efficiencies of alumina and amorphous
silicates and derived a relative abundance of alumina with respect to the amorphous silicates.
Using the method described in Sloan and Price (1995) we also grouped our dust spectra in
terms of the shape of their 10µm complexes based on their fluxes at 10, 11, and 12µm.

Since the SE indices trace the shape of the 10µm complex and since based on the oxygen-
rich dust condensation sequence it is expected that the 10µm complex becomes less broad
as the object evolves, it can be expected that AGB stars move through these 8 different SE
indices. Figure 3.40 shows the (Ks − [15])0 colour in function of the SE index. This diagram
seems to suggest an increasing trend between (Ks − [15])0 and the SE index as there are no
data points located in the upper left corner of the scatter plot. But the spread on this possible
increasing trend is very large and can be about 2 magnitudes,or larger, in (Ks − [15])0 within
one index (see e.g. the higher SE indices). What can be deduced from this figure is that for
an object with a certain (Ks − [15])0 colour, it must have a certain SE index or higher. For
example, if an object has an (Ks − [15])0 colour of about 3, than it must have an SE index of 5
or higher. For (Ks − [15])0 colours bluer than about 1.5 every SE index is possible. Thisagain
shows that based only on the (Ks − [15])0 it is impossible, especially for the bluest objects,
to predict the shape of the 10µm complex or the dust composition of the CSE.
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Table 3.5: Relative numbers of dust spectra exhibiting a 13µm feature within one SE index.

SE index 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
Objects with 13µm feature [%] 100 100 100 87.5 81.2 50.0 66.7 0

Figure 3.38 suggests that the SE index classifies the objectsbased on their shape in a
reliable way. This does not explain why we find the majority ofour objects in SE indices 4
and 5 or equivalent with a relative abundance of alumina to amorphous silicates of between
0.1 and 0.4. Based on the oxygen-rich dust condensation sequence, it is expected that as the
mass-loss rate increases, and therefore also the particle densities in the outflow, the amount of
alumina gradually decreases as other elements form from theAl-rich condensation sequence
(see Figure 1.5). This decreasing trend for alumina does clearly not scale linearly with in-
creasing mass-loss.

Based on the analysis of the SE indices as well as the decomposition of the 10µm com-
plexes in terms of amorphous silicates and alumina, we conclude that the formation of amor-
phous silicates must already occur for fairly low mass-lossrates. Alumina seems to be a dust
component present in the dust spectra of even the stars with the reddest (Ks − [15])0 colours
or the highest mass-loss rates, but there are no red objects with relatively high amounts of
alumina.

3.7.3 Appearance of the 13 and 19.5µm features

Hron et al. (1997) showed that the carrier of the 13µm feature is very sensitive to the physical
conditions in the dust shell: the feature only appears in a narrow range of effective tempera-
ture and optical depth of the dust shell. Therefore the feature does not appear in all the targets
of the samples of Little-Marenin and Little (1990) and Sloanand Price (1995). This is also
seen in this sample.

Table 3.3, arranged for increasing (Ks − [15])0 colour, shows for which objects we detect
a 13µm feature. Almost all objects in our sample show a 13µm feature although it is not
always present for the bluest and the reddest objects. If Tables 3.3 and 3.4 are compared
as well as the dust spectra with respect to their SE index, this reveals that all the objects
with an SE index of 3 or smaller have a 13µm feature. For the objects with the higher SE
indices, there are fewer objects exhibiting a 13µm feature. This is summarised in Table 3.5:
for each SE index we give the percentage of objects exhibiting a 13µm feature. From this
table it appears that the 13µm feature is always present for the objects with relative high
abundances of alumina or a small SE index, while this is not necessarily the case for the
objects which are dominated by amorphous silicates. If we can interpret the SE indices
in terms of an evolutionary sequence, than the 13µm feature occurs to be one of the first
dust species formed and it disappears again for objects which are dominated by amorphous
silicates. This feature is also not seen in the OH/IR stars which are believed to be at the end
of their evolution on the AGB.
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There are only three objects in this sample for which a 19.5µm feature is detected. This is
in contrast to the AGB stars discussed in Cami (2002) for which this feature is seen in almost
every object. Concerning the presence of the 19.5µm feature, we have to keep in mind that
this feature is located in the wavelength regions which showthe largest background residuals.
This may explain why we did not clearly detect the feature in some of our spectra. Never-
theless the difference between our sample and the sample studied in Cami (2002) is very
large with respect to the 19.5µm feature. This suggests that the difference between these two
samples may be intrinsic to the location of the objects: the sample of Cami (2002) is located
in the solar neighbourhood, while our sample is selected using AGB stars located in the GB,
which have a subsolar metallicity (see Chapter 7).

Sloan et al. (2003) studied ISO-SWS spectra of objects with an oxygen-rich dust shell
available in the ISO archive. Based on this study, they founda correlation between the pres-
ence of the 13 and the 19.5µm feature. Based on the objects in our sample, a correlation
between the 13 and the 19.5µm feature cannot be found. Table 3.3 only shows that if we
detect a 19.5µm feature, also a 13µm feature is detected, the presence of a 19.5µm feature
if there is a 13µm feature present cannot be confirmed using this sample.

3.7.4 The effect of a thermal pulse on the dust composition

AGB stars are known to go through luminosity dips during the TP-AGB phase (see also Sec-
tion 1.2.2). Vassiliadis and Wood (1993) calculated evolutionary models for stars with initial
masses in the range 0.89 ≤ M∗/M⊙ ≤ 5.0 from the main-sequence phase up to the end of
the AGB. These models show that thermal pulses occur about every 105 year for a star with
an initial mass of 1.5 M⊙, a He-mass fractionY of 0.25 and metallicityZ of 0.008 (see Fig.
5 in Vassiliadis and Wood 1993). They state that the behaviour of stars with this abundance
is also typical for stars with other abundances and therefore we will use the results of this
model to look into the effect of thermal pulses. For the low-mass stars, Vassiliadis and Wood
(1993) found that following each thermal pulse, there is a brief (∼ 500 yr) pulse of surface
luminosity followed by a substantial luminosity dip which lasts for∼ 20%−30% of the flash
cycle. In our case for a star of∼ 1.5 M⊙, this means that the star spends about (2− 3)× 104

years in this luminosity dip. After this, the luminosity rises again to a value which increases
slowly with time until the next thermal pulse occurs and the entire cycle starts over again.

In order to test if the bluest objects with a dust contribution and a clear amorphous silicate
dominated dust spectrum are caused by a thermal pulse, we canmake a rough calculation
which will give us an estimate of the time needed before the grains reach the region were
we observe the amorphous silicates. If this timescale is short (i.e. a few hundred years) this
means that the we see the dust that is formed very recently, ifthis timescale is long (i.e. a
few thousand years), this could mean that we still see dust that is formed a long time ago in
evolutionary terms. In case of the latter, this would suggest that even if the mass-loss rate is
smaller due to the thermal pulse, we can still see the dust from when the object had a higher
mass-loss rate at the end of the previous thermal cycle. The luminosity L∗ of a star is given
by:

L∗ = 4πR2
∗σTeff

4, (3.2)
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with R∗ the radius of the star andσ the Stefan-Boltzmann constant. If the grains have a
radiusa, a temperatureTg, are at a distanceRg, and if we assume that the grains behave like a
black body, then the energy absorbed by the grains per secondis given byL∗ πa

2

4πR2
g
. The energy

re-radiated by the grains per second is then given by 4πa2σT4
g . In equilibrium the later two

equations must be equal:

L∗
πa2

4πR2
g
= 4πa2σT4

g , and

L∗ = 16σπR2
gT

4
g . (3.3)

Eqs. (3.2) and (3.3) must also be equal and we find that

R2
∗Teff

4
= 4R2

gT
2
g , or

Rg =
R∗
2

(

Teff

Tg

)2

.

If we assume the object has a Teff of 3000 K and the dust observed is about 300 K, than the

radius of the location of the grains is given by Rg = R∗/2
(

3000
300

)2
R∗ = 50R∗. A typical radius

for an AGB star is about 350 solar radii or R∗ ≈ 350× 7 × 1010cm ≈ 2.45× 1013cm, thus
Rg ≈ 1.225× 1015cm. If we assume a very slow wind of about 5 km/s, than the time needed
for the particles to reach the area were the dust has a temperature of about 300 K is given
by t =

Rg

vwind
=

1.225×1015

5×105 s= 2.45× 109 s which is about 78 years. 78 years is a very short
time scale, which means that we observe the dust as it is formed, and that we do not see older
dust as this has already moved away too far and is now too cool to detect in the Spitzer-IRS
wavelength region. Therefore these objects must be really creating amorphous silicate at the
time being and the anomalies observed cannot be attributed to the effects of thermal pulses.

3.8 Summary and conclusions

We obtained for a sample of GB AGB stars Spitzer-IRS spectroscopy. The AGB stars are se-
lected based on their (Ks − [15])0 colour to represent the mass-loss sequence along the AGB.
In order to create dust spectra, objects with no signs of dustcontribution, the naked stars,
were selected. A fairly large spread of about 1.17 mag in (Ks − [15])0 was found for objects
with no signs of dust contribution. A colour temperature difference between the naked stars,
probably induced by the presence of a water layer, is able to explain the observed spread. The
naked stars were then used to create dust spectra for the other targets.

For each dust spectrum we investigated if the spectrum contains alumina, amorphous sil-
icates, and a 13µm feature. We also searched the spectra for the presence of the 19.5µm
Mg0.1Fe0.9O feature, but it can only be detected in three objects. The 13µm feature can be
seen in the majority of the dust spectra, but it is detected ina smaller percentage of objects
with the reddest (Ks − [15])0 colours. Crystalline silicate features are only seen in theOH/IR
stars (see also Chapter 5).
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Using these dust spectra, the normalised dust luminosity has been calculated. We showed
that this parameter shows an increasing correlation with (Ks − [15])0.
Using the efficiencies of alumina and amorphous silicate, wedecomposed the 10µm com-
plex of the dust spectra in terms of relative abundances of alumina with respect to amorphous
silicates. This revealed that the majority of our objects have a relative abundance of alumina
between 0.1 and 0.4. We only found one object which is fitted solely by amorphous alumina.
Also the silicate emission (SE) index has been derived. The majority of our objects have
an SE index of 4 or 5, which is consistent with the found relative abundance of alumina to
amorphous silicates.

Based on the analysis in this chapter, we found no clear relation between (Ks − [15])0, a
mass-loss rate indicator, and the dust composition of the objects with respect to the oxygen-
rich dust condensation sequence, especially for the bluestobjects. Independent mass-loss es-
timates for these objects (coming from e.g. detailed radiative transfer modelling) will there-
fore most likely alter the order in which the spectra were arranged in the different figures.
Nevertheless even if the spectra are arranged in a slightly different order, we still do not ex-
pect to find a very clear relation between the mass-loss rate and the oxygen-rich dust conden-
sation sequence. Which indicates that the dust formed around oxygen-rich AGB stars does
not necessarily occur under the circumstances of thermodynamic equilibrium under which
the oxygen-rich dust condensation sequence is developed.
Another effect that may have an important role in this is the metallicity. If the objects have a
different metallicity, the sample may not be as homogeneousas we anticipated. This will be
discussed in Chapters 4 and 6.
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CHAPTER 4

Ground-based observations of a
sample of Galactic Bulge AGB stars

This chapter is based on the paper:
Vanhollebeke, E., Wood, P.R., and Blommaert, J.A.D.L. : 2007, “Ground based observations of a

sample of Galactic Bulge AGB stars”, Astron. Astrophys., tobe submitted

The inner regions of our Milky Way Galaxy are an ideal environment to study different
stellar populations, amongst which are AGB stars. There areseveral advantages of studying
AGB stars in the Galactic Bulge (GB), besides their large numbers. Groenewegen and Blom-
maert (2005) showed that the Mira population in the GB originates from stars with initial
masses from 1.5 – 2 M⊙. In addition, these AGB stars have a similar distance which makes
it possible to compare the stars directly. The differences seen between these AGB stars must
then originate from different evolutionary stages. In Chapter 3 we selected a sample of AGB
stars in the GB to study the dust formation process along the AGB using Spitzer-IRS obser-
vations. We obtained additional ground-based data for thissample of stars, which will be
discussed in this chapter.

The observations and data reduction are discussed in Section 4.1. An overview on the
spectral features in this sample is given in Section 4.2. Section 4.3 shows the characteristics
for this sample of AGB stars and explains how we can obtain that information from our data.
In Section 4.4 we discuss the derived parameters and look forcorrelations. Finally in Sec-
tion 4.5, we summarise and come to the conclusions.
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Table 4.1: Overview of the grisms used to obtain the near-IR spectroscopy.

Grism Wavelength range Dispersion
µm Å/pixel

J 0.99 – 1.32 13.76
H 1.50 – 1.81 15.89
K 1.98 – 2.47 21.50

4.1 Observations and data reduction

We have obtained ground-based observations of the Spitzer targets given in Chapter 3. In-
formation on the targets (e.g. Ra, Dec, 2MASS and ISOGAL magnitudes) can be found in
Table 3.2. The numbers identifying the targets and given in Tables 4.6 – 4.9 are the numbers
given to the objects in Chapter 3. Figure 3.5 shows the position of the stars in the (l, b) plane
with respect to the Galactic Centre (GC).

4.1.1 Optical spectroscopy

Optical spectroscopy has been obtained using the Double-Beam Spectrograph (DBS) mounted
on the Nasmyth focus of the Australian National University 2.3-m telescope (sometimes also
called the Advanced Technology Telescope) at Siding SpringObservatory (Australia). More
information on the instrument can be found in Rodgers et al. (1988). Standard IRAF reduc-
tion routines were used for the data reduction. After additional extinction correction (see
Section 4.1.3), this resulted in medium-resolution spectra from 0.6 – 0.95µm with a disper-
sion of∼ 4.1 Å/pixel, shown in Figures 4.17 – 4.19.

4.1.2 Near-IR observations

Using the Cryogenic Array Spectrometer and Imager (CASPIR), also mounted on the Aus-
tralian National University 2.3-m telescope, we obtained near-IR observations for our sample.
CASPIR (McGregor, P. and Hart, J. and Hoadley, D., and Bloxham, G. 1994) uses a Santa
Barbara Research Center 256x256 InSb detector array to provide direct imaging and spectro-
scopic capabilities in the 1 – 5µm wavelength range.

4.1.2.1 Near-IR spectroscopy

To obtain the near-IR spectroscopy on our targets, CASPIR was used with the long-slitJ, H,
andK grisms (see Table 4.1). The reduction process consist of standard routines involving
background subtraction, flat-fielding, correction for the spectral response function and tel-
luric lines. This resulted in low-resolution spectra for the J, H, andK–band. The near-IR
spectra were corrected for extinction (see Section 4.1.3) and are shown in Figures 4.20 – 4.22.
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4.1.2.2 Near-IR photometry

Near-IR images have been obtained with theJ, H, K, andnbLfilters. nbL is a narrow-bandL
filter centred at 3.59µm (see Wood et al. 1998). The first steps of the data reduction process
included bias subtraction and flat fielding. After this, the program DoPHOT (Schechter et al.
1993) has been used to extract the objects from the images. DoPHOT is an extraction pro-
gram which uses PSF fitting to obtain the required photometry. This results in good relative
photometry within one image, even in non-photometric conditions. Absolute photometry for
the reference stars for each field were derived using standard star observations during the
photometric nights. Each image from a non-photometric night has then been scaled to the
photometry of an image from a photometric night. Figures 4.23 to 4.26 show the resulting
K–band light-curves and Table 4.8 gives meanJ, H, K, andnbLmagnitudes.

4.1.3 Extinction correction

Correction of spectra for reddening and photometry for extinction is necessary, although the
stars were selected in fields with relatively low extinctionvalues for the inner galaxy (see
Chapter 3). O’Donnell (1994), which is an updated version ofCardelli et al. (1989), has been
used to correct the spectroscopy for extinction. The derived extinction values for these tar-
gets are discussed in Chapter 3 and theAK values are given in Table 3.2. O’Donnell (1994)
requiresAV values to correct the spectroscopy for extinction. Therefore AK/AV = 0.116
(consistent with the combined Cardelli et al. (1989) and O’Donnell (1994) extinction law)
has been used to convert theAK values given in Table 3.2 toAV values needed to correct the
optical and near-IR spectroscopy in this paper for extinction. Table 4.6 list theAV values used
and the horizontal lines in Figure 3.5 show the relative amount of extinction for each (group
of) object(s). Table 4.7 also lists the mean values of (J− K)0 andMK0 assuming a distance to
the objects of 8.5 kpc, which results in a distance modulus of14.647.

4.2 Identification of spectral features

Molecular bands are the dominant source of opacity in stars of spectral type M (see also
Section 1.2.2.2). Lançon and Wood (2000) present a libraryof 0.5 – 2.5µm spectra of cool,
mostly variable, giant and supergiant stars. The spectra intheir library are a clear example
on how molecular bands dominate the optical and near-IR partof the spectrum. In the optical
part of the spectrum, these molecules are mainly TiO and alsosome VO bands. At longer
wavelengths the dominant molecules are CO and H2O, but OH and CN absorption also occurs
(see also Houdashelt et al. 2000). In addition to molecular bands some atomic lines play an
important role in the study of this sample of AGB stars. The molecular and atomic features
in the spectra are described in detail in the next two subsections.
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Figure 4.1: Identification of some of the stronger TiO band heads and VO features in the
optical spectra. The spectrum at the bottom is J174924.1-293522 an M4.5-type star, the mid-
dle spectrum is J180248.9-295430 an M7 and the spectrum at the top is J174139.5-282428 a
late M-type AGB star (M10) (based on Lançon and Wood 2000). Note that the slope of the
continuum at wavelengths longer than∼ 0.96µm is suspect due to contamination of the blue
flux calibrators by second order light.

4.2.1 Molecular bands

TiO is the dominant molecule in the optical spectra of this sample of O-rich AGB stars. Iden-
tifications of TiO can be found in Lançon and Wood (2000, and references therein). The TiO
bands indicated in Figure 4.1 can be easily detected in almost all spectra in Figures 4.17 –
4.19. For some spectra, the lack of flux in the blue is an indication of a late-M type. Figure 4.2
shows the location of four more TiO bands in theJ–band near-IR spectroscopy.

Absorption bands of VO are an indicator of a late M type (see e.g. Brett 1990; Couch
et al. 2003), and together with H2O absorption bands, they are expected to appear only in
spectral types M5 and later (Houdashelt et al. 2000).

Figure 4.3 shows the major band-heads of12CO (∆ν = 3) and13CO (∆ν = 3) visible in
theH–band. The band-heads of12CO are clearly visible. The band-heads of13CO are not so
clear, but small suppressions at the indicated wavelength positions can be noticed. The most
studied CO bands in the near-IR spectra of cool AGB stars are the12CO∆ν = 2 bands, start-
ing at 2.29µm. Figure 4.4 indicates their wavelength positions. These bands can be clearly
seen in almost all theK–band spectra shown in Figures 4.20 – 4.22. The13CO∆ν = 2 bands
are also indicated on Figure 4.4. As expected, they are much weaker than the12CO bands.
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Figure 4.2: Molecular band identification of theJ–band spectra (based on Joyce et al. 1998;
Lançon and Wood 2000). The spectra are from the same stars asin Figure 4.1.

Figure 4.3: Molecular band identification of theH–band spectra (based on Origlia et al. 1993;
Lançon and Wood 2000). The spectra are from the same stars asin Figure 4.1.
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Figure 4.4: Molecular band and line identification of theK–band spectra (based on Lançon
and Wood 2000; Ramı́rez et al. 2000). The spectra are from thesame stars as in Figure 4.1.

The curvature of some of theH–band spectra is caused by two strong and wide water-
absorption bands around 1.4 and 1.9µm at both ends of theH–band (see e.g. top spectrum
in Figure 4.3, as well as many examples in Figures 4.20 – 4.22). The H2O band depths
and shapes are very sensitive to the precise structure of theouter layers of the atmospheres
(Tej et al. 2003) and are also expected to be largely correlated with the variability of the star
(Bessell et al. 1996; Lançon and Wood 2000; Tej et al. 2003).

In O-rich stars, CN is relatively rare, since most of the carbon is used to form CO. The
line strengths of the CN molecule are much stronger than e.g.those of CO(6,3) and this
could compensate for the much lower abundance of CN (Origliaet al. 1993). Nevertheless
from λ > 1.5 µm the effect of CN is to produce an apparently noisy continuum: this effect
decreases at short wavelengths. Therefore CN is an important source of pseudo-continuum
opacity but it does not produce narrow features in theH atmospheric window (Origlia et al.
1993). For a description of the importance of CN lines in the near-IR spectra of cool giants,
we refer the reader to Chapter 2 (Section 2.2.1).

4.2.2 Atomic lines

Although the spectra of M giants are dominated by molecular bands, some atomic lines can
be of interest. The CaII triplet (8498, 8542, and 8662 Å) can be seen in stars of early Mspec-
tral type (see Figure 4.1), but it disappears when TiO absorption takes over for later types
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Table 4.2: Definition of band passes to determine the equivalent line width of the CaII triplet
(wavelength given in Å).

Feature Blue continuum band Red continuum band
8494.00 – 8542.00 8477.75 – 8485.25 8523.50 – 8528.50
8537.00 – 8547.00 8523.50 – 8528.50 8566.00 – 8586.00
8657.50 – 8666.50 8632.00 – 8644.00 8702.50 – 8717.50

Table 4.3: Equivalent width measurements for the stars which show a CaII triplet.

Number Name Date Ca8498 Å Ca8542 Å Ca8662 Å
∑

Ca
23 J174924.1-293522 10/10/04 0.57 2.39 1.83 4.79

18/03/05 0.93 2.33 1.75 5.01
20/05/05 0.61 2.37 1.70 4.68
27/07/05 0.94 2.46 1.30 4.70

30 J175511.9-294027 10/10/04 0.19 1.55 1.43 3.17
18/03/05 0.41 1.42 1.39 3.22
20/05/05 0.07 0.44 0.62 1.13
28/07/05 0.31 1.22 1.05 2.58

32 J175517.0-294131 09/10/04 0.40 1.49 1.45 3.34
10/10/04 0.28 1.30 1.60 3.18
18/03/05 0.35 1.11 1.34 2.80
28/07/05 0.42 1.44 1.32 3.18

37 J180249.5-295853 18/03/05 0.16 0.38 0.65 1.19
27/07/05 0.10 0.70 0.75 1.55

39 J180301.6-300001 18/03/05 0.52 1.27 1.45 3.24
27/07/05 0.08 0.66 0.74 1.48

40 J180304.8-295258 18/03/05 0.24 0.76 1.23 2.23
27/07/05 0.18 0.56 0.88 1.62

which is typical for most LPV spectra (Lançon and Wood 2000). Indicated on Figure 4.4 are
the NaI and CaI lines, which can be used to estimate the metallicity (see e.g. Ramı́rez et al.
2000, see also Section 4.4.3).

4.3 Analysis

4.3.1 Equivalent line width measurements

As already mentioned, the presence of the CaII triplet in the optical spectrum indicates that
the spectrum belongs to an early M type star. Therefore the equivalent line widths for the CaII
triplet have been measured. Table 4.2 gives an overview of the bands selected to measure the
equivalent line width and Table 4.3 gives the resulting values for the objects which were visu-
ally identified to show the CaII triplet. The spread in equivalent line widths between different
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observations, gives an indication on the accuracy of the obtained equivalent line widths, as
this spread is related to the wavelength calibration of the low-resolution spectroscopy. To
obtain one value for the equivalent line width of the CaII triplet, the 3 measurements were
summed:

∑

Ca= EW(Ca8498 Å) + EW(Ca8542 Å) + EW(Ca8661 Å).

The equivalent line widths of NaI, CaI, and12CO(2,0) have been measured in exactly
the same way as Schultheis et al. (2003) (see also Chapter 2).The resulting equivalent line
widths are given in Table 4.7. These equivalent widths are used below to estimate metal
abundances.

The curvature of theH–band spectrum has been measured in order to have an estimateof
the water absorption. Again we refer to Schultheis et al. (2003) and Chapter 2 for a descrip-
tion of the method used. These values are also listed in Table4.7. Note that the definition of
water absorption used in this method leads to negative values.

4.3.2 Spectral classification

For a sample of 97 very bright M-giant stars in the Solar neighbourhood, Fluks et al. (1994)
derived effective temperatures and constructed a mathematical spectral classification cri-
terium. This criterium was used to classify the stars in our sample into the Case spectral
classification scheme.

The method to derive the Case spectral classification is based on 3 strong TiO absorption
bands in the optical wavelength range (0.706 – 0.724µm, 0.770 – 0.807µm, and 0.829 –
0.857µm). Based on these absorption bands, 3 spectral parameters are defined:

S1/2,S p =

∫ 0.724

0.706
F(λ)S pdλ

∫ 0.807

0.770
F(λ)S pdλ

,

S1/3,S p =

∫ 0.724

0.706
F(λ)S pdλ

∫ 0.857

0.829
F(λ)S pdλ

, and

S2/3,S p =

∫ 0.807

0.770
F(λ)S pdλ

∫ 0.857

0.829
F(λ)S pdλ

.

These 3 spectral parameters are used to determine the spectral classification. Table 4.6 dis-
plays the values for the 3 spectral parameters and the resulting M spectral types when they
could be determined. The first band could not always be measured due to lack of signal for
the very red sources and for these objects only one value based on the second and third band
can be derived.
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Figure 4.5: Distribution of M spectral types, derived usingFluks et al. (1994).

As can be seen from Table 4.6, the 3 spectral parameters do notgive exactly the same
spectral classification. To obtain one spectral classification for each observation, the 3 spec-
tral parameters were averaged and the sample standard deviation has been calculated (which
is only possible when at least two spectral parameters have been successfully determined),
which can be treated as the lower limit to the errors on the determination of the spectral type.
The typical uncertainty on the derived spectral type is of the order of 0.4. One can also notice
differences between observations on different dates for the same object. These differences in
spectral type are caused by the variability of the stars.

Figure 4.5 shows the distribution of spectral subtypes M forthis sample. We find that all
objects have spectral types between M4 and M10, the majorityof the objects have a spectral
type later than M6.

Glass et al. (1999) studied the stars detected with ISOGAL inBaade’s Windows and
showed that most of the detected objects are late M-type giants on the AGB with spectral
types later than M3 – M4. Figure 4.5 shows the same sort of distribution, which was to be
expected as this sample has been selected based on ISOGAL (see Section 3.2).
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4.3.3 Effective temperatures

Based on Fluks et al. (1994), one can derive effective temperatures from the spectral classi-
fication derived using the 3 spectral parameters (see Section 4.3.2). Table 4.6 lists the values
found. Based on the typical error in the determination of thesubtype, we derive an error for
the effective temperatures of about 100 K.

4.3.4 Period analysis

The near-IR photometric observations to monitor light-curves were performed during 8 ob-
serving runs of a few days each. The spacing of theK-band data shown in Figures 4.23 – 4.26
shows this clearly. The plotted error bars on each observation result from the DoPHOT ex-
traction algorithm (see also Section 4.1.2.2). For each cluster of observations corresponding
to one observing run (typically two or three days), we derived an error on theK-band data
based on the spread between the data-points. For the whole dataset of one star, we define an
overall error to be the maximum of (a) the median of the individual DoPHOT errors, and (b)
the median of the errors derived for the observations obtained within 2 or 3 days. When this
overall error is larger than the standard deviation of the observed magnitudes about the mag-
nitude mean, we did not look for a period in the data and assumed that the variability could
not be detected. In all other cases, where the overall measurement error was smaller than
the apparent variation, an attempt was made to derive a period using a Levenberg-Marquardt
minimisation procedure (see Chapter 15.5 in Press et al. 1992) to fit a sinusoidal curve to
the data. The period to start the minimisation procedure from has been derived by an eye-fit.
Periods longer than 800 days were rejected as we have only observations over a time span of
about 820 days. The stars for which we could not find a period inthis manner are still con-
sidered to be variable. In this way, we divided our sample into three categories based on the
K-band photometry: the stars for which we could not detect anyvariability, the stars that do
show signs for variability but for which we could not derive aperiod, and the stars for which
we derived a period. The found full amplitudesaK are in the range of 0.42 – 2.46 mag. Stars
with full amplitudes inK larger than 0.4 magnitudes are referred to herein as Mira variables
since Mira variables have amplitudes of this size (see Feastet al. 1982, for theK amplitude
distribution of Mira variables). For the objects in which variability could be detected but no
period could be found, we also determined an estimate of theK-band amplitude based on the
K-band light-curves.

Figures 4.23 – 4.26 show theK-band light-curves. When possible we used the periods
derived from theK light-curves to fit theJ, H, andnbL–band data and thereby derived mean
values for these bands. When no period was available, an average value was used. Table 4.8
gives an overview of the periods found, the resulting mean magnitudes, and theK-band full
amplitude. The last column indicates whether we could detect variability based on the stan-
dard deviation and the error on the data.
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Table 4.4: Different types of pulsation.

Pulsation type Selection criteria
small-amplitude variable no variability could be detectedin theK band,

variability could be detected in theI -band
semi-regular variable variability could be detected in theK-band

but no period could be derived, or amplitude derived
from I -band photometry is smaller than 0.9 mag

Mira variable K-band amplitude larger than 0.4 mag
or I -band amplitude larger than 0.9 mag

4.3.5 Cross-correlation with OGLE-II

Based on the catalogue of OGLE-II variable objects presented by Wozniak et al. (2002), a
cross-correlation has been performed between the stars in this sample and the OGLE-II cata-
logue. Table 4.9 lists the stars in this sample for which a counter part could be found in the
OGLE-II database.

The same minimisation procedure described in Section 4.3.4has been used to derive pe-
riods in the OGLE-III -band data. In this case the value to start the minimisation procedure
has not been derived by an eye-fit as this was not obvious for most of the stars. Instead, the
Phase Dispersion Minimisation (pdm) method has been used toobtain an initial guess. The
Levenberg-Marquardt minimisation procedure was used to find the best fitting period. Since
the OGLEI -band light-curves have many observations, we could look for additional periods
in the data after prewhitening with the period(s) already determined. An additional period
has been accepted if the resulting variance decreased significantly (i.e. by more than 20% of
the remaining variance). The resulting periods are listed in Table 4.9 and the light-curves are
shown in Figures 4.27 and 4.28.

For the 23 stars with OGLEI -band photometry, we detected a period in 5 objects for
which we could not detect variability in theK-band. Additionally, we derived a period from
the I -band photometry for 10 stars which we labelled as variable based on theK-band pho-
tometry but for which we could not find aK-band period. For 6 stars a period could not be
assigned using theI -band photometry, but the photometry does show signs of variability. For
the remaining 2 stars we had already found a period using theK-band photometry. For these
two large amplitude variables, the period from the near-IR photometry and the main period
(first period labelled in Table 4.9) agree within 5%.

All the 23 I light-curves show signs of variability. Objects with a fullamplitude in the
I -band larger than 0.9 are labelled Mira variables (Groenewegen and Blommaert 2005, and
references therein). Stars of smaller amplitude for which we were able to determine a period,
we will refer to as semi-regular variables. The remaining stars, including the stars for which
no variability could be detected in theK-band, we will refer to as small-amplitude variables.
Table 4.4 gives an overview on the different pulsation typesassigned to the objects in this
chapter.
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Figure 4.6: Histogram showing the distribution of the equivalent line widths of the water
absorption (in Å).

4.4 Discussion

4.4.1 CaII triplet

When an AGB star evolves to higher luminosities and cooler effective temperatures, the TiO
bands become stronger and dominate the opacity in the optical part of the spectrum. The
CaII triplet disappears as the TiO absorption increases (see Section 4.2.2). There are only 3
objects for which clearly in all observations the CaII triplet is present: J174924.1-293522,
J175511.9-294027, and J175517.0-294131. For 3 other objects some spectra showed the
triplet while others did not. These objects are J180249.5-295853, J180301.6-300001, and
J180304.8-295258. The measured equivalent line widths areshown in Table 4.3. These 6
objects are the 6 bluest objects in (Ks − [15])0 in the sample. The first three objects have a
spectral type between M4.8 and M5.6. The 3 objects for which the detection was not clear in
all observations have spectral types between M5.6 and M6.1.
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Figure 4.7: Teff (in K) plotted against− (water absorption) (in Å) on a logarithmic scale. The
gray line indicates the best fit, which gives a Pearson statistic of 0.40. The spectral subtype is
indicated at the top of the figure. The diamonds represent Mira variables, the plus signs are
the semi-regulars, and the crosses are small-amplitude variables.

4.4.2 Water absorption

Figure 4.6 shows the distribution of the water absorption. Most of the stars have a water ab-
sorption between 0 and -200 Å. The spectra of stars in this range are not badly contaminated
by the water (see also Figure 2.11).

Figure 4.7 shows the water absorption plotted against the effective temperature. The best
exponential fit is given by log(−water absorption)= (5.87± 0.75)+ (−0.0013± 0.0002) Teff

and has a rather low Pearson goodness of fit statistic of 0.40.This figure clearly indicates that
as the AGB star evolves to lower Teff, the water layers become more prominent and therefore
also have a larger effect on the near-IR spectrum.

It is also apparent that the large amplitude stars (Mira variables) have strong water absorp-
tion over a wide Teff range. This is also seen in Figure 4.8 which shows the water absorption
in function of theK-band amplitude for the objects for which a period could be derived or
variability could be detected based on theK-band photometry.
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Figure 4.8: TheK-band full amplitude for the objects in which a period could be found or
variability could be detected versus the water absorption (in Å).

4.4.3 Metallicity

Frogel et al. (2001) (see also Ramı́rez et al. 2000) determined two empirical relationships be-
tween the equivalent line widths of NaI, CaI, and12CO(2,0) and [Fe/H] for globular cluster
red giants. Using their method, they were able to reproduce the abundance scale of Harris
(1996) with an accuracy of about±0.10 dex over the range−1.8 ≤ [Fe/H]≤ 0.0.

The first empirical relation includes only the equivalent line width measurements and is
given by:

[Fe/H] = −1.811+ 0.389 EW(Na)− 0.047 EW(Na)2

−0.030 EW(Ca)+ 0.024 EW(Ca)2 (4.1)

+0.043 EW(CO)− 0.001 EW(CO)2.

The second empirical relation uses not only the equivalent line width measurements but
also (J − K)0 andMK0:
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Figure 4.9: Metallicity distribution for objects with a water absorption larger than−200 Å.
The left panel is based on eq. (4.1), the right panel on eq. (4.2).

Table 4.5: The metallicity distribution for objects with a water absorption larger than−200 Å.

[Fe/H] Mean Variance (σ)
eq. (4.1) -0.34 0.18
eq. (4.2) -0.45 0.53

[Fe/H] = 1.097+ 0.130 EW(Na)+ 0.016 EW(Na)2

+0.058 EW(Ca)− 0.004 EW(Ca)2

+0.028 EW(CO) (4.2)

+5.240 (J− K)0 − 2.313 (J− K)2
0

+1.812 MK0 + 0.147 M2
K0
.

Figure 4.9 shows on the left the histogram for the metallicity using eq. (4.1) and on the
right the metallicity using eq. (4.2). It was not possible tomeasure the equivalent line widths
of Na I or CaI in all stars, so they are not all included in the histograms. In addition, strong
water absorption will tend to reduce the equivalent line widths and lead to anomalously low
derived metallicities. Therefore, the histograms were made using only stars with a water ab-
sorption weaker than−200 Å.

Table 4.5 gives a summary of the mean and variance of the metallicity distributions. Be-
cause of the uncertainties of extinction and reddening of the objects, our preferred metallicity
is the first value in the table,−0.34 with a standard deviationσ of 0.18. The error on the
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mean is then given byσ/
√

N = 0.05. Finally, we note that we showed in Chapter 2 that the
spectral resolution can influence the derived abundances. If the spectral resolution is lower
than the resolution of the spectroscopy used to derive the relation between equivalent width
and [Fe/H], the derived metallicity may be shifted to lower values by 5 to 10%. This is a
small effect (< 0.05 dex).

Ramı́rez et al. (2000) prefer eq. (4.2) to derive the metallicity for their sample of bulge
stars. Eq. (4.1) is supposed to be less sensitive to [Fe/H] for higher metallicities as the equiva-
lent line width of12CO(2,0) reaches a platform for higher metallicities. Also because eq. (4.2)
includes (J − K)0 andMK0 it is believed to be more reliable at higher metallicities. In our
case eq. (4.2) is less reliable than eq. (4.1). In Section 4.4.5 we will show that many of the
(J − K)0 colours of the objects in our sample are influenced by the dustcontribution. There-
fore (J − K)0 is not the intrinsic (J − K)0 of the central star.

Rich and Origlia (2005) studied 14 M giants in Baade’s Window(ℓ = −3.93◦, b = 1.02◦)
using high resolution near-IR spectroscopy and derived detailed abundances. They showed
that the bulge M giants areα-enhanced in comparison to a sample of M giants in the so-
lar neighbourhood. They found [Fe/H] in the range−0.4 and+0.0 dex for their giant late-
type stars in the GB, with an average of<[Fe/H]>= −0.19± 0.020 and a 1σ dispersion of
0.080± 0.015. The derived iron composition of these M giants is similar to those of the K
giants. More recently, Rich et al. (2007) studied 17 M giantsin the inner Galactic Bulge
(ℓ = 0◦, b = −1◦) using high-resolution, near-IR spectroscopy and find a mean [Fe/H] abun-
dance of−0.22± 0.03, with a 1σ dispersion of 0.14± 0.024. They conclude that the derived
iron abundance and composition of this inner bulge sample isindistinguishable from that
of Rich and Origlia (2005). Our mean results are consistent within the error bars with the
slightly sub solar metallicity distributions of both Rich and Origlia (2005) and Rich et al.
(2007), especially our preferred distribution in the left panel of Figure 4.9.

4.4.4 Variability

The variability of AGB stars is mainly caused by pulsation, although there is some evidence
for variations caused by episodic ejections of dust shells or orbiting dust clouds (Habing and
Olofsson 2003). Also helium shell flashes can lead to longer-term variability.

A lot of work has been done to study Period-Luminosity (PL) relations of variable red
giants (see e.g. Feast et al. 1989; Hughes and Wood 1990; Wood2000; Groenewegen 2004;
Ita et al. 2004; Groenewegen and Blommaert 2005; Fraser et al. 2005). Studies on these PL-
relations indicate at least five sequences A to E (and sequence B can be divided into two close,
parallel sequences) (for a review see Lattanzio and Wood 2003). Since sequence E contains
mainly the binary RGB stars, we are only interested in sequences A, B, C, and D. Sequences
A, B, and the lower part of C are mainly populated by semi-regular variables which pulsate
in different modes. Mira variables are located on sequence Cand have one pulsation mode,
the fundamental radial mode. The origin of stars on sequenceD is still a mystery, but they are
known to be multi periodic, having one period on sequence D and another lying on sequence
A, B, or (occasionally) C (Wood et al. 2004).
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Figure 4.10: Period-luminosity diagram. Diamonds represent Mira variables (fullK ampli-
tude greater than 0.4 mag or fullI amplitude greater than 0.9) withJ-K < 2 and plus-signs
are semi-regular variables. The boxes (dotted lines) indicate the different sequences and the
full line is the PL-relation for Mira variables (based on Itaet al. 2004; Groenewegen and
Blommaert 2005).

In Figure 4.10 we show the Period-Luminosity diagram for this sample of stars. Stars
with (J − K)0 > 2 are too much affected by their circumstellar extinction and are therefore
left out in this diagram (see also Groenewegen 2004). The dotted lines indicate the different
sequences as defined by Ita et al. (2004) and the full line indicates the Period-Luminosity
relation for Mira’s (based on Groenewegen and Blommaert 2005). We find that the Mira
variables (diamonds) lie on the upper part of sequence C while the semi-regular variables lies
on sequences A–, B–, B+ and C. This is consistent with other studies (Lattanzio and Wood
2003).

4.4.5 The (K,J − K) diagram and extinction

The (K,J − K) diagram for the stars in this study is shown in Figure 4.11. The solid circles
are the observed values without dereddening. Clearly, manyof the stars suffer from heavy
extinction. After dereddening (open circles), Figure 4.11shows that there is still a large scat-
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Figure 4.11: The (K,J − K) diagram for the stars in this study. Solid circles are the observed
values, and open circles are the dereddened values obtainedusing the extinction values listed
in Table 3.2. The crosses are the dereddened values obtainedassuming the intrinsicJ − K
value obtained from the spectral type. The arrow shows the effect of 5 magnitudes of visual
extinction.

ter in J − K (about 1 mag). The extinction in the GB is known to vary withinsmall regions
(Udalski 2003). Clearly, the adopted extinction values do not take into account the variation
of extinction on fine scales on the sky as the extinction maps used to derive the extinction
values (see Chapter 3) are not given at such fine scale (of about 1.5 mag inAV).

Since we have spectral types and Teff values for many of the stars, we can use theoretical
models to estimate the intrinsicJ − K from the known Teff. Then we can estimate E(J − K)
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by subtracting the intrinsicJ−K from the observedJ−K. Here we have used the theoretical
J − K and Teff values for pulsating red giants given by Bessell et al. (1989) to derive the
intrinsic J−K colour. The correspondingAV andAK values were derived from the extinction
laws described earlier, and theAV values are given in Table 4.6. Note that extinction derived
here is both interstellar and circumstellar. However, stars with thick circumstellar shells do
not have extinctions derived by this method as they were optically too faint for a spectral type
to be derived.

The dereddened objects are shown in Figure 4.11 as crosses. The stars fall on a tight
sequence with a small slope to cooler temperatures at higherluminosities, as expected. The
open circles are the dereddenedJ − K values using extinction values derived in Chapter 3.
Objects withK > 7.5 show similarJ − K colours based on the two methods. These objects
have a still relatively small dust contribution, so the derived extinction based on the intrinsic
J − K colour is similar to the interstellar extinction. For brighter objects, the circumstel-
lar extinction becomes also important and for these objects, the differences between the two
methods is much larger. Looking at the different estimates for the extinction, and the redden-
ing vector, it can be seen that the intrinsic estimates of theK magnitude of the stars should
be accurate to 0.1 to 0.2 magnitudes.

4.4.6 Mass-loss rate indications

Our sample of stars has been selected based on (Ks − [15])0 vs [15]0 CMD (see Chapter 3).
Figure 4.12 shows this CMD. Stars with large (Ks − [15])0 are expected to have large mass-
loss rates.

The location of the stars in our sample nicely illustrates the association of large amplitude
pulsation with high mass-loss rates. The small-amplitude variables are located at the lower
part of the sequence. Most stars in the middle are semi-regular variables. The Mira variables
are located on the upper half of the sequence where the mass-loss rates are higher. The Mira
variables with the reddest (J−K)0 are located at the top of the sequence where the mass-loss
rates are highest. Note that the 4 IRAS sources with large pulsation amplitudes are not shown
in the plot as they do not have an ISOGAL [15] magnitude.

Figure 4.13 shows the mass-loss indicator (Ks − [15])0 as a function of the derived peri-
ods. This figure illustrates that the star becomes redder andhas a higher mass-loss rate as the
period of the object increases. The grey line in the figure is the best linear fit and is given by:
(Ks − [15])0 = (0.70± 0.17)+ (0.006± 0.001)P. The fit has a Pearson statistic of 0.89.

The association of high mass-loss rate with pulsation amplitude is shown in Figure 4.14.
For the small amplitude pulsators (aK < 0.4 mag), (Ks − [15])0 ranges from small to interme-
diate values. Once large-amplitude (aK > 0.4 mag) fundamental mode pulsation starts, we see
that (Ks − [15])0 (the mass-loss rate) increases strongly with period. The grey line shows the
best fit to the data with the following coefficients:Ks,0− [15] = (0.52±0.34)+(2.38±0.35)aK

and has a Pearson statistic of 0.78 (the errors in the coefficients are 1-σ errors).
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Figure 4.12: (Ks − [15])0 vs [15]0 CMD. The plus-signs and diamonds are the same symbols
as in Figure 4.10, the triangles are Mira variables with (J − K)0 > 2, and crosses are small
amplitude variables.

A similar analysis can be performed using the derived amplitudes in theI -band. Fig-
ure 4.15 shows these amplitudes for the main period versus the (Ks − [15])0 colour. Stars
with an amplitude> 0.9 mag are Mira variables (see Section 4.3.4). Figure 4.15 shows that
the stars with the smallest amplitudes correlate with (Ks − [15])0. A linear fit to these data
points gives (Ks − [15])0 = (0.58±0.22)+ (5.17±1.19)aI and has a Pearson statistic of 0.74.

Figures 4.7 and 4.8 in Section 4.4.2 indicated that as the stars evolve and their effec-
tive temperature decreases, the amount of water absorptionincreases. This suggests that
(Ks − [15])0 should correlate with the amount of water absorption in the photosphere. Fig-
ure 4.16 shows this effect.
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Figure 4.13: (Ks − [15])0 in function of the derived periods. The grey line shows the best
linear fit to the data and has a Pearson statistic of 0.89.

Figure 4.14: The amplitude in theK-band vs (Ks − [15])0. The grey line shows the best linear
fit to the Mira variables and has a Pearson statistic of 0.78.
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Figure 4.15: (Ks − [15])0 in function of the main amplitude in theI -band. The grey line shows
the best linear fit to the stars excluding the Mira variables which have anI -band amplitude>
0.9 mag.

Figure 4.16:Ks,0 − [15] in function of the water absorption (in Å).
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4.5 Summary and conclusions

We have used ground-based spectroscopy and photometry to study a sample of Galactic Bulge
AGB stars selected in Chapter 3 for spectroscopic observation with the Spitzer Space Tele-
scope. From the optical spectroscopy, we derived a spectralM subtype, effective temperature,
and the equivalent line widths of the Ca-triplet. From the near-IR spectroscopy, we derived
the equivalent line widths for NaI, CaI, and12CO(2,0) and used these to derive an estimate of
the metallicity. The metallicity distribution we derived is consistent with the results of Rich
and Origlia (2005) and Rich et al. (2007), who obtained metallicities for Galactic Bulge red
giants using high dispersion spectroscopy.

Using near-IR photometry obtained over a 900 day interval, we divided our sample in
three groups: small amplitude variables, semi-regular variables of intermediate amplitude,
and Mira variable withK amplitudes greater than 0.4 mag. We derived periods where pos-
sible from one or both of two sources: theK photometry and OGLE-III photometry. The
PL-relation shows that the Mira variables are located on theupper part of sequence C while
the semi-regular variables are located on sequences C, A–, B–, and B+. No objects were
found on sequence D.

Using Ks,0 − [15] as a mass-loss rate indicator, we showed that there is a clear relation
between the period and amplitude of pulsation variability and the mass-loss rate. The amount
of water absorption in the near-IR spectra also increases with the pulsation amplitude and the
Ks,0 − [15] colour.
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Table 4.6:Optical spectroscopy. The numbers in the first column refer to the numbering given in Table 3.2. This table lists theAV values
derived in Chapter 3 as used for the extinction correction and theAV values derived in this work based on the intrinsicJ − K colour of the
objects. The latter is the sum of the estimated interstellarand circumstellar extinction. Also given in this table are the 3 spectral parameters
used to derive the M spectral subtype as well as the effectivetemperature (±100 K).

Number Name AV AV Observation S p1/2 S p1/3 S p2/3 M Sp Standard Teff
[mag] [mag] date M type M type M type Case deviation [K]

chapter 3 this chapter
1 IRAS 17251-2821 3.17
2 IRAS 17276-2846 4.27
3 IRAS 17323-2424 4.95
4 IRAS 17347-2319 4.29
5 J174117.5-282957 4.92 7.18 09/10/04 5.4 6.1 7.4 6.3 1.0 3248

15/03/05 5.8 6.8 8.9 7.2 1.6 3090
20/05/05 5.8 6.7 8.3 6.9 1.2 3140
27/07/05 4.3 5.6 6.7 5.5 1.2 3342

6 J174122.7-283146 5.19
7 J174123.6-282723 4.47 5.88 09/10/04 – 9.3 6.8 8.1 1.7 2875

15/03/05 6.5 6.8 7.0 6.8 0.2 3166
20/05/05 – 9.2 7.9 8.6 0.9 2764
27/07/05 – 7.9 6.8 7.4 0.8 3038

8 J174126.6-282702 4.47
9 J174127.3-282851 4.37 6.137 15/03/05 – – – – – –

20/05/05 – – 8.9 8.9 – 2680
10 J174127.9-282816 4.37 5.97 15/03/05 8.9 8.1 7.5 8.2 0.7 2853

20/05/05 – 8.5 8.1 8.3 0.3 2828
11 J174128.5-282733 4.37 5.56 15/03/05 – – 9.4 9.4 – 2597

21/05/05 – 9.9 8.0 9.0 1.3 2674
12 J174130.2-282801 4.37 5.94 09/10/04 6.3 6.4 6.3 6.3 0.0 3239

20/05/05 6.9 7.0 7.3 7.1 0.2 3109
13 J174134.6-282431 4.37 7.27 15/03/05 5.9 6.6 7.8 6.8 1.0 3164

21/05/05 3.9 5.8 8.2 6.0 2.1 3296
27/07/05 6.2 6.9 8.3 7.2 1.1 3089

14 J174139.5-282428 4.37 7.73 15/03/05 – – 10.0 10.0 – 2507
21/05/05 – – – – – –

15 J174140.0-282521 4.28 5.52 09/10/04 – – 8.0 8.0 – 2881
15/03/05 – 8.4 7.9 8.2 0.4 2855
21/05/05 6.9 7.2 7.6 7.2 0.3 3067

16 J174155.3-281638 4.56 09/10/04 – – – – – –
15/03/05 – – – – – –
21/05/05 – – – – – –

17 J174157.6-282237 4.10 5.28 09/10/04 5.9 6.1 6.4 6.1 0.2 3270
15/03/05 5.8 6.2 6.6 6.2 0.4 3262
21/05/05 5.8 6.4 7.1 6.4 0.7 3224
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Table 4.6:continued.

Number Name AV (Chapter 3) AV Observation S p1/2 S p1/3 S p2/3 M Sp Standard Teff
[mag] [mag] date M type M type M type Case deviation [K]

chapter 3 this chapter
27/07/05 6.2 6.5 6.6 6.4 0.2 3221

18 J174158.8-281849 4.37 7.67 09/10/04 – – 9.9 9.9 – 2510
15/03/05 – – – – – –
21/05/05 – – – – – –

19 J174203.7-281729 4.47 8.34 09/10/04 8.4 9.7 9.9 9.3 0.8 2613
15/03/05 4.1 5.8 7.7 5.9 1.8 3308
21/05/05 – – – – – –

20 J174206.9-281832 4.74 8.77 09/10/04 5.2 6.4 8.9 6.8 1.9 3154
15/03/05 – – 8.9 8.9 – 2699
20/05/05 – – 9.7 9.7 – 2553

21 IRAS 17413-3531 2.44
22 J174917.0-293502 5.19 7.31 10/10/04 4.9 5.6 6.3 5.6 0.7 3337

18/03/05 4.2 5.5 6.5 5.4 1.1 3355
21/05/05 1.6 4.1 6.3 4.0 2.4 3489

23 J174924.1-293522 4.65 4.26 10/10/04 5.0 4.9 4.9 4.9 0.0 3402
18/03/05 3.5 3.7 4.5 3.9 0.5 3501
20/05/05 4.8 5.1 5.3 5.1 0.3 3387
27/07/05 5.5 5.4 5.2 5.4 0.1 3359

24 J174943.7-292154 5.38 8.32 09/10/04 2.7 4.7 6.3 4.6 1.8 3437
20/05/05 – – – – – –
27/07/05 3.9 6.1 9.4 6.4 2.7 3220

25 J174948.1-292104 4.74 8.30 10/10/04 – – – – – –
27/07/05 6.8 6.5 6.3 6.5 0.3 3207

26 J174951.7-292108 5.01
27 J175432.0-295326 2.60 3.16 09/10/04 – – – – – –

15/03/05 – – 9.4 9.4 – 2596
20/05/05 – – – – – –
27/07/05 6.6 8.6 10.0 8.4 1.7 2804
28/07/05 – – – – – –

28 J175456.8-294157 2.60 2.32 09/10/04 – – 9.4 9.4 – 2595
5/03/05 – – 9.5 9.5 – 2584
0/05/05 – – 9.7 9.7 – 2543
28/07/05 – – 9.4 9.4 – 2603

29 J175459.0-294701 2.60 15/03/05 – – – – – –
20/05/05 – – – – – –
28/07/05 – – – – – –

30 J175511.9-294027 2.60 1.87 10/10/04 5.9 5.6 5.0 5.5 0.4 3346
18/03/05 5.8 5.5 5.0 5.4 0.4 3352
20/05/05 5.8 5.6 5.2 5.6 0.3 3339
28/07/05 5.9 5.7 5.3 5.6 0.3 3333

31 J175515.4-294122 2.60 1.99 09/10/04 – – 7.6 7.6 – 2980
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Table 4.6:continued.

Number Name AV (Chapter 3) AV Observation S p1/2 S p1/3 S p2/3 M Sp Standard Teff
[mag] [mag] date M type M type M type Case deviation [K]

chapter 3 this chapter
15/03/05 5.8 6.0 6.3 6.0 0.2 3291
20/05/05 6.6 6.7 6.8 6.7 0.1 3178
28/07/05 – – 7.3 7.3 – 3065

32 J175517.0-294131 2.60 1.74 09/10/04 6.6 5.9 5.2 5.9 0.7 3304
10/10/04 5.9 5.6 5.1 5.6 0.4 3339
18/03/05 5.5 5.3 5.0 5.3 0.3 3367
20/05/05 6.1 5.9 5.4 5.8 0.3 3314
28/07/05 5.8 5.6 5.2 5.5 0.3 3342

33 J175521.7-293912 2.60
34 J180234.8-295958 1.09 1.70 10/10/04 – 9.5 8.5 9.0 0.8 2666

18/03/05 5.4 6.5 8.7 6.9 1.7 3150
20/05/05 6.7 8.4 9.7 8.2 1.5 2839
27/07/05 6.8 7.6 8.3 7.6 0.8 2990

35 J180238.8-295954 0.96 1.72 18/03/05 5.8 6.3 6.8 6.3 0.5 3241
20/05/05 6.0 6.7 7.6 6.8 0.8 3163
27/07/05 5.7 6.2 6.8 6.2 0.6 3256

36 J180248.9-295430 1.34 1.23 18/03/05 8.0 7.0 6.7 7.3 0.7 3066
20/05/05 8.1 7.1 6.7 7.3 0.7 3061
27/07/05 7.1 6.7 6.2 6.7 0.4 3184
18/09/05 6.4 6.6 6.7 6.6 0.2 3197

37 J180249.5-295853 1.55 0.81 18/03/05 5.4 5.5 5.6 5.5 0.1 3342
20/05/05 5.7 5.7 5.6 5.6 0.1 3332
27/07/05 5.6 5.5 5.2 5.4 0.2 3352
18/09/05 5.4 5.6 5.9 5.6 0.3 3331

38 J180259.6-300254 0.91 1.62 18/03/05 – 8.1 6.9 7.5 0.9 3001
20/05/05 – 9.8 8.3 9.0 1.0 2663

39 J180301.6-300001 0.91 1.98 18/03/05 4.2 5.1 5.5 4.9 0.6 3403
21/05/05 5.5 5.7 5.9 5.7 0.2 3324
27/07/05 6.5 6.3 6.1 6.3 0.2 3240
18/09/05 5.8 6.0 6.3 6.0 0.2 3288

40 J180304.8-295258 0.55 0.95 18/03/05 6.1 6.0 6.0 6.0 0.0 3290
21/05/05 6.4 6.2 6.1 6.2 0.1 3256
27/07/05 6.5 6.2 5.9 6.2 0.3 3259
18/09/05 6.0 6.2 6.3 6.2 0.1 3266

41 J180305.3-295515 0.77 1.55 18/03/05 – 8.7 7.5 8.1 0.9 2869
21/05/05 8.4 8.1 7.8 8.1 0.3 2869

42 J180305.4-295527 0.77 0.32 18/03/05 7.9 6.8 6.3 7.0 0.8 3119
21/05/05 8.8 7.1 6.4 7.4 1.2 3023
27/07/05 – 7.3 6.3 6.8 0.7 3159
18/09/05 8.6 7.4 6.8 7.6 0.9 2989

43 J180308.2-295747 0.91 1.45 09/10/04 – – 9.2 9.2 – 2633
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Table 4.6:continued.

Number Name AV (Chapter 3) AV Observation S p1/2 S p1/3 S p2/3 M Sp Standard Teff
[mag] [mag] date M type M type M type Case deviation [K]

chapter 3 this chapter
18/03/05 – – 9.4 9.4 – 2606
21/05/05 – – 9.3 9.3 – 2610
27/07/05 – – 8.2 8.2 – 2841
18/09/05 – 9.4 9.0 9.2 0.2 2635

44 J180308.6-300526 0.82 -0.14 09/10/04 – – – – – –
18/03/05 – 8.0 7.1 7.6 0.6 2995
21/05/05 – – 9.2 9.2 – 2629

45 J180308.7-295220 0.55 1.06 09/10/04 – – 8.4 8.4 – 2795
21/05/05 – 9.3 7.9 8.6 1.0 2762

46 J180311.5-295747 0.91 1.22 09/10/04 – – 9.3 9.3 – 2612
21/05/05 – – 9.6 9.6 – 2573

47 J180313.9-295621 0.73 0.86 09/10/04 8.6 6.8 5.9 7.1 1.4 3106
21/05/05 7.7 6.6 5.9 6.8 0.9 3167
27/07/05 8.1 6.6 5.7 6.8 1.2 3157
18/09/05 8.1 6.7 6.0 6.9 1.0 3137

48 J180316.1-295538 0.55 1.16 09/10/04 6.4 6.4 6.4 6.4 0.0 3222
21/05/05 7.8 7.0 6.6 7.1 0.6 3096
27/07/05 8.1 6.9 6.5 7.2 0.8 3083
18/09/05 6.2 6.4 6.6 6.4 0.2 3226

49 J180323.9-295410 0.55 1.03 10/10/04 – 7.6 6.6 7.1 0.7 3109
21/05/05 – 8.5 6.7 7.6 1.3 2989
27/07/05 – 8.1 6.4 7.3 1.2 3058
18/09/05 – 7.6 6.5 7.0 0.8 3118

50 J180328.4-295545 0.73 2.13 10/10/04 5.2 5.8 6.7 5.9 0.8 3306
21/05/05 6.0 6.6 7.4 6.7 0.7 3181
27/07/05 6.5 6.8 7.1 6.8 0.3 3159

51 J180333.3-295911 0.91 1.22 10/10/04 – 7.2 6.1 6.6 0.8 3186
21/05/05 – 7.2 6.2 6.7 0.7 3176
27/07/05 – 8.0 6.3 7.2 1.3 3088
18/09/05 – 7.8 6.5 7.1 0.9 3092

52 J180334.1-295958 0.85 1.91 10/10/04 – 8.4 7.6 8.0 0.6 2890
21/05/05 – 9.0 7.8 8.4 0.9 2802
22/05/05 7.0 7.4 7.6 7.3 0.3 3050
27/07/05 – 8.9 8.0 8.4 0.6 2791

53 IRAS 18042-2905 1.48
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Table 4.7:Near-IR spectroscopy. This table gives the equivalent linewidth measurements of NaI, CaI, and12CO(2,0), as well as the amount
of water absorption based on the curvature of theH-band spectrum. We also give the dereddenedJ − K andMK values. The numbering of
the objects in this table refers to the numbering given in Table 3.2.

Number Name Observation EW(Na) EW(Ca) EW(CO) EW(H2O) (J-K)0 MK0
date [Å] [Å] [Å] [Å] [mag] [mag]

5 J174117.5-282957 14/03/05 4.81 4.01 23.05 -160.59 1.93 -8.22
7 J174123.6-282723 25/07/05 – – 23.28 -46.28 1.77 -6.92
8 J174126.6-282702 14/03/05 – – 20.63 -698.74 2.96 -7.27
9 J174127.3-282851 14/03/05 1.44 1.04 15.34 -389.22 2.02 -7.85
10 J174127.9-282816 14/03/05 4.22 4.12 21.29 -92.51 1.87 -8.14
11 J174128.5-282733 14/03/05 4.88 5.12 15.97 -239.09 1.79 -8.05
12 J174130.2-282801 14/05/06 4.52 5.39 21.31 -100.03 1.79 -6.27
13 J174134.6-282431 25/07/05 – – 24.11 -408.32 2.05 -6.99
14 J174139.5-282428 14/03/05 3.20 2.80 20.17 -157.46 1.97 -8.28
15 J174140.0-282521 14/03/05 2.89 3.69 16.97 -67.09 1.81 -8.00
16 J174155.3-281638 14/03/05 6.65 3.17 21.65 -112.84 2.11 -8.39
17 J174157.6-282237 25/07/05 – 6.03 22.92 -91.87 1.77 -7.69
18 J174158.8-281849 14/03/05 – – 13.37 -409.20 2.12 -7.81
19 J174203.7-281729 14/03/05 – 0.96 15.69 -789.76 2.16 -7.77
20 J174206.9-281832 14/03/05 2.58 2.31 17.59 -172.86 2.02 -8.32
22 J174917.0-293502 25/07/05 4.14 2.73 23.86 -27.61 1.85 -7.05
23 J174924.1-293522 25/07/05 3.82 4.94 18.70 -16.61 1.32 -6.77
24 J174943.7-292154 25/07/05 5.74 3.96 22.11 -73.57 2.00 -7.30
25 J174948.1-292104 25/07/05 – – 15.72 -30.93 2.10 -6.64
26 J174951.7-292108 25/07/05 – – 23.36 -45.62 1.93 -7.11
27 J175432.0-295326 14/03/05 4.71 2.88 23.21 -142.45 1.54 -7.99

25/07/05 2.59 1.51 21.93 -354.52 1.54 -7.99
28 J175456.8-294157 14/03/05 4.73 3.16 24.08 -118.20 1.66 -8.19

25/07/05 4.19 3.26 20.60 -85.27 1.66 -8.19
29 J175459.0-294701 25/07/05 3.13 – 21.99 -254.38 2.73 -7.66
30 J175511.9-294027 25/07/05 2.49 5.01 18.15 -15.87 1.17 -6.11
31 J175515.4-294122 25/07/05 – – 23.08 -21.15 1.33 -6.68
32 J175517.0-294131 25/07/05 9.06 – 20.52 -7.70 1.12 -7.11
34 J180234.8-295958 25/07/05 3.30 2.73 24.33 -401.63 1.86 -8.63
35 J180238.8-295954 25/07/05 3.75 3.98 20.18 -130.33 1.48 -6.98
36 J180248.9-295430 20/09/05 – 3.76 26.66 -11.79 1.39 -6.83

24/07/05 4.40 4.49 20.21 -15.87 1.39 -6.83
37 J180249.5-295853 20/09/05 – 6.52 23.39 -16.42 1.18 -6.32

24/07/05 1.49 3.91 16.30 -15.70 1.18 -6.32
38 J180259.6-300254 14/05/06 2.82 3.10 21.70 -154.52 1.54 -7.36
39 J180301.6-300001 20/09/05 – 6.92 26.67 -11.45 1.41 -6.53

24/07/05 3.83 5.66 21.09 -10.23 1.41 -6.53
40 J180304.8-295258 21/09/05 – 3.75 23.46 -9.13 1.41 -6.32
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Table 4.7:continued.

Number Name Observation EW(Na) EW(Ca) EW(CO) EW(H2O) (J-K)0 MK0
date [Å] [Å] [Å] [Å] [mag] [mag]
24/07/05 3.07 7.91 20.77 -12.21 1.41 -6.32

41 J180305.3-295515 14/05/06 3.38 3.79 21.14 -128.22 1.49 -7.64
42 J180305.4-295527 21/09/05 – 5.41 21.80 -46.17 1.36 -6.93

24/07/05 – – 19.35 -25.52 1.36 -6.93
43 J180308.2-295747 21/09/05 5.93 5.18 16.38 -104.54 1.55 -6.98

24/07/05 2.27 4.27 21.30 -65.51 1.55 -6.98
44 J180308.6-300526 14/05/06 1.41 2.85 18.12 -354.76 1.51 -8.31
45 J180308.7-295220 14/05/06 5.12 3.96 21.47 -126.26 1.53 -6.83
46 J180311.5-295747 14/05/06 2.93 2.60 21.66 -297.03 1.68 -7.22
47 J180313.9-295621 21/09/05 – 4.60 26.61 -6.25 1.31 -6.75

24/07/05 – – 10.81 -23.63 1.31 -6.75
48 J180316.1-295538 21/09/05 – – 25.29 -27.26 1.39 -6.43

24/07/05 3.15 0.63 23.74 -19.91 1.39 -6.43
49 J180323.9-295410 21/09/05 – 5.92 21.71 -31.71 1.37 -6.63

24/07/05 2.98 2.64 19.01 -41.08 1.37 -6.63
50 J180328.4-295545 25/07/05 3.19 5.16 26.31 -105.89 1.59 -7.44
51 J180333.3-295911 21/09/05 – 3.38 16.80 -79.32 1.33 -6.40

24/07/05 2.38 2.88 18.19 -92.09 1.33 -6.40
52 J180334.1-295958 25/07/05 4.54 5.03 24.08 -126.51 1.56 -7.78
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Table 4.8: Near-IR photometry. Based on the near-IR photometry we give for each object
the period (when it could be derived) and the mean magnitudesin the J, H, K, andnbL-
band. Also the full amplitude inK is given. The last column indicates if variability could be
detected in theK-band. The numbering of the objects in this table refers to the numbering
given Table 3.2.

Number Name Period < J > < H > < K > < nbL> aK variability
[days] [mag] [mag] [mag] [mag] [mag] detected

1 IRAS 17251-2821 – – – 14.47 8.11 0.90 yes
4 IRAS 17347-2319 355.42 – 13.78 11.09 7.02 0.46 yes
5 J174117.5-282957 – 9.58 7.71 7.10 6.30 0.12 yes
6 J174122.7-283146 593.72 – – 11.56 6.80 2.46 yes
7 J174123.6-282723 – 10.63 9.09 8.32 7.82 – no
8 J174126.6-282702 453.97 11.13 9.06 7.66 6.15 1.28 yes
9 J174127.3-282851 438.95 9.66 7.98 7.26 6.49 0.86 yes
10 J174127.9-282816 – 9.49 7.78 7.14 6.50 – no
11 J174128.5-282733 309.46 9.78 8.23 7.48 6.63 0.42 yes
12 J174130.2-282801 – 11.26 9.58 8.98 8.36 – no
13 J174134.6-282431 382.59 10.66 9.03 8.16 7.25 0.92 yes
14 J174139.5-282428 – 9.58 7.85 7.04 6.26 0.19 yes
15 J174140.0-282521 – 9.51 7.85 7.26 6.55 0.19 yes
16 J174155.3-281638 – 9.32 7.78 6.82 6.02 – no
17 J174157.6-282237 – 9.72 8.24 7.58 7.02 0.09 yes
18 J174158.8-281849 508.33 10.02 8.17 7.35 6.21 1.14 yes
19 J174203.7-281729 392.12 10.28 8.54 7.55 6.41 0.88 yes
20 J174206.9-281832 481.61 10.09 8.34 7.26 6.02 0.88 yes
21 IRAS 17413-3531 624.10 – 12.85 10.09 – 2.20 yes
22 J174917.0-293502 – 10.98 9.23 8.55 7.98 – no
23 J174924.1-293522 – 10.44 9.06 8.54 8.19 – no
24 J174943.7-292154 – 10.57 8.74 7.94 7.15 – no
25 J174948.1-292104 – 11.30 9.47 8.63 7.96 – no
26 J174951.7-292108 – 10.89 9.03 8.26 7.59 – no
27 J175432.0-295326 401.74 9.17 7.98 7.29 6.56 0.56 yes
28 J175456.8-294157 – 8.65 7.53 6.90 6.36 0.12 yes
29 J175459.0-294701 472.19 9.66 7.77 6.96 5.54 1.42 yes
30 J175511.9-294027 – 10.52 9.28 9.00 8.76 – no
31 J175515.4-294122 – 9.87 8.78 8.26 7.85 – no
32 J175517.0-294131 – 9.49 8.28 7.99 7.67 0.06 yes
34 J180234.8-295958 347.18 8.07 6.96 6.47 – 1.12 yes
35 J180238.8-295954 – 9.40 8.37 7.86 7.41 0.12 yes
36 J180248.9-295430 – 9.61 8.48 8.13 – 0.12 yes
37 J180249.5-295853 – 9.99 8.89 8.65 8.60 0.13 yes
38 J180259.6-300254 – 9.06 7.91 7.46 7.04 0.12 yes
39 J180301.6-300001 – 9.92 8.65 8.37 – – no
40 J180304.8-295258 – 9.92 8.76 8.53 8.23 – no
41 J180305.3-295515 – 8.73 7.58 7.15 6.68 – no
42 J180305.4-295527 – 9.32 8.20 8.00 7.58 0.09 yes
43 J180308.2-295747 – 9.51 8.33 7.92 7.44 0.11 yes
44 J180308.6-300526 374.99 8.58 7.52 7.28 6.23 0.74 yes
45 J180308.7-295220 – 9.45 8.38 7.94 8.23 0.22 yes
46 J180311.5-295747 – 9.03 7.99 7.39 6.73 0.26 yes
47 J180313.9-295621 – 9.45 8.33 8.04 7.93 – no
48 J180316.1-295538 – 9.77 8.61 8.31 8.05 – no
49 J180323.9-295410 – 9.61 8.50 8.15 7.82 0.10 yes
50 J180328.4-295545 – 9.02 7.85 7.40 6.83 0.17 yes
51 J180333.3-295911 – 9.92 8.81 8.44 2.10 – no
52 J180334.1-295958 – 8.70 7.60 7.06 6.65 – no
53 IRAS 18042-2905 594.40 – – 10.87 – 1.56 yes
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Table 4.9: OGLE counterparts for the targets in this sample.For each object for which we could find a counterpart in the OGLE-II survey,
we list its OGLE name and the derived periods based on theI -band photometry, as well as the fullI -band amplitude of the dominant period.
The numbering of the objects in this table refers to the numbering given in Table 3.2.

Number Name OGLE name Periods [days] AI

22 J174917.0-293502 bulsc447783 – – – – – –
23 J174924.1-293522 bulsc447808 – – – – – –
27 J175432.0-295326 bulsc4 2833 405.86 772.74 139.68 – – 1.90
28 J175456.8-294157 bulsc4 5023 322.11 402.16 184.91 – – 0.33
29 J175459.0-294701 bulsc4 4215 497.80 116.71 – – – 3.09
30 J175511.9-294027 bulsc393998 – – – – – –
31 J175515.4-294122 bulsc393882 76.90 341.94 – – – 0.09
32 J175517.0-294131 bulsc393885 – – – – – –
35 J180238.8-295954 bulsc1 2026 100.20 495.10 833.61 377.25 113.69 0.14
36 J180248.9-295430 bulsc1 2478 75.69 727.27 82.34 – – 0.06
37 J180249.5-295853 bulsc1 2131 65.18 459.89 183.89 – – 0.08
38 J180259.6-300254 bulsc1 1872 228.87 308.53 128.94 – – 0.37
39 J180301.6-300001 bulsc1 2050 33.49 – – – – 0.04
40 J180304.8-295258 bulsc451501 35.52 341.68 – – – 0.07
41 J180305.3-295515 bulsc451426 207.02 549.53 112.57 – – 0.22
42 J180305.4-295527 bulsc451385 113.94 443.64 259.32 – – 0.15
43 J180308.2-295747 bulsc451312 113.04 – – – – 0.23
45 J180308.7-295220 bulsc451539 – – – – – –
46 J180311.5-295747 bulsc451316 292.04 – – – – 1.48
47 J180313.9-295621 bulsc451355 – – – – – –
48 J180316.1-295538 bulsc451390 62.69 41.27 150.39 – – 0.18
49 J180323.9-295410 bulsc451477 84.86 214.49 – – – 0.15
50 J180328.4-295545 bulsc451401 119.09 432.42 – – – 0.15
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Figure 4.17: Optical spectroscopy. RelativeFλ is plotted againstλ. The dotted lines indicate
the zero-flux level and also the observation date is given foreach spectrum.
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Figure 4.18: Optical spectroscopy – continued.
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Figure 4.19: Optical spectroscopy – continued.
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Figure 4.20: Near-IR spectroscopy. RelativeFλ is plotted againstλ.
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Figure 4.21: Near-IR spectroscopy – continued.
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Figure 4.22: Near-IR spectroscopy – continued.
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Figure 4.23:K–band light-curves.
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Figure 4.24:K–band light-curves – continued.
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Figure 4.25:K–band light-curves – continued.
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Figure 4.26:K–band light-curves – continued.
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Figure 4.27: OGLEI -band light-curves.
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Figure 4.28: OGLEI -band light-curves – continued.
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CHAPTER 5

Crystalline material in the
circumstellar envelope around OH/IR

stars in the Galactic Bulge

This chapter is based on the paper:
Vanhollebeke, E., Waters, L.B.F.M., Blommaert, J.A.D.L.,and Markwick-Kemper, F.: 2007,

“Crystalline material in the circumstellar envelope around OH/IR stars in the Galactic Bulge”, Astron.
Astrophys., to be submitted

OH/IR stars are AGB stars in the final stage on the AGB and are believed to be the pro-
genitors of Planetary Nebulae (see e.g. Habing 1996; Dijkstra et al. 2003; Cohen et al. 2005).
They are characterised by huge amounts of mass-loss, the so-called superwind phase, which
results in optically-thick dust envelopes which largely obscure the central star.

Min et al. (2007) studied the composition and shape distribution of silicate dust grains in
the interstellar medium (ISM) towards the Galactic Centre.They found that the interstellar
silicates are highly magnesium rich and not perfect homogeneous spheres as has often been
assumed. They also confirmed the low presence (about 1%) of crystalline material in the
ISM. They state that the high magnesium content in crystalline silicates in cometary and cir-
cumstellar grains is a natural consequence to the high amount of magnesium in amorphous
silicates in the ISM. As AGB stars are known to be one of the major contributors to the dust
in the interstellar medium, it is therefore important to study the amorphous and the crystalline
dust around oxygen-rich AGB stars.

Apart from amorphous silicates, OH/IR stars also show evidence for crystalline silicates
(Waters et al. 1996; Waters and Molster 1999). Crystalline silicates in late type stars have
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been first detected with the Infrared Space Observatory (ISO) (Waters et al. 1996). It was
believed that the presence of crystalline material must be directly linked to the dust formation
process, possibly to the high densities in the circumstellar envelopes since there are no AGB
stars with lower mass-loss rates found which also exhibit these crystalline features.
Several studies showed that this does not necessarily have to be the case as only iron-free mag-
nesium silicates can account for the observed band positionin astronomical spectra showing
silicate features. Jäger et al. (1998) studied the correlation between the band position and the
Fe-content and found that only very Mg-rich crystalline silicates can explain the ISO-SWS
spectrum of AFGL 4106, an evolved binary. Molster et al. (2002b) obtained ISO-SWS obser-
vations of 17 oxygen-rich circumstellar dust shells surrounding evolved stars. In 14 of these
17 objects Molster et al. (2002c) studied the crystalline silicates and found that these crys-
talline silicates are colder than the amorphous silicates.This is probably due to the difference
in chemical composition: Fe is not present in the crystalline silicates, while in the amorphous
silicates, it is expected to explain the higher absorptivity. They also state that this difference
in temperature must also imply that the crystalline and amorphous grains are two distinct
grain populations (see also Kemper et al. 2001). Because of the large temperature difference
in the inner parts of the optically thin dust shells around low mass-loss rate AGB stars, the
warm amorphous silicate emission dominates the spectrum asamorphous dust containing Fe
absorbs more efficiently the stellar radiation than the Fe-poor crystalline dust. When the dust
becomes optically thick, the radiation from the central star will be absorbed and re-radiated
by the dust several times. Therefore the dust in the outer layers receives a relatively red ra-
diation field that peaks in the mid-IR. In this region, both crystalline and amorphous silicates
absorb equally well the IR radiation and therefore the two dust species have the same tem-
perature. Since the shell is optically thick, only the outerlayers are visible, which leads to a
high contrast of the crystalline silicate features.

A problem accompanying the question to why we do not see crystalline features in AGB
stars with lower mass-loss rates than OH/IR stars, is the question to the formation of these
crystalline silicates. Sylvester et al. (1999) detected inOH/IR stars studied with ISO-SWS
crystalline features in emission in the same wavelength region as where the amorphous sili-
cates are in absorption. This suggests a different spatial distribution of the two species.

Sloan et al. (2006) studied the dust around HV 2310, an evolved star located in the Large
Magellanic Cloud. The dust emission of this star shows a narrow 9.7µm component and an
11.2µm shoulder superimposed on the amorphous 10µm silicate emission feature. Com-
pared to evolved Galactic sources, this is very unusual. Themost plausible explanation Sloan
et al. (2006) found is the presence of crystalline silicates(particularly forsterite). No stars
with lower mass-loss rates than OH/IR stars have been found to show crystalline features in
the present Galactic sample. If HV 2310, which is not an OH/IRstar, shows crystalline sili-
cate grains, then the generally lower metallicities in the Magellanic Clouds should lead to a
higher degree of crystallinity (Sloan et al. 2006). Therefore, the metallicity could be an extra
parameter playing a role in the presence or absence of crystalline features in evolved stars.

The Mira population in the Galactic Bulge (GB) all originatefrom the same population
with an initial mass of about 1.5 M⊙ (Groenewegen and Blommaert 2005). In addition, AGB
stars in the GB are all located at about the same distance which makes them directly com-
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parable in terms of different evolutionary stadia. Therefore AGB stars in the GB are the
ultimate sample to study dust formation in a homogeneous way. Because of the homogeneity
of this sample, it is ideal to study the dust around evolved stars and the parameters the dust
formation depends on, while this is harder with an inhomogeneous sample like e.g. a sample
selected in the Solar neighbourhood. With this sample, we can now address questions on how
the amount of crystalline silicates depend on the properties of the central star.

This chapter is organised as follows: in Section 5.1 we discuss the sample and show
the Spiter-IRS observations. Section 5.2 is dedicated to the analysis of the amorphous and
crystalline features and the 11.3µm, also the 33.6µm feature are studied in more detail.
Section 5.3 is dedicated to a discussion about the central position of the 11.3µm feature and
the degree of crystallinity. Finally in Section 5.4 we will summarise and come to conclusions.

5.1 Sample

Table 5.1 gives an overview on the OH/IR stars in the sample which are part of the larger
sample selected in Chapter 3. The numbers in the first column refer to the object numbering
in Table 3.2.

The data-reduction has been performed using SMART (Higdon et al. 2004) and started
from the pipeline level of Basic Calibrated Data S12.4.0. Data-reduction consisted of back-
ground subtraction, cleaning the images for bad pixels and cosmic-ray hits, column extraction
of the observed object, correcting for fringes at the longerwavelengths, and extinction cor-
rection.

For weak objects, the highly varying background in the GB canseverely hamper data-
reduction and can leave fingerprints on the final spectrum. Because the OH/IR stars in this
sample are very bright and as most of them are located a bit higher above the plane than the
other AGB stars in the sample, varying background levels do not leave any residuals in the
final spectra.
Due to crowdedness in the slit, we could not always use all thepixels belonging to the object.
This does not influence the general shape of the spectra, but the absolute flux calibration is
therefore not trustworthy. In this sample of OH/IR stars, there is only one object suffering
from this (J174122.7-283146). As we do not study the OH/IR stars in terms of their absolute
fluxes, the spectra shown in Figure 5.1 are normalised to overcome this effect.
Most of the spectra also still show residuals of fringes in the region between 20 and 22µm,
thus the “features” in this region are not genuine, but are due to artefacts from data-reduction
issues (see also Chapter 3). Also the bump at about 14µm (seen in some objects) is not
genuine, but originates from the so-called “14µm teardrop” and is believed to originate from
scattered light (see also 3.3.3).
To correct for extinction originating from dust in the ISM, the law by Chiar and Tielens
(2006) for extinction originating from the local ISM has been used. TheAK extinction val-
ues come from Marshall et al. (2006) except for J174122.7-283146 for which we used the
extinction map from Schultheis et al. (1999) and J175517.0-294131 for which we used the
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Figure 5.1: Spectra of the stars ordered with increasingṀ from left to right and top to bottom.
The spectra are normalised to their flux at 8µm. The dotted lines at 11.3, 16.2, 19.5, 23.7,
27.6, and 33.6µm indicate the mean forsterite wavelength positions (Molster et al. 2002a).
The spectra are normalised at 8µm.

values from Sumi (2004). The usedAK values are 0.368 mag for IRAS 17251-2821, 0.495
mag for IRAS 17276-2846, 0.574 mag for IRAS 17323-2424, 0.498 mag for IRAS 17347-
2319, 0.602 mag for J174122.7-283146, 0.283 mag for IRAS 17413-3531, 0.302 mag for
J175517.0-294131, and 0.172 mag for IRAS 18042-2905.
For more information on the data-reduction, the extinctioncorrection, and a first analysis, we
refer the reader to Chapter 3.
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Table 5.1: Appearance of the forsterite features in the OH/IR stars and the enstatite feature
at 9.3µm. The objects are arranged for increasing mass-loss rateṀ from top to bottom. “–”
indicates the feature was found in absorption, “+” in emission, and “0” when there was no
feature seen. A question mark indicates that the label mightbe spurious. The numbers in the
first column refer to the numbering given in Table 3.2.

Number Name 9.3 10.1 11.3 11.9 16.2 19.5 23.7 27.6 33.6
21 IRAS 17413-3531 0 0 – –? 0 0 + + +
53 IRAS 18042-2905 0? – – – – – + + +
4 IRAS 17347-2319 0 – – – – 0 + + +
6 J174122.7-283146 0 – – – + 0 + + +
1 IRAS 17251-2821 – 0? – –? + 0 + + +
33 J175521.7-293912 – 0 – – – – –? + +
3 IRAS 17323-2424 0 – – – – – 0 + +
2 IRAS 17276-2846 0 –? – – – – – – +

5.2 Analysis

Figure 5.1 shows the normalised OH/IR star spectra. The mostprominent features seen in
all these spectra are the 10 and 18µm complex and several crystalline features at longer
wavelengths (see dashed lines in Figure 5.1). The 10 and 18µm complex originate from
amorphous silicates and will be discussed in Section 5.2.1.The feature at 33.6µm is the only
crystalline feature seen in emission in all spectra. The crystalline features will be discussed
in Section 5.2.2.

5.2.1 Amorphous silicate features

The amorphous silicate features at 9.7 and 18µm can be clearly seen in the spectra shown
in Figure 5.1. Only the first two stars still show their 10µm complex in emission with a
central reversal which is the beginning of self-absorption. For the other six stars, their 10µm
complex appears completely in self-absorption. Most AGB stars show these features in emis-
sion, but due to the high mass-loss rate, the super-wind, thedust column density is very large
which results in optical thick dust shells and amorphous silicate features seen in absorption
rather than emission.

The relative depth of the 10µm absorption feature is not equal in all objects. Sylvester
et al. (1999) and Justtanont et al. (2006) showed that the depth of the 9.7µm silicate feature
correlates very well with the mass-loss rate. The optical depth of the 10µm complexτ10,
the mass-loss ratėM, and the luminosityL∗ will be derived in Section 5.2.3. The objects in
Figure 5.1 are organised in order of increasing mass-loss rate Ṁ.

To have a better idea on what happens in the 10µm complex, we also plot an optical depth
τ of the 10µm complex using the following equation:

Fobs= Fconte−τ, (5.1)

with Fobs the observed flux and Fcont the continuum flux. The continuum has been defined by
a straight line above the 10µm complex and thereforeτ only represents the optical depth of
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Figure 5.2:τ in the 10µm wavelength region for our sample of OH/IR stars. The stars are
again ordered with increasinġM. The dotted lines indicate the positions of stronger forsterite
bands in this region (10.09, 11.33, and 11.9µm).

the 10µm complex itself and not the overall absorption of amorphoussilicates in this region:
the continuum in this wavelength region is for the objects showing complete self-absorption
of the 10µm complex expected to be located at higher flux levels than where we placed the
continuum. The results are shown in Figure 5.2. This figure shows that the peak of this
complex is located around 9.8µm. Based on Figure 5.2 and also Figure 5.1 we see that not
only the 10µm complex changes from partly self-absorbed to complete self-absorption for
increasing mass-loss rate, but these figures also show that the shape of the 10µm complex
itself changes: as the mass-loss rate increases, the 10µm complex becomes broader and sev-
eral sub-structures seem to appear. These sub-structures are caused by crystalline material
and will be discussed in the following subsection.
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Figure 5.3: The opacityκ in function of wavelength for forsterite (Servoin and Piriou 1973,
upper panel) and enstatite (Jäger et al. 1998, lower panel).

Not only the 9.7µm silicate feature changes from emission in the stars with the lowest
mass-loss rates to absorption in objects with the highest mass-loss rates, also the 18µm sili-
cate feature shows the same trend: the 18µm feature is still seen in emission in IRAS 17413-
3531 and IRAS 18042-2905 (the two objects which also show their 10 µm complex in partial
self-absorption), the 18µm feature is hard to detect in J174122.7-283146 and IRAS 17251-
2821, but it is clearly seen in absorption in IRAS 17347-2319, IRAS 17323-2424, J175521.7-
293912, and IRAS 17276-2846 (the OH/IR stars with the deepest 10µm complexes).

5.2.2 Crystalline silicate features

Molster et al. (2002a) studied ISO-SWS data of a sample of 17 oxygen-rich dust shells sur-
rounding evolved stars. For this sample Molster et al. (2002a) studied 7 complexes (the 10,
18, 23, 28, 33, 40, and 60µm complexes) and derived average properties for the individual
bands. The dashed lines in Figure 5.1 show the wavelength positions for forsterite (Mg2SiO4,
the magnesium-rich end member of the olivines) as derived byMolster et al. (2002a).
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The most prominent crystalline silicate features in our sample of OH/IR stars can be
found at the longest wavelengths. For the stars with the lowest mass-loss rates in this sample,
we see that the forsterite features longwards of 20µm all appear in emission. For the sources
with higher mass-loss rates, the emission features disappear and finally for the objects with
the highest mass-loss rates, some of the features appear in absorption. Table 5.1 gives an
overview of the forsterite features in the OH/IR star spectra. This table does not give a quan-
titative measurement of the features, but lists if the features are visible by eye or not. From
Table 5.1 it becomes clear that the 33.6µm feature is the only feature that appears in emission
for every star in our sample.

Figure 5.2 shows that as we already noticed from the spectra in Figure 5.1, the 10µm
complex broadens for increasing mass-loss rate. This broadening is mainly caused by the
amorphous silicates, but amorphous silicates alone are notresponsible for the change in shape
of the feature, also crystalline silicates influence the shape of the 10µm complex. The dot-
ted lines in Figure 5.2 indicate the positions of stronger forsterite features in this wavelength
region. The upper panel in Figure 5.3 shows the opacityκ for forsterite. This figure shows
how strong we can expect the different forsterite features to be in comparison with each other
and shows that the 11.3µm is the strongest and broadest forsterite feature in this region. All
τ–spectra show a bump in this region, indicating that the forsterite is in absorption in the
spectra. In Section 5.2.4.1 we will analyse this feature in more detail.
The laboratory spectra of forsterite show, in addition to the strong peak at 11.3µm, two ad-
ditional features, one fairly strong band at 10.1 and a weak band at 11.9µm (see Figure 5.3).
Inspection of our data (see Figure 5.1 and Table 5.1) shows that we detect the 11.9µm band in
almost all sources, but the 10.1µm band is visible in only a few stars. This is probably due to
the fact that the 10.1µm band coincides with the maximum in the opacity of the amorphous
silicate band, while the weaker 11.9µm band is located in the wing of the amorphous silicate
band, and is thus easier to detect against the amorphous silicate.

Forsterite is not the only crystalline material in the spectra of OH/IR stars, also en-
statite (MgSiO3, the Mg-rich end member of the pyroxenes) can be detected. Enstatite has it
strongest features at 9.3 and 10.4µm (see lower panel in Figure 5.3). The enstatite feature at
9.3µm becomes very clear for the highest mass-loss rates: there is a distinguishable kink in
the spectra at 9.3µm. For IRAS 17276-2846 the star with the highest mass-loss rate, the kink
in the spectrum seems to have shifted a bit to the blue.

5.2.3 Modelling

To derive luminosities and mass-loss rates for these objects, as well as to investigate the op-
tical thickness of the dust shell at different wavelengths,we used the radiative transfer model
of Groenewegen (1993, 1995). The used method to model our spectra is described in Blom-
maert et al. (2006). In later sections we discuss the degreesof crystallinity for the OH/IR
stars based on the analysis of Kemper et al. (2001) who derivea grid of models for AGB stars
with different mass-loss rates. To allow a direct comparison with our modelling we use the
so-called astronomical or dirty silicates of which the optical constants were observationally
determined from observed spectra of AGB stars by Suh (1999),as was done in Kemper et al.
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Table 5.2: For the stars in this sample this table lists the mass-loss rateṀ, the optical depth
at 10 and 33.6µm µm (τ10 andτ33.6), the luminosityL∗, the characteristics of the 11.3µm
feature, and the relative strength of the 33.6µm feature (S33.6).

Name Ṁ τ10 τ33.6 L∗ 11.3µm feature S33.6

[10−4M⊙/yr] [L ⊙] height peak [µm] σ [µm]
IRAS 17413-3531 0.3 4.7 0.6 7000 – – – 0.069
IRAS 18042-2905 0.6 8.6 1.1 6700 0.07 11.19 0.15 0.142
IRAS 17347-2319 0.4 10.2 1.3 7000 0.15 11.24 0.18 0.074
J174122.7-283146 0.8 10.7 1.4 7000 0.07 11.19 0.18 0.122
IRAS 17251-2821 1.5 17.9 2.3 7000 0.12 11.18 0.18 0.122
J175521.7-293912 2.0 22.3 2.8 6000 0.26 11.20 0.18 0.079
IRAS 17323-2424 2.0 23.8 3.0 7000 0.24 11.21 0.18 0.067
IRAS 17276-2846 3.0 32.3 4.1 5500 0.29 11.21 0.18 0.039

(2001).

Further input parameters for the modelling are the gas-to-dust ratio which was taken to
be 200 (as was assumed in Blommaert et al. 2006). A typical grain density for amorphous
silicates of 3.3 g cm−3 (e.g. Draine and Lee 1984) was assumed. The outflow velocity was
taken from the expansion velocities derived from the OH spectra. For all IRAS sources these
values were taken from van der Veen and Habing (1990) and for J174122.7-283146 from Sev-
enster et al. (1997) and J175521.7-293912 from David et al. (1993). These values are mostly
around 15 km/s, which is a typical value for what is found in Galactic Bulge. The sources
have been put at a distance of 8.5 kpc. The dust condensation temperature was assumed to be
1000 K. For the central stars we used the photospheric spectrum of a M10 giant from Fluks
et al. (1994) and aTeff = 2500K. The luminosities and mass-loss rates of the OH/IR stars are
the remaining free parameters.

Additional photometry used in the modelling process has been derived from different
sources:K, L, M, N1, N2, andN3-band photometry from van der Veen and Habing (1990),
H, K, andnbL photometry from Chapter 4, 7 and 15µm photometry from ISOGAL, MSX
photometry at 8.28, 12.12, 14.65, and 21.34µm, and IRAS fluxes at 12, 25, 60, and 100µm.
The fluxes have been dereddened in the same manner as the spectra (see Section 5.1). Since
OH/IR stars are variable AGB stars exhibiting large amplitudes, it is important to keep in
mind that the obtained photometric results were not observed at the same time. Therefore,
a shift in the photometry between the different used catalogues due to the variability of the
object is likely to occur.

The photometry has been used to model the overall energy distribution in order to obtain
the luminosity. Based on the Spitzer-IRS spectrum, the mass-loss rates were determined.
Figure 5.4 shows an example of the modelling. Table 5.2 liststhe derived parameters for
each object. All objects have mass-loss rates between 3× 10−5 and 3× 10−4M⊙/yr. The next
column in Table 5.2 lists the derived optical depths of the 10µm complex for each object.
Based on the shape of the amorphous silicate 9.7µm absorption features, it was already clear
that the shells are optical thick at this wavelength and equivalent have aτ10 > 1. This is con-
firmed by our modelling. The luminosities of the objects in our sample range between 5500
and 7000L⊙, which compare well with the values given in van der Veen and Habing (1990).
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Figure 5.4: Example of the model fit to the photometry (upper panel) and Spitzer-IRS spec-
troscopy for J174122.7-283146.

This narrow range in luminosities confirms that the OH/IR stars in this sample originate from
a population of similar initial masses.

5.2.4 Derivation of the fraction of crystalline dust

In this section we analyse the forsterite bands seen in our spectra. We wish to determine the
amount of crystalline silicates produced, and the spatial distribution of the crystalline dust. A
full analysis of the spectra would require fitting detailed radiative transfer models to the in-
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dividual spectra including not only amorphous silicate dust as was done in Section 5.2.3, but
also crystalline material would have to be included. This isbeyond the scope of the present
study. Instead, we will use the model calculations by Kemperet al. (2001) who provide a
relation between mass-loss rate, crystallinity and the strength of the 33.6µm forsterite band.
In order to measure the spatial distribution of crystallinesilicates, it is important to include
as many bands as possible covering a wide wavelength range, and again using full radiative
transfer model. Here we will focus on the 11.3µm forsterite band, which should probe ma-
terial located much closer to the star than the 33.6µm forsterite band. Unfortunately no easy
calibration of the strength of the 11.3µm forsterite band as a function of crystallinity exists
in the literature. Nevertheless, we will be able to establish if the trends seen in the strength of
the 33.6µm band are similar to those seen in the 11.3µm band.

5.2.4.1 The 11.3µm feature

In order to study the degree of crystallinity in Section 5.3.2 we analyse the 11.3µm feature
in more detail. Figure 5.5 shows how this was done. Using theτ spectra in the 10µm region
a local continuum has been defined close to the 11.3µm. The continuum bands were chosen
at 10.6 – 10.9µm and 11.5 – 11.7µm and a straight line has been fitted to these bands (see
dashed lines in Figure 5.5). On top of this local continuum, aGaussian has been fitted. The
resulting Gaussian curves are shown on top of theτ spectra in grey in Figure 5.2, the parame-
ters for these curves are listed in Table 5.2. Due to the partial self-absorption that just started
in IRAS 17413-3531, this star has been excluded from this analysis.

5.2.4.2 The 33.6µm feature

Kemper et al. (2001) used the strength of the 33.6µm feature to derive an estimate for the
degree of crystallinity in O-rich AGB stars. The relative strength of the 33.6µm featureS33.6

is given by:

S33.6 =
F33.6

Fcont
− 1, (5.2)

with F33.6 the flux at 33.6µm and Fcont the continuum flux at 33.6µm under the feature. The
continuum bands chosen to derive the local continuum are 31.0 – 31.5µm and 35.0 – 35.5µm.
The results of this analysis are given in Table 5.2.

5.3 Discussion

5.3.1 The wavelength position of the 11.3µm feature

Figure 5.2 showed that the 11.3µm feature can be seen in allτ-spectra and Table 5.2 indicates
that the peak position of the 11.3µm feature in this sample is located around 11.2µm. The
11.3µm feature is also often seen in young stars such as Herbig Ae/Be stars and T Tauri stars
(Bouwman et al. 2003; van Boekel et al. 2005; Kessler-Silacci et al. 2006). In these young
stars the 11.3µm feature is seen at 11.3µm and not at 11.2µm. Different grain sizes between
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Figure 5.5: Gaussian fit on top of a local continuum to derive the characteristics of the
11.3µm feature. Theτ spectrum is given by the black line and grey error bars. The dashed
line is a fit to the continuum and the full grey line gives the Gaussian fit on top of the local
continuum.

the crystalline dust around young stars and these OH/IR stars could be responsible for the
different wavelength positions. Smaller grain sizes make the feature shift towards the blue,
indicating that the grain sizes of crystalline forsterite around OH/IR stars could be smaller
than the crystalline dust around young stars.
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Figure 5.6: Relative strength of the crystalline 33.6µm forsterite feature (S33.6) vs τ10, a
mass-loss indicator..

Tamanai et al. (2006) performed for the first time laboratorymeasurements of the 10µm
band profiles of non-embedded (free-flying) particles of amorphous and crystalline forsterite.
This study shows that the extinction efficiency for crystalline silicates has considerably dif-
ferent band positions in comparison to the band positions measured in a comparison study
using classical measurements were the particles are not free-flying but embedded in a KBr
pellet. In comparison to the study using the KBr pellet technique the wavelength position of
the forsterite 11.3µm band has shifted toward the blue to 11.06µm. Tamanai et al. (2006)
show that the true wavelength position of the 11.3µm forsterite band is located more toward
the blue than observations in young stars suggest, which might indicate that what is observed
in young stars is not pure forsterite but has been contaminated by some material. This could
also indicate that the forsterite formed in this sample of OH/IR stars is more pure forsterite
than what is found in young stars.

5.3.2 Degree of crystallinity

Using the method of Kemper et al. (2001) we derived relative strengths of the 33.6µm feature
(see Section 5.2.4.2). Figure 5.6 shows the strength of the 33.6µm forsterite features versus
τ10, which is equivalent with the mass-loss rate (see Table 5.2). There exists a clear trend
between the mass-loss indicatorτ10 and the relative strength of the 33.6µm feature. The
feature loses strength, as the mass-loss rate increases.
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Figure 5.7: Relative strength of the 11.3µm forsterite feature versusτ10. The grey line
indicates the best linear fit to the data excluding the objects in partial self-absorption.

Kemper et al. (2001) use the strength of the 33.6µm forsterite feature to estimate the de-
gree of crystallinity. Their Fig. 7 shows the relations between the degree of crystallinity, the
mass-loss rate and the strength of the 33.6µm feature. If we place our objects in their Fig. 7,
our objects are situated in the area where the strength of the33.6µm feature decreases again
with increasing mass-loss rate. Half of our objects also have higher mass-loss rates than the
mass-loss rates given in their Fig. 7. Therefore we cannot estimate the degree of crystallinity
based on their method. Nevertheless the parabolic trend in their Fig. 7 seems to indicate that
the decreasing trend seen in Figure 5.6 is correlated with radiative transport effects. Based on
the models derived for the OH/IR stars in this sample, we can confirm this. In Table 5.2 we
list the optical depths at 33.6µm (τ33.6). Only one object has an optical depth smaller than 1
and 3 other objects have an optical depth close to 1, the othervalues are larger than 2. This
table shows that especially the objects with the highest mass-loss rates have optically thick
dust shells even at this wavelength region. Because of this we can not look through the shell,
as we can for optical thin dust envelopes, and therefore not all forsterite is seen in the spec-
trum. This causes the apparent decreasing trend of the amount of forsterite with increasing
mass-loss rate seen in Figure 5.6.

Alternatively we can also use the relative strength of the 11.3 µm feature to estimate the
degree of forsterite. In Section 5.2.1 we derived theτ spectra in the 10µm region. Sinceτ ∼ κ
the relative strength of the 11.3µm feature correlates directly with the amount of forsterite.
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Figure 5.7 shows the height of the 11.3µm feature normalised by the continuum flux at the
peak position of the feature versusτ10. In contrast to the strength of the 33.6µm feature, the
relative strength of the 11.3µm feature is constant in comparison with the depth of the 9.7µm
silicate feature. The grey line gives the best linear fit to the data and reveals no dependence
between the relative strength of the 11.3µm feature andτ10. IRAS 18042-2905 is the only
star not following the constant trend. As could be seen from Figure 5.1 this is the second
star still in partial self-absorption, although the partial self-absorption is not as obvious as
for IRAS 17413-3531 (which we already excluded from this analysis), this is possibly the
reason why this star is an outlier in Figure 5.7. To derive thelinear fit to the data we excluded
the objects in partial self-absorption, similar to what we did for the relative strength of the
33.6µm feature in function of the mass-loss rate. The relative strength of the 11.3µm feature
suggest no differences in degree of crystallinity between the different stars in function of their
mass-loss.

5.4 Conclusions

In this chapter we have studied a sample of Galactic Bulge OH/IR stars observed with Spitzer-
IRS. We studied the characteristics of the crystalline material.

For the OH/IR stars in this sample, we showed that the peak position of the 11.3µm
forsterite feature is actually located at 11.2µm. This could be due to smaller particle sizes
in the OH/IR stars than in the young stars or, based on the laboratory work of Tamanai et al.
(2006), this could indicate that the forsterite found in these targets is more pure than the typ-
ical forsterite found in young stars.

We also showed that there is no relation between the relativestrength of the 11.3µm
feature andτ10, a mass-loss indicator. This shows that the OH/IR stars in this sample must
produce relatively the same amount of crystalline forsterite.

We determined the relative strength of the 33.6µm forsterite feature and showed that the
relative strength of this feature decreases with increasing mass-loss rates. We compared our
results with the model calculations of Kemper et al. (2001) and found that this is most likely
caused by optical depth effects. This has been confirmed by simple radiative transfer mod-
elling using only amorphous silicate dust. When the mass-loss rate increases, the peak of
the spectral energy distribution shifts to longer wavelengths and therefore the optical depth
at these wavelengths also increases. The higher the opticaldepth at 33.6µm the less deep
we can see in the circumstellar envelope and therefore we seerelative less forsterite particles
compared to the amorphous silicate particles and the relative strength of the 33.6µm forsterite
feature decreases.
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CHAPTER 6

The dust sequence along the AGB

In the previous 3 chapters, we studied a sample of Galactic Bulge AGB stars with respect to
their dust formation (see Chapter 3 and 5) and their stellar characteristics and variability (see
Chapter 4). In this Chapter, we combine this information andanalyse the dust spectra in view
of the stellar characteristics and the variability of the objects.

Stars on the Asymptotic Giant Branch (AGB) are known to lose substantial amounts of
their mass through a dust-driven outflow. One of the primary observational consequences of
such mass-loss is the formation of an expanding circumstellar envelope (CSE). Depending on
the chemical composition of the star, oxygen-rich or carbon-rich dust is formed in the CSE
(see also Section 1.2). Lebzelter et al. (2006) showed that in general the dust mineralogy and
the position on the AGB are related. For a sample of AGB stars located in 47 Tuc, they show
that stars at the onset of dust formation on the AGB show dust that is mainly consisting of
Mg, Al, and Fe oxides. When the star evolves on the AGB, amorphous silicates become more
important and become the dominant species. Nevertheless Lebzelter et al. (2006) find incon-
sistencies in the composition of the dust spectra when the stars are placed on an evolutionary
sequence.

Lebzelter and Wood (2005) and Lebzelter et al. (2006) use theposition of the stars in a
(log P, K)-diagram to trace the evolution of the star on the AGB. Lebzelter et al. (2006) show
for a sample of 11 objects, observed with Spitzer-IRS, that as the AGB star evolves (i.e. the
dust spectrum of the star becomes more and more dominated by amorphous silicates), the
star moves from sequence B to sequence C in the period-luminosity diagram. This is to be
expected as it was already known that stars located on sequences A, B, and the lower part
of sequence C are mainly semi-regular variables and the stars located on the upper half of
sequence C are believed to be Mira variables (see also Section 1.2.3). Two stars in their study
fall out of this sequence and seem to be located at the wrong position in the period-luminosity
diagram considering their dust spectrum. For one of these objects Lebzelter et al. (2006) sug-
gest that the star might be undergoing a thermal pulse event.The strange combination of
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position in the period-luminosity diagram and the dust spectrum for the other object could
be attributed to a long secondary period. All this suggests that there is no simple one-to-one
relation between the displayed dust spectrum of an AGB star and its evolutionary position on
the AGB.

In Section 6.1 we discuss the dust spectra of our bulge samplein terms of their posi-
tion in the (logP, K)-diagram. In Section 6.2 we discuss the oxygen-rich dust condensation
sequence with respect to variability on the AGB. In Section 6.3 we perform a principal com-
ponent analysis on all the quantities derived in Chapters 3 and 4. Finally we summarise and
come to the conclusions in Section 6.4. The numbers given to the stars in this chapter are
identical to the numbers given to the objects in Table 3.2.

6.1 (K0, logP)-diagram

A (K0, logP)-diagram gives the mean absolute magnitude in theK-band versus the logarithm
of the period in days. Several different sequences can be identified in such a diagram of which
four are important to this work: sequences A, B, C, and D (see also Section 1.2.3).

6.1.1 Pulsation models versus observed sequences

In Chapter 1 we already briefly discussed the physical interpretation of the sequences seen
in (K0, logP)-diagrams. We mentioned that sequence C in the diagram is occupied by Mira
variables and semi-regular variables at the lower half of the sequence. Sequences A and B
are occupied by semi-regular variables. In the next sectionwe will discuss the dust spectra
from Chapter 3 in terms of the variability of the objects and positions in the PL-diagram as
discussed in Chapter 4. As an introduction to this discussion, we present here a more general
background on the sequences in the (K0, logP)-diagram (based on Lattanzio and Wood 2003,
unless mentioned otherwise).

Xiong et al. (1998) computed linear pulsation models for LPVs taking the dynamical and
thermal coupling between pulsation and convection into account. Previously this coupling
had not been taken into account, due to the complexity of the problem. The stability and
growth rates of pulsation are determined by energy transport which is dominated by convec-
tion. Convection is still a physical problem not yet fully understood and often treated in a
simplified way with the mixing-length theory. Therefore thegrowth rates resulting from pub-
lished models need to be treated with caution, though the periods are probably reasonably
accurate.

The model for a 1 M⊙ object shown in Fig. 2.51 in Lattanzio and Wood (2003) indicates
the general characteristic of pulsation on the AGB: as the star evolves to higher luminosities,
it first becomes unstable in the second or third overtone, then switches to lower overtones, and
eventually to the fundamental mode. The models described inLattanzio and Wood (2003)
and the results given in their Fig. 2.53 show that the fundamental mode is able to accurately
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Figure 6.1: Period-luminosity diagram (see also Figure 4.10). The plus-signs represent the
semi-regular variables, the diamonds are Mira variables with (J − K)0 < 2.

account for the period-luminosity (PL) relation of sequence C. This sequence contains Mira
variables and some semi-regular variables. Semi-regularslocated on sequences A and B are
first, second, or third overtone pulsators.

Pulsation modes higher than the third overtone are not seen in AGB stars. This is in
agreement with theoretical expectations: pulsations withhigher modes are not reflected at
the stellar surface back into the interior (Fox and Wood 1982), they travel from the interior
out into the photosphere and are damped there by energy and momentum loss, and therefore
are not unstable. Fig. 2.53 in Lattanzio and Wood (2003) shows the shortest pulsation period
for which waves will be reflected back and it corresponds reasonably well with the highest
observed mode of pulsation in AGB stars.

6.1.2 Dust spectra versus variability

In Figure 4.10 the PL-diagram for this sample of stars is shown. We repeat this figure in
Figure 6.1 for the ease of the reader; the identification numbers of the objects corresponding
to the different symbols have been included. In this sectionwe will study the different dust
spectra belonging to the objects located on the different sequences.
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Figure 6.2: Dust spectra for the objects on sequence B+ in thePL diagram. The dust spectra
are shown with increasing period from bottom to top.

Based on the period analysis derived in Chapter 4 we only found one object located on
sequence A. This object (J180301.6-300001, number 39) is anobject which shows no sign
of a dust contribution yet and has therefore been treated as anaked star. Both sequences A
and B are divided into two boxes in Figure 6.1. The dividing line is the tip of the RGB (at
about 8 mag inK0): objects in boxes A– and B– are located below the tip of the RGB, while
objects in boxes A+ and B+ are located above the tip of the RGB.Also the three objects in
box B– (J180249.5-295853, J180304.8-295258, and J180316.1-295538, numbers 37, 40, and
48) show no sign of dust contribution and were labelled as naked stars.

The five objects located in box B+ all show signs of dust, thereare no naked stars above
the tip of the RGB. The dust spectra for these objects are shown in Figure 6.2. Based on the
analysis in Chapter 3 we showed that object 36 is the only object in this sequence without
clear signs of alumina and with no clear 13µm feature. All the other dust spectra from objects
in this sequence show signs of amorphous silicates. Only object 49 shows (minor) indications
for a 19.5µm feature.

Shown in Figure 6.3 are the dust spectra for stars located on sequence C in the PL-
diagram. All the objects with periods belonging to this sequence show clear dust features.
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Figure 6.3: Dust spectra for stars located on sequence C, arranged for increasing period from
bottom to top. The dust spectra are normalised at 11µm.

The stars are displayed according to increasing periods from bottom to top and the spectra
are normalised at 11µm. Most of the dust spectra in this figure show evidence for amor-
phous silicate bands around 10 and 18µm. Stars J174128.5-282733, J180308.2-295747, and
J180308.2-295747 (respectively numbers 11, 43 and 46 in thefigure) mainly show evidence
for aluminum-oxides and no clear evidence for amorphous silicates. All stars shown in this
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Figure 6.4: Dust spectra for stars located with (J − K)0 > 2, arranged for increasing period
from bottom to top and are normalised at 11µm.

sequence show evidence for a 13µm feature in their dust spectrum (see also Table 3.4). Based
on the position of J180305.4-295527 and J180308.2-295747 (objects number 42 and 43) in
the (K0, logP)-diagram it is more likely that these objects belong to sequence B+ rather than
to sequence C.

The (K0, logP)-diagram shown in Figure 6.1 does not contain any objects for which
(J−K)0 > 2. As explained in Chapter 4, these objects are too much affected by circumstellar
extinction in theirK-band and are therefore left out of these diagrams. The dust spectra for
such objects is shown in Figure 6.4. The OH/IR stars are not included in this plot as we did
not derive dust spectra for those objects. The objects with (J − K)0 > 2 are supposed to have
higher mass-loss rates than the objects seen in sequence C. Figure 4.12 shows that these ob-
jects are located at the end of the mass-loss sequence in the (Ks − [15])0 versus [15]0 CMD.
The dust spectra for these objects are clearly dominated by amorphous silicates. Except for
the artefact at 14µm (the “14 micron teardrop”, see also Section 3.3.3), these spectra do not
seem to indicate the presence of any other feature.

Fig. 4 in Lebzelter and Wood (2005) shows that the variable stars in 47 Tuc seem to evolve
along sequences B and the lower half of sequence C to eventually switch to the upper half
of sequence C. This switch seems to correspond to a transition in pulsation from a low order
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radial overtone mode to the fundamental radial mode (Wood etal. 1999; Lebzelter and Wood
2005). We showed that the Mira variables in our sample are only located on sequence C,
indicating that there is also a switch in pulsation mode noticeable in this sample from radial
overtone pulsators to radial fundamental mode pulsators. One has to keep in mind that the
spread inK0 around the sequences could be due to the finite thickness of the bulge (see e.g
Glass and Schultheis 2002, who found a dispersion of 0.35 magfrom theKs-log P relation
for M giants in the bulge).

6.2 The oxygen-rich dust condensation sequence

Based on the analysis in Chapter 3 and the analysis in the previous section we can conclude
that we can study the oxygen-rich dust condensation sequence using this sample of stars by
two different, but of course related, methods.

The first method is described in Chapter 3 and uses the (Ks − [15])0 colour to trace the
mass-loss rate. Using (Ks − [15])0 as a mass-loss rate indicator, the spectra were arranged
according to increasing mass-loss rate. This revealed that(1) no obvious clear trend between
the composition of the dust and (Ks − [15])0 could be seen, as could be expected based on
the oxygen-rich dust condensation sequence;(2) no linear correlation between the mass-loss
rate and the decreasing abundance of alumina with respect toamorphous silicates has been
found; and(3) most of the 10µm complexes can be explained by using a mixture of alumina
and amorphous silicates: only one object was found to be completely dominated by alumina.

The second method used to trace the evolution along the AGB isdescribed in Chapter 4
and in the previous section. This method is based on the position of the objects in the period-
luminosity diagram. The dust spectra have been studied as a function of the evolution on
the AGB with respect to the stellar variability. Lebzelter et al. (2006) showed that stars at the
onset of dust formation exhibit dust that is mainly consisting of Mg, Al, and Fe oxides. These
objects are supposed to be located on sequences A, B, and the lower part of sequence C (the
semi-regular variables).

The objects located below the tip of the RGB (aroundK0 = 8 mag, indicated by the
horizontal lines dividing sequence A and B in two parts) are categorised as naked stars in
Chapter 3 and show no sign of dust contribution. All the objects above the tip of the RGB
show a dust contribution.

The next group of objects seems to be formed by the objects in box B+ as well as two
objects in box C (numbers 42 and 43). The dust spectra for these objects shown in Figures 6.2
and 6.3 show no obvious similarities, although all objects except J180248.9-295430 (number
36) show a 13µm feature. The relative amount of alumina to amorphous silicates derived in
Chapter 3 (see Table 3.4) is about 0.3 except for J180308.2-295747 and J180323.9-295410
(numbers 43 and 49). These two stars are among the 4 objects with a relative abundance of
alumina with respect to amorphous silicates higher than 0.5. J174943.7-292154 (object num-
ber 24) is the only object which has a dust spectrum dominatedby amorphous alumina and is
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labelled as a small-amplitude variable in Chapter 4. Therefore this object is not shown in the
PL-diagram. The other object with a relative high amount of alumina (J180311.5-295747,
number 46) is a Mira variable and is located on sequence C.

Most of the objects located on the upper half of sequence C areMira variables. Only
three objects (numbers 28, 38, and 41) were categorised as semi-regular variables in Chap-
ter 4. Most of the dust spectra for these objects (see Figure 6.3) are dominated by amorphous
silicate dust and all objects exhibit a 13µm feature.

The stars with the reddest (J−K)0 colours are not shown in the PL-diagram, but these ob-
jects show a dust spectrum dominated by amorphous silicates, none of these objects exhibits
a 13µm feature.

Based on the comparison between the position of the objects in the PL-diagram shown
in Figure 6.1 and their dust spectra, a clear one-to-one relation between the dust composition
and the objects place on the PL-diagram cannot be found. There exist however indications
for a sequence. The objects below the tip of the RGB show no dust. Concerning the objects
above the RGB tip, there are two objects with high amounts of alumina with respect to amor-
phous silicates as well as a 13µm feature and a possible 19.5µm feature. The other objects
on sequence B and the objects on sequence C show a mixture of alumina and amorphous
silicate dust as well as a 13µm feature, while the objects with the highest (J − K)0 colours,
which are not shown in the PL-diagram, are dominated by amorphous silicate dust without
signs of any other feature.

6.3 Principal component analysis

In this section we will use a principal component analysis tostudy in a statistical and objective
manner the possible correlations and dependencies betweenthe different derived quantities
for this sample. As well will we look for physical interpretations inducing the variance seen
in this sample.

A principal component analysis (PCA) aims at reducing multi-dimensional data sets into
fewer dimensions. From a mathematical point of view it is defined as an orthogonal linear
transformation that transforms the data into a new coordinate system such that the greatest
variance by any projection of the data comes to lie on the firstcoordinate (called the first
principal component – PC), the second greatest variance on the second coordinate, and so on.
In general, a PCA is used to reduce the dimensionality of the parameter set by looking for
linear correlations and identifying (new) meaningful underlying variables.

6.3.1 Introduction to the principal component analysis

For a data matrixY = (yi j )n×p with n the amount of objects andp the amount of parameters, a
PCA first consists of seeking a linear combinationZ1 = a11Y1+ . . .+a1pYp with

∑p
k=1 a2

1k = 1
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for which the observationsZ1i possess the largest variance. With this new linear combination,
we can define the vectorOZ1 (with O describing the origin of the parameter space). If we now
consider thep− 1 subspace orthogonal toOZ1, we can again look for a linear combination
Z2 for which the dispersion of then points obtained by projection is maximal. This process
is continued until allp mutually orthogonal axesOZj are defined asZ j = a j1Y1+ . . .+ a jpYp,
with

∑p
k=1 a2

jk = 1 and
∑p

k=1 a jkalk = 0 if j , l with 1 ≤ j, l ≤ p. Thesep new variables are
called the principal components.

The data are now equally well represented by the derivedp-dimensional scatter plot in the
Z-coordinate system as it was before. The contribution of each principal component to the
total variability of the scatter plot is given by the corresponding eigenvalue. Based on how
the different PCs were defined, the first PC has the largest eigenvalueλ1 and the eigenvalues
decrease for the next found PC:λ1 > λ2 > . . . > λp. To reduce thep-dimensional problem
to an r-dimensional problem withr < p, the r principal components which have the most
significant contribution to the problem are retained. The eigenvalues are used to determine
how many PCs will be considered. The PCs considered significant are those which have
eigenvalues larger or equal to one. The information retained with r principal components is

expressed in terms of cumulative percentages and given by 100
∑r

j=1 λ j
∑p

j=1 λ j
.

6.3.2 Principal component analysis and discussion

In the beginning of a PCA analysis, as much information as possible is included, i.e. all
the derived parameters. We choose to retain only the objectsfor which we could derive
all parameters; the drawback to this is that this results in areduced sample. The following
parameters will be used: (Ks − [15])0, (J − Ks)0, MK0, the normalised dust luminosity, the
relative amount of alumina to amorphous silicates, Teff , the equivalent line widths of NaI,
CaI, and12CO(2,0), the amount of water absorption, and the period. Because the SE index
is a discrete parameter, it is not included in the PCA. No information is lost however as this
parameter correlates very well with the relative abundanceof alumina with respect to amor-
phous silicates (see Figure 3.38). Using these 11 parameters, 31 objects can be retained.

A PCA searches for linear correlations between all the parameters. From Chapter 4 we
know that a linear relation with the amount of water can only be found if we take the loga-
rithm of the negative amount of water, which will be done in this PCA analysis.

The PCA has been performed on the standardised matrix of all the variables for each
object, so that each variable has an equal weight in the analysis. The results for the first 4
principal components are given in Table 6.1. As a general rule of thumb, one only keeps the
PCs with eigenvalues larger than one. In this case this meansthat only the first three compo-
nents, which explain 71% of the variance in the data, are considered.

Table 6.1 shows that the equivalent line width measurement of Na I does not contribute to
the first PC and that all the other parameters have comparablecontributions to the PC. Based
on the sign of the coefficients in this PC, we can arrange the parameters in two groups. The
group with the negative sign seems to be related to the characteristics of the central star, while
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Table 6.1: Results of the first principal component analysis.

Variable PC 1 PC2 PC3 PC4
0 (Ks − [15])0 0.41 -0.04 -0.09 0.18
1 (J − Ks)0 0.32 0.08 0.25 0.56
2 MK0 -0.33 -0.19 0.34 -0.24
3 normalised dust luminosity 0.26 -0.26 -0.55 -0.11
4 percentage alumina -0.20 0.52 0.30 -0.06
5 Teff -0.28 -0.23 0.02 0.60
6 EW(Na) -0.00 0.63 -0.19 0.17
7 EW(Ca) -0.22 0.30 -0.55 -0.09
8 EW(CO) -0.30 -0.17 -0.20 0.33
9 log(-water absorption) 0.40 0.19 0.06 0.06

10 period 0.36 -0.07 0.20 -0.27

Eigenvalues 4.64 1.88 1.33 0.98
Cumulative variance 0.42 0.59 0.71 0.80

the group with positive coefficients may be linked to the dustcharacteristics.

Figure 6.5 shows the biplots for the three considered PCs. Ineach panel, the arrows with
the large bold numbers at the end show the vector defined by thecoefficient of a parameter
in the PC given in thex-axis and the coefficient belonging to the same parameter butthen for
the PC given at they-axis. The crosses with in accordance the small numbers, indicate the
position of the objects defined by the two shown PCs (the numbers given to the objects are
identical to the numbers in Table 3.2). Inspecting the spectra based on their position in the
biplot of PC1 vs PC2 (see upper left panel Figure 6.5) helps understanding the physical na-
ture of PC1. The stars on the left of the figure are e.g. objectsnumber 47, 36, 24, 49, and 31.
These objects belong to the objects with the bluest (Ks − [15])0 colours while the objects on
the right side of the diagram (see e.g. 9, 18, 19, and 20) have the reddest (Ks − [15])0 colour.
This is also reflected in the coefficients of PC1, as (Ks − [15])0 has the largest contribution to
this PC. Also the amount of water absorption and the period have a large influence on this PC.
Both these variables were found in Chapter 4 to correlate with (Ks − [15])0 (see Figures 4.13
and 4.16). Although (Ks − [15])0 might not be a perfect mass-loss indicator (see Chapter 3),
it can still be used as a first indication of the mass-loss rate. Therefore it is very plausible that
the first PC traces the mass-loss rates of these objects.

Table 6.1 shows that there are three parameters that can be ignored in the second principal
component: the (Ks − [15])0 colour, (J − Ks)0, and the period. Similarly to what we did for
PC1 we can again divide the remaining parameters in two groups based on their sign. The
parameters with the positive signs are the relative amount of alumina to amorphous silicates,
the equivalent line widths of NaI and CaI, and the amount of water absorption. The param-
eters with negative signs areMK0, the normalised dust luminosity, the effective temperature,
and the equivalent line width of12CO(2,0). At first sight it is not obvious what connects the
parameters in these groups, although the very strong contribution of the relative amount of
alumina suggest that the physical nature of the second PC is related to the shape of the 10µm
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Figure 6.5: Biplots for the 3 significant principal components. The upper left panel shows the
biplot for PC1 vs PC2, the upper right panel shows the biplot for PC1 vs PC3, and the lower
panel for PC2 vs PC3. In both figures the arrows indicate the coefficients of the eigenvectors
that belong to the same parameter. This parameter is indicated by the large bold number at the
end of the arrow. The plus-signs indicate the data projectedalong the principal components
and the small numbers indicate the numbers of the objects as given in Table 3.2.

complex.
The upper left panel in Figure 6.5 shows that the objects 24, 43, and 11 have the highest
positive value for PC2, while objects 47, 13, and 7 have the most negative PC2 value. In-
specting the shape of the 10µm complexes of objects 47, 13, and 7 shows that these objects
are dominated by amorphous silicates, while object 24 can beexplained using only alumina
and objects 43 and 11 have of the highest alumina contributions (see also Table 3.4).
The coefficients in PC2 also show that the equivalent line width of NaI is the most important
parameter in this PC. The equivalent line width of NaI is a very dominant factor to determine
the metallicity using eq. (4.1).
We conclude that PC2 traces two properties: the shape of the 10 µm complex or equivalent
the dust composition, and because of the high contribution of the equivalent line width of
Na I to the PC, also the metal abundance of the central star.

With respect to principal component 3 there are three parameters that can be ignored:
Ks,0 − [15], Teff, and the water absorption. All the other parameters have negative signs ex-
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Table 6.2: Results of the second principal component analysis.

Variable PC 1 PC2 PC3 PC4
0 (Ks − [15])0 0.51 0.10 0.12 -0.33
1 MK0 -0.41 -0.34 0.13 -0.53
2 normalised dust luminosity 0.43 -0.11 -0.50 -0.37
3 percentage alumina -0.35 0.43 0.31 -0.50
4 EW(Na) -0.06 0.69 -0.02 0.28
5 EW(Ca) -0.24 0.34 -0.71 -0.26
6 log(-water absorption) 0.44 0.30 0.34 -0.27

Eigenvalues 3.07 1.73 1.05 0.58
Cumulative variance 0.44 0.69 0.84 0.92

cept (J − K)0, MK0, the relative amount of alumina with respect to amorphous silicates, and
the period. The two parameters contributing the most to PC3 are the normalised dust lumi-
nosity and the equivalent line width CaI. After inspection of the spectra it is not clear what
physical parameter PC3 traces.

Based on the biplots in Figure 6.5 we can look for correlations between the different pa-
rameters. These parameters would then span the same region in the biplot. In the lower and
upper right panel, no obvious correlations can be found. Based on the upper left panel in
Figure 6.5 we found that (Ks − [15])0 and the period correlate very well (see also Figure 4.13
in Chapter 4). Also (J − K)0 and the amount of water absorption correlate. Water absorption
lines are known to influence the near-IR spectra of AGB stars severely (see Chapter 2). These
water lines can suppress the continuum in theK-band region, resulting in a lower observed
flux and a larger (J−K)0 colour. The upper left panel in Figure 6.5 shows three other param-
eters spanning the same region:MK0, the effective temperature, and the equivalent line width
of 12CO(2,0). MK0 and CO are known to be sensitive to the effective temperature(see e.g.
Decin 2000).
It is sufficient if one of the parameters that correlates withother parameters is considered. In
this way, we reduce the dimensionality of the problem. We choose to retain the parameters
with the largest influence in PC1.

Having reduced the dimensionality of the problem, we have toinvestigate if we did not
leave out any important information. This is done by performing a new principal compo-
nent analyses on the reduced dataset. The results are listedin Table 6.2. Using the first 3
components, which have eigenvalues larger than 1, we keep 84% of the variance. Figure 6.6
shows the biplots for the 3 significant principal components. If we compare the distribution
of objects in these biplots with the distribution of the objects in Figure 6.5, then one can
see that the objects have about the same distribution. Therefore our parameter reduction was
valid. Using this reduced parameter space, PC1 still tracesthe mass-loss rate and PC2 the
composition of the dust or the shape of the 10µm complex as well as the metallicity.

The lower panel in Figure 6.6 and Table 6.2 shows that the equivalent line width of CaI is
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Figure 6.6: Biplots for the 3 significant principal components for the second PCA. The sym-
bols for the objects are identical as in Figure 6.5, the numbers at the end of each arrow refer
to the parameters in Table 6.2.

the dominating parameter in PC3. Whereas in the first PCA the normalised dust luminosity
had an equal importance in PC3 as the equivalent line width ofCaI, this parameter has now
become the second most important in this PC. The biplots in Figures 6.5 and 6.6 show a very
small variance with respect to PC3, all objects are clustered with respect to PC3 in the same
area. It is not obvious which physical parameter(s) PC3 traces.

This principal component analysis revealed relations between the different parameters
derived in Chapters 3 and 4. It also showed us that the variance in our parameter space can
be described in terms of 3 principal components. The first PC traces the mass-loss rate, the
second the composition of the dust and the characteristics of the central star. It is not clear
what PC3 traces.
Since the different PCs are orthogonal by definition (see Section 6.3.1), this indicates that the
dust composition and the mass-loss rate are statistically unrelated. This emphasises what we
already found in Chapter 3: no clear one-to-one relation between the mass-loss rate indicator
(Ks − [15])0 and the dust composition can be revealed in this sample. There is a very large
variance concerning the dust composition of the bluest objects in this sample. This is in
contrast to the dust composition of the reddest sources showing amorphous silicate dominated
dust spectra.
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6.4 Summary and conclusions

In this chapter we have analysed the dust spectra for a sampleof Galactic Bulge AGB stars
already discussed in Chapter 3 in function of the additionalcharacteristics derived in Chap-
ter 4, such as the variability and parameters describing thecentral star.

Based on the position of the stars in the period-luminosity diagram in Figure 4.10 (see
also Figure 6.1), we discussed the dust spectra in terms of the pulsation sequence they belong
to. We showed that the objects located below the tip of the RGBshow no signs of dust, while
all the objects above the tip of the RGB show a dust contribution. AGB stars are expected to
form aluminum rich dust at the onset of dust mass-loss. The objects with the highest amounts
of alumina dust (except one Mira object) are located just above the tip of the RGB. All the
other objects shown in the PL-diagram show a mixture of alumina and amorphous silicate
dust as well as a 13µm feature. The objects with the reddest (J − K)0 colour, which are not
shown in the PL-diagram, only shown indications for amorphous silicate dust.

Using a PCA, all the derived parameters for these objects were analysed simultaneously,
searching linear relations. We could reduce the parameter space from 11 to 7 parameters. We
showed that the variance in the data can be described in termsof three principal components.
The first PC, responsible for the largest part of the variancein the data, is the mass-loss rate.
The second PC is linked to the shape of the 10µm complex, and therefore also to the com-
position of the dust, as well as to the metallicity. This indicates a relation between the dust
composition and the metallicity. It is unknown which parameter(s) PC3 traces. The analysis
described in this chapter endorses the results found in Chapter 3.



CHAPTER 7

Stellar populations in the Galactic
Bulge

This chapter is based on the paper:
Vanhollebeke, E., Groenewegen, M.A.T., Girardi, L.: 2007,“Stellar populations in the Galactic Bulge.

Modelling the Galactic Bulge with TRILEGAL”, submitted to Astron. and Astrophys.

As already mentioned in the introduction to this thesis, thecentral parts of our Milky
Way Galaxy (MWG) consists of the Galactic Bulge (GB), the central part of the halo, and
the Galactic Centre (GC). Over the years, several studies have tried to understand the char-
acteristics of these parts of the MWG. Questions addressed in studies to these characteristics
are questions about the formation history, star formation,relations between different stellar
components, and kinematics (Wyse 1995).

Understanding the formation history of galactic spheroids(i.e. elliptical galaxies and the
bulges of spiral galaxies) is crucial in understanding galaxy formation in general as these
spheroids contain a large fraction of all stellar mass in thelocal universe (Zoccali et al. 2003,
and references therein). Our GB, due to its proximity, is thespheroid for which the most
information is accessible. Issues that can be addressed in the GB are e.g. the initial mass
function, the distribution of stellar ages, and the 3D structure. For more distant spheroids,
this sort of information is accessible just by very indirectmeans based on the study of the
integrated light.

Many different approaches exists to study galaxy formation. Often galaxy models are
used to study the entire content of a galactic component suchas the bulge (Dwek et al. 1995;
Binney et al. 1997; Freudenreich 1998; Bissantz and Gerhard2002; Robin et al. 2003; Mer-
rifield 2004), but studies to the same kinds of stars can also reveal a wealth of information.
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Examples of this are e.g. the use of red clump stars (Stanek etal. 1997; Paczynski and Stanek
1998; Udalski 1998; Babusiaux and Gilmore 2005; Nishiyama et al. 2006; López-Corredoira
et al. 2007; Rattenbury et al. 2007), RR Lyrae stars (Fernleyet al. 1987; Feast 1997; Udalski
1998), masers (Reid et al. 1988; Sevenster et al. 1999), and Mira variables (Whitelock 1992;
Groenewegen and Blommaert 2005). Our target is both to perform a calibration of the bulge
geometry and to explore the distribution of ages that can be inferred from these data.

This chapter is organised as follows: in Section 7.1 we give aresume on the models and
parameters generally used to study the GB, the star formation rate, and the metallicity distri-
bution of the GB. In Section 7.2 we will give a brief introduction to the galaxy model used
in this work. Section 7.3 is dedicated to the observational data used. Section 7.4 explains
the method used and Section 7.5 discusses the results derived using this method. Section 7.6
discusses the results using the same method if we only used red clump stars. In Section 7.7
we summerise and come to the conclusions.

7.1 The Galactic Bulge

7.1.1 Models describing the Galactic Bulge and its bar

Many different geometries can be assumed for the GB. Oblate spheroidal models can be a
good start, providing a first order estimate of the bulge luminosity and minor to major axis ra-
tios (Dwek et al. 1995). As became clear over the past decades, there is a triaxial part, the bar,
which needs a triaxial model. There are three types of triaxial models proposed: Gaussian-
type function, exponential-type function, and power-law functions (see Dwek et al. 1995, and
references therein). Dwek et al. (1995) find that the best model to fit the COBE/DIRBE data
for the bulge is an exponential-type function with a modifiedspheroid included. Robin et al.
(2003) use the same parameter set as Dwek et al. (1995) introduced to fit the bulge. They
used a boxy Gaussian type function, but did not model the inner parts of the bulge. Binney
et al. (1997) and also Bissantz and Gerhard (2002) used a truncated power-law to model the
bulge. In this paper, we will use the Binney et al. (1997) formalism to model the number
density of starsf (b), which is given by:

f (b) = f0
e−a2/a2

m

(1+ a/a0)1.8
and (7.1)

a =

(

x2
+

y2

η2
+

z2

ζ2

)1/2

. (7.2)

In these formulae,am represents the scale length,a0 the inner truncation length, andf0 is the
stellar density per kpc3. The axis-ratios of the bar are given by: 1 :η : ζ.

7.1.2 Parameters describing the Galactic Bulge

The typical parameters needed to describe the GB (see previous section) are the scale length
(am) and inner truncation length (a0) of the bulge, the axis-ratios (1 :η : ζ) of the bar, the an-
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Table 7.1: A not complete overview on recent values of parameters describing the GB, its bar and the distance to the GC.
Reference R0 am a0 1 : η : ζ φ Based on

[kpc] [kpc] [pc] [◦]
Fernley et al. (1987) 8.0± 0.65 RR Lyrae stars
Reid et al. (1988) 7.1± 1.5 H2O maser spots
Whitelock (1992) 9.1 1:0.25:0.25 45 Mira variables
Dwek et al. (1995) 1:0.33±0.11:0.23±0.08 20± 10 COBE/DIRBE

surface brightness map
Binney et al. (1997) 1.9 100 1:0.6:0.4 20 COBE/DIRBE

surface brightness map
Feast (1997) 8.1± 0.4 RR Lyrae stars
Stanek et al. (1997) 1:0.43:0.29 20 – 30 red clump stars
Freudenreich (1998) 2.6 DIRBE full-sky surface

brightness map
Paczynski and Stanek (1998) 8.4± 0.4 red clump stars
Udalski (1998) 8.1± 0.15 RR Lyrae stars
Udalski (1998) 8.1± 0.06 red clump stars
Sevenster et al. (1999) 2.5 44 OH/IR stars (OASP)
Bissantz and Gerhard (2002) 2.8 100 1:(0.3 – 0.4):0.3 20 – 25COBE/DIRBE L-band map
Eisenhauer et al. (2003) 7.94± 0.42 stars orbiting black hole
Robin et al. (2003) 1:0.27:0.27 11.1± 0.7 Hipparcos data
Merrifield (2004) 1:0.6:0.4 25 HI gas andCOBE/DIRBE

surface brightness map
Babusiaux and Gilmore (2005) 7.7± 0.15 22± 5.5 red clump stars
Eisenhauer et al. (2005) 7.62± 0.32 stars orbiting black hole
Groenewegen and Blommaert (2005) 8.8± 0.4 47 Mira variables
López-Corredoira et al. (2005) 1:0.5:0.4 20 – 35 2MASS star counts
Nishiyama et al. (2006) 7.51± 0.10± 0.35 red clump stars
López-Corredoira et al. (2007) 43 red clump stars
Rattenbury et al. (2007) 1:0.35:0.26 24 – 27 red clump stars
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gle between the Sun-Centre line and the major axis of the bar (φ), and the scaling parameter
( f0). Of course also the Sun’s distance to the Galactic Centre (R0) is an important parameter
in this context.

One of the most studied types of stars in the GB are the red clump stars. The red clump
stars are considered as standard candles to determine distances. They can also be used to esti-
mate the axis ratios of the bulge and the angleφ. Using these red clump stars, values between
7.4 and 8.4 kpc forR0 have been found (see e.g. Paczynski and Stanek 1998; Udalski1998;
Babusiaux and Gilmore 2005; Nishiyama et al. 2006). Values for φ derived from red clump
stars are situated either around 20◦ or around 45◦ (see e.g. Stanek et al. (1997,φ = 20◦−30◦),
Babusiaux and Gilmore (2005,φ = 22◦±5.5◦), and López-Corredoira et al. (2007,φ = 43◦)).
Recent work on the red-clump stars in the GB comes from Cabrera-Lavers et al. (2007) and
Rattenbury et al. (2007). Cabrera-Lavers et al. (2007) claim two very different large-scale
triaxial structures in the inner Galaxy. A first component isa long thin stellar bar (|b| < 2◦)
with a position angel of 43.0◦± 1.8◦. The second component is a distinct triaxial bulge that
extends to at least|b| ≤ 7.5◦ and has a position angle of 12.6◦± 3.2◦. Rattenbury et al. (2007)
study the red clump stars observed with OGLE in the OGLE-II phase and find that the bar’s
major axis is oriented at 24◦ – 27◦ to the Sun-Galactic centre line-of-sight.
Another kind of stars that is considered a standard candle are the RR Lyrae stars. Using these
stars typical values forR0 of ∼ 8.0 kpc have been found (see e.g. Fernley et al. 1987; Feast
1997; Udalski 1998).
Other types of stars that have been studied to characterise the GB are e.g. Mira variables (see
e.g. Groenewegen and Blommaert (2005,R0 = 8.8 kpc andφ = 43◦) and Whitelock (1992,
1 : η : ζ = 1 : 0.25 : 0.25,φ = 45◦)), H2O masers (see Reid et al. 1988,R0 = 7.1 kpc), and
OH/IR stars (see Sevenster et al. 1999,am = 2500 pc andφ = 44◦).

Studying one type of star is not the only method to reveal information on the character-
istics of the Galactic Bulge and distance to the Galactic Centre. Eisenhauer et al. (2003) and
Eisenhauer et al. (2005) studied stars orbiting the centralblack hole and found values for
R0 of respectively 7.94± 0.42 kpc and 7.62± 0.32 kpc. Also surveys like 2MASS and the
surface brightness maps ofCOBE/DIRBE were used. Studies based on these databases find
values forφ around 20◦(see e.g. Dwek et al. 1995; Binney et al. 1997; Bissantz and Gerhard
2002; López-Corredoira et al. 2005), scale lengthsam between 1900 pc and 2800 pc (see
e.g. Binney et al. 1997; Freudenreich 1998; Bissantz and Gerhard 2002), and an axis-ratio of
1:0.5-0.6:0.4 (Merrifield 2004; López-Corredoira et al. 2005), except Dwek et al. (1995) who
find lower values for the axis-ratio (1:0.33:0.23). Robin etal. (2003) used HIPPARCOS data
to model and obtained axis-ratios of 1:0.27:0.27 and an angleφ of 11.1◦ ± 0.7◦.

The Milky Way Galaxy consists not only of stars, there is alsoan amount of gas present.
The location of HI gas in the galaxy (see Figure 2 in Merrifield 2004) immediately reveals
the non-axisymmetric distribution of the gas. This non-axisymmetric distribution can also be
seen when one measures the velocities of the interstellar COmolecule (Dame et al. 2001).
Using the distribution of the HI gas Merrifield (2004) found an angleφ of 25◦.

Table 7.1 gives an overview on these studies and the parameters found. Concerning the
angle between the Sun-Centre line and the barφ, Table 7.1 clearly shows two groups of val-
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ues: a low value around 20◦ and a higher value around 45◦. According to Sevenster et al.
(1999) the lower values found forφ arise when the longitude range used is too narrow or
when low latitudes are excluded. Groenewegen and Blommaert(2005) point out that this
could also be due to the fact that these studies trace different populations, which may be dis-
tributed differently.

7.1.3 Star formation rate and metallicity distribution

Besides the uncertainty in literature on the parameters describing the GB geometry and its
bar, also the characteristics of the stars located in the GB are debated.

Lately, studies show traces of an intermediate age population in the GB. Before, it was
believed that the GB consisted only of an old population (more then 10 Gyr). Recent studies
still reveal that the GB is dominated by this old population,but traces of a smaller intermedi-
ate population can no longer be ignored.
Holtzman et al. (1993) studied a field in Baade’s Window and concluded that based on the
luminosity function there exist not only old stars in the GB,but also a significant, although
unquantified, number of intermediate age stars (less then 10Gyr). Ortolani et al. (1995) con-
clude that there is no age difference between the majority ofbulge stars and the halo globular
clusters and no more than∼ 10% of the bulge population can be represented by interme-
diate age stars (Ortolani et al. 2001; Zoccali et al. 2003, see also). Feltzing and Gilmore
(2000) found no significant young stellar population in the GB, but emphasise that it is still
possible to have an age range of several Gyr. van Loon et al. (2003) found that in addi-
tion to the dominant old population (≥ 7 Gyr), there is also an intermediate-age population
(∼ 200 Myr – 7 Gyr) and possibly even younger (≤ 200 Myr) stars are found across the inner
bulge (although the latter could be attributed to foreground stars). Concerning an interme-
diate age population, Groenewegen and Blommaert (2005) found that the Mira variables in
the studied OGLE bulge fields have ages of a few Gyr. Also Uttenthaler et al. (2007) found
some AGB stars that might be tracers of a younger population:some of their selected AGB
stars in the GB show Technetium, which indicates that these AGB stars must originate from
a younger population.

The detection of a metallicity spread or absence of it and themetallicity distribution
reveals information on the formation history. During the last decade, there were several
papers studying the metallicity in the GB. McWilliam and Rich (1994) obtained for 14 M
giants in the GB high resolution spectroscopy. They found a mean metallicity of<[Fe/H]>=
−0.19± 0.02. Sadler et al. (1996) studied K and M giants in Baade’s Window and found a
mean abundance of<[Fe/H]>= −0.11± 0.04. Feltzing and Gilmore (2000) studied HST im-
ages and found that the metallicity of the bulge is equal to that of the old disk and that there is
only a marginal evidence for a central metallicity gradient. Also Ramı́rez et al. (2000) studied
M giants in the GB. They found a mean metallicity<[Fe/H]>= −0.21±0.30 and no evidence
for a metallicity gradient along the minor or major axes of the inner bulge (R< 560 pc). van
Loon et al. (2003) found a mean metallicity [M/H]∼ 0.5, but also stars with a metallicity of
+0.5 and -2 are common, but not dominant. The old stars in the population (≥ 7 Gyr) tend to
have higher metallicities (see their Figure 18). They propose that the metallicity distribution
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Figure 7.1: Schematic overview on the TRILEGAL code. Taken from Girardi et al. (2005).

of the old stars might be bimodal: one component of super-solar metallicity and another of
subsolar metallicity. Zoccali et al. (2003) found that mostof the bulge stars have a metallicity
[M/H] between +0.1 and -0.6 with a peak at -0.1.

7.2 TRILEGAL

In this study, we use the code TRILEGAL (TRIdimensional modeL of thE GALaxy) (Girardi
et al. 2005), a population synthesis code to simulate the stellar content towards any direc-
tion on the sky. In this paper the model will be used to computecolour-magnitude diagrams
(CMD) towards the GB. This means that we simulate the photometric properties of stars lo-
cated towards a given direction (ℓ, b) and complete down to a given limiting magnitude.

Figure 7.1 shows the general scheme of the TRILEGAL code. As is shown in this figure
the input to the model consists of four main elements:

– a library of stellar evolutionary tracks. It is essentiallycomposed by the Girardi et al.
(2000) tracks with some updating at low metallicities (Girardi 2002, unpublished), and
now complemented with the TP-AGB models by Marigo and Girardi (2007). These latter
are expected to describe the TP-AGB phase with much more realistic lifetimes and lumi-
nosities than in the original Girardi et al. (2000) isochrones.

– a library of synthetic spectra, which is used to compute bolometric corrections and ex-
tinction coefficients for the simulated stars. They are described in detail by Girardi et al.
(2002).
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– the instrumental setup, describing the settings of the telescope to be used, e.g. filters, de-
tectors and the effective sky area to be simulated.

– a detailed description of the Galaxy components, being the Galactic thin and thick disk,
the Halo and the Bulge. For each component a Star Formation Rate (SFR), Age–Metallicity
Relation (AMR), and space densities are assumed. These parameters are different for ev-
ery Galaxy component, therefore the Galactic components are treated separately by the
code. Also the Initial Mass Function (IMF) and interstellarabsorption belong to this group
of input parameters.

The TRILEGAL code itself performs a Monte Carlo simulation to generate stars in ac-
cordance with the input (see above). The SFR, AMR and IMF define a stars age, metallicity,
and mass. An interpolation in the grids of evolutionary tracks (see Girardi 1996) results in
the absolute photometry, which is then converted to apparent magnitudes based on the bolo-
metric corrections, distance modulus, and extinction.

The output of the TRILEGAL code is a catalogue of stars that contains for each star the
Galactic component in which they are located, stellar age, metallicity [M/H], initial mass, lu-
minosityL, effective temperature Teff , gravityg, distance modulusm− M0, visual extinction
AV, core mass and theperfectphotometric data in each of the wanted filters. To be able to
compare the output in CMDs with observational data one has toperform some extra calcu-
lations which are not included in the TRILEGAL code such as adding photometric errors,
saturation of the bright stars in real observations, and completeness.

A more detailed description of the TRILEGAL code and the parameters used concerning
the disk and halo can be found in Girardi et al. (2005).

Concerning the calculation of the extinction in TRILEGAL, there is a small change with
regard to Girardi et al. (2005). Not only can we now give the extinction valueAV as an input
parameter to the code, but a spread on theAV has also been used in this work. The extinction
values and their sigma used can be found in Table 7.2 and are based on Sumi (2004).

An important point is that we have used TRILEGAL with the original filter curves pro-
vided for 2MASS (Skrutskie et al. 2006) and OGLE-II (Udalskiet al. 1997), so simulat-
ing as far as possible the original photometric systems1. The bolometric corrections for
2MASS have already been described in detail by Bonatto et al.(2004). Those for OGLE-
II have been newly computed, and apart from being used in TRILEGAL have also been
incorporated into the Padova database of isochrones. Extensive tables of bolometric cor-
rections and isochrones in the OGLE-II system are now made available at the web sites
http://pleiadi.pd.astro.it/isoc photsys.02 (static tables) and
http://stev.oapd.inaf.it/∼lgirardi/cmd (interactive web form).

1Our experience is that the simulation of the 2MASS photometric system presents zero-point offsets of just a few
0.01 mag. Zero-point errors of similar magnitude are just expected in synthetic photometry applied to present-day
libraries of synthetic spectra, and are also likely presentin our simulations of the OGLE-II system.
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Furthermore, extinction coefficients in the several 2MASS and OGLE-II passbands have
been computed for a G2V star using the Cardelli et al. (1989) extinction curve withRV =

3.1. The extinction coefficients turn out to beAUOGLE/AV = 1.524, ABOGLE/AV = 1.308,
AVOGLE/AV = 1.021, AIOGLE/AV = 0.571, AJ2MASS/AV = 0.290, AH2MASS/AV = 0.183, and
AKs,2MASS/AV = 0.118.

These numbers would be fine to simulate extinction in the nearby disk, but do not apply
to a bulge with an anomalous ratio of total to selective extinction (see Udalski 2003). Since
the reasons for such anomalous ratios are still not understood, one does not know really how
to properly simulate extinction for the bulge. Our choice has been very pragmatic: we as-
sume that the generalised Cardelli et al. (1989) extinctioncurve still applies, and just change
its input RV value until the meanRVI = 1.964 value for the bulge (Sumi 2004) is recov-
ered. Therefore, we find that the anomalous extinction is reproduced with aRV = 2.4, which
producesAUOGLE/AV = 1.715, ABOGLE/AV = 1.386, AVOGLE/AV = 1.017, AIOGLE/AV = 0.506,
AJ2MASS/AV = 0.256,AH2MASS/AV = 0.162,AKs,2MASS/AV = 0.101. These values are assumed in
this work.

7.3 Observational Data

Sky surveys have as ultimate goal to unravel the mysteries ofour Universe. They come in dif-
ferent shapes and packages. Every sky survey has its own specific aim and often – if ground
based – the project can make use of its own telescope facility. Sky surveys are very useful
for very different kind of astronomers. One can use them to probe galaxy formation and trace
galaxy structure, to study star formation, one can look for variable stars, micro lensing events,
extra-solar planets and so on... Sky surveys often can also be used for things they were not
designed for. Sky surveys looking for micro lensing events e.g. produce huge amounts of
observational data on very interesting stars and star regions. Which is exactly what we need
to study stellar populations in the GB: large amounts of observational data on as much as
possible different regions in the GB. To perform this study,we selected data from 2MASS
and OGLE.

7.3.1 Two Micron All Sky Survey – 2MASS

The Two Micron All Sky Survey (2MASS) project was set up as a result of the success of
the Two Micron Sky Survey (TMSS) and the InfraRed Astronomical Satellite (IRAS). It is
a collaboration between The University of Massachusetts and the Infrared Processing and
Analysis Center (JPL/ Caltech). Survey operations began inSpring 1997 and concluded in
Spring 2001. The resulting 2MASS project made uniformly-calibrated observations of the
entire sky in theJ (1.24µm), H (1.66µm) andKs (2.16µm) near-infrared bands with a pixel
size of 2.0”.
The observations for this project were made using almost twoidentical telescopes and cam-
eras, one located in the northern hemisphere at the Whipple Observatory and one in the
southern hemisphere at the Cerro Tololo Inter-American Observatory. In this way almost full
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sky coverage (99.998%) could be obtained.
In this paper, we will use the 2MASS Point Source Catalog (PSC). It contains astrometry and
photometry in the three survey bandpasses for 470 992 970 sources. For every source, posi-
tion, magnitude, astrometric and photometric uncertainties and flags indicating the quality of
the source characterisations are provided.

7.3.2 Optical Gravitation Lensing Experiment – OGLE

The Optical Gravitational Lensing Experiment (OGLE) aims at detecting dark matter us-
ing micro lensing phenomena. This idea was first proposed by Paczynski (1986) (see also
Paczynski 1991). In order to draw any conclusions about the nature of dark matter one needs
a massive, long term survey and one needs to detect a significant amount of micro lensing
events. Crowded regions are a suited place to conduct this survey. During the first phase of
the program (OGLE-I) (1992-1995), the 1m Swope telescope atthe Las Campanas Observa-
tory, Chile, operated by Carnegie Institution of Washington has been used. The second phase
of OGLE (OGLE-II) started in January 1997. A telescope for the OGLE project (the 1.3m
Warsaw telescope) was build which is dedicated for long-term photometric surveys of the
dense stellar fields. The telescope is located at Las Campanas Observatory in Chili and is de-
scribed in Udalski et al. (1997). The telescope has a 1.5◦ field of view. The Large Magellanic
Cloud (LMC) was the first target in the second phase. Later on additional targets were added
among 10 deg2 in the GB. On June 11, 2001 the third phase of OGLE started (OGLE-III).
Observations are still done from Las Campanas Observatory,Chile, but are now using a so
called second generation CCD mosaic camera. The total field of view is now 35’ x 35’.
In this paper, we will use data from Udalski et al. (2002) fromOGLE-II who present theVI
photometric maps of the GB as a natural by-product of large micro lensing surveys. These
maps contain the meanVI-photometry and astrometry of about 30 million stars, covering
about 11 deg2 in different parts of the GB. Each field covers 14.2′ × 57′.

7.3.3 Selected fields

The fields selected to perform this study are shown in Table 7.2. The fields are chosen
based on the OGLE fields from Udalski et al. (2002) and are as much as possible spread
in longitude and latitude around the Galactic Centre. The data from 2MASS has been down-
loaded according to the positions of the OGLE fields, using Gator on the IRSA web site
(http://irsa.ipac.caltech.edu/).

7.4 Analysis

When calculating a set of models of any kind, one always needsan objective method to de-
termine why one model is better than an other model. One also wants to know the error bars
and/or confidence intervals for the derived parameters.
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Table 7.2: Properties of the selected fields.

Ogle field l b AV
a σAV

a # stars
(bul sc) OGLE 2MASS

2 2.23 -3.46 1.51 0.024 803 269 26 147
7 -0.14 -5.91 1.34 0.025 462 748 19 304
8 10.48 -3.78 2.14 0.042 401 813 19 411
13 7.91 -3.58 2.05 0.042 569 850 20 704
14 5.23 2.81 2.49 0.048 619 028 24 851
17 5.28 -3.45 1.92 0.031 687 019 22 241
25 -2.32 -3.56 2.33 0.042 622 326 26 328
27 -4.92 -3.65 1.69 0.025 690 785 23 623
29 -6.64 -4.62 1.53 0.024 491 941 20 692
40 -2.99 -3.14 2.92 0.066 630 774 26 169
47 -11.19 -2.60 2.58 0.056 300 705 20 099

aBased on Sumi (2004)

Figure 7.2: Example on the photometric errors of theK-band 2MASS data for field bulsc40.

7.4.1 Method

The output of the TRILEGAL code consists ofperfectphotometric data (see Section 7.2).
In order to be able to compare the output of the code with real observations, we need to add
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Figure 7.3:J − Ks vs Ks CMD for field bul sc40. The figure on the left are the observations,
the figure on the right is a model withR0 = 8.60 kpc,am = 2.67 kpc,a0 = 96.6 pc,η = 0.68,
ζ = 0.30, φ = 14.4◦, and f0 = 427.3. The black dots in the model (right panel) are stars
that originate from the disk, the dark blue dots originate from the halo and the red dots are
bulge stars. This colour code will be used in all figures of this type. The grey lines indicate
the boxes used to compute the model with the observations. The 2MASS CMDs for all the
selected fields using this model are shown in Figure 7.11.

photometric errors to the output of TRILEGAL.
Both 2MASS and OGLE-II give individual errors on the observations. These individual er-
rors are shown in Figure 7.2 as an example for the 2MASSKs-band data in field bulsc40 in
function of theKs-band magnitude. Using this data a density profile has been generated: for
each bin inKs (size 0.1 mag) we calculated how likely it is for a star to havean errorσKs.
Each bin inσKs (size 0.01 mag) is then given a number between 0 and 1 representing the
relative amount of stars in this bin with respect to all starswith a similarKs-band magnitude.
For each star in the output file of TRILEGAL a random number hasbeen generated between 0
and 1. The assigned error is then the closestσKs with respect to the assigned density profile.
This method has been used to generate photometric errors in all the observed magnitude
bands from both 2MASS as OGLE-II for each field individually.

With the observational data and the data calculated with TRILEGAL, CMDs have been
constructed. For the 2MASS data these CMDs are inJ − Ks vs Ks (see Figure 7.3), for
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Figure 7.4: Same figure and colour code as Figure 7.3 for the same model but now for a
V − I vs I CMD. The additional box which is not seen in Figure 7.3 is usedto compare the
red clump stars. The OGLE CMDs for all the selected fields using this model are shown in
Figure 7.13.

the OGLE data the CMDs areV − I vs I (see Figure 7.4). To be able to compare a CMD
constructed with observational data to a CMD constructed with modelled data, the CMDs
have been divided into regions. For both the 2MASS data and OGLE data, we define a disk
region and a bulge region in the dereddened CMDs as follows:

Ks,0 ≤ 12.2 and (J − Ks)0 ≤ 0.25 (for 2MASS disk) (7.3)

I0 ≤ 14.1 and (V − I )0 ≤ 1.4 (for OGLE disk) (7.4)

Ks,0 ≤ 10.7 and Ks,0 ≥ −10.4(J− Ks)0 + 18.9 (for 2MASS bulge) (7.5)

I0 ≤ 12.4 and I0 ≥ −8.2(V − I )0 + 24.0 (for OGLE bulge) (7.6)

For the OGLE data we defined additionally a clump region whichcontains the red clump
stars, as 16.1 ≤ I0 ≤ 12.6 and 0.8 ≤ (V − I )0 ≤ 1.8.

The regions are defined on a model with no extinction. Based onthe assumed extinction
for a field, these boxes are also reddened, in this way, these boxes include for every field
the same part of the CMD. The boxes are defined in such a way thatthere is only a very
small contamination of disk stars in the bulge region and theother way around. Therefore,
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if we want to study the bulge parameters, the only part of interest is the bulge region. The
histograms for the disk and bulge regions are probably not affected by incompleteness and
are used to compare the number counts in each bin.

The stars in the selected regions, are used to create histograms. All histograms were
created in one magnitude (Ks for 2MASS andI for OGLE) and not in the colours. The his-
tograms for the disk and bulge region are used to compare the number counts in each bin.

The histogram for the stars in the red clump region are not used for number counts, but to
derive the red clump magnitude both from observations and modelled data. To derive theI0,m

magnitude for the red clump, the method described in Stanek and Garnavich (1998) has been
used. This method fits a 2D polynomial to the underlying population, with on top of this a
Gaussian function to determine the magnitude of the red clump. The formula is given by:

n(I0) = a + b(I0 − I0,m) + c(I0 − I0,m)2
+

NRC

σRC

√
2π

exp
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, (7.7)

with the first tree terms corresponding to the underlying population with coefficientsa, b, and
c for the second degree polynomial. The last term refers to thered clump population itself,
with parameters corresponding to a Gaussian fit: scaling factor Nrc, sigmaσRC and peak of
the observed red clump starsI0,m. Figure 7.5 shows a fit using this method to theI -band
observations in the bulsc40 field. Using this fit to the red clump, we will compare the peak
position of the red clump stars in the observations to the peak position of the red clump in the
model. The expected magnitude of the red clumpMRC

I is often compared to the peak position
in the magnitude distribution of the red clump in order to estimate the distance to these stars.

7.4.2 Poisson distributed maximum likelihood

For the stars in the selected disk and bulge areas (see Figure7.3 and Figure 7.4) the con-
structed histograms are used to compare number counts. The typical errors on the amount
of stars in these histogram bins are Poisson errors (∼ 1√

ni
with ni the total amount of stars in

bin i). Therefore the selected test to perform on these histogramis a log likelihood test for
Poisson statistics (Eidelman et al. 2004):

−2 ln(λ(θ)) = 2
N

∑

i=1

(

νi(θ) − ni + ni ln
ni

νi(θ)

)

. (7.8)

In this formulaθ is the set of unknown parameters one wants to derive,n = (n1, n2, . . . , nN)
is the data vector containing the observations withN the number of bins in a histogram.ν
are the expected values, which are derived from the histograms of the modelled data and are
therefore dependent onθ. Whenni = 0, the last term in Eq. (7.8) is set to zero.

As already mentioned, for each field, there are 4 histograms (one for the disk region and
one for the bulge region, both for the comparison with 2MASS and OGLE). When determin-
ing the parameters for the bulge, we only use the histograms based on the stars in the bulge
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Figure 7.5: Example showing how the red clump stars are fittedusing the method described
by Stanek and Garnavich (1998). The black histogram are the stars selected from the “red
clump box” in theV− I vs I CMD and the grey line is the Gaussian fit with underlying second
degree polynomial.

boxes. This means that for each field, 2 histograms remain. Table 7.2 shows that we selected
11 fields. Including all this gives us a valuel for each model, which we want to minimise:

l =
11
∑

j=1

2
∑

k=1

−2 ln(λk j(θ)). (7.9)

7.4.3 Gaussian distributed log-likelihood

In addition to a box for the disk and bulge stars, Figure 7.4 also shows a box in which the red
clump stars are expected to be. When evaluating calculated models based on the position of
the red clump, we cannot use the Poisson distributed maximumlikelihood (see Section 7.4.2).
In this case the errors are not Poisson distributed, but normal N(0, σ2), with σ = 0.025 which
is the half of the bin size used to construct the histograms todetermine the peak of the red
clump distribution. To determine the appropriateness of a model concerning its position of
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the red clump, the log-likelihood functionl can be used (Decin et al. 2007):

l =
11
∑

j=1

N j
∑

i=1

− ln(σ) − ln(
√

2π) − 1
2

(

ni j − νi j (θ)
σ

)2

. (7.10)

The used symbols in this equation have the same meaning as thesymbols used in Eq. (7.8).
Because of the definition of this log-likelihood, to find the best model,l has to be maximised
and not minimised as Eq. (7.8).

7.4.4 Minimisation procedure

The minimisation procedure used in this work is theBroyden – Fletcher – Goldfarb – Shanno
(BFGS) method(Broyden 1970; Fletcher 1970; Goldfarb 1970; Shanno 1970) which can be
used to solve a non-linear optimisation problem. By analysing gradient vectors, the method
constructs an approximated Hessian matrix allowing a quasi-Newton fitting method to move
towards the minimum in parameter space. The parameters werenormalised in the minimisa-
tion procedure so they have an equal influence on the choice ofthe next set of parameters.

To significantly decrease the amount of computing time, the simulations made during
the minimisation runs adopt a shallower limiting magnitude, at I = 18. This does not in-
fluence our results as the stars fainter than this limit have no relevance to our analysis (see
Section 7.4.1). Because these areas are chosen well above the completeness limits for both
the 2MASS and OGLE data, we did not include completeness, again to speed up calculations.

The model calculations and minimisation procedure have been performed using Python.
The program has been written as such that the 11 different fields, that need to be calculated
to evaluate one model (see Section 7.3.3), were calculated simultaneously over 11 different
CPU’s. We could make use of 18 Dell PowerEdge PC’s: half of them with 2 Pentium 4 pro-
cessors of 3400MHz and the other half with 4 Xeon processors (7 processors of 3400MHz
and 2 of 3800MHz). In total we could thus make use of 54 processors, which makes it pos-
sible to evaluate about 5 models at the same time. In total we evaluated 37 606 models in a
time span of about 35 weeks.

7.4.5 Uncertainties on the model parameters

As explained by Decin et al. (2007) the log-likelihood function can be used to estimate the
uncertainties on the model parameters. A model with a likelihood valuel is equally good as
the best model if min(l) − l > Ncrit in the case of Eq. (7.9) and max(l) − l < Ncrit in the case
of Eq. (7.10). For both cases, these critical valuesNcrit follow a χ2

p-distribution with p the
degrees of freedom (Eidelman et al. 2004; Decin et al. 2007).A table with these values for
p ∈ [1, 20] can be found in Decin et al. (2007, and references therein).

Another way of determining uncertainties on the parameterscan come from the observa-
tions. Both the 2MASS and OGLE data come with errors on the observed photometry. We
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Figure 7.6: This figure shows how an estimate ofNcrit based on the observations can be
obtained. The parameter on the x-axis isl, the log-likelihood value. The observations have
been altered 10 000 times and compared to a model (histogram). The standard deviationσ of
the Gaussian fit through this histogram (full grey line) gives thenNcrit. In this caseσ = 27.75.
This figure is based on a model with the following parameters:R0 = 8.60 kpc,am = 2.67 kpc,
a0 = 96.6 pc,η = 0.68, ζ = 0.30,φ = 14.4◦, and f0 = 427.3. The SFR is based on Zoccali
et al. (2003) and the metallicity distribution is shifted with 0.3 dex in comparison to Zoccali
et al. (2003).

can alter the photometry by adding a value defined by a Gaussian function with as dispersion
the given error. If we do this for all the observations we havea different set of observations,
but that still lies within the errors given. If we compare a perfect model (i.e. no errors added
the outputs of the TRILEGAL code) a huge amount of times (e.g.10 000 times) with the ob-
servations that we adapt based on the errors for every comparison, we get a reliable estimate
of the possible spread inl for this model. The standard deviationσ that comes out of this
method, can then be used as a critical value to look for equally good models and estimate
uncertainties (see Figure 7.6).
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Figure 7.7: The left panel shows the SFR normalised to 1 and the right panel shows the
metallicity distribution normalised to 1 (based on Zoccaliet al. 2003).

7.5 Results

The SFR and AMR chosen to start the minimisation process withare based on Zoccali et al.
(2003) and are shown in Figure 7.7. The left figure shows a bulge formed by a single star
burst about 10 Gyr ago and the right figure indicates that the majority of the stars have a
metallicity slightly lower than solar (Z⊙ = 0.019).

The start values for the minimisation procedure have been chosen in accordance with
Binney et al. (1997, see also Table 7.1):R0 = 8.00 kpc,am = 1.90 kpc,a0 = 100 pc,η = 0.6,
ζ = 0.4, φ = 20◦, and f0 = 624. The output of this minimisation procedure is a model with
following parameters:R0 = 8.60 kpc,am = 2.69 kpc,a0 = 97.0 pc,η = 0.69, ζ = 0.30,
φ = 20.0◦, and f0 = 422.3.

The constructed histograms for this model are shown for fieldbul sc40 in Figure 7.8.
As mentioned in Section 7.4.1 we only used the histograms constructed with theI andKs

magnitude to compare the model with the observations. The histograms inV − I andJ − Ks

illustrate the fit between the model and the data for the colours. The minimisation procedure
uses only the stars in the bulge box. The stars in the disk box were used prior to the minimi-
sation process to set the scale parameter for the disk stars and to check the contamination of
disk and halo objects in the “bulge box”. For field bulsc40 adopting the same model as in
Figure 7.8, we find that out of a total of 2731 objects in the bulge box for the 2MASS data
only 127 originate from the disk and halo. Concerning the 2110 objects in the bulge box for
the OGLE data, only 105 originate from the disk and halo. Since this is already a very mod-
est fraction (about 5% for both CMDs), possible errors in ourrepresentation of the disk and
halo geometry are expected to have a negligible impact in thestar counts inside the bulge box.
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Figure 7.8: Histograms showing the distribution of selected bulge stars for field bulsc40.
The black line represents the observations, the red line themodel. The left panel shows
the 2MASS data, the right panel the OGLE data. The model has the following parameters:
R0 = 8.60 kpc,am = 2.69 kpc,a0 = 97.0 pc,η = 0.69,ζ = 0.30,φ = 20.0◦, and f0 = 422.3.
The star formation rate is a 10 Gyr burst and the metallicity distribution is based on Zoccali
et al. (2003).

Figure 7.8 shows the distribution of stars for the observations and the model for the se-
lected bulge stars for field bulsc40. Also for all the other fields this model overestimates the
amount of bulge stars in the 2MASS data and underestimates the amount of bulge stars in the
OGLE data, therefore this model can still be improved, but not by adapting the parameters
already in the minimisation procedure.

7.5.1 Varying the metallicity distribution

One of the parameters not in the minimisation procedure is the metallicity. The metallicity
distribution in Zoccali et al. (2003), which has been used for the previous model calculations,
is based on photometric results and is slightly less metal-rich in comparison with metallicity
distributions derived from spectroscopic results from e.g.
McWilliam and Rich (1994), Sadler et al. (1996), and Ramı́rez et al. (2000) (see Fig. 14 in
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Figure 7.9: Histograms showing the distribution of selected bulge stars for field bulsc40.
The black line represents the observations, the red line themodel. The left panel shows
the 2MASS data, the right panel the OGLE data. The model has the following parameters:
R0 = 8.60 kpc,am = 2.67 kpc,a0 = 96.6 pc,η = 0.68,ζ = 0.30,φ = 14.4◦, and f0 = 427.3.
The star formation rate is a 10 Gyr burst and the metallicity distribution is based on Zoccali
et al. (2003) but shifted with 0.3 dex. (This figure is also given for all the modelled fields, see
Figures 7.15 and 7.16).

Zoccali et al. 2003). Therefore we shifted the metallicity towards a more metal-rich popula-
tion and used the parameters of the model found after the minimisation process (model 1) to
run some new models with the shifted metallicity distribution. Already when we shift [Fe/H]
with 0.1 dex our fit improves. We obtained the best fit with a shift of 0.3 dex for [Fe/H] (see
Table 7.3, model 4). Fig. 14 in Zoccali et al. (2003) shows that a shift with 0.3 dex in [Fe/H]
is consistent with the noticed differences between the metallicity distribution they derived
and metallicity distributions derived based on spectroscopy.

Although the fit with the slightly metal-rich population improves the fit, we need to be
sure that this is also the best model using a more metal-rich population. Therefore, we ran a
new minimisation procedure with starting valuesR0 = 8.60 kpc,am = 2.69 kpc,a0 = 97 pc,
η = 0.69,ζ = 0.30,φ = 20◦, and f0 = 422.3. The resulting model from this minimisation pro-
cedure has the following parameters:R0 = 8.60 kpc,am = 2.67 kpc,a0 = 96.6 pc,η = 0.68,
ζ = 0.30,φ = 14.4◦, and f0 = 427.3 (model 7). Figures 7.11 and 7.12 show all the CMDs
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based on the 2MASS data, Figures 7.13 and 7.14 show the CMDs based on the OGLE data,
Figures 7.15 and 7.16 show the histograms for the selected bulge stars for all the modelled
fields, and Figure 7.17 shows all the fits using the red clump stars for both observations and
model.

The parameters for this new model do not differ much from the initial model (model 4).
Also the maximum-likelihood values are very similar (see Table 7.3). Section 7.4.5 describes
two methods to estimate errors on the model parameters and therefore also discuss how to
decide if one model is significantly better than another model. If we use the method described
in Decin et al. (2007) then the critical value is given byNcrit = 14.07 and the new model is
significantly better then the initial one. The other method described in Section 7.4.5 gives a
critical value ofNcrit = 27.76 (see also Figure 7.6). In this case the two models are equally
good. We will continue with the new model (model 7).

To derive the error bars on these model parameters, we used both methods described in
Section 7.4.5. For each parameter we explored the parameterspace around the value found by
the minimisation procedure and rounded the found parameters within the found error bars.
Using the first method, all models that fall within the critical value ofNcrit = 14.07 from
our model are equally good. This results in the following error bars:R0 = 8.60±0.15

0.10 kpc,
am = 2.70±0.04

0.08 kpc, a0 = 96.6±1.1
3.5 pc, η = 0.68±0.01

0.07, ζ = 0.30±0.01
0.01, φ = 14.4◦±5.6

9.6, and
f0 = 427.3±10.8

25.7.
Using the second method, we find aNcrit = 27.76 (see also Figure 7.6). Using this critical
value, we derive the following error bars on our parameters:R0 = 8.60±0.15

0.11 kpc, am =

2.70±0.004
0.01 kpc, a0 = 96.6±1.1

4.1 pc, η = 0.68±0.01
0.07, ζ = 0.30±0.01

0.01, φ = 14.4◦±5.7
10.3, and

f0 = 427.3±11.0
25.7.

As was expected the error bars using the second method are larger then using the first method.
Nevertheless the differences are very small.

7.5.2 Varying the age distribution

The star formation rate is also still quite uncertain (see also Section 7.1.3). Therefore we also
tested other SFR’s. First we start with shifting the star burst to a different age in steps of
0.5 Gyr from a star burst 9 Gyr ago till 13 Gyr ago. Table 7.3 gives an overview of this and
shows that we could not improve our fit by changing the age of the star burst.
Changing the age of the star burst is not the only possibilityto alter the SFR. Section 7.1.3
describes that most likely there are also intermediate agedstars in the GB and maybe also
some younger stars. In order to check these possibilities, we used the SFR given in van Loon
et al. (2003) (see their Figure 28). The metallicity distribution used is the metallicity distri-
bution of Zoccali et al. (2003) shifted with 0.3 dex. Young stars as well as intermediate aged
stars are included in the SFR by van Loon et al. (2003). To check the possibility of an inter-
mediate aged population on top of the dominant old population, the metallicity distribution of
van Loon et al. (2003) has been used, but without the stars younger than 0.1 Gyr and a SFR
without the stars younger than 1 Gyr. The metallicity distribution used in these scenarios is
again the shifted distribution found by Zoccali et al. (2003). The results are again shown in
Table 7.3.
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Table 7.3 shows that we do not get a significant better fit if we use the SFR by van Loon
et al. (2003) and the shifted metallicity distribution by Zoccali et al. (2003). Because the SFR
has changed drastic, and therefore also the colour distribution of the stars in the resulting
models, a new minimisation procedure is necessary to check if no better model can be found
using the SFR by van Loon et al. (2003). The previous best model found (model 7), has
been chosen to start the minimisation procedure with. This resulted in the following model:
R0 = 10.27 kpc,am = 3.19 kpc,a0 = 95.0 pc,η = 0.62,ζ = 0.31,φ = 11.0◦, and f0 = 370.8.
All parameters exceptR0, am, and f0 fall within the defined error bars of the best model with a
star burst of 10 Gyr as SFR. The differences seen betweenR0, am, and f0 are huge and do not
fall within the previously defined error bars. Additionally, based on the method to compare
different models, this new model is significantly better than the models previously found. In
Section 7.6 we explain based on the analysis of the red clump stars why we prefer the pre-
vious model 7 over this new model although based on the comparison of the stars located in
the bulge box in the CMDs, this model is significantly better.

Also for the two SFR’s including only intermediate aged stars based on the SFR by van
Loon et al. (2003) a new minimisation procedure was set up. Using the SFR by van Loon
et al. (2003) for stars older than 0.1 Gyr, the minimisation procedure ended with the follow-
ing model:R0 = 9.00 kpc,am = 2.67 kpc,a0 = 95.3 pc,η = 0.69, ζ = 0.28,φ = 8.7◦, and
f0 = 424.8. Almost all parameters found using this SFR are within the error bars derived on
the previous model, exceptR0 andζ. Nevertheless this model is not significantly better than
the former model 7. Using the SFR for stars older than 1 Gyr, the minimisation procedure
ended with:R0 = 8.70 kpc,am = 2.57 kpc,a0 = 96.4 pc,η = 0.68,ζ = 0.28,φ = 15.7, and
f0 = 423.7. Almost all parameters for this model are consistent with the parameters and their
error bars derived using the star burst of 10 Gyr and a metallicity distribution of Zoccali et al.
(2003) shifted with 0.3 dex. The parametersam andζ are the only two that are not consistent
with the previously derived parameters, although the differences are very small. But again
this model is significantly worse than the previous found model 7.

7.6 Red Clump stars

The red clump stars can be used as a distance indicator as wellas an estimator to the angleφ
between the bar and the Sun-Centre line (see also Section 7.1.2). Using the red clump stars, a
new minimisation procedure as described in Section 7.4.4 was set up. In this scenario, there
are only two variable parameters:R0 andφ, the other parameters have been kept constant
(am = 2.67 kpc,a0 = 96.6 pc, η = 0.68, ζ = 0.30, and f0 = 427.3). An age of 10 Gyr
and a metallicity distribution based on Zoccali et al. (2003) and shifted with 0.3 dex has been
used. The minimisation process started withR0 = 8.60 kpc andφ = 14.4◦ and ended with
R0 = 8.60 kpc andφ = 24.8◦. This model is also listed in Table 7.3.

Using the first method to derive error bars on these parameters, withNcrit = 5.99, the fol-
lowing error bars were calculated:R0 = 8.60±0.33

0.11 kpc andφ = 24.8◦±25.7
13.0. Using the second

method a critical valueNcrit = 4.36 has been derived, which resulted in the following error
bars:R0 = 8.60±0.16

0.11 kpc andφ = 24.8◦±5.9
12.5. Therefore the model derived based on the red
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Figure 7.10: Peak positionsI0 of the red clump stars corrected for extinction in function of
the longitudeℓ.

clump stars forR0 andφ falls within the previously defined error bars for the model derived
on the stars located in the bulge box. Nevertheless the derived model is significantly better if
we only consider the red clump stars.

In Section 7.5 other SFR’s have been tested (see Table 7.3). Also for these other mod-
els, we compared the red clump stars. Based on the red clump stars, Table 7.5 shows that
the models with a star burst of 10 Gyr as SFR but with shifted metallicity distributions are
equally good. There is based on the critical valueNcrit no difference between these models.
If the age of the star burst has changed, one notices that not all models are equally good. The
best model that comes out of the comparison based on only the red clump star is a model with
a star burst of 11±2.0

1.0 Gyr, with the model derived using the minimisation procedure based on
the red clump stars included.

Concerning the models with a SFR based on van Loon et al. (2003) the comparison with
the red clump stars shows that our fit could not be improved adapting this SFR. Although the
model withR0 = 10.27 kpc,am = 3.19 kpc,a0 = 95.0 pc,η = 0.62,ζ = 0.31,φ = 11.0◦, and
f0 = 370.8 is significantly better based on the stars in the bulge box, the comparison with the
red clump stars shows that this is the worst fit made for the redclump stars.

We did not compare the observed clump with estimates derivedfrom independent formu-
lae that describe howMRC

I changes with age and metallicity (see e.g. Udalski 2000; Girardi
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and Salaris 2001). Instead, we completely model the luminosity function of the red clump,
and hence derive its expectedMRC

I in the same way asIRC is derived from real data. Using
the distance to the GCR0 and the peak positions of the red clump in the observations, we can
calculateMRC

I in the following way:

MRC
I = I0,m− (5 logR0 − 5) (7.11)

with I0,m the peak of the red clump corrected for extinction.

Figure 7.10 shows the peak positions of the red clump in function of the longitude.
These peak positions are corrected for extinction using theextinction values given in Ta-
ble 7.2. The full line is a linear least-squares fit through these peak positions and is given
by: I0,m = (14.502± 0.018)+ (−0.029± 0.003)l. Therefore, the peak positionI0,m in the GC
(ℓ = 0) is then given by 14.502± 0.018. If we assume thatR0 = 8600±155

110, which we found
using the minimisation process, Eq. (7.11) gives thenMRC

I = −0.170±0.069
0.066. Due to the rather

large errors onR0 the error bars forMRC
I are also rather large.

Girardi and Salaris (2001) study the possible effects of systematic magnitude differences
between the local red clump revealed by Hipparcos and the redclump stars in distant galax-
ies. They constructed detailed models for the red clump population and took star formation
rates and chemical enrichment histories from literature. Their Table 4 gives an overview on
the found results, and indicates that the value we found is consistent with the value found
for the Solar neighbourhood using the SFR of Rocha-Pinto et al. (2000b) and the AMR of
Rocha-Pinto et al. (2000a). Our value is also consistent with the value for Baade’s Window if
α-enhancement is included in the models. Also Paczynski and Stanek (1998) studied the red
clump stars for which detailed Hipparcos parallaxes are available in the solar neighbourhood
and found thatMRC

I = −0.279± 0.088. Although our found value resembles better the values
found by Girardi and Salaris (2001), this value is also consistent within the given error bars
with our value.

7.7 Summary and conclusions

In this chapter we have studied the characteristics of the Galactic Bulge based on CMD com-
parisons between OGLE and 2MASS data an the results from the galactic model TRILEGAL
(Girardi et al. 2005). Several star formation rates and metallicity distributions have been
tested. Over all these different SFR’s and metallicity distributions the model parameters give
within the error bars the same results except for the angleφ between the Sun-Centre line
and the Bar. Concerning the other parameters we found a distance to the Galactic Centre
R0 = 8.60±0.16

0.11 kpc, a scale length for the Bulgeam of 2.70±0.04
0.10 kpc, an inner truncation

length for the Bulgea0 of 96.6±1.1
4.1 pc, and a scaling factorf0 = 427.3±11.0

25.7. Concerning the
characteristics of the Bar, we found the ratio of the major axis to be 1 : 0.68±0.01

0.07 : 0.30±0.01
0.01

and an angleφ of 14.4◦±5.5
10.3. The largest scatter in the found model parameters is found for

the angleφ. Nevertheless the found values are all rather small and around 15◦. The present
best model of the bulge is provided as the default in the interactive web interface to TRILE-
GAL (http://trilegal.ster.kuleuven.be/).
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If we compare our results to the results found in literature and listed in Table 7.1 our
parameters fall within the listed range of parameters except for the axial ratioη. Concern-
ing the distance to the GC, our value resembles the values found by Paczynski and Stanek
(1998) based on red clump stars and Groenewegen and Blommaert (2005) based on Mira
variables. Our results disagree with e.g. Udalski (1998) based on red clump stars in the GB.
If we compute the mean observed magnitudeI0 from the distance modulus listed in Udal-
ski (1998) usingMRC

I from Stanek and Garnavich (1998) as they did, than this is consistent
with the observed mean magnitude we derived in this work. Theother two studies deriving
the distance to the GC based on red clump stars which are inconsistent with this work are
Babusiaux and Gilmore (2005) and Nishiyama et al. (2006). These two studies are consistent
with each other and use a very similar method: both define an “extinction-free” magnitude.
It is not exactly clear why the results of these methods are not consistent with our results.
As these studies are performed usingK-band observations, we cannot compare the expected
magnitude as we could do for Udalski (1998). For the scale length of the bulge, we found the
same value as Freudenreich (1998) and similar values as Sevenster et al. (1999) and Bissantz
and Gerhard (2002). The inner truncation length for the Bulge is similar to the two values
listed in Table 7.1 by Binney et al. (1997) and Bissantz and Gerhard (2002). The valueη we
found is higher than the values found in literature. Concerning the other ratio of the major
axis ζ we found similar results as Whitelock (1992), Dwek et al. (1995), and Stanek et al.
(1997). For the last parameterφ, we found values consistent with the group of studies finding
lower values forφ (see e.g. Dwek et al. 1995; Binney et al. 1997; Stanek et al. 1997; Bissantz
and Gerhard 2002; Robin et al. 2003; Merrifield 2004; Babusiaux and Gilmore 2005; López-
Corredoira et al. 2005; Rattenbury et al. 2007). As already mentioned by Groenewegen and
Blommaert (2005) the different results found in literaturewith respect to the angle between
the bar and the Sun-Centre line (see e.g. our results in contrast to Whitelock 1992; Sevenster
et al. 1999; Groenewegen and Blommaert 2005; López-Corredoira et al. 2007) could origi-
nate from a different spatial distribution of the stellar population these studies trace.

We also tested different star formation rates and metallicity distributions. A model with a
star burst of 10 Gyr based on Zoccali et al. (2003) gave the best results together with a metal-
licity distribution also based on Zoccali et al. (2003) but shifted by 0.3 dex. We could not
improve our fits including intermediate and/or young stars if we compared both the stars we
selected in the defined bulge box and the red clump stars. Therefore we conclude that based
on 2MASS and OGLE data comparisons with the TRILEGAL model wefind best results for
a population of 10 Gyr. Nevertheless it is still possible that there are also intermediate aged
stars located in the GB, although we could not trace them using our described method (see
e.g. Groenewegen and Blommaert 2005; Uttenthaler et al. 2007).

Using the peak positions of the red clump stars and the distance to the Galactic Cen-
tre obtained by our minimisation procedures, we found thatMRC

I = −0.170±0.069
0.066. This

value is consistent with recent values found in literature,although it resembles best the val-
ues found by Girardi and Salaris (2001) using red clump starsin the solar neighbourhood
(MRC

I = −0.171) or using red clump stars in Baade’s Window ifα-enhancement is taken into
account (MRC

I = −0.161).
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Table 7.3: Overview on the different models described in thetext.
Number R0 am a0 η ζ φ f0 SFR [Fe/H] lbulge lRC

[kpc] [kpc] [pc] [ ◦]
1 8.60 2.69 97.0 0.69 0.30 20.0 422.3 Zoccali et al. (2003), 10Gyr Zoccali et al. (2003) 2 185 -10.6

2 8.60 2.69 97.0 0.69 0.30 20.0 422.3 Zoccali et al. (2003), 10Gyr Zoccali et al. (2003) + 0.1 dex 1 768 -9.2
3 8.60 2.69 97.0 0.69 0.30 20.0 422.3 Zoccali et al. (2003), 10Gyr Zoccali et al. (2003) + 0.2 dex 1 597 -8.8
4 8.60 2.69 97.0 0.69 0.30 20.0 422.3 Zoccali et al. (2003), 10Gyr Zoccali et al. (2003) + 0.3 dex 1 519 -9.2
5 8.60 2.69 97.0 0.69 0.30 20.0 422.3 Zoccali et al. (2003), 10Gyr Zoccali et al. (2003) + 0.4 dex 1 597 -8.7
6 8.60 2.69 97.0 0.69 0.30 20.0 422.3 Zoccali et al. (2003), 10Gyr Zoccali et al. (2003) + 0.5 dex 1 657 -9.0

7 8.60 2.67 96.6 0.68 0.30 14.4 427.3 Zoccali et al. (2003), 10Gyr Zoccali et al. (2003) + 0.3 dex 1 442 -13.3
8 8.60 2.67 96.6 0.68 0.30 14.4 427.3 Zoccali et al. (2003), 9 Gyr Zoccali et al. (2003) + 0.3 dex 1 735 -13.0
9 8.60 2.67 96.6 0.68 0.30 14.4 427.3 Zoccali et al. (2003), 9.5 Gyr Zoccali et al. (2003) + 0.3 dex 1 593 -13.2

10 8.60 2.67 96.6 0.68 0.30 14.4 427.3 Zoccali et al. (2003), 10.5 Gyr Zoccali et al. (2003) + 0.3 dex 1 563 -11.2
11 8.60 2.67 96.6 0.68 0.30 14.4 427.3 Zoccali et al. (2003), 11 Gyr Zoccali et al. (2003) + 0.3 dex 1 657 -7.1
12 8.60 2.67 96.6 0.68 0.30 14.4 427.3 Zoccali et al. (2003), 11.5 Gyr Zoccali et al. (2003) + 0.3 dex 1 518 -10.5
13 8.60 2.67 96.6 0.68 0.30 14.4 427.3 Zoccali et al. (2003), 12 Gyr Zoccali et al. (2003) + 0.3 dex 1 851 -25.1
14 8.60 2.67 96.6 0.68 0.30 14.4 427.3 Zoccali et al. (2003), 12.5 Gyr Zoccali et al. (2003) + 0.3 dex 2 023 -7.4
15 8.60 2.67 96.6 0.68 0.30 14.4 427.3 Zoccali et al. (2003), 13 Gyr Zoccali et al. (2003) + 0.3 dex 2 342 -7.4

16 8.60 2.67 96.6 0.68 0.30 14.4 427.3 van Loon et al. (2003) Zoccali et al. (2003) + 0.3 dex 3 832 -21.4
17 10.27 3.19 95.0 0.62 0.31 11.0 370.8 van Loon et al. (2003) Zoccali et al. (2003) + 0.3 dex 1 355 -75.7

18 8.60 2.67 96.6 0.68 0.30 14.4 427.3 van Loon et al. (2003), older than 0.1 Gyr Zoccali et al. (2003) + 0.3 dex 3 779 -21.6
19 9.00 2.67 95.3 0.68 0.28 8.7 424.8 van Loon et al. (2003), older than 0.1 Gyr Zoccali et al. (2003) + 0.3 dex 1 768 -18.9

20 8.60 2.67 96.6 0.68 0.30 14.4 427.3 van Loon et al. (2003), older than 1.0 Gyr Zoccali et al. (2003) + 0.3 dex 4 430 -14.6
21 8.70 2.57 96.4 0.68 0.28 15.7 423.7 van Loon et al. (2003), older than 1.0 Gyr Zoccali et al. (2003) + 0.3 dex 3 222 -13.1

22 8.60 2.67 96.6 0.68 0.30 24.8 427.3 Zoccali et al. (2003), 10 Gyr Zoccali et al. (2003) + 0.3 dex 1 550 -7.3
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Figure 7.11:J−Ks vsKs CMD for all selected fields. For each field there are two panelsgiven,
the left panel give the 2MASS observations, the right panel is the model withR0 = 8.60 kpc,
am = 2.67 kpc,a0 = 96.6 pc,η = 0.68,ζ = 0.30,φ = 14.4◦, and f0 = 427.3. The black dots
in the model (right panel) are stars that originate from the disk, the dark blue dots originate
from the halo and the red dots are bulge stars. This colour code will be used in all figures
of this type. The light grey lines indicate the boxes used to compute the model with the
observations.
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Figure 7.12:J − Ks vs Ks CMD for all selected fields – continued.
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Figure 7.13:V − I vs I CMD for all selected fields. For each field there are two panelsgiven,
the left panel give the OGLE observations, the right panel isthe model withR0 = 8.60 kpc,
am = 2.67 kpc,a0 = 96.6 pc,η = 0.68,ζ = 0.30,φ = 14.4◦, and f0 = 427.3. The black dots
in the model (right panel) are stars that originate from the disk, the dark blue dots originate
from the halo and the red dots are bulge stars. This colour code will be used in all figures
of this type. The light grey lines indicate the boxes used to compute the model with the
observations.
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Figure 7.14:V − I vs I CMD for all selected fields – continued.
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Figure 7.15: Histograms showing the distribution of selected bulge stars for all the modelled
fields. The black line is the histogram for the observationaldata, the red line represents the
model. For each field there are two panels, the panel on the left shows the 2MASS data
and the panel on the right shows the OGLE data. The model has the following parameters:
R0 = 8.60 kpc,am = 2.67 kpc,a0 = 96.6 pc,η = 0.68,ζ = 0.30,φ = 14.4◦, and f0 = 427.3.
The star formation rate is a 10 Gyr burst and the metallicity distribution is based on Zoccali
et al. (2003) but shifted with 0.3 dex.
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Figure 7.16: Histograms showing the distribution of selected bulge stars for all the modelled
fields – continued.
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Figure 7.17: Fits to the red clump stars using the method described by Stanek and Garnavich
(1998). The black histogram are the stars selected from the “red clump box” in theV − I vs
I CMD and the grey line is the Gaussian fit with underlying second degree polynomial.



CHAPTER 8

Conclusions and prospects

In this thesis we studied several aspects related to the finalstages of stellar evolution of low-
mass stars. We studied OH/IR stars in the Galactic Centre, investigated the late stages of
evolution of low-mass stars located in the Galactic Bulge, as well did we trace the stellar con-
tent in, and the geometry of the Galactic Bulge. In this final chapter, we want to summarise
the main conclusions presented in this thesis and propose possible research plans for the near
future.

8.1 OH/IR stars in the Galactic Centre

The OH/IR stars located in the Galactic Centre are believed to originate from two different
populations. The first population has a low expansion velocity, a larger spread in latitude, and
a larger velocity dispersion with respect to the Galactic rotation than the OH/IR stars in the
second group with higher expansion velocities. The stars inthe first group with the lowest
expansion velocities are believed to be older objects, while the stars in the second group may
have a more recent formation history. Based on this assumption, it is expected that the stars
in the first group, the “older” objects, have lower luminosities than the stars in the second
group. This could not be confirmed in earlier studies, the differences in the luminosities be-
tween the two groups, if these differences exist, are not very big. Another expected difference
between these two groups of stars is the gas-to-dust ratio inthe expansion velocities which is
correlated to the metallicity of the star. It is in this context that we discussed in Chapter 2 our
attempt to study the metallicity of this sample of OH/IR stars based on medium-resolution
near-IR spectroscopy.

Due to several reasons (the dust surrounding the OH/IR stars, the water content of these
objects, and their variability) we were unable to determinethe metallicity based on the ob-
tained medium resolution near-IR spectroscopy. We showed that because of the mentioned
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physical effects the equivalent line widths of the molecules and atoms in the near-IR are
altered. Determining the metallicity of these objects in order to look for an additional dis-
tinction between these two groups of OH/IR stars, might in near feature still be hard. High-
resolution spectroscopy of these objects is needed to determine accurate metallicity estimates.
Because of the variability of these objects, dynamical model atmospheres will be needed.
These models account for the effects induced by the variability of the object when calculat-
ing a model spectrum. Since these models are only recently being developed, it will take a
while until the general astronomical community will have access to these models, as well as
the models converge in a short time span.

8.2 The oxygen-rich dust condensation sequence along the
AGB

In Chapters 3 to 6 we studied a sample of Galactic Bulge AGB stars in order to obtain more
insight on the dust condensation sequence along the AGB. Chapter 3 is dedicated to the analy-
sis of the dust around these stars based on Spitzer-IRS observations. Chapter 4 studies ground
based optical and near-IR spectroscopy and near-IR photometry to gather more information
about the central star. In Chapter 5 we study the crystallinematerial around the OH/IR stars
in the sample and in Chapter 6 we look for correlations between the characteristic parameters
for the central star and the dust content.

8.2.1 Stellar characteristics and variability in function of
(Ks − [15])0

Using the ground based observations for this sample of GB AGBstars, we obtained infor-
mation on the characteristics and the variability of the central star. We showed that the AGB
stars in our sample have a spectral type of M4 or later. The 6 bluest stars in (Ks − [15])0 were
the only objects in which a Ca-triplet could be detected, indicating the early spectral type of
these objects. We also derived a metallicity distribution for the objects in this sample and
found it to be consistent with recent literature studying the metallicity in the Galactic Bulge.
Based on an estimate of the amount of water we found that the amount of water increases with
decreasing effective temperature. The Mira variables in our sample have the largest amounts
of water. We also showed correlations between the pulsationamplitude and period and the
(Ks − [15])0 colour.

We could not derive periods for the objects with the smallestamplitudes (the bluest
(Ks − [15])0 colours) and could therefore not place these objects in the PL-diagram. There-
fore it might be interesting to monitor these objects more frequently as the expected periods
for these objects is about 30 days.
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8.2.2 Dust characteristics

Spitzer-IRS spectra were obtained for the AGB stars in our sample, selected based on the
(Ks − [15])0 colour, a mass-loss indicator (Ojha et al. 2003; Blommaert et al. 2006). For the
naked stars in our sample we showed that there exists a large spread in (Ks − [15])0 colour,
although these objects are expected to have similar mass-loss rates (∼ 10−8M⊙/yr). A differ-
ence in colour temperature, which could be induced by the presence of a water layer, is able
to explain this observed spread in (Ks − [15])0.

For the objects showing a dust contribution (except the OH/IR stars) dust spectra were
created and analysed. To study the characteristics of the dust composition and its expected
relation to the mass-loss rate, several parameters were determined. The normalised dust lumi-
nosity was calculated and we searched the dust spectra for indications of alumina, amorphous
silicates, a 13, and a 19.5µm feature. Based on the 10µm complexes of these dust spectra,
SE indexes have been derived as well as an estimate of the relative abundance of alumina
with respect to amorphous silicates.

Only one object seems to be dominated by alumina, most of the other objects have a rel-
ative abundance of alumina with respect to amorphous silicates between 0.1 and 0.4. Only
minor indications can be found for a decreasing trend for therelative amount of alumina with
increasing (Ks − [15])0, a mass-loss indicator. This is reflected in the derived SE indexes.
Very few objects have small or high SE indexes, the majority has an SE index of 4 or 5. The
SE index correlates very well with the relative abundance ofalumina with respect to amor-
phous silicates.

Based on the analysis of the dust spectra, we concluded that no clear trend between
(Ks − [15])0, a mass-loss indicator, and the dust composition can be found. This indicates
that although (Ks − [15])0 is a mass-loss indicator, it is most likely not precise enough to
study the oxygen-rich dust condensation sequence. The large spread shown in the different
figures of Chapter 3 is however not expected to disappear completely if independent esti-
mates for the mass-loss rates are used. This indicates that the oxygen-rich dust condensation
sequence as it is derived at this moment is not sufficient to explain dust formation around
oxygen-rich AGB stars. Detailed radiative transfer modelling of these objects is therefore
required to obtain mass-loss estimates and to derive a more detailed dust composition. These
mass-loss estimates can then be used to rearrange the dust spectra in order to evaluate the
obtained dust compositions with respect to the oxygen-richdust condensation sequence.

8.2.3 Crystalline material around OH/IR stars

We studied the OH/IR stars in this sample in function of theircrystalline material very clearly
detected throughout the entire Spitzer-IRS spectrum. Based on the crystalline forsterite fea-
ture at 11.3µm we showed that the OH/IR stars in this sample relatively produce equal
amounts of crystalline material. When measuring the relative strength of the 33.6µm forsterite
feature, this revealed that as the mass-loss rate increasesthe relative strength of this feature
decreases. With a radiative transfer model only using amorphous silicate, we showed that
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this decreasing trend in relative strength with increasingmass-loss rate, is related to optical
thickness effects. For the objects with the highest mass-loss rates, the dust shells are still
optically thick at these wavelengths.

This collection high signal to noise Spitzer-IRS spectra for 8 OH/IR stars located in the
GB, is an ideal homogenous sample. With this sample detailedradiative transfer modelling,
not only including amorphous silicates, but also crystalline material, metallic iron, and other
dust species, will reveal more information on the detailed composition of the dust surround-
ing these objects. It might help understanding why we do not detect crystalline material in
AGB stars with lower mass-loss rates and it might even revealnew insights on the geometry
of the dust around OH/IR stars.

8.2.4 The oxygen-rich dust condensation sequence

Using a period-luminosity diagram, this sample can also be analysed in terms of variability.
We showed that all the objects below the tip of the RGB are naked stars, while the objects
above the tip of the RGB show a dust contribution. Based the position of the objects in the
PL-diagram, a clear one-to-one relation with the dust composition can not be found, although
there exists clear indications for such a trend. The objectswith the highest relative amounts
of alumina dust are located just above the tip of the RGB. These objects show also a 13µm
feature and possibly also a 19.5µm feature. All the other objects on sequences B and C show
a mixture of alumina and amorphous silicate dust and also a 13µm feature. The objects with
the reddest (J − K)0 colour only show indications of amorphous silicate dust.

A principal component analysis on the derived parameters inChapters 3 and 4 showed
that the variance between the objects can be described in terms of three principal components.
The first principal component reflects the mass-loss rate, the second the dust composition and
the characteristics of the central star, it is not clear which parameter(s) the third principal com-
ponent traces. We were also able to reduce the dimensionality of the problem from 11 to 7
dimensions.

Detailed radiative transfer modelling of the dust spectra is also needed to continue this re-
search project. This will enable us to search for a relation between the evolution on the AGB
based on the position of the object in the PL-diagram and a more detailed dust composition
then derived in this work.

8.3 Stellar populations in the Galactic Bulge

In Chapter 7 we aimed at studying the characteristics, the stellar populations, and the metal-
licity distribution in the Galactic Bulge using the galaxy model TRILEGAL. By comparing
CMDs based on 2MASS and OGLE-II observations with calculated CMDs, we search for
a model that explains the observations best. The found modelhas a distance to the GC of
8.6±0.15

0.11 kpc, major axis of the bar of 1 : 0.68±0.01
0.07 : 0.30±0.1

0.1, and an angle between the bar
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and the Sun-Centre line of 14.4◦±5.5
10.3. The population of the GB is mainly an old population

which formed about 10 Gyr ago in a star burst. We could not improve our models signifi-
cantly by adding an intermediate and/or young population, which does not imply that there
does not exist such a population. The found metallicity distribution is slightly more metal
rich than the metallicity distribution in Zoccali et al. (2003) based on photometry, but consis-
tent with metallicity distributions derived based on spectroscopic results (see e.g. McWilliam
and Rich 1994; Sadler et al. 1996; Ramı́rez et al. 2000).

Using the OGLE-III -band photometry, we also compared the observed and the modelled
red clump stars. Based on this comparison, we could derive anexpected magnitude for the
objects ofMRC

I = −0.170±0.069
0.066, consistent with values in recent literature.

Based on the calibration of the parameters for the geometry,the stellar population, and
metallicity distribution performed in this thesis with respect to the 11 selected fields in the
Galactic Bulge using OGLE-II and 2MASS photometry, we are now ready to compare the re-
sults of this model with other observations, such as e.g. theISOGAL catalogue. Studying the
stellar content of the Galactic Bulge at different wavelengths will allow us to trace different
populations and in this way we might be able to also detect an intermediate age population as
well as obtain more insight on the formation history of the bulge.
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Sterpopulaties en stofvorming in de
binnenste delen van de Melkweg

Hoewel we het maar zelden beseffen doet ook het universum aan“recyclage”. Sterren
worden geboren uit wolken en doorlopen verschillende levensfases. Tijdens één van deze
levensfases produceren sommige sterren grote hoeveelheden stof die terug de interstellaire
ruimte ingeblazen worden, terwijl anderen ontploffen als supernova en op deze manier het
interstellair medium verrijken. Niet alleen stof verrijkthet interstellair medium, ook het gas
wordt verrijkt door bijvoorbeeld de sterrenwinden van massieve sterren. Wanneer nu een
nieuwe generatie sterren geboren wordt, zal dat gebeuren met onder andere de restanten van
de vorige generatie. Deze “levenscyclus” wordt in de loop der tijd doorlopen en opnieuw
doorlopen. . .

Deze thesis bestudeert sterpopulaties en stofvorming in debinnenste delen van de Melk-
weg. In hoofdstuk 2 bestuderen we OH/IR sterren in het centrum van de Melkweg. Hoofd-
stukken 3 tot 6 zijn gewijd aan een steekproef AGB sterren diezich in de bulge bevinden. Van
deze sterren zullen we in hoofdstuk 3 het stof bestuderen, inhoofdstuk 4 eigenschappen die
de centrale ster karakteriseren en de variabiliteit, in hoofdstuk 5 zullen we het kristallijn stof
rond OH/IR sterren bestuderen en in hoofdstuk 6 zullen we al de gevonden stofeigenschappen
bestuderen in functie van de karakteristieke eigenschappen van de ster. In hoofdstuk 7 zullen
we door middel van een “galaxymodel” de geometrie van en de sterpopulatie in de bulge be-
studeren. Deze hoofdstukken zullen samen met de belangrijkste besluiten in de verschillende
secties van deze samenvatting aan bod komen.
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N.1 Inleiding

In deze sectie wordt een korte inleiding gegeven over de relevante onderwerpen die in deze
thesis aan bod komen (gebaseerd op Habing en Olofsson 2003, tenzij anders vermeld).

N.1.1 Sterpopulaties

“Sterpopulaties” is een van de sleutelwoorden in de titel van deze thesis. Een sterpopulatie
is een groep sterren die op een of andere manier samenhoort. De meest gebruikte definitie
van “sterren die samenhoren” is die van een populatie die bestaat uit sterren met dezelfde
massa, die allemaal ongeveer tegelijk geboren zijn en die dus eenzelfde leeftijd hebben en
een vergelijkbare chemische samenstelling.
Een andere definitie van sterpopulaties heeft het over de ruimtelijke verdeling van deze ster-
ren. Als we de ruimtelijke verdeling van al de sterren opdelen in blokken die we bij elkaar
kunnen optellen om al de sterren in een bepaalde omgeving te beschrijven, dan kunnen deze
“blokken” ook als een sterpopulatie beschouwd worden.

N.1.2 AGB sterren

Een belangrijk deel van deze thesis is gewijd aan AGB sterren. In de volgende secties zullen
we dan ook iets meer in detail beschrijven wat een AGB ster is en hoe haar evolutie verloopt.

N.1.2.1 Pre-AGB evolutie

De verschillende levensfases die een ster doorloopt zijn afhankelijk van haar initiële massa.
Figuur 1.1 toont twee Hertzsprung-Russel (HR) diagrammen.Afhankelijk van de tempera-
tuur en lichtkracht van een ster krijgt deze een plaats in hetdiagram. Het linkse HR diagram
toont enkele evolutiesporen afhankelijk van de initiële massa van de ster.

In deze thesis worden hoofdzakelijk lage-massa sterren bestudeerd. Ze hebben massa’s
vergelijkbaar aan die van onze Zon. De evolutie hier beschreven, is dus ook geldig voor on-
ze Zon. Onze Zon bevindt zich momenteel op de “hoofdreeks” (Main Sequence: MS). In
deze fase van haar leven zet de ster waterstof (H) om in helium(He). Het rechterpaneel in
Figuur 1.1 toont het evolutiespoor voor deze laag-massievesterren.
Wanneer alle waterstof in de kern opgebrand is, verlaat de ster de hoofdreeks. De kern produ-
ceert geen energie meer om de zwaartekracht tegen te werken en de ster trekt samen. Hierdoor
stijgt de temperatuur en op een gegeven moment is de temperatuur hoog genoeg om in een
schil rond de kern waterstof om te zetten in helium. Nu is de ster een rode reus en bevindt ze
zich op de rode reuzentak (Red Giant Branch: RGB).
Door de waterstofschilverbranding stijgt de temperatuur in de binnenste delen van de ster
nog steeds. Op een gegeven moment is de temperatuur in de kernhoog genoeg om nu ook de
helium-kern om te zetten in zuurstof en koolstof. Wanneer dit gebeurt is de RGB fase voorbij
en bevindt de ster zich op de horizontale tak (Horizontal Branch: HB).
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Wanneer in de kern alle helium opgebruikt is, trekt de ster weer samen waardoor de tempera-
tuur stijgt. Door deze temperatuursverhoging is het weer mogelijk om in een schil waterstof
te gaan verbranden. De waterstofschilverbranding is op ditmoment de grootste energieleve-
rancier van de ster. De HB fase is ten einde en de ster bevindt zich nu op de asymptotische
reuzentak (Asymptotic Giant Branch: AGB).

N.1.2.2 Structuur en evolutie van een AGB ster

Een AGB ster kan ruwweg in vier delen verdeeld worden: een kleine, heel hete en dichte
kern; een grote, hete en minder dichte stellaire enveloppe;een ijle warme atmosfeer en een
heel grote, heel ijle en koele circumstellaire enveloppe (zie ook Figuur 1.2).

In het begin van de AGB fase, de vroege-AGB (Early-AGB: E-AGB), zorgt zoals reeds
vermeld de waterstofschilverbranding voor de meeste energie. De lichtkracht van de ster en
temperatuur van de kern blijven toenemen. Op een gegeven ogenblik is de temperatuur hoog
genoeg om ook aan heliumschilverbranding te doen. Op dit ogenblik zijn er dus twee schil-
len die voor energie zorgen: de waterstofschil en de heliumschil. Door de grote hoeveelheid
energie die op deze manier vrijkomt wordt de heliumschilverbranding onstabiel, waardoor
helium heel snel wordt omgezet in koolstof. Dit veroorzaakteen heliumflits ook wel een
thermische puls genoemd. De ster is nu in de zogenoemde thermisch pulserende AGB fase
(Thermally pulsing AGB phase: TP-AGB).

De steratmosfeer is zeer gevoelig voor deze fysische processen die dieper in de ster gebeu-
ren. Door de variabiliteit van de ster kunnen schokgolven onstaan waardoor korrelvorming
kan optreden. Een ander effect van deze schokken is massaverlies. In het begin van de AGB
fase is dit nog heel laag (10−8 M⊙/yr, zonsmassa’s per jaar), maar aan het einde van de AGB
fase kan dit oplopen tot 10−4 M⊙/yr.

Door het massaverlies wordt er een circumstellaire enveloppe (CSE) van ontsnappend gas
en stofdeeltjes gevormd. De moleculen bevinden zich dicht bij de ster in lagen, waarvan de
grootste een water laag en een CO laag zijn. De stofdeeltjes daarentegen bevinden zich verder
weg van de ster waar de temperatuur laag genoeg is opdat ze zouden kunnen blijven bestaan.
Stof kan gevormd worden vanaf ongeveer 1800 K (ongeveer 1530◦C). Het soort stof dat ge-
vormd wordt is afhankelijk van de samenstelling van de ster,zuurstofrijk of koolstofrijk. In
deze thesis bestuderen we zuurstofrijke sterren en de stofvorming rond deze sterren zal dan
ook vnl. zuurstofrijk zijn.

Figuur 1.6 toont de verschillende karakteriserende parameters voor AGB sterren. Bo-
venaan de figuur zien we de effectieve temperatuur, daarna delichtkracht relatief aan de
zonslichtkracht, de periode in dagen, het massaverlies (ingrootheden van 10−6 M⊙/yr) en de
totale massa. Deze figuur toont hoe de grootheden veranderentijdens de AGB evolutie fase.
De effectieve temperatuur daalt naarmate de tijd verstrijkt en de AGB ster evolueert, maar de
andere grootheden nemen toe. In het begin van de AGB fase gebeurt dit allemaal vrij conti-
nue, maar wanneer de TP-AGB fase aanbreekt, zien we ten gevolge van de thermische pulsen
plotse en grote veranderingen in deze grootheden. Op het einde van de AGB fase verliest de
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ster een significant deel van haar massa ten gevolge van de zogenaamde “superwind” fase.
Tijdens deze periode zijn de massa-verliezen heel hoog (∼ 10−4M⊙/yr).

Op het einde van de AGB fase domineert het massaverlies de evolutie van de ster. De
straal wordt steeds kleiner en hierdoor verplaatst de ster zich in het HR diagram naar links.
De AGB fase is ten einde en de ster wordt nu een post-AGB ster genoemd. Bij sommige post-
AGB sterren wordt de materie die zich nog in de omgeving van dester bevindt, geı̈oniseerd.
Hierdoor wordt dit materiaal zichtbaar. Zo’n object wordt een planetaire nevel (Planetary
Nebula: PN) genoemd.

N.1.2.3 Variabiliteit

AGB sterren worden ook vaak geclassificeerd op basis van hun variabiliteit. Vanuit histo-
risch perspectief worden ze vaak in vier klassen opgedeeld:de onregelmatig pulserende, de
semi-regelmatig pulserende, de Mira variabelen en de door stof omhulde variabelen (dust-
enshrouded variables).

Op basis van de variabiliteit wordt voor AGB sterren vaak eenperiode-lichtkracht dia-
gram gemaakt (zie Figuur 1.4). Op dit diagram kunnen we verschillende parallelle reeksen
ontdekken die belangrijk zijn in dit werk. Op reeks A, B en hetonderste deel van reeks C
bevinden zich de semi-regelmatig pulserende variabelen. De Mira variabelen bevinden zich
op reeks C. De oorsprong van de sterren op reeks D is nog niet helemaal begrepen.

N.1.2.4 Stofvorming en de zuurstofrijke stofcondensatiereeks

Zoals reeds vermeld verliezen AGB sterren gedurende deze fase in hun evolutie grote hoe-
veelheden van hun massa door middel van een trage massieve sterrenwind. In deze wind kan
stof gevormd worden. De zuurstofrijke stofcondensatiereeks beschrijft op basis van theoreti-
sche studies de volgorde waarin dit stof gevormd kan worden.We zullen de condensatiereeks
beschrijven te vertrekken van aluminium en silicaat (SiO) (gebaseerd op Tielens et al. 1997;
Cami 2002).

Aluminium (Al) is in zuurstofrijke AGB sterren een relatiefveel aanwezig element, daar-
om is het belangrijk om de Al condensatiereeks te bekijken voor zuurstofrijke omgevingen.
Corundum (α-Al2O3, de kristalijne vorm van aluminiumoxyde, ook wel alumina genoemd –
Al2O3) is het eerste stofdeeltje dat volgens de zuurstofrijke condensatiereeks gevormd wordt
en dit rond ongeveer 1760 K. Wanneer corundum afkoelt, reageert het met SiO, Ca en Mg
in de gasfase en vormt meliliet (een Ca-Na-Al-Mg-Fe-silicaat), eerst in de vorm van puur
gehleniet (Ca2Al2SiO7). Later wordt dit gehleniet gedeeltelijk omgevormd in akermaniet
(Ca2MgSi2O7) rond 1550 K, alumina (boven 1510 K) en spinel (MgAl2O4) onder 1510 K.
Rond temperaturen van 1450 K wordt uit meliliet diopsiet (CaMgSi2O6) gevormd en spinel.
Deze laatste twee reageren dan weer tot anorthiet (CaAl2Si2O8).
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De meeste mineralen die silicium (Si) bevatten worden gevormd via een andere con-
densatiereeks. Het meeste silicaat condenseert eerst rond1440 K in forsteriet (Mg2SiO4).
Forsteriet behoort tot de familie van de olivijnen (a2xb2−2xSiO4 met a en b: Mg, Fe, Mn, Co
of Zn). Het overtollig SiO wordt dan gebruikt om forsteriet om te zetten in enstatiet (MgSiO3,
een pyroxeen) rond 1350 K.

Waar ijzer (Fe) in deze reeksen thuishoort is op dit ogenbliknog niet duidelijk. Hoogst-
waarschijnlijk word metallisch ijzer gevormd, maar Fe kan ook gebruikt worden om forste-
riet en fayaliet (Fe2SiO4) te vormen rond 1100 K. Daarnaast worden magnesium-ijzer-oxides
vaak waargenomen in AGB sterren, vnl. Mg0.1Fe0.9O, maar deze molecule heeft geen plaats
in de condensatiereeks.

Zuurstofrijke AGB sterren vertonen veel verschillende soorten stof. Bijna al deze stof-
soorten komen voor in de zojuist beschreven condensatiereeksen. AGB sterren die per jaar
grote hoeveelheden massa verliezen, vertonen stofspectragedomineerd door amorf silicaat
en ook kristallijne olivijnen en pyroxenen kunnen erin aangetroffen worden. De stofspectra
van AGB sterren die niet veel massa verliezen per jaar, vertonen voornamelijk alumina en
magnesium-ijzer-oxides. Welk stof gevormd wordt is afhankelijk van de dichtheid van de
deeltjes en daardoor dus ook van de grootte van het massaverlies. De “freeze out” is de term
die aanduidt dat de dichtheid in het stofvormingsgebied te laag is zodat de condensatie van
een volgende stofsoort in de condensatiereeks niet meer kanplaatsvinden. Op dit ogenblik
stopt dus de condensatie van stofsoorten in een andere stofsoort. Wanneer we een verza-
meling AGB sterren bestuderen met verschillende massaverliezen, zien we dus deze “freeze
out” voorkomen op verschillende tijdstippen en kunnen we dus bestuderen of het stof ge-
vormd wordt in de volgorde die de stofvormingsreeksen aangeven.

N.1.2.5 OH/IR sterren

OH/IR sterren zijn zuurstofrijke-AGB sterren aan het eindevan hun levensfase op de AGB.
Ze verliezen grote hoeveelheden massa en daardoor wordt hetstof in de circumstellaire enve-
loppe optisch dik. De ster kan daardoor in het optisch golflengtebereik niet meer gedetecteerd
worden. OH/IR sterren worden dus bestudeerd op langere golflengten zoals in het infrarode-
of radiogebied van het elektromagnetisch spectrum.

OH/IR sterren zijn niet alleen AGB sterren aan het einde van hun AGB fase, ze beho-
ren ook tot één van de subklasses van de masers. Doordat ze OH maseren zijn ze makke-
lijk identificieerbaar op radio golflengtes (de OH maser kan o.a. waargenomen worden op
1612 MHz). Wanneer grote gebieden aan de hemel afgezocht worden op zoek naar OH/IR
sterren, gebeurt dat dan ook het vaakst via radiotelescopen.
Masering is een vorm van gestimuleerde emissie: wanneer eenfoton geabsorbeerd wordt
door een molecule, komt deze molecule in een hoger energie stadium, de molecule wordt
geëxiteerd. Wanneer nu een foton in de buurt van de al geëxiteerde molecule komt, kan de-
ze passerende foton een de-exitatie stimuleren. De molecule verliest dan zijn extra energie
in de vorm van een foton. Dit foton heeft dezelfde energie en richting als het foton dat de
de-extitatie stimuleerde. In normale omgevingen is dit eenuitzonderlijk fenomeen. Wanneer
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er echter sprake is van “populatie-inversie” is het een frequent voorkomend fenomeen. We
spreken van populatie-inversie wanneer er zich meer moleculen in een hoger energieniveau
bevinden dan in een lager energieniveau.

Het sterkste masering effect kunnen we waarnemen wanneer wehet grootste aantal hoe-
veelheden deeltjes met dezelfde snelheid zien bewegen. In praktijk komt dit dus voor wan-
neer onze gezichtslijn door de centrale ster gaat, dan zien we een maximaal aantal deeltjes
met eenzelfde snelheid richting ons bewegen en een maximaalaantal deeltjes met dezelfde
snelheid van ons weg bewegen (zie ook Figuur 1.7). De deeltjes die met deze gelijke snel-
heid, maar in tegenovergestelde richting bewegen, zorgen voor het typische dubbel gepiekte
snelheidsprofiel bij maser objecten. Het snelheidsverschil tussen deze twee pieken∆V is een
indicator van de initiële massa van de ster en ook van de gasexpansiesnelheid (vexp).

N.1.3 De Melkweg

Onze Melkweg is een spiraalvormig melkwegstelsel en kan in vier delen opgesplitst worden:
de schijf, een centrale verdikking (debulge), de halo en het centrum. Figuur 1.8 toont een sa-
mengestelde figuur van onze Melkweg in het nabij-infrarood (nabij-IR). Op de figuur kunnen
we duidelijk het vlak of de schijf herkennen en in het midden de bulge met de halo.

Vermits we deel uitmaken van ons eigen melkwegstelsel kunnen we geen beelden maken
van de Melkweg als geheel. Maar toch beschikken we, doordat we er zelf deel van zijn, over
drie-dimensionele informatie. Dit soort informatie kunnen we voor andere melkwegstelsels
enkel indirect verkrijgen.

Deze thesis bestudeert sterren in de binnenste delen van de Melkweg, in de bulge en in het
centrum. Door de grote hoeveelheid sterren die zich in de binnenste delen van de Melkweg
bevinden en omdat we van deze sterren kunnen veronderstellen dat ze zich ongeveer even
ver van ons bevinden, is dit gedeelte van onze Melkweg een heel interessante omgeving om
te bestuderen. Maar er zijn ook nadelen aan, net door het grote aantal sterren die zich hier
bevinden is het vaak moeilijk om de sterren te identificeren die men wil observeren. Daar-
naast bevindt er zich ook heel veel stof in deze gebieden wat voor verroding van de sterren
zorgt. Gelukkig zijn er ook een aantal gebieden waar deze verroding kleiner is. Drie van
deze gebieden werden geselecteerd door Baade: hetSgr I-venster, hetSgr II-vensteren het
NGC 6522-venster. Dit laatste wordt ook vaakBaade’s venstergenoemd.

In de binnenste regionen van de Melkweg kunnen we ook heel watsubstructuren ontdek-
ken. Figuur 1.9 toont de binnenste delen van de Melkweg. Dezefiguur bevat ook de bulge en
een van de substructuren die we kunnen zien is die van een balk(bar). De laatste decennia is
de discussie omtrent deze balk hevig gevoerd en bewijs ervoor komt van verschillende onaf-
hankelijke studies. Daarom is het hoogstwaarschijnlijk dat deze balk effectief bestaat, maar
over de exacte bepaling ervan (massa, vorm, de hoek die de balk maakt met de lijn tussen
de Zon en het centrum van de Melkweg, leeftijd,. . . ) is nog geen consensus bereikt. Het
is zelfs nog niet duidelijk of men een onderscheid moet makentussen de bulge en de balk:
soms wordt met de bulge de balk genoemd, soms bedoelt men met de balk een substructuur
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in de bulge. In deze thesis zullen we het formalisme aannemendat beschreven is in Sevenster
(1999): bulge gebruiken we voor de galactische component inde richting van|ℓ| ≤ 10◦ en
met balk bedoelen we de substructuur in de bulge.

N.2 Nabij-IR spectroscopie van OH/IR sterren in het cen-
trum van de Melkweg

OH/IR sterren in het centrum van de Melkweg worden opgesplitst in twee populaties. De
eerste populatie zijn sterren die een lagere expansiesnelheid hebben (vexp < 18.0 km/s), een
grotere spreiding in galactische breedte en een grotere snelheidsdispersie in vergelijking met
de galactische rotatie dan de sterren in de tweede populatie. De sterren uit de eerste populatie
worden verondersteld ouder te zijn dan de sterren uit de tweede populatie. Tot op dit moment
is de expansiesnelheid de enige parameter die de twee groepen echt onderscheidt. Als de ster-
ren uit de eerste populatie ouder zijn, verwachten we dat deze sterren een lagere metalliciteit
hebben dan de sterren in de tweede populatie. Daarom zullen we in het tweede hoofdstuk van
deze thesis, nabij-IR spectra bestuderen van OH/IR sterrenuit deze beide groepen.

N.2.1 Metalliciteit

Ramı́rez et al. (2000) tonen hoe men op basis van de equivalente lijnbreedtes van NaI, CaI

en12CO(2,0) de metalliciteit kan bepalen. Deze relatie is gebaseerd op reuzen in bolvormi-
ge sterrenhopen, maar werd ook gebruikt op een groep van ISOGAL bronnen in de bulge
(Schultheis et al. 2003). In dit onderzoek werd aangetoond dat de metalliciteitsverdeling
van een groep sterren in de bulge op basis van deze metalliciteitsbepaling, niet significant
verschilde van vroegere metalliciteitsbepalingen op basis van chemische studies (Schultheis
et al. 2003).

Naast de equivalente lijnbreedtes van NaI, CaI en 12CO(2,0), werd ook een maat voor
absorptie van water bepaald op basis van de kromming van de spectra rond 1.6µm.

Naast de OH/IR sterren in de bulge, werden ook andere sterrenwaargenomen die reeds
door andere groepen bestudeerd werden. Dit om onze spectra en de methode om de equi-
valente lijnbreedtes te bepalen te kunnen vergelijken. Figuren 2.3 tot 2.6 en Tabellen 2.5
tot 2.7 tonen aan dat we dezelfde resultaten bekomen als Schultheis et al. (2003), Ramı́rez
et al. (1997), Ramı́rez et al. (2000) en Lançon en Wood (2000). Toch kon in heel wat spectra
de equivalente lijnbreedtes van CaI en NaI niet bepaald worden (zie ook Tabellen 2.9 tot
2.11). Figuur 2.9 is een duidelijk voorbeeld van een spectrum waarvoor CaI en NaI niet
konden gemeten worden, vnl. voor de CaI lijn lijkt het alsof deze lijn in het continuüm ver-
dwijnt. In de rest van dit hoofdstuk bestuderen we mogelijkeverklaringen voor dit fenomeen.
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N.2.2 Stof

Zoals vermeld in de inleiding van deze samenvatting, zijn OH/IR sterren AGB sterren aan het
einde van deze levensfase. Ze verliezen grote hoeveelhedenmassa (tussen de 10−6 en 10−4

zonsmassa’s per jaar) en vormen daardoor dikke stofschillen. Het is hoogstwaarschijnlijk dat
dit stof het nabij-IR spectrum beı̈nvloedt (Tej et al. 2003).

Om de invloed van het stof op onze spectra te berekenen werd een model uitgerekend
dat het radiatief transport oplost voor het stof (Groenewegen 1993). Via dit model konden
we inderdaad aantonen dat wanneer het massaverlies groter wordt (dus de hoeveelheid stof
neemt toe), de equivalente lijnbreedtes van zowel NaI als CaI afnemen tot zelfs verdwijnen
in het continuüm (zie Figuur 2.10).

N.2.3 Aanwezigheid van water in OH/IR sterren

Water heeft een groot aantal spectrallijnen in het bestudeerde golflengtegebied (Wallace en
Hinkle 1996). Niet alleen kan het water voor een depressie van het continuüm zorgen, de
invloed van het water is ook verwacht te veranderen tijdens de pulsatie periode van de OH/IR
sterren (Tej et al. 2003). Figuur 2.11 toont aan dat de equivalente lijnbreedte van zowel NaI
als CaI afneemt wanneer de maat voor de hoeveelheid water toeneemt.Dit effect is het
grootst voor CaI.

N.2.4 Variabiliteit

Van de waterabsorptie wordt verwacht dat ze correleert met de fase tijdens de pulsatie periode
(Bessell et al. 1996; Lançon en Wood 2000; Tej et al. 2003). Voor 41 van de 50 OH/IR ster-
ren in onze groep, bepaalde Wood et al. (1998) een periode. Deze periodes werden gebruikt
om de waarnemingen te linken aan de fase van de pulsatie (zie Figuur 2.12). Figuur 2.13
toont de correlatie zoals ze verwacht wordt, maar vermits desterren niet allen identiek zijn,
zit er heel wat spreiding op de relatie.

N.2.5 Expansiesnelheden

Desondanks we niet via de equivalente lijnbreedtes van NaI, CaI en 12CO(2,0) de metalli-
citeit van deze sterren kunnen bepalen, is het toch van belang om te zoeken naar verschillen
tussen de twee groepen. Figuur 2.14 toont de expansiesnelheden in functie van de gemeten
equivalente lijnbreedtes. Uit deze figuur en Tabel 2.8 blijkt dat de sterren uit de eerste groep
(met een lagere expansiesnelheid) kleinere equivalente lijnbreedtes voor NaI hebben en een
grotere spreiding op de maat voor de hoeveelheid water. Wat betreft12CO(2,0) zien we geen
verschil tussen beide groepen. Een logisch gevolg van de grotere hoeveelheid water in de eer-
ste groep is dat voor deze groep nauwelijks equivalente lijnbreedtes van CaI gemeten konden
worden.
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N.2.6 Besluit

Voor de in het nabij-IR waargenomen OH/IR sterren in het Galactisch Centrum, kunnen we
op basis van de equivalente lijnbreedtes van NaI, CaI en12CO(2,0) geen conclusies trekken
over de metalliciteit van deze sterren. Wel is in deze studienaar voor gekomen wat de moge-
lijke invloed is van stof, de aanwezigheid van water in de sterren en de variabiliteit op dit deel
van het spectrum. Al deze elementen hebben gelijktijdig invloed op het nabij-IR spectrum
van een ster. Vermits we voor deze sterren niet de temperatuur van het stof en het massa-
verlies kennen, kunnen we deze verschillende effecten nietvan elkaar onderscheiden. We
kunnen via deze methode geen duidelijk onderscheid vinden tussen de twee groepen OH/IR
sterren.

N.3 Stofvorming in de circumstellaire envellopes van AGB
sterren

Door middel van dit project willen we de stofvorming bestuderen rond zuurstofrijke AGB
sterren in functie van de AGB evolutie om zo de theoretisch voorspelde zuurstorijke stofcon-
densatiereeksen te toetsen aan de realiteit. Door de lancering van de Spitzer Space Telescoop
in 2003 kunnen we nauwkeurige waarnemen maken van AGB sterren in het infrarood op gro-
tere afstanden dan voorheen. Vroegere studies naar de stofvorming rond zuurstofrijke AGB
sterren konden enkel AGB sterren waarnemen in onze nabije omgeving, waardoor geen ho-
mogene steekproef samengesteld kon worden. Indien de steekproef echter homogeen is, moet
het verschil gezien in de stofsamenstelling van de verschillende sterren te wijten zijn aan de
leeftijd van de ster op de AGB en kunnen we dus op deze manier destofvorming bestuderen
in functie van de AGB evolutie.

N.3.1 Selectie en waarnemingen

De AGB sterren die we in dit onderzoeksproject bestuderen zijn geselecteerd op basis van
de ISOGAL waarnemingen. ISOGAL was het tweede grootste project met de ISO satel-
liet (Infrared Space Observatory). ISOGAL bestudeerde velden in de galactic bulge d.m.v.
waarnemingen op 7 en 15µm. Deze waarnemingen werden dan gecombineerd met nabij-IR
waarnemingen van DENIS (I -, J- en Ks-band fotometrie). Ojha et al. (2003) en ook Blom-
maert et al. (2006) toonden aan dat de (Ks − [15])0 kleur een goede indicator is voor het
massaverlies van de AGB sterren. Gebruik makend van bronnengedetecteerd met ISOGAL
kunnen we AGB sterren selecteren met massaverliezen van 10−8 tot 10−4 M⊙/yr. Daaren-
boven toonden Groenewegen en Blommaert (2005) aan dat de Mira variabelen in de bulge
dezelfde oorsprong hebben en een initiële massa van ongeveer 1.5 tot 2 M⊙. Door de objecten
zo te selecteren verkrijgen we een homogene steekproef AGB sterren.

Op basis van de AGB sterren die met ISOGAL gedetecteerd warenhebben we 47 AGB
sterren geselecteerd op die manier dat we de volledige massaverlies evolutie tijdens de AGB
kunnen bestuderen: we selecteerden sterren met heel weinigmassaverlies die nog geen stof
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vormen of er pas mee begonnen zijn tot sterren met grote massaverliezen zoals de OH/IR
sterren.

Deze steekproef AGB sterren werd waargenomen met Spitzer-IRS in het golflengte ge-
bied van 5.2 tot 38µm. Tijdens dezelfde periode als de Spitzer-IRS waarnemingen gebeur-
den, werd deze steekproef AGB sterren ook waargenomen vanopaarde d.m.v. optische en
nabij-IR spectroscopie en nabij-IR fotometrie. Met deze extra informatie willen we zoveel
mogelijk eigenschappen van de centrale ster en de variabiliteit te weten komen.

N.3.2 Eigenschappen van de centrale ster

Op basis van de waarnemingen met DBS (Dual-Beam Spectrograph) en CASPIR (Cryogenic
Array Spectrometer and Imager) proberen we zoveel mogelijk informatie te verzamelen over
de centrale ster.

Figuur 4.1 toont de optische spectra voor 3 AGB sterren uit onze steekproef. De onderste
is een ster met nog weinig massaverlies, de middelste heeft een hoger massaverlies en de
bovenste heeft het grootste massaverlies. Op deze figuur zijn ook de belangrijkste TiO en VO
banden aangeduid en de golflengte positie van het Ca-triplet.
Van de TiO en VO banden weten we dat ze zeer gevoelig zijn voor de temperatuur en dus
ook voor het spectraal type van de ster. Op basis van deze banden hebben we voor iedere
ster het spectrale type bepaald en de effectieve temperatuur d.m.v. de calibratie in Fluks et al.
(1994). De meeste objecten in onze steekproef hebben een spectraal type M5 of later en er
zijn geen sterren met een spectraal type vroeger dan M4. Ook Glass et al. (1999) kwamen tot
dit besluit op basis van ISOGAL bronnen in Baades venster.
Naast de TiO en de VO banden, is ook het Ca-triplet heel gevoelig aan de effectieve tem-
peratuur. Het Ca-triplet wordt enkel waargenomen in objecten van een vroeg type. In onze
steekproef hebben we dan ook slechts 3 objecten gevonden diehet Ca-triplet heel duidelijk
in al hun waarnemingen toonden en nog eens 3 andere sterren die het ook vertoonden, maar
minder duidelijk. Deze 6 sterren zijn de 6 blauwste sterren in (Ks − [15])0 uit onze steekproef
en hebben dus de kleinste massaverliezen.

Vermits we de effectieve temperatuur afgeleid hebben op basis van de TiO banden in het
spectrum, kunnen we door middel van modellen voor pulserende rode reuzen de intrinsieke
(theoretische)J−K kleur berekenen (Bessell et al. 1989). Wanneer we deze intrinsieke kleur
vergelijken met de waargenomenJ − K kleur, krijgen we een afschatting voor de verroding
van de ster. Deze verroding wordt dan veroorzaakt zowel doorhet circumstellair stof als door
het interstellair stof. Via deze methode kunnen we dus geen afschatting maken voor de inter-
stellaire extinctie, maar het toont ons wel aan dat de fout ofdeK-magnitude ongeveer 0.1 tot
0.2 mag is.

Figuren 4.2 tot 4.4 tonen voor dezelfde 3 sterren als in Figuur 4.1 deJ-, H- en K-band
spectroscopie. De belangrijkste moleculen die in dit golflengtegebied waargenomen kunnen
worden zijn TiO, VO en CO. Water is ook een belangrijke molecule die zijn invloed laat mer-
ken op dit deel van het spectrum. Water zorgt ervoor dat het spectrum van deH-band een
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kromming vertoont (zie bovenste spectrum van Figuur 4.3 t.o.v. de andere twee spectra). De
sterkte van de waterband is afhankelijk van de preciese structuur van de buitenste lagen van
de atmosfeer en er wordt van verwacht dat ze correleert met devariabiliteit van de ster (zie
ook Sectie N.2.3). Figuur 4.4 toont ook de positie van NaI en CaI. Deze twee lijnen zullen
we later gebruiken om de metalliciteit af te schatten.

Naast nabij-IR spectroscopie hebben we met CASPIR ook nabij-IR fotometrie van onze
bronnen verzamelt. De bronnen werden over 820 dagen tijdens8 periodes voornamelijk in
de K-band waargenomen en af in toe in deJ-, H- en nbL-band. Op basis van deK-band
fotometrie konden we voor 15 sterren uit onze steekproef periodes bepalen die dan gebruikt
werden om ook deJ-, H- ennbL-band te fitten. Via deK band fotometrie konden we enkel
periodes vinden voor de Mira variabelen die een volledige amplitude hebben groter dan 0.4
mag. Voor 17 andere bronnen uit onze steekproef konden we op basis van deze data aantonen
dat ze wel degelijk variabel zijn, maar de spreiding van de waarnemingen was te groot om
periodes te kunnen vinden. De bronnen in deze steekproef werden vergeleken met de objec-
ten in OGLE-II. 23 van onze bronnen hebben in OGLE-III -band lichtcurves. Op basis van
deze lichtcurves hebben we voor 5 objecten een periode gevonden waar we op basis van de
K-band fotometrie geen variabiliteit konden detecteren. Voor 10 sterren waar we wel varia-
biliteit in K vonden maar geen periode, konden we op basis van dezeI -band fotometrie wel
een periode bepalen. Voor slechts 6 sterren vonden we geen periode op basis van dezeI -band
fotometrie, maar de lichtcurves vertonen duidelijk variabiliteit.
Op basis van de variabiliteit delen we onze objecten in in drie groepen: de Mira variabelen
(met een volledige amplitude inK groter dan 0.4 of inI groter dan 0.9), de semi-regelmatige
variabelen (variabelen met een amplitude kleiner dan die van de Mira’s, maar waarvoor we
nog steeds een periode konden vinden) en de variabelen met een kleine amplitude (dit zijn de
variabelen waar we op basis van deK-band geen variabiliteit konden detecteren, in deI -band
kon wel variabiliteit gedetecteerd worden, maar konden we geen periode afleiden).

Figuur 4.7 toont de waterabsorptie in functie van de effectieve temperatuur. Op deze
figuur wordt duidelijk dat wanneer de effectieve temperatuur daalt, de hoeveelheid waterab-
sorptie toeneemt. Op deze figuur duiden de verschillende symbolen de verschillende vari-
abiliteitstypes aan, gedefinieerd op basis van deK of I -band amplitude. Deze figuur toont
duidelijk dat de Mira variabelen de grootste hoeveelheid waterabsorptie hebben. Vermits de
hoeveelheid water correleert met de effectieve temperatuur, verwachten we dat de hoeveel-
heid water toeneemt naarmate de ster verder evolueert, dus verwachten we ook een correlatie
tussen de hoeveelheid water en de amplitude waarmee de ster pulseert. Figuur 4.8 toont dit
verband.

Op basis van de equivalente lijnbreedtes van NaI, CaI en 12CO(2,0) bepaalden Frogel
et al. (2001) een manier om de metalliciteit af te schatten opbasis van mediumresolutie
nabij-IR spectroscopie. De gemiddelde metalliciteit die we op deze manier berekenen voor
onze steekproef is [Fe/H]= −0.38± 0.18. Deze waarde is in overeenstemming met de metal-
liciteit voor de bulge gevonden door Rich en Origlia (2005) en Rich et al. (2007) op basis van
hoge-resolutie spectroscopie van M-giants in de bulge.

Heel vaak worden voor dit soort sterren periode-lichtkracht (PL) diagrammen gemaakt.
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Figuur 4.10 toont dit PL-diagram voor deze groep AGB sterren. Onze sterren bevinden zich
in de reeksen A, B en C. De onregelmatig pulserende variabeleworden niet getoond in de-
ze figuur (voor deze objecten konden we geen periode afschatten), en ook de objecten met
(J − K)0 > 2 worden niet getoond (voor deze objecten heeft het circumstellaire stof een te
grote invloed op de (J − K) kleur). Dit PL-diagram toont aan dat de semi-regelmatige varia-
belen zich vnl. op reeksen A en B bevinden, terwijl de Mira variabelen allemaal op reeks C
liggen. Dit is ook wat verwacht wordt op basis van de evolutietijdens de AGB.

Deze steekproef is geselecteerd op basis van (Ks − [15])0 kleur, een massaverliesindica-
tor. Figuur 4.12 toont het Kleur-Magnitude Diagram (Colour-Magnitude Diagram, CMD)
voor deze steekproef AGB sterren. Deze figuur toont duidelijk het verband tussen variabili-
teit en massaverlies. De onregelmatig pulserende variabelen hebben de blauwste (Ks − [15])0

kleur en dus de laagste massaverliezen. De semi-regelmatige variabelen bezitten een inter-
mediaire (Ks − [15])0 kleur en de Mira variabelen hebben de roodste (Ks − [15])0 kleur en
dus de hoogste massaverliezen.

Vermits massaverlies bij AGB sterren kan omschreven wordenals een door pulsatie ver-
sterkte stofgedreven wind, verwachten we dat het massaverlies van de AGB ster correleert
met de periode van de ster. Figuur 4.13 toont (Ks − [15])0 in functie van de periode en geeft
inderdaad aan dat naarmate de pulsatieperiode toeneemt de (Ks − [15])0 kleur roder wordt, of
equivalent dat het massaverlies toeneemt. Ditzelfde effect wordt ook getoond in het verband
tussen het massaverlies en de pulsatieamplitude (zie Figuren 4.14 en 4.15).

N.3.3 Stofeigenschappen

Het licht dat we van de sterren in onze steekproef waarnemen is afkomstig van de centra-
le ster, een eventuele moleculaire laag en voor de objecten met stof, de stofschil. In dit
hoofdstuk willen we de kenmerken van het stof rond deze sterren bestuderen. Daarom is het
belangrijk om een goede afschatting te maken voor het licht dat we ontvangen van de centrale
ster en de eventuele moleculaire laag. Hiermee kunnen we danhet spectrum voor de sterren
met stof corrigeren zodat we het stof kunnen bestuderen.

Op basis van het selectiecriterium wordt verwacht dat de blauwste sterren in (Ks − [15])0,
de sterren zonder stof zijn. Figuur 3.22 toont dat er sterrenzijn zonder stof die roder zijn
dan de blauwste ster met stof. Daarom hebben we een objectieve manier nodig om de sterren
zonder stof te selecteren. Om dit te bereiken werd een Planck-curve gefit aan de sterren die
geen aanwijzingen vertoonden voor enig stoffeature. Door deze spectra te vergelijken met
een zwarte straler d.m.v. de curve van Planck, kunnen we onzesterren zonder stof objectie-
ver selecteren. Op deze manier hebben we 10 sterren gevondendie geen aanwijzingen van
stof vertonen op basis van hun Spitzer-IRS spectrum. Voor deze sterren zonder stof ligt de
temperatuur die bepaald is d.m.v. de Planck-curve tussen de1360 en 3000 K. Deze spreiding
in temperaturen is voldoende om de spreiding in waargenomen(Ks − [15])0 te verklaren. De-
ze relatief lage temperaturen kunnen waarschijnlijk verklaard worden door de aanwezigheid
van een moleculaire laag rond deze sterren.
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Deze sterren zonder stof kunnen we nu gebruiken als templates om de emissie van de
centrale ster en de waterlaag te verwijderen van de geobserveerde spectra voor de sterren met
stof. Op deze manier creëren we stofspectra (zie Figuren 3.29 tot 3.31).

In deze stofspectra kunnen we een heel aantal features herkennen: amorfe silicaten, alu-
mina, het 13 en het 19.5µm feature. De efficiencies voor deze stof soorten worden getoond
in Figuur 3.32. Amorfe silicaten vertonen twee kenmerkendebanden: één rond 9.7µm en
één rond 18µm. Dit profiel kan in heel wat stofspectra herkend worden. Alumina heeft in het
golflengtebereik dat met Spitzer-IRS bestudeerd wordt, enkel een feature rond 11µm. Het
wordt onderscheiden van het amorfe silicaatfeature doordat het verloop van de rode vleu-
gel van het feature veel minder stijl is dan dat van amorfe silicaten. De efficiencies voor het
13µm feature worden niet getoond in Figuur 3.32. Op dit ogenblikis het nog niet gekend wat
dit feature veroorzaakt. In recente studies worden corundum, spinel en silica als mogelijke
stofcomponenten gegeven die dit feature zouden kunnen veroorzaken. Het 19.5µm feature
is een scherp gepiekt feature (zie Figuur 3.32). Mg0.1Fe0.9O is in staat dit feature te veroor-
zaken. Alhoewel dit feature in heel veel AGB sterren waargenomen wordt, wordt het in deze
steekproef maar 1 keer duidelijk waargenomen, voor twee andere sterren zijn er aanwijzigen
dat ze het feature vertonen. Tabel 3.3 geeft de objecten in volgorde van stijgende (Ks − [15])0

kleur weer. Voor ieder object in de lijst dat geen object zonder stof is, wordt aangegeven
welke features in de stofspectra gezien kunnen worden.

Als verondersteld wordt dat de eigenschappen van de stofschillen voor ieder object dezelf-
de zijn, behalve de hoeveelheid massa die erin zit, dan geeftde flux onder het stofspectrum
de hoeveelheid stof weer. De integraal onder het stofspectrum noemen we de stoflichtkracht.
Vermits de spectra van de objecten in onze steekproef niet abosluut flux-gecalibreerd konden
worden, delen we deze stoflichtkracht door de integraal van het geobserveerde spectrum. Op
deze manier berekenen we de genormaliseerde stoflichtkracht.

Figuur 3.33 geeft de genormaliseerde stoflichtkracht in functie van (Ks − [15])0. De
grootte van de symbolen duidt de onzekerheid op de parameters aan. De fout op (Ks − [15])0

wordt bepaald door de fout op de fotometrie, maar ook de variabiliteit van het object heeft
een invloed. De fout weergegeven in Figuur 3.33 toont enkel de fout op de fotometrie. De
sterren met de roodste (Ks − [15])0 kleur zijn de sterren met de grootste variabiliteit en dit
kan een verschuiving in de (Ks − [15])0 kleur veroorzaken. Vermits de blauwste sterren heel
kleine amplitudes hebben, is de fout die daar veroorzaakt wordt door de variabiliteit verwaar-
loosbaar.
De figuur toont een stijgende trend voor de genormaliseerde stoflichtkracht in functie van
(Ks − [15])0, een massaverliesindicator. Als we aannemen dat het enige verschil tussen de
stofschillen van deze objecten de massa is, dan verwachten we inderdaad deze stijgende
trend: als het massaverlies groter is, wordt er meer stof gevormd en neemt de genormaliseer-
de stoflichtkracht toe. Ondanks dat we deze trend verwachtten is er een hele grote spreiding
waarneembaar: voor objecten met een (Ks − [15])0 kleur van ongeveer 1 zien we zowel ster-
ren zonder stof als objecten met een genormaliseerde stoflichtkracht van ongeveer 0.4. Ook
wanneer we objecten bekijken met een ongeveer gelijke genormaliseerde stoflichtkracht, zien
we een hele grote spreiding op de (Ks − [15])0 kleur.
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Op basis van de efficiencies voor alumina en amorf silicaat, hebben we de 10µm com-
plexen gefit. De resultaten worden weergegeven in Tabel 3.4.Figuur 3.35 toont de afge-
leidde relatieve abondantie van alumina ten opzichte van deamorfe silicaten in functie van
(Ks − [15])0. Deze figuur toont aan dat er maar één object gevonden werd dat volledig door
alumina verklaard kan worden. De meeste objecten hebben eenrelatieve abondantie van alu-
mina tussen 0.1 en 0.4. Er zijn aanwijzingen voor een dalendetrend in deze figuur, maar
de trend is niet zo sterk als verwacht. Er is duidelijk ook geen eenduidige relatie tussen
(Ks − [15])0 en de vorm van het 10µm stofcomplex.

Sloan en Price (1995) classificeren zuurstofrijke AGB sterren in 8 SE (silicaatemissie)
indices. Sterren met een SE index van 1 vertonen het breedste10 µm complex. De breedte
van dit complex neemt af naarmate de SE index hoger wordt en deobjecten met de smalste
profielen hebben een SE index van 8. Gebasseerd op de zuurstofrijke stofcondensatiereeksen,
worden AGB sterren verwacht deze 8 indices te doorlopen. Figuur 3.37 toont de verdeling
van objecten volgens hun SE index. Daarin zien we dat de meerderheid van de objecten een
SE index van 4 of 5 heeft. Op basis van de selectiemethode werdechter verwacht dat er meer
objecten een kleinere SE index zouden hebben. Op basis van destofspectra kunnen we echter
geen reden vinden waarom de meeste AGB sterren in deze steekproef een SE index hebben
van 4 of 5.

N.3.4 Kristallijn materiaal in de circumstellaire enveloppe van
OH/IR sterren

De steekproef AGB sterren die we in de bulge selecteerden, bevat ook AGB sterren aan het
einde van de AGB fase, de OH/IR sterren. Deze OH/IR sterren hebben door het grote mas-
saverlies een optisch dikke stof enveloppe. Het infrarode spectrum van deze sterren ziet er
anders uit dan van de andere AGB sterren in de steekproef. De meeste AGB sterren in on-
ze selectie vertonen amorf silicaat in emissie. Doordat hetcircumstellair materiaal zo dicht
is, worden deze amorfe silicaten niet meer in emissie, maar in (gedeeltelijke) zelfabsorptie
waargenomen. Daarenboven kunnen we in deze sterren ook kristallijn materiaal waarnemen
(forsteriet en enstatiet).

De spectra van deze objecten worden getoond in Figuur 5.1. Desterren zijn geordend
volgens stijgend massaverlies. Het eerste twee objecten (IRAS 17413-3531 en IRAS 18042-
2905) zijn objecten die het 10µm complex nog niet volledig in absorptie hebben. Ook de
18µm silicaatband vertoont zich ook nog in emissie. De bulten oplangere golflengten worden
veroorzaakt door forsteriet en enstatiet. De belangrijkste forsteriet banden worden aangege-
ven door stippellijnen in Figuur 5.1. De andere zes sterren vertonen hun 10 en 18µm band
in absorptie. Wanneer het 10µm complex sterker wordt, wordt het ook breder en begint het
meer substructuren te vertonen. Ook deze sterren vertonen kristallijn materiaal, alhoewel de
sterkte ervan op de langste golflengtes lijkt af te nemen wanneer de sterkte van het 10µm
complex toeneemt.

Om een betere afschatting van het massaverlies en lichtkracht voor deze OH/IR sterren
te hebben, werden deze sterren gemodeleerd met behulp van het radiatief transportmodel van
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Groenewegen (1993, 1995). Een voorbeeld van zo’n model wordt getoond in Figuur 5.4 en
de resultaten zijn gegeven in Tabel 5.2. De lichtkrachten voor deze objecten bevinden zich
tussen de 5 500 en 7 000 L⊙, wat nog eens de homogeniteit van de steekproef bevestigt. De
massaverliezen liggen tussen 0.3 en 3.0× 10−4 M⊙/yr.

Om de kristalliniteitsgraad van deze objecten te bestuderen, werd het 11.3 en 33.6µm
forsteriet feature in meer detail bestudeerd. Voor beide features werd de relatieve sterkte
gemeten. Voor het 11.3µm feature werd daarenboven ook nog de centrale positie van het
feature bepaald. Deze gegevens zijn terug te vinden in Tabel5.2.

Wat betreft de positie van het 11.3µm feature vonden we dat dit feature eigenlijk op
11.2µm ligt i.p.v. op 11.3µm zoals het in jonge sterren waargenomen wordt. Dit zou kunnen
betekenen dat de forsterietdeeltjes die dit feature veroorzaken kleiner zijn dan de forsteriet-
deeltjes rond jonge sterren. Recent onderzoek naar de golflengtepositie van dit feature door
Tamanai et al. (2006) toonde aan dat de golflengtepositie vandit feature ook opschuift naar
kortere golflengtes wanneer het feature in een zuivere vorm voorkomt. Dit zou dus ook kun-
nen aantonen dat de forsterietdeeltjes rond AGB sterren minder vervuild zijn door andere
elementen dan de forsterietdeeltjes rond jonge sterren.

Figuren 5.6 en 5.7 tonen de relatieve sterktes van het 11.3 enhet 33.6µm forsterietfeature
in functie van de optische diepteτ van het 10µm complex, een maat voor het massaverlies.
Deze figuur toont dat naarmate het massaverlies toeneemt de relatieve sterkte van het 33.6µm
feature afneemt. Deze dalende trend met stijgend massaverlies kan verklaard worden d.m.v.
de optische diepte op 33.6µm. Voor alle sterren behalve 1, is de optische diepte groter dan 1:
voor 3 objecten is de optische diepte ongeveer 1 en voor al de andere objecten is de optische
diepte groter dan 2. Dit geeft aan dat de stofschil niet optisch dun wordt op 33.6µm voor de
objecten met de hoogste massaverliezen. Hierdoor kunnen wedus niet meer door de stofschil
kijken en zien we minder forsteriet, waardoor de sterkte vanhet feature afneemt. Dit wil dus
niet zeggen dat er ook effectief minder forsteriet aanwezigis.
Op basis van het 11.3µm feature wordt geen trend waargenomen tussen massaverliesen
sterkte van dit feature. Dit geeft aan dat de OH/IR sterren relatief gezien dezelfde hoeveel-
heid kristallijn materiaal vormen.

N.3.5 De zuurstofrijke stofcondensatie

In hoofdstuk 6 willen we de stofspectra bestuderen in functie van de eigenschappen van de
centrale ster en in functie van de variabiliteit van de objecten. Op basis van de variabiliteit
van de sterren, werden de objecten in een (K0, logP)-diagram geplaatst (zie Figuur 6.1). De
horizontale streep die de reeksen A en B in twee verdeeld is detip van de rode reuzentak
(RGB). De objecten onder deze tip zijn sterren zonder stof (zie hoofdstuk 3). Figuren 6.2
tot 6.4 geven de stofspectra van de objecten weer naargelangde reeks waarop ze gevonden
werden. Op basis van pulsatiemodellen weten we dat de semi-regelmatige variabelen radiële
boventoon pulsators zijn in tegenstelling tot de objecten op reeks C. Deze objecten pulseren
in de fundamentele radiële mode. De Mira variabelen bevinden zich allen op deze reeks. Op
basis van de stofspectra en op basis van het (K0, logP)-diagram kunnen we bestluiten dat de
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objecten met de grootste hoeveelheid alumina teruggevonden worden vlak boven de tip van
de RGB. Er is echter 1 Mira variabele die ook een grote hoeveelheid alumina bezit die hier
niet aan voldoet. De andere objecten op reeksen B en C vertonen allemaal stofspectra die ge-
kenmerkt worden door zowel alumina als amorfe silicaten. Deze objecten bezitten bovendien
een 13µm feature. De objecten waarvoor (J − K)0 groter is dan 2 worden in deze figuur niet
getoond, maar worden verondersteld al verder geëvolueerdte zijn dan de objecten die wel in
deze figuur gegeven zijn. De stofspectra van de objecten met (J − K)0 wordt gedomineerd
door amorfe silicaten, tekenen van andere stofsoorten kunnen in deze spectra niet terugge-
vonden worden. De sterren met de grootste massaverliezen, de OH/IR sterren, vertonen een
door amorfe silicaten gedomineerd stofspectrum met daarenboven duidelijke kristallijne fea-
tures. Ook in deze objecten wordt geen 13µm feature waargenomen.

Op basis van de parameters afgeleidt in de vorige hoofdstukken, voeren we een principaal
componenten analyse (PCA) uit. Een PCA heeft als doel het zoeken naar lineaire verbanden
tussen de verschillende parameters, waardoor de dimensionaliteit van een probleem verkleint.
Ze kan ook onderliggende (eventueel nog onbekende) grootheden aan het daglicht brengen.
Op basis van deze analyse konden we de dimensionaliteit van het geschetste probleem van
11 tot 7 parameters terugbrengen. De variatie in de dataset kan door middel van 3 principaal
componenten (PC) verklaard worden. Het massaverlies is de achterliggende grootheid van de
eerste PC, de stofsamenstelling en de metalliciteit zijn defysische interpretatie van de twee-
de PC. Wat de fysische interpretatie van de derde component is, blijft vooralsnog onduidelijk.

N.3.6 Besluit

Op basis van de optische en de nabij-IR waarnemingen voor deze steekproef van AGB ster-
ren in de bulge, hebben we voor onze groep sterren een afschatting van het spectraal type en
dus ook van de effectieve temperatuur. We maakten ook een schatting voor de metalliciteit
op basis van de equivalente lijnbreedtes van NaI, CaI en 12CO(2,0). De metalliciteitsver-
deling die we op deze manier afgeleid hebben is in overeenstemming met recente literatuur.
Gebruikmakend van de fotometrie konden we de variabiliteitvoor deze sterren bestuderen.
Daarenboven gebruikmakend van de massaverliesindicator (Ks − [15])0 werd een duidelijk
verband aangetoond tussen de pulsatieperiode en -amplitude en het massaverlies.

Op basis van de analyse in hoofdstuk 3, vinden we geen eenduidige relatie tussen
(Ks − [15])0, een massaverliesindicator, en de stofeigenschappen van de AGB sterren. Reeds
voor de sterren zonder stof hebben we aangetoond dat (Ks − [15])0 geen perfecte massa-
verliesindicator is: er zijn objecten met stof die dezelfdekleur hebben als objecten zonder
stof. Daarnaast vonden we voor de sterren met stof dat er geenduidelijke relatie is tussen
(Ks − [15])0 en de relatieve abondantie van alumina en (Ks − [15])0 en de SE index. Dit wijst
erop dat alhoewel (Ks − [15])0 in eerste instantie gebruikt kan worden als een massaverlies
indicator, we een betere afschatting van het massaverlies voor deze objecten nodig hebben.
Dit zouden we kunnen verkrijgen via gedetailleerde modellering van deze spectra. Op basis
van deze massaverliezen, kunnen we de spectra opnieuw ordenen en opnieuw de stofsamen-
stelling bekijken in functie van het massaverlies. Vermitsde spreiding op de correlaties tussen
de verschillende parameters en (Ks − [15])0 echter zo groot is, is het heel onwaarschijnlijk
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dat deze correlaties veel duidelijker worden wanneer onafhankelijke massaverliezen bepaald
worden. Dit geeft aan dat de zuurstofrijke stofcondensatiereeksen zoals beschreven in N.1.2.4
niet voldoende zijn om het waargenomen stof rond zuurstofrijke AGB sterren te voorspellen.
Daarenboven toonden we in hoofdstuk 6 d.m.v. een principaalcomponenten analyse aan dat
het massa-verlies statistisch onafhankelijk is van de stofsamenstelling, maar de stofsamen-
stelling is wel gerelateerd met de metalliciteit.

N.4 Sterpopulaties in de bulge

Het laatste hoofdstuk van deze thesis is gewijd aan het bestuderen van de geometrie van, de
sterpopulatie in en de metalliciteitsverdeling van sterren in de bulge. Zoals vermeld in de
inleiding is er op dit ogenblik nog lang geen conscencus bereikt over de eigenschappen van
dit deel van de Melkweg.

Om de eigenschappen van de bulge en zijn sterpopulatie te bestuderen kunnen verschil-
lende methodes gebruikt worden. Wij kiezen in dit werk voor een populatie-synthese-model
TRILEGAL (Girardi et al. 2005). Deze code berekent voor iedere positie aan de hemel de
verwachte sterpopulatie op basis van enkele parameters. Decode verwacht van de gebruiker
de volgende parameters:

– een verzameling evolutiesporen. Deze evolutiesporen beschrijven het levensverloop van
een ster afhankelijk van haar initiële massa en metalliciteit.

– een verzameling synthetische spectra. Deze spectra wordengebruikt om bollometrische
correcties en verrodingscoëfficiënten uit te rekenen.

– de eigenschappen van het instrument dat in de code nagebootst wordt (zoals eigenschap-
pen van de gebruikte filters en detectoren) en het gebied aan de hemel dat men wil simu-
leren.

– een gedetailleerde omschrijving van de verschillende componenten van de Melkweg.
Voor iedere component wordt een stervormingsgeschiedenis(star formation rate, SFR),
een metalliciteitsverdeling en een maat voor de verdeling/dichtheid van de sterren in die
component gegeven.

Met de uitvoer van deze code kunnen we dan kleur-magnitude diagrammen (CMDs) maken,
die we kunnen vergelijken met waarnemingen. De waarnemingen die voor dit project geko-
zen zijn, zijn 11 velden uit de OGLE-II waarneemcampagne. Voor deze 11 velden hebben
weV- en I -band fotometrie van OGLE-II enJ-, H- enKs-band fotometrie van 2MASS. Voor
ieder veld, creëren we twee CMDs: een (I ,V − I ) diagram en een (Ks,J − Ks) diagram. In ie-
der CMD definiëren we twee gebieden: een gebied dat bestaat uit sterren die zich in de schijf
bevinden “schijf gebied” en een gebied dat bestaat uit sterren in de bulge “bulge gebied” (zie
Figuur 7.3 en 7.4). In Figuur 7.4, het CMD voor de OGLE data, zien we nog een derde ge-
bied aangeduid. Dit is de plaats waar we dered clumpsterren zien. Red clump sterren zijn
rode reuzen die zich op de horizontale tak bevinden. Deze sterren worden vaak gebruikt om
afstanden te schatten: de waargenomen magnitude wordt voordeze sterren vergeleken met
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de verwachtte magnitude en zo kan men de afstand bepalen.

Om het model en de waarnemingen te vergelijken worden histogrammen gemaakt van
de sterren in de twee geselecteerde gebieden uit het CMD. De statistische test die gebruikt
werd om de histogrammen te vergelijken is een Poisson verdeelde maximum-likelihood. Uit
deze methode krijgen we voor ieder model een getall dat omschrijft hoe goed of hoe slecht
de fit is. Het beste model wordt dan gegeven door het minimum van al deze getallenl. De
modellen die “even goed” zijn of equivalent waarvan we niet kunnen zeggen dat ze significant
slechter zijn, bepalen dan de foutenbalken op de gevonden parameters. Met behulp van 54
processoren werd om dit vraagstuk op te lossen een minimalisatieprocedure opgezet. Het
beste model dat we op deze manier vinden is een model met de volgende parameters:

– R0 = 8.6±0.15
0.11kpc, de afstand van onze Zon tot aan het centrum van de Melkweg,

– am = 2.7±0.04
0.10kpc, de schaallengte van de bulge,

– a0 = 96.6±1.1
4.1pc, de schaallengte die beschrijft vanaf waar de bulge begint,

– 1 : η : ζ = 1 : 0.68±0.01
0.07 : 0.30±0.01

0.01, de verhouding van de grote assen van de balk,

– φ = 14.4◦±5.5
10.3, de hoek die de balk maakt met de lijn gevormd door het centrumvan de

Melkweg en onze Zon,

– f0 = 427.3±11.0
25.7, de schaalfactor die de hoeveelheid sterren in de bulge bepaalt.

Tabel 7.1 geeft een beknopt overzicht van studies die deze parameters willen bepalen. De
parameters die wij op basis van onze methode vinden, vallen binnen de verscheidenheid aan
waarden tot nu toe gevonden. Wat betreft de afstand tot het galactisch centrum behoort onze
waarde tot de grootste afstanden. Onze waarnemingen zijn consistent binnen de foutenbalken
met studies gebaseerd op RR Lyrae sterren (Fernley et al. 1987; Feast 1997), red clump ster-
ren (Paczynski en Stanek 1998) en Mira variabelen (Groenewegen en Blommaert 2005). Er
zijn ook een aantal studies die significant kleinere waardenvinden dan wij: Eisenhauer et al.
(2003, 2005) bestudeerden sterren in de nabijheid van het zwarte gat in het centrum van de
Melkweg en vonden een gemiddelde afstand van ongeveer 7.8 kpc. Ook studies op basis van
water masers, en de meeste studies die gebruik maken van red clump sterren vonden kleinere
resultaten. Een verschillende verdeling van deze verschillende sterpopulaties zou aan de oor-
zaak kunnen liggen van deze soms nogal ver uiteenlopende onderzoeksresultaten.

Naast de afstandsbepaling tot het centrum van de Melkweg, isook de hoek die de balk
maakt een veel bediscussieerde parameter. Tabel 7.1 toont dat er twee groepen resultaten
zijn. De ene groep vind kleine hoeken (rond de 20◦), terwijl de andere groep grote hoeken
vindt (rond de 40◦). Sevenster et al. (1999) suggereert dat kleine waarden voor φ gevonden
worden wanneer enkel dichtbij het centrum gekeken wordt, terwijl grotere waarden gevonden
worden wanneer op grotere galactische lengte gekeken wordt. Groenewegen en Blommaert
(2005) vermelden dat dit verschil waarschijnlijk te wijtenis aan het verschil in bestudeerde
sterpopulaties, die niet noodzakelijk dezelfde ruimtelijke verdeling hebben.
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Naast de geometrie van de bulge, hebben we ook de metalliciteits- en leeftijdsverdeling
bestudeerd. De metalliciteitsverdeling waarvan we gestart zijn is beschreven in Zoccali et al.
(2003) (zie Figuur 7.7). Met deze metalliciteitsverdelingmerkten we dat we de histogram-
men gemaakt op basis van 2MASS data goed konden voorspellen,maar de histogrammen
op basis van de OGLE data werden altijd overschat (zie Figuur7.8). Dit zou kunnen ver-
oorzaakt worden door de metalliciteitsverdeling. De metalliciteitsverdeling in Zoccali et al.
(2003) is gebaseerd op fotometrische waarnemingen en is ietsje metaal-armer dan metallici-
teitsverdelingen bepaald op basis van spectroscopische waarnemingen, maar is er nog steeds
consistent mee. Om dit te onderzoeken hebben we de metalliciteitsverdeling verschoven naar
een metaal-rijkere verdeling. We vonden een siginficant betere fit voor een metalliciteitsver-
deling verschoven met+0.3 dex (zie Figuur 7.9).

De bulge wordt ook vaak geassocieerd met een oude populatie (ouder dan 10 Gyr). In
de recente literatuur worden er echter meer en meer indicaties gevonden voor een bulge die
gedomineerd wordt door een oude populatie, maar waar ook “intermediaire” (een aantal Gyr)
en soms zelfs jonge (een aantal miljoen jaar) sterren wordenin teruggevonden (Holtzman
et al. 1993; Ortolani et al. 1995, 2001; Zoccali et al. 2003; van Loon et al. 2003). Om deze
hypothese te testen gebruikten we de stervormingsgeschiedenis beschreven in van Loon et al.
(2003). Hiermee simuleerden we een dominante oude populatie met daarenboven een groep
jonge sterren en/of sterren met een intermediaire leeftijd. Hiermee konden we geen signifi-
cant betere fit vinden. Dit wil niet zeggen dat er geen sterrenaanwezig zijn in de bulge die
jonger zijn dan de oude populatie. Dit toont enkel aan dat deze sterren een te kleine invloed
hebben op het CMD om via onze methode opgespoord te worden. Opbasis van onze resulta-
ten moeten we besluiten dat de gemiddelde leeftijd van de bulge 10 Gyr is.
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APPENDIX A

List of acronyms

2MASS Two Micron All Sky Survey
AGB Asymptotic Giant Branch
ATCA Australia Telescope Compact Array
BCD Basic Calibrated Data
BFGS Broyden-Fletcher-Goldfarb-Shanno
CMD Colour Magnitude Diagram
COBE Cosmic Background Explorer
CSE circumstellar envelope
CTA Cryogenic Telescope Assembly
DDT Director’s Discretionary Time
DENIS Deep Near-Infrared Survey
E-AGB early-AGB
ESO European Southern Observatory
FWHM Full With Half Maximum
GB Galactic Bulge
GC Galactic Centre
GO General Observers
GTO Guaranteed Time Observers
HB Horizontal Branch
HBB Hot Bottom Burning
HR diagram Hertzsprung-Russell diagram
IPAC Infrared Processing and Analysis Center
IRAC Infrared Array Camera
IR Infrared
IRAF Image Reduction and Analysis Facility
IRAS Infrared Astronomical Satellite
IRS Infrared Spectrograph
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ISM Interstellar Medium
ISO Infrared Space Observatory
ISO-LWS ISO’s Long-Wavelength Spectrometer
ISO-SWS ISO’s Short-Wavelength Spectrometer
ISOCAM ISO’s Infrared Camera
ISOCAM-CVF ISOCAM’s Circular Variable Filters
ISOPHOT ISO’s Imaging Photo-polarimeter
LMC Large Magellanic Cloud
LH Long High
LL Long Low
LPV Long Period Variable
MIPS Multiband Imaging Photometer for Spitzer
MIDAS Munich Image Data Analysis System
MS Main Sequence
MSX Midcourse Space Experiment
MWG Milky Way Galaxy
NASA National Aeronotic and Space Administration
NTT New Technology Telescope
OGLE Optical Gravitational Lensing Experiment
OPZ Operational Pointing Zone
PAH Polycyclic Aromatic Hydrocarbon
PC Principal Component
PCA Principal Component Analysis
PCRS Pointing Calibration Reference Sensor
PI Principal Investigator
PL Period-Luminosity
PN Planetary Nebula
PSC Point Source Catalog
RGB Red Giant Branch
ROC Reseved Observations Catalogue
SH Short High
SIRTF Space InfraRed Telescope Facility
SL Short Low
SMART Spectroscopic Modelling Analysis and Reduction Tool
SOFI Son of Isaac
SOM Spitzer Observer’s Manual
SSC Spitzer Science Center
SST Spitzer Space Telescope
TP-AGB thermally pulsing AGB
TMSS Two Micron Sky Survey
VLA Very Large Array
XSC Extended Source Catalog
YSO Young Stellar Object
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